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MOTH=

This yeport contains a-detailed-sum4ry of both the procedures used for

evaluating the Occupational Exploration PrOgram in 1975 and the results that
.

were so attained. The Occupational Exploration Program (0EP) is a develop-
,

sent effort of the Center for Vocational Education (The Ohio State University)

and is sponsored by fUnds from the National Institute of Education. O.E.P.

is a classroom program designed to enhance the career awareness and career

' understandings of 7th and 8th grade students through the utilization of sim-
,

%Illations, games, smell group and individualized activities. The program. is

organized into an Introduction and eight (8) industrial cluster packages

with each package, consisting of a simulation and, other exploratory activities

as specified above. In FY'75' the program Introduction and three (3) cluster

packages representing the Trade and Finance, Health and Welfare and Construe-

ion -industrieewere-pilart-tested-.

The report is organized as follows: Overview of the Evaluation Strategy;

Evaluation of the Program Introduction; Evaluation of the three (3) cluster

packages; and ananalysis oftrends from the evaluition data collected in 1975.

One basic premise of the evaluation was to test the feasibility of implementing

the program in regular /classroom settings. .To that end more than 20 classrooms

.in two different school districts were utilized to evaluate the cluster packages.

Questionnaires were administered to both teachers and students using the O.E.P.

materials. For students the questiods dealt with the factors of interest, use

3. and understanding. For teachers, the _questions were focualed on_tactors _such. aa

classroom organization, management probleis, and general appeal/...Lity of the

materials._ In addition to the questionnairesjoboth students and teachers were

A41)

-interviewed.

tt



The data collected was compiled for the Introduction and foreaci.diUster

package as total units and additionally for each specific product Within those

units. For the clusterlpickages and for most,of the specific products within

-.them, results were highly positive. 'The students felt that the.products were

interesting and appealing; thatthey could, in general, easily read them; and

that they were learning about,, various aspects of the occupations included in

the materials., Results from teachers not only verified the student perceptions

but also indicated that the program could be ilmAemented in the classrOom./With-
i

out mudh,difficulty. For example, the teachers stated that they would-re-use

almost all of the Materials4ii the Intioduction and in each cluster package;

and further that.the materiils were generally above average in instructional

-quality. The data is collates' into many tables interspersed throughout the

text, of the 'report.

0
r
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- I OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION STRATEGY

PILOT-TEST, 1975

Program Description /Background

The Occupational:Exploration Program is designed to"provide seventh

and eighth grade students with opportunities to actively explore many

different kinds of occupations and work settings. When completely de-

veloped, the program will consist of (a) one multi-media program intro-

duction, (b) twelve occupational cluster packagers (each consisting of

one simulation and approximately six complementary exploratory activi-

ties), and (c) a staff development program.

During 1973 4 extensive simulation development occurred, and seven

of the twelve simu ±tions Were tested. ad evaluated._ Since then a draft

of the program introduction has been generated and, for three of the occupa-

tional clusters, the simulations have undergone extensive revision, and a

series 9f complementary exploratory activities have been produced. These

`materials comprise the three'semi-complete job-cluster packages for "Health
, 6 $.

and Welfare", "Trade and Finance", and "Construction", which were pilot-

tested in May, 1975. Figire 1 diagrams the specific materials included in

these,patkages.- Another cluster package, "Arts and Humanities" is being

tested in the Sumner, 1975, and will be included in a later report.

Objectives of the EvaluatiOk
I

41.

During the 1973-74 Pilot-Test, the emphasis of the evaluation was on
- ?

- 4*
. measuring the impact of the materials on atudents'

.

cognitive. performance \

AA

to

0:
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FIGURE 1. OEP Materials Pilot-Tested, Spring, 1975,
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and affective changes, i.e., occupational preterences. Inthat stu0,.

it was found that 6 Of the 7 simulations produced significantly higher.

knoiledge 'scores (efperimental over control groups), and that 5 oethe

7 simulations were associated with significant or nearly significant

changes in the strength of.preferences for occupational activities:

Given these results replication of the impapt study was deemed unnecessary
.

t

in 1975, and the thrust of evaluation was shifted to one of studying the °

.

. feasibility of implementation of the Claupational.Exploration'Program and',

collecting revision data.

The underlying goals of the evaluation were:, .

1. To collect'data relatlye to the implementation of aosemi-complete
0

cluster package in a classroom, includirig such concernsas

feasibility acceptance by teachers and students, costs in

terms of teacher efforts, .integration of cluster package.parts,

problems encounteed,
4

2. To develop'a formative. information base relevant and useful. for

revision and refplement of kie cluster package concept.

.3. To develop a formative information base relevant and useful
4

for revision'and refinement of new products being used for the

-first, time.

Specific evaluation olpectives are listeg. for major program compOnents
kis

in Table 1..'

12
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TABLE 1. Evaluation Emphasis By Program Compbn

I.. Introduction'

. .

A. Asa Unit

B. Specific Activities

Cluster Packages

A. As A Unit

B. Simulation

4

r-
C.

',Activities

Evaluation Emphasis*

1. To assess.effectiveness in interesting and mati-'
vating students to participate in the program.

2. To determine the effectiveness of the Introduction
in introducing the concepts of occupational ex-
ploration and grouping.

1. To assess student interest, use, and understanding
of specific materials.

2. To obtain information usef9,for.revising the
materials.

U.

1. To'determine the feasibility of the simultanegus
implementation of many diverse activities the
classroom.

2. To assess student interest in occupational exploration.
3. To assess student understanding of work factors.
4. To assess effectiveness in increasing student aware-

ness of personal interests.

1. To examine students' interest in and reactions to
the materials and to their participation in the .

simulations.

2._.To obtain information regarding implementation
, problems with the simulation.

3. To determine student perciptions of what they learned
from the simulation. . .

4. To obtain information useful ?Or revision.

1. To examine hpw receptive/interest&I/mmtivated students
Are in the activities.

2. To discover implementation problems inherent in the
activities.

3. To assess student perceptions of what learned
frwthe activities.

41 To:tbtain information useful for revision.

* Teacher.perceptions as yt11 as student reactions

0
were important components of each evaluation
emphasis.

4
13
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Sample Inyolved

Two strata of school populations were used in the test.. One consisted

og four Jefferson County, Colorado Public Schools with predominantly white,

middle class populations. .The other consisted of two Columbus, Ohio public

schools with mixed black-white populations from somewhat lower SES groups

than those of Jefferson County. Table 2-presents demographic and achieve-

ment information for the six schools-included in .he sample.

. .

Table 2a. 'Dekographic and Student Data* on OEP Pilot -Test Schools in
Jefferson County, Colorado

School ,.

0

(rAl)

o

r4

0)
4-,

0
4.,

a)

.2.

.4

.

0

4
tst

.

.

/Educational
Level of Staff

0 ,
o

0
+3
0

til

-Es

.
e

.

. .
.

J

% Above Mean
on Stu. Achiev.

BA MA Rd 43*./ Math 'Lang

Alameda Jr.

Arvada Jr.
,

Planning Jr.

Wbeatridge Jr.

701

1407

980

71

4.5%

5.2%

5%

4.81

5.6
.

2.5

7.3

20%
.

50%.

40%

50% .

80%

.

50%

60%

50%

5.2

3.8

0

2.8

65

:. 55

61

72

.

64 '65

62

88

61

58

74

65

* Data supplied by School Administrators. &

** Minorities in these schools are predominantly students with Spanish Surnames..

14,
lir

9

v

ti
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Table 2b. Demographic and Student Data* on OE? Pilot-Test Schools in
Columbus,40hio A

4

School

Indianola Jr.

Crpstview Jr.

654 15%

609 9%

4-1

0 % at or above grade leVel

BA. MA
% St.
on ADC

Read
VOcab

Reid
Comp

Arith
Comp

Arith
Conc.

Arith
App.

31

5

63%

50%

'37%

50%

30

8

23

45

*29

56

28'

4340

31

56

25

52

* Data from 1973,Columbup Public School Profile Report.
** Minorities in these schools are predominantly Black.

c-

The original Pilot-Test sampling strategy for each cluster package in-

eluded one seventh-grade and one eighth-grade classroom at four schools (two

schools per stratum). However, with pilot-testing begirining in mid-spring,

1975, it was found that, although interest and willingness to participate was

high on the part of teacher and administration, many classes were invol*4-.7

in ongoing activities or completion of required. curriculum for the year. In

round that industrial_arts classrooms in Coludbusasilell as

those in surrounding communitie5 meet on the average only trice wee ly. The Con-.

struction,cluster package, which is intended for use in industrial arts class-
,

rooms, requires approximately 20 class periods to complete - a duration of

up to ten Weeks on a bi-weekly meeting schedule. Consequently, it was not

feasible'for the Construction package to undergo pilot - testing in the Colubbus

- area at that time.

Given these constraints, sampling was accomplished using 18 intact class-
.

rooms in the six schools previously described. The break-down of classes
, A

O

15
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7

'and numbers of students is shown in'Table 3.

Table 3. Numbers of Classes and.Studenta Involved in Pilot-Test for Each
Cluster- by School and Grade Level*

School

Health 84'Welfare Trade & Finance Construdtion

'7th 8th 7th nth ' 7th 8th

1

Alameda

Aryada

Manning °

Wheatridge

_

'1(28)
.

2(36 mixed

.

13)

, 2(63)

.

,

. .

2(4 mixed

2(20 mixed

.

.

31)

13)*

.

'2

Indianola

Crestview

4

1(20)
-=

1(20)

1(17)
.

(--'--..
1(17) %

1(24)

1(32) 4

1(10)
0

1(30)
_

,

0

.

Total , 5(104) 3(47) 4(119) !.. 2(58) . 4(24)

. 0

4(44)

J

ur

* entries represent number of classes (number of students follow in
'parenthesies). Millers are based on nUMberof respondents. .

** Several 9th grade students are included in the eight grade sample
in this clash. - \,

Pilot-Test Design

A complete cluster package consists of (a) the program introdUction,

CO, a small group simulation, and.(c) six complementary activities (solo
. .

to small group).- Structurally, a complete cluster package, as installed

in a classroom, could be diaexanuned as in Fig. 2.

.

16
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Figure. 2. ' The Complete Cluster Package

A

Introduction
-(Total Class Activity)

Simulation
(8 to 10 Students)

ors

0 ,

6 Complementary Actirvities ,

(Concurrently)

6 Complementary Activities
(12*-20c,Students).

Simulation

The progrhm introduction consists of activities designed to motivate

and orient students to the prograth and to the concept of exploring occupa-

o.

tions. After the introduction, the class divides into unequal groups -
4

one to simulate, the.other to engage in complementary activities. Subse-

quently,
.

those students who have not had-an opportunitr:44.< simulate could
--,14$

_ _

4%
do so, while those who have will continue their exploration with the com-

.

. .

-,,,i
. ..

plementary activities - until all students have participated in the complete

cluster package.

1 7

A

,
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C- 9
44

,

I

For the purposes of pilot-testing and due to time limitations, however,,

it waanot necessary for each student to participate in both the simulation

and complementary activities. Each class completed -the Introduction and

4
then divided into unequal groups. One group simulated while the others

participates i n the 3 to 5 complementary activities whj.dh were available

:' for that particular cluster package. 'Data was collected in two phases:

(1) after completion of 'the Introduction, and (2) after completion, of the

' simulation and complementary activities. Figure 3 describes the Pilot- /

test des±gri for each class.

Figure 3.

g.

Pilot-Test of-a Semi - Complete Cluster Package

3 .'
Introduction
(Total Class)

Simulation
(8-10 Students)

Concurrently)

QUESTIONNAIRES
INTERVIEWS.

3-5 Complementary Activities
(12-20 Students)

1

End of Test

QUESTIONNAIRES
INTERVIEWS

st,

'It Was felt that the desigri specified in Figure 3 would provide good

approximation to the installation ofea complete cluster package,-as well as

meet the-ev,aluation goals of providing (1) data relative to implementation

in the classroom, (2) information useful for refinement of the cluster

**age concept, and (3);formative data for revision of the products.
..,
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INSTRUMENTATION

Pilot-test instrumentation was developed for each of the two phases

of evaluation described earlier. The first set of instruments was ad-

ministered after the students had completed using the program Introduction.

In this phase, the instrumentation included a student questionnaire, "Your.

Opinions, .Please! "; a student interview form; and a teacher questionnaire,

"Teacher Initial Perceptions" (TIP). The second set, of instruments was

administered after the completion of he cluster package activities. 141

this phase the, nstruments included a student quesiionnaireil"Your Opinions

.

Again, Please!"; a student interview form; a teacher questionnaire, "Teacher

Ovgrall Perceptions (TOP); and a teachei interview forth. The instrumenta-

tion developed for this pilott9st wilrbe discussed in detail by evaluation

phase. All instruments are appended to this text.

FIRST PHASE OF PILOT-TEST EVALUATION: Instrumentation Administered after
Capletion of Program Introduction

.4. . _. .

"Your Opinions, Please!" (Appendix III-A)

"Your Opinions, Pleasel",is.a student questionnaire

students' perceptions of the Introduction to the program.

designed to measure

The 23 randomly
I,

ordered statements consist of 15 positive end 8 negative stems. After read-
,-

ing each Statement, stu4ents either check Yes (if they agree with the state-
.

Jfle4t-)I-No.(if they disagree with the statement), or ?,(if they, krendt sure

_ . V
or don't know haw they feel). The test was designed to assess three dimensions

of perceptions relating to the program Introduction. These three areas are

student interest, Use, and understanding of the Introduction. The following

statements are examples of items for each dimension assessed.

19 14,

k

ti



Dimension:

.Items:`

11

Student interest

a) I think most students my age would enjoy the comic strips.
0

b) I feel I want to start exploring occupations right away.

Dimension:. Student ability to use the material

Items: a) I understood the directions in the Introduction.

b) The comic strips were hard to read.

Dimension: Student understanding

Items: a) It's important to understand about jobs before yoti choo e one.

b) I learned a lot 'of new, ideas in the. Introduction.

Table 1 presents the item breakdown by direction (whether positively

or negatively stated) and,by dimension assessed.

,Table 4: Item Breakdown of "Your Opinions, Please!"--

Dimenslon

Direction of Item

POSITIVE NEGATIVE TOTAL

Interest.

Use

Understanding

6

3

2

5

8

7

TO61 ;.
23

Two sets of check questionq_were included to measure the reliability of

student responSes. The two sets of check questions were items #5 and #15,

and #6 and #14, on the questionnaire. An example'of one set included is:

Introduction was boring fOr me,

I didn't like mauy of the things I did the Introduction.

20
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to-
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.

introduction To Exploring Occupations: Student Interview Form (Appendix III-B)
. 4

4. .;
, t, 7

.After completing the questionnaire, 'Your Opinions, Pleaser three
S Kb '

students were randomly chosen from each class by the. proeam interviewer.

The purpoie of the interview was to probe into individuallludentls percep-
,

tions of the program introduction. 'Thy interview consisted of open-ended

40
questions' dealing with preferences toward thcmaterials, awareness of occupa-

tions, implementation/usage problems, understanding of concepts, and recommen-

datiops for materials revision. Some of,the occupational awareness questions

included: Is it useful to think.about ddcupations at your age? Since you

participated in the Introduction, filo you feel you're getting more ideas about

what you might do when you're older? What are the most important things ybu

feel you should consider before choosing an occupation?

Other questions included were designed to provide reVisors with specific

information concerning such things as activities students liked most or least,

reading level, clarity of written directions and concepts developed, and re-

commendations by specific activities. Specific revision data was collected

for the comic strips ("Right In/Write On" booklet), the likes list ( "Working

It OuViand Liking It Too" booklet), Occupations Album, and Slide Tape Pre-

sentation:

I

"Teacher Initial Perceptions (TIP)" (Appendix III -C)

This questionnaire was designed to measure teacher perceptions immediate-

ly following the implementation of theprOgram introductlon. The first sec-
s.

tion of-the instrument, "How Well Did The Intrdduction WOrk?", collects in-
_

c 4

formation concerning teacher perceptions of: (1) the timeirevirements for

21

, .
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-preparation,and-instructiOn,'(2) the organization/structure of the Introduc-

tion material, and (3)'implementation problems.- The second section, "Per-

ceptions fof Student Outcomes," asks the teacher to estimate the percentage

,

of students whom be/she feels enjoyed or liked the specific activities;

understood the concepts, direGitions,. vocabulary and reading materials; and

ti
.

showed interest in the program, -In Section III, the,teacher's overall re-

actions to the Introduction are assessed (i.e.,..teacher acceptance data,

teacher recommendations for revision).

.

SECOND PHASE OF PILOT-TEST EVALUATION1 Instrimentat&on Administered after
Completion of Cluster Package.

"Your'Thpinions,Again, Please!" (Appendix

V.

"Your Opinicins Agaln,.Please!" is a student questionnaire designed to
$.

measure students'. perceptions of the activities contained within each cluster,

package (i.e., simulation and other,expleratory activities). The instnt
4,

is divided into three sections: the first section is completed by all stu-

dents using the cluster package activities; the secT section is completed

by students using the simulation, and the third section is completed by

O

students using the complementary activities. Parallel forms of theRe instru........

. .

meats were developed with identical items included in the first section7and

similar items in the second and third'sections. The parallel forms relate
.. .

.

specifically to each one of the cluster packages.-
.

. ..
''.7,.,

:

In the first section, the 30 items (22 positively and 8 negatively stated
.

statements) measure three dimenions of the:,StudenW perceptions of the activi-

ties. These three areas are student, interest, use and understanding of the

activities. The folloWing statements are examples of items for each dimen-

sion assessed:



Dimension: Student-interest

a) l'w9uld like to try more activities 112gthese.

b) I want to continue to add to rily own.occupations album.

Dimension: Student ability to use the materials

a) There were too many other students involved in the

,activities at the same time.

b) Some of the activities were too hard for me to do.

IF
Dimension: Student understanding

a) Since I've tried the Occupational Exploration Activities,

I feel I know more about how well people in different

occupations like their work.

b) I found I had interests and likes that I didn't know.

about before.

In Tables 5a, 5b, and Sc the data presents the total item breakdown fOr

. each form of the instruments by direction (whether 14sitively or negatively

stated) and by dimension assessed.

Items of "Your Opinions Again, Please!"

Table 5a:, Health and Welfare Cluster

Direction of Item,'

Dimensiort POSITIVE . NEGATIVE' TOTAL

Interest
d

Use .

Understanding

I

15

11
.

,

20

.

., 6
.

. 8

. 4. :

21

19

.

, 24

Total
.

46
.

, 18
.

64

....

je
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Talke 5b: Trade and Finance Cluster

$

Dimension POSITIVE . NEGTVE TOTAL
s

Interest '

Use'
. ..

Understanding

-

13

13

19

.

'.

'

6

8

4

19

21

.23

t
Total 45

\. ..... ..

18
,

63

Table 5c: Construction-Cluster

V

Dimension POSITIVE NEGATIVE TOTAL

Interest

.

Use

Underst,diRg

.11,

'11

, 18
.

4

9
.-,

3

15

'20

21

JP'

.*

Total 4o 16 ,

.o
56 .

ao

One set of check. questions were included to measure the-retiabiZ.J.ty.of

students' reponses. The check questions were items #1 and 014:

#1. I enjoyed doing the exploratory activities.

ii14. I didn't like many of the things I did in these activities.

24
.
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Post Cluster Package: Student. Interview Form (Appendix III-E)

addition to completing the questionnaire, "Your'Opinions,Again

Please!", three 'students were randomly chosen from each class by the program

interviewer. .Two.students participated in the other explorktory activities

and,one student participated in the simulation. The purpose of the inter-

view was toprobe into individual students' perceptions of the program acti-

vities.. The interview consisted of open-ended questions dealing with student

preferences toward the materials, awareness of occupations, implementation

usage problems, conceptual underitanding and recommendations for materials

. %
revision. Thequestions dealing with occupational awareness were included to

help assess the impact of the activities and to provide a quasi post cluster

package measurement. The questions were identical tothose asked in the 4

first studeir4 interview. Other questions included in the interview) form were

designed to provide revisors with specific information concerning:

- what students liked most and least about each activity,

clarity of written directions

-.realism of jobs presented in simulation

- problems using the activities

- recommendations to change specific activities/simulition

"Teacher. Overall Perceptions (TOP)" (Appendix III-F) -,"*"

This questionnaimp was designed -to measure teacher perceptions of the

activities immediately following the implementation of the cluster package.

The first section of the instrument, i'Section I: How Well Did the ,Entire

Cluster Package Work?", cdilects information concerning teacher perceptions 01'1

..

25-^- A

o
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. time requirements for.preparation and implementation.

2. implementation prvedures/problemi

3. classroom arrangement/noise level.

4., management of activities/simulation
*ow

the second section, "Section II: In-Service Training" measures the
0

teacher perceptions of the In-Service program given prior to the materials
.i

usage.

"Section III: Perceptions of the Simulation" has two.parts. Part A

includes geneial questions relevant to the simulation. .Examples of some

questions are:- "Did the situation in the simulation maintain student interest?",

And "Did the summary provide an incentive to explore occupations further ?"

InPart B, teachers are asked to check the percentage of students (0-25%,

51-75%, or 76-100%) who they felt enjoyed/liked:

1. participating in thesimulation )(

12. having a realistic occupational problem to solve

3. playing different occupational roles

4; learning about different occupations

5. working with other students

-6: exploring- occupations

'and understo6#:

1. the directions

2. the written materials' 4

3. the vocabulary

o.

14 the.intent of the activities

5.' the intent of the entire cluster package

6. the importgfice of exploring occupations
.

2G.
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"Section IV: Ptrceptions of the Other Exploratory Activities" is also

divided into Parts A and B. In Part A, the teacher responses to general'

questions about the other exploratory activities in the package. Examples .

of scone questiod are: "Was it easy for students to shift from one activity.

to another?", and "Did the illustrations increase student understanding of..

the activities?" In Part B, the teachers checked the percentage of students

(o-25%, 26,50%, 51-75%, 76-100%) who they felt enjoyed/liked participating

in specific activities, and understood the various:asp:ects of the program

and materials.

The final section, "Section V: Overall Considerations", assesses the

teachers' general reactions to"the materials and the program. It collects

information concerning the teachers' most favored and least favored acctivi-

ties, teacher acceptance, and overall perception of the instructional

. quality of the cluster package. Space is provided for the teachers to make

additional comments or recommendations for program improvement.

_ Teacher Interview

I

At tb.e conclusion of-the pilot-test, each teacher was interviewed in-
.

dividually. The purpose of the interview was to collect infOrmation that

,

could be used to improvet

I C

'1, the in-service program

2. the teacher's gUide

the implementation of the materials

a. placement of students into activities

b.. concurrent use.of simulation and other exploratory activities

. 4. the simulation itself'

5. the other exploratory activities

27 O
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- .
.

.
. .

,

In addition, information was collected to help determine the population

of students that OEP materials are, best suited for, define alternative

strategies foi. implementing the cluster package within the regular class-, .

roam activitiesland assess Une xpected studebt outcomes.

a

28

0

c

1*
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II. EVALUATION OF THE INTRODUCTION TO OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION

Description.
oo.

The "Introduction-to-Occupationa-1-Explorat-ionll-is-a-four-part instruc-

tional activity intended for use in seventh and eighth grade classrooms.

It is .designed to involve the student in-the initiafphases of the Occupa,

tional Exploration Program and to prepare the student for further explora-

tion in the simulation and complementary activities contained in:the.,cluster

packages:

Part 1 is entitled "Right'IntWrite On!" and .is a set of three story

models with correspdnding fill-in comics, which allow studenti to explore

and express their awn interests and feelings about occupations and the world

of work. Both the story models and the fill-ins are presented in comic strip

formats and hopefully provide novelty and appeal to the student as he/she com-

pletes such captions as: "When I WAS little, I ...." and "Now I'know I. gotta

. shop around - think about what I really like doing, things like .. . 1,

.

Part 2.consists of two synchronized slide/tape presentations entitled

"Up to Naw" and "What Next)! The first presentation begins with a song-deal-

ing with exploring occupations and continues with students commentingon

- their early childhood job aspirations and experiences. Examples.are given of

how students may have been exposed. to occupations thus far in their lives,.and

of the variety of occupations available iri the world of work. As one student

on the, tape comments; "I'm gonna shop around." The first presentation,ends

'with the theme music and the lyrics, "...exploring occupations - make it work

for you." The second Slide/. tape presentation, "What Next",-begins by dealing

with some of-thenotions involved in the,concept of occupation. Further, it

29
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introduces the idea of grouping occupations into clusters, and lists twelve

OEP occupational clusters with students' comments about what types of things

.

occupations ineaCh cluster might involve. Among the commenteluch

questions as, "How you gonna know?" and "How you gonna get it together?" In

turn then, other students-on the tape respond by mentioning things to look

for and possible outcomes of exploring occupations.

Part 3, -"Working It Out and Liking It Too", 'is a booklet containing

"Likes Lists.," Students initial things which they like or in which they are

interested. They they} relate their liked to different occupations which they

either know about and like, or which they would like to know more about. They

e

do this by Working throligh a minimum of 3'sectiods called "work groups" and

by referring to twelve work; group (cluster) posters placed on the bulletin

board. Work in this booklet can continue throughout the program.

Part 4, the "Occupations Album",cis a booklet in which students record: .

:mental pictures" of'different occupations that they encounter in their ex-

ploration of the world of:work.

Also included in thei'miderials
r

is an occupational graffiti poster on
-

which students may write witty comments or puns dealing with occupations. The

poster is intended to provide students with the opportunity to/express them-

selves in a humorous vein while pursuing more serious exploration.'

30

...
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RESULTS -'STUDENT qUESTIONNAII*

23

4,
-

Interest in the Materials

As indicated in the first chapter ofthis. report, the quegtionnaires,

contained 10 items dealing with student interest in the IntroduCtion. There

were seven positive statements and 3 negative ones randomly distributed

throughout the questionnaire. Data was collected from more than 347 students

in the two strata (Columbus and Jeffco) represented in the sample. The

sample was nearly equally divided between males and females.

The first major finding from the questionnaire data is that the Intro-

, ductiOn was successful and generally stimulated or sparked student interest.
0

As shown in Table 2e1,'student responses to 9 of the 10 interest items,mere

positive - 6o% or greater positive response to 5 items and 50% or greater
P

positive response to it items.

The five items obtaining the .most positive response rate ( 60%) dealt

with interest in the comic strips, the slide presentation; the overall Intro-
,

duction, the Occupations Album, and the "Likes" list and,posters. The next

most positively-received items focussed on general interest in the introduc-

tory activities, motivational aspetts of the slide presentations, music of

the slide presentations, and motivation to start' exploring occupations right

away.

The last item in this set (#19), the one dealing with student perceptions

of hdtir othersitould enjoy the Introduction, received a rather low positive

response (44%). This fact in conjunction with the high number of responses
4

in the "uncertain" category,(36%) would tend -CO indicate that students either

have,not made up-their minds about the issue or are rather reluctant to



Table 2.1: Student Responses to the Introdukflon Interest Items
Percentage Breakdown by Grade, Strata, and -Total Population

STRATA COLUMBUS (N 164) JEFFC0 (N 185) TOTAL (N 350)

ITEM , RESPONSE 7th 8th Total . 7th 8th Total 7th tbr Total

1.

\

I think most students my age would enjoy the
comic strips.

- ,

4 .0

Yes
No
?

70
8

23 ,

67
11
22

69
9

22

63
16

21

55
17
28

60
16

23

66
13.

22

62
14

25

64
13

23

5. I didn't like many of the things I did A the Yes 29 14 22 25 32 27 27 22 25

Introduction. No 51 59 54 6o 47 56
, 56 53 55

20 27 23 15 22 17 17 25 20

7. I liked watching the slide show. Yds 86 62 ' 76 65 66 65 74 64 70

No 10 23 15 15 19 16 13 21 .,16

? 4 15 9 20 15 19 13 15 14

.

After I saw the slate shows, I wanted to explore Yes 63 39 53 52 45 50 57 42 51
Occupations. -- No 17 4o_ 27 21 3a 24 . 19 35 .25

1

? 19
..

21 20 27 25 26 24
,

23' 23

9, The music ,of the slide shows was good. oyes 68 40 56 -59 48 55 63 44 56

No 16 31 23 25 22 24 21 27 23

? -.15 28 21 16 30 21 16 29 21
Ef

15. The Introduction was boring for me. Yes 22 27 24 16 29 20 19 '28 22

, No 67 , 53 61 68 55 64 68 54 63

11 19 15 16 16 16 14 18 15

16. I want to-Continue to add things to my own- Yes 70 66 64 45 61 69 54 .63

occupations album'. No 10 1 13 14 27 18 14 21 15

20 22 21 18 28'' 21 19 25 21

ri

32
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Tabli 2.1: Student, Responses to the Introduction Ihterest Items (continued)
Percentage breakdown by Grade, Strata, and Total ,Population

7

STRATA COLUMBUS (N 164) JEFFCO (N 185) TOTAL' (N

ITEM RESPONSE 7th 8th. Total 7th 8th Total 7th 8th

19. I.donrt think other students my age would
like the Introduction.

Yes

I
.No

1,

22

38
40

18

39

41

20
38
41

16

50
34

24

.49

27

19

50

32

19
45

37,

21
44

36

20. The "Tikes" Listand the posters were fun
to usa.

,
t

.

Yes
No

, .

82
6

12

65

19

15

75
12

14

75
8
17

67
12

22

4 72

9

19

78
7

15

66
16

18

3. I feel likb I want to start exploring
occupations right away.

. Yes

No
53

, 20
27

39
33

28 .

47
26
28 ,41,

57
12
21

42
32

27

52

23

24

55
20
25

40
33

27

350)

Total

19
44

36

73 /

la
16

50
24
26

34
35
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make a decision about other students enjoying the materials. The latter

interpretation_is probably most likely fo4tudents in this age range.

The second major finding regarding stlkent interest is that seventh.

graders are considerably more positive about, the. materials than 8th graders.

And moreover, these differences ,are apparent in both of the two strata Although

the results across the strata themselves de not differ. In other words, 7th

4'
, graders and 8th graders in Columbua and ',Ieffco are alikewin terms of interest

\, ,, .

' with the seventh graders consisten tly responding more. positively to,the ques-
i. 0.*

tiOnnaire items. A variety of reasons may account for this occurrence: stu-

dents in the eighth grade are older and hence may-have react less favorably

to the slides containing pictures of young children;,students.in the eighth

grade, by virtue of their age, may be more critical of educational materials
* .

than 'younger students; eighth graders may be less enthusiastic about school

than seventh graders; the pilot-tetting occurred.at the end of the school

year; "etc. Whatever the possible explanation,- curriculum developers and users

should be 'aware of the difference in interest that is apparent in the pilot-
.

test data and aceaccordingly.

Use of-the Materials See Table'2.2)'

a

There were.five items in Vie questionnaire dealing with use of the mater-

ials. Two of the items were4positively stated and three were negatively stated.

-
The overall number of respondents to these questiOns was the same as for the

.s student interest portion of the questionnaire.
0,!0'

The response to all five questions was highly positive with only one

questionreceiving a positive-rate ofresponse slightly below 70%.,,, Students

clearly could read the materials, understand hem and use them. In gen eral

36
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Table 2.2: .Student Responses to the Introduction Use Items
percentage Breakdown by Grade, Strata, and Total Population

L

STRATA COLUMBUS (N 164)

ITEM RESPONSE 7th 8th Total

4. I wasn't able'to.4read many of the materials Yes 25 27 26

im.Lthe,Introduction. No ,-. 59 63 61 '

16 lo 13'

11. The comic strips were hard to read. Yes 8 13 l0

No 90 82 86
2 6 4

'13. I understood the directions -in the Introduction. Yes 74 65 70

9
No
? .

11
15

17

18

13
17

A4. The "Likes" List and the posters were easy 4
..

to use. ,A0

Yes
No

72
8

75 73
B

? 20 17 19

21. There were too many comic strips to fill j.n. Yes '16 23 19,

No 79 73 76

104)

.? 6 4

J

JEFFCO (N 185) TOTAL (N 350)

7th 8th Total 7th 8th _Total

22

67
10

7

ABB

1 5

83
5

12

18

77
5,

21
70
8

23
64
13

23
69
8

23
66
11

8 7 .7 11 9
Q5 87 89, 83 87

/7 5 4 6 5

78 81 6 79 71 76,

8 Q. 9 13 .11
14 11 13 16 *13

84 .71 80 79 73 77
2 8 4 ,, 5 8 6

13 20 16 , 16 18 17

27 26 27 '23 24 23

68- 59 65 72 67 70

5 16 8 5 9 7

38



only a few grade level andttrata differences were noted (in this overall

pceitive response), with the latter more pronounced. Students in the

higher. SES stratum (Jeffco) could more easily understand and use the materials.

10.

Students in the lowe4rstratum (Columbus), however, were much more positive

(76% to 65%) in regard to the number of comic strips to fill in. /

. Although it is difficult to judge based on only one question, it de

possible that the number'of comic strips appeared to be somewhat redundant.to

the studehts in Jeffco. This-is seen'in the somewhat lower posiAive response
r

by these students to the "interest" question regarding the strips and

by their perceptions of having learned more from the Introduction. -(See the

section entitled "Understanding the Materials"). Developers and usirs should

give consideration to slightly reducing the number of strips or comic frames

, to be completed by students.

Understanding of the

Eight understanding items (6

t'

Materials (See Table 2.3).

positive and 2 negative stems) were included,

in the student questionnaire. The number of respondents'to the items was

approximately the same as for the other two parts of the questionnaire.

The results from this set of items were very positive and indicated that

,.st:2519nts felt they understood the materials. Student responses were extremely

-.-

positive for seven of the eight items in the set. The remaining item received

a considerably less positive response - only forty-eight percent. of the students

responded that they understood what the "Likes" list and posters were about.

This tends to suggest that while student understanding was generally high for

most segments of the Introduction, tie purpode of the "Likee list and associ-

ated posters needs to be clarified.

V 39
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, gal Si ante age SOISrit on o Int ct Jnd ndJ Items OW
Percentage -13reakdown by Grade, Strata and Total Popul'ation

COLUMUS (N 164) JEFFC0-,(N .18) TOTAL (N 350)

ITEM RESPONSE 7th 8th Total 7th 8th Total 7th 8th' Total

2. When I used the "Likes" List and the posters,
I learned about a lot( of jobs I might be able
to do.

Yes
No

74
8

18

66 70
18 12
16 18

86
6
9

67
14
19

6

80,
8

12

81 '66
6 16

13 18

75
10
15

-,
, .

. Whin I filled in the comic strips, I thought Yes 66 59 63 80 75 78 74 66 71
about what I might be when I'm an adult. i No 28 30 . 29 11 20 14 18 26 21

? 6 11 8 9 5 8. 8 8 8

. .

I'm not sure I understoon the "Likes" List , Yes 30 34 32 24 -44 30 27 38 31and posters. No 116 29 42 57 46 53 52 42 .48
? 25 27 26 19 10 . 16 21. 19 21

A 00

19 I need to think more about what I want to be. Yes 71 69 70 74 68 72 73 69 71 r)
%.0

'No 20 17 18 '22 25 23 21 21 21.
10 14 12 5 7 5 7 3.3. 8

I

\ .
, . I' learned about a lot of new ideas in the

_ Yes 78 '' 62 kP'-,-' 71 77 69 74 77 65. 73
t Introduction. No 10. 21 14 15 19 16 13 ,20 15'

? 12 18 14 9 12 10 10 15 12

,17. I think I understand what7 it means to put Yes 65 74 69 74 82 77 71 -v'77 73
occupations into groups. No -13 7 12 12 12

..
12 9 11;44. 22 19 21 14 7 11 17 14 16

18. It's important- to understand about jobs Yes 97 99 98 98 .9e 96' 98 95 97before youlhoose one. No l' 0 1 p 5 2 0 2 1
? 2 1 2 2 t...:*3 2 2 -2 2

22. I'm not sure I understood what the slide" shows,
were ab6ut.

Yes
No

29
60

29 29
55 58

17
74

25
62

20
70

22 27
68 58

24
65

9. 11 15 13 9 13 10 10 14 12
4.

40 41
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There are several other trends in the data which merit further comment.

First, therewas a tendency for deffco students to report higher understand-

ing than Columbus-students. This may be,a result of differing ability or

achievement in the two groups. 'Secondly, there was a grade level difference

with 7th graders reporting greater understadding than 8th graders. On quick

glance, this may appear surprising but, at described earlier, 8th graders

were less interested in the materials. Their lower interest probably result-

ed in'the feeling that they did not learn much from the materials.

RESULTS - STUDENT INTERVIEWS

. -

Three students in each classroom were interviewed regarding their per-
A

ceptiods of the introductory materials and.glneral feelings/ideas about ex.:

ploring occupations. Forty five students (56% remale, 44% male) in 15 differ-

ent classrooms constituted,the interviewed sample. Since the number of re-

spondents was small, "fin attempt will be made to compare strata.in the dicussion

that follows.

Perceptions of the, Materials

Table 2.4 contains a summary of student responses to questions dealing

with theit peiceptions of materials in the Introduction. As can be seen from

tabu1ations of the six questions, the range of positive response was'fram 56% .

to 80%. The interview responses this tend to corroborate the questionnaire
A

results. At the same time, however, 38% (17/45) of the students stated that

they had problems using the In *.roduction. Further analysis of the 'open-ended

replies to the question indicated that a variety of minor problems occurred

during the use of t4e Introductory materials. The most frequently cited pro-

blems were: ditections and understanding of "Working Tt Out and Liking-It Too";

.°1 42 .
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TABLE 2.4: Interlaew Questioni Dealinerwith Perceptions of the Materials
bar Gride Level and Total Group.

Question th 8th Total

'Did you have any special
problems using the
Introduction? 0

Yes
No !
?

8

17

1

9

9
1

17

.26

2

45

.,,

:Were there any ideas
;presented in the Intro-
duction that were not .

,clear or that you did,

Imot understand?
.

.

.'

°Yes-
Nb
9. .

,-

7
18

1 7

,

6.
13
--

13

31
1

_. 0

.

45

0.

liould you change the
'.Comic strips?

.
Yes
No

:
.

.

6
20

.

.

5

14
11

34 45

. ,

,Would you change "Working"
It Out and Liking It Too"?

y

Yes
No

-..,,

8
18

,

5

14'
' ]3

32 451.

%

Would you change the
"Occupations Album"

. _
.

, - ,

.

Yes'-

No 1

?

.

0

0

.1

21
4

4
15 ,

--
.

Z t

5

36'

4
45

.

Would you change the '

slide/tape presentation'?

.

Yes ,

%No
?

4

. 9
17
--

2

15

2

*

11

32

2

.

45

43
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general unclarity of directions; and lack of full understanding of the comic

strip completion exercise. Thie would be suggestive of the need for some

minor revisions in the materials and/or the teacher guides

With regard to activities,preferencestor specific activities in the

materials? students reported that the comics, the slide/tapes and graffiti

posters, in order,'were the most liked materials. Writing activities and

"Working It Out'and Liking It Too" were the most disliked activities, although

it should be noted'Urt 17 students reported that they:disliked nothing.

General Feelings About Exploring Occupations

The pattern of responses to the 4 questions dealing with feelings about

exploring occupations (Table 2.5) is supportive of the tositive impact of the

Introduction on students. Forty-seven percent (21/45) of the students said

that they had not thought much about exploring occupations prior to using the

Introduction. Yet 93% (42/45) report that since they've participated in the

Introduction.they!re getting more ideas about what they might do when they're

older. In addition, the vast majority of students felt that it was useful to.
. .

thinkwof occupations at this age sand that they already had'ide;ts of occupations

that might be interesting to them.

Analysis of open-ended responses shows that some studynts have already

begun to-explore occupations 'by visiting places where people wcirlc, reading

about occupations or thinking about occupations. The things students. folind

most important "when considering an occupation" were: interest in or liking

of the job; salary; ability to do the work; people you work with; and things

you have to do. (Note: these results were,pimilar to those collected in

(r\
evaluating OEP'products a year 8001

44-



TABLE 2.5: Interview Questions Dealing With Feelings About Exploring
Occupations By Grade Level and Total Group

7th 8th Total
, ,

.

Do you have any ideas of what
occupations you might be
anterestea in?
i.

Yes
No «
? '
.

.

23
2

. 1 -

18

1
--

41

3
1

45

. .

Had yoU thought much about Yes 11 13 24
eitioloring occupations before

using this Introduction?
No,
?

15
--

4 21
--

45

t ,
.

Is it Useful to think about . Yes 23 14 37 .

ecupations at your'age- No 3 . 1 4 45
? -- 4 - 4

:Since, you've participated '4*- ,

::the Introduction, do you Yes 23 19, 42
;feel you're getting more No 3 -- 3
:ideas about what you might ? -- --
do when you're older? lr

.-

.

-

45
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RESULTS - TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES (TIP)

Fourteen teachers (10, response rate) returned the Teacher Initial Per-

ception (TIP) questionnaires. The questionnaire contained three basic sections:

(1) How well did the Introduction work;

(2) Perceptlow of student outcomes; and

(a) Overall reactions.

10

The discussion that follows will cover the three dimensions of the question--

. °

naire. Since the size of thesample was spell, no comparison of strata will be

made: The data is reported in Table 2.6. Table 2.6 is an actual teacher ques-

tionnaire with frNauency br response recorded by each possible answer.'

How Well Did the In&oductiori Work?

In general, the time required for preparing to teach the Intioductionand

the actual instructional period itself'both seemed to be reasonable. The Intro-

duction was developed as'a 2-3 classroom period activity. Thirteen of the four-

teen teachers responded that the activity required three or more periods and 11

teachers felt that this amount of time was appropilate. Teacher preparation to

use the materials generally required about 1-2 hours of advance work, with 29%

of the teachers reporting that it necessitated more than two hours of prepare-
.

tion. This would seem to be a normal occurrence for teachers 'when starting a

completelysnew set of materials.

Regarding the organization and structure of materials, teaches, responses

were generally positive: Eight ofthelline questions in this set received a

positive response of 64% or greater. On the negative side, seven teachers (50%)

felt that the Introduction was only somewhat effective in helping to launch

other activities in the cluster package and five teachers felt that it was

46
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Ake 2.6: Teacher Initial Perceptions of the Introduction
(Percent Responding, N=14)*

SECTION I:* How Well Did The
Introduction Work?

Time Requirements Percent Responding

1. Excluding in-service training, your 7 Less than 1 hr. 64 1-2 hrs. 29 More than
preparation to use the introduction 2 hrs.
required

2. In your class the introduction
lasted approximately

7 1 Peiliod 0 2 Periods 93 3 Periods
or More

3. The instructional time for the 14 Too Short 79 About Right 7 Too Long
introduction was

Materials Organization/Structure

4. The development of the concept
of exploration in the introduction
was

6. The development of the concept,
gr9u.ping of occupations, was

For maintaining student interest,
the pacing of activities was

7. In relation to the objectives of the
introduction, the printed materials
were

8. In relation to the objectives of
the introduction, the audiovisual
materials (slides, tapes) were

7 Pool.

7 Poor

14 Too Slow
q

, 0 Not Well Related

0 Not Well Related

29 Average

AA)

.29 Average

79 About Right

36 SomeWhat
Related

29 'Somewhat
Related

64 Good

.64 Good

7 Too Fast

64 Well Related

71 Well Related

9. In helping to launch other active 7 Ineffective 50 Somewhat 143 Effective,
ties, the final activity of the intro
duction was

affective

°

'Of the ,14 teachers responding, 8 were from Columbus and 6 were from Jeffco.
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Implementation Problems

.10. Organizing and managing the
introductory activities were

11. .UsinPhe.printed materials
(including posters) of the intro-1
duction was

12. Using the audiovisual materials
was

O Difficult

O Difficult

7 Difficult

21 Somewhat 79 Easy
Difficult

14 Somewhat
Difficult

4

86 Easy

29 ,Somewhat 64 Easy

Difficult

13. bid you have any major problems using or preparing.to use specific printed materials?

® 36 Yes. (Please specify.)

ea.

P.F.164. No.

14. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific audjovisual materials?

050 Yes. (Please specify.)

1

tK] 50 No.

15. Did your students have any major problems in participating in specific activities of the introduction?

,5]3}3 Yes. (Please specify )

057 No. ti
now

16. Were there any places in the introduction where you found it necessary to intervene to4rnaintain student intbrest,

motivation, and/or the flow of the activities?

E71 Yes. (Please specify`

El 29 No.
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213 What activities in the introduction did the students enjoy most and what activities did they enjoy least?

Enjoyed Most Enjoyed Least

22. How would you rate the introduction in relation to your students readiness or maturity?

1)4' Too Difficult 79 About Right 7 Too Easy

23. Would you use this introductory_ set of activities again in your class?

0 No., (Proceed to 7 Yes, with major 86 Yes, with minor, 7 Yes, with no

i Question 25.) changes. changes. changes.
.

24. If you would use these activities again, which change(s).would you recommend for the slide tape? (Check as
gilio many as apply)'" .

.

2054_ Achieve similar effects through 16 mm. action movie

-29 Combine the two parts of slide presentation into one

7
"--Have more comments from students

Have more narration ..

7 Have fewer comments from students

23 Le'ave as is except for minor modifications
29 Other. (Please specij,fy.)

°

25. Would you recommenct,ffiese activities for use'byoo ther teachers?

,

0 No

26. Overall, how-woulci .youtrate the in tructional quality Of the introduction?
t

71 Goodlit A ie lige`0 Very , 7 P 7 Very Good
z

In the space below, please describe dny additpnat observations $'du Have about the-introduction. Included could be
interesting side effects that yoir have noted, problems that,may have occurred, and your recommendations for im
proving/changing the introduction.

36 Yes, wahsometeseryations 61 .Yes

0.

O 41

4

41
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SECTION II: PERCEPTIONS OF tTUDENII.
OUTCOMES

Check the Percentage of
Students Whom You Feel

ENJOYED/LIKED:

Reading and filling in the
"RIGHT IN /WRITE ON"

Using the slide/tape show
Listening to the music & songs
Initialing the "LIKES LEST"

and writing comments about
occupations

Consulting the cluster posters
Starting'their personal

"OCCUPATIONS ALBUM"
Writing "OCCUPATIONAL

GRAFFITI"

Percenta of Students 3

26-50% 51-75% 76-100%

Percentage Responding

7 7. 14 71
0 29 57
0

7 0 64 29
11 22_ 7-3-6 22--

7 21 50 14

.0 . 7 14 7'

18. UNDERSTOOD. '

The concept of exploring
occupations

The concept of grouping
occupations

The directions in the materials
The written material
The vocabulary used

)19. SHOWED:

Interest in the activities 0
Interest in exploring

occupations after introduction
was completed 0

Indifference to the introduction 64

0

0
0

0
0 .

0 50._

14 4a.= 43
:14-:14 4-:21

50

0 29 64
.

48

SECTION Ili: ,OVERALL REACTIONS
20, What activities in the introduction were most and least appealing)

Most Appealing Least Appealing
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"difficult" to "S,mewhat difficult" to use. the audio-visual materials. Teacher

open-ended responses indicated that there were many problems-in using the

printed materials, the audio-visual materials, etc. contained in the Introduc-

tion. With regard to printed.materials, teachers reported that students usual-

ly had problems with directions and in understanding What they were supposed

to,do in the "Working It Out and Liking It Too" and cartoon completion activi-

ties. For the audio-visual materials, numerous problems, were reported in oper-

'ating the equipment especially the syndhronization of the slide/tapes..

Several teachers commented that they had to repeat instructions to students,

that student interest and motivation was not constant, that "Working It Out and

Liking It Too"*may have been too difficult for students, and more directions or

information for it may be needed. -Teachers reported that during the Introduc-

tion they frequently had to tie together ideas or stress the interrelationships

between different parts of the Introduction.

In general, teacher reception to the Introduction was quite poSitive; how-

ever"earlier comments suggest that several minor problems exilsq. Based upon

these comments, developers should carefully analyze the materials in the ;ntro--

duction with regard to the clarity and adequacy of directions and information

that has been supplied with the materials (especially for "Working It Out and

Liking It Too"). Consideration'should also be given to defining the teacher's

role in introducing the materials, establishing the relationship between differ-

ent paAs of the introduction and formalizing the Introduction's role in regard'

[

to other parts of the OccupatiNcl Exploration Program.
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Perceptions of Student Outcomes

The teacher's perceptions of student outcomes were also quite positive..

For the most part, teachers felt that the students enjoyed/liked the adtivi-
o

tiesl-underStood the activities and expressed interest in furiher exploration

of occupations after the Introduction was completed. Since teacher response

was fiairly positive, only those few instances of negative response will be re-

ported in detail. Six of the fourteen teachers felt that the students were

not highly interested in consulting the cluster posters (part of the "Working

It Out and Liking It Too" activity). Four of the teachers reported some dis-

interest on the part of students in starting their personal Occupations Album.

Lastly, some teachers felt that large numbers of the students did not under-

stand the directions and the written materials. This set of data is-corrobora-

tive of the teachers' open-ended comments relative to the Introduction.

Overall Reactions

Across the two strata the most appealing activities were the graffiti

poster, the slides and the Right In/Write On booklet. The other activities

only received scattered support from the teachers. The three least appealing

activities, according to teacher observation were the Occupations Album, Working-,

It Out and Liking It Too and the slide/tapes. The lack of appeal of the slide/

tapes may have occurred in classrooms where the equipment/materials did not

function properly. Again, when teachers were asked the related question about

which activities were rrijoyed most and which were enjoyed least) a similar

pattern'of response was noted.

Most teachers agreed that the materials were about right for the maturity

level of their students. Most teachers would use the introduction again and I

2
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would recommend it to other teachers. The instructional quality of the materials

was generally rated as being good. With regard to the slide/Utile about one '

q.

half of the teachers felt that 16mm films should be used and more comments froi

students should be included.

Summary of Results and Recommendations

A positive trend is apparent in the data collected regarding student
616,

interest in the materials. Both questionnaire and interview responses indicated

that students and teachers were quite receptive to the Introduction. There is

a sizeable decrease in eighth grade student interest in the Jeffco and.Columbus

strata. As was noted earlier, a variety of reasons may have accounted for this

decrease. thatever the underlying causal factors may be, it would seem inappro-

priate to place undue emphasis on this finding.. Eighth graders used the materials

at the-end of the school year and hence were close to the outer limit of the tai-

getted age range. To, alter the materials to accomodate these studgfte may in

turn, decrease their effectiveness with somewhat younger students and would be,

at best, a questionable undertaking.

Not only was student interest generally high in the materials, but in

addition, the motivational aspects of the Introduction must,be underscored.

During interviews; students reported a dramatic increase in interest in exploring

occupations. Thus, as intended, the Introduction could Serve as a springboard

for other exploratory activities.

In terms of using and understanding the materials, the response was again

generally quite positive. There were exceptions however, to this overall result.

They are:

1. Understanding the intent and use of the "Likes" list and associated

posters;
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I.

2. Understanding the nature of the comic strip completion exercise;

3. The need for more directions;

:4. The need to "tie" or "cement" ideas in the Introduction together; and

5. The Introduct n was only somewhat effective for starting other activi-

ties.

Given these findings, it is suggested that product revisors stress the intent_

of activities to both students and teachers and carefully examine the flaw and

integration of activities within the Introduction. Furtheriore, some added

emphasis 11011: given during in-service training to the teacher's role in the

-1 2
introductory activities.

. The fifth point described above, i.e., limited effectiveness of the intro-
,

duct-ion as a starting, point for otheF`activities may, at f,irst glance, seem
-E-f,

contradictory to other findings. It should be noted, however, that the Intro-
,

ductionwas designed to interest and motivate students and to introduce them

to certain key concepts (grouping, exploring, etc.), not to specify the parts

of the program that follow. This specification may be anotlier area that is

treated, in sane detail, in the in-service training of teachers.

With regard to strata differences, there is a slight tendency in the data

4

for Jeffco students to report a higher levelof understanding of materiaJs than
.

Columbus students. But, at the same time, it mupt be noted that the level of

understanding of both strata was more than satisfactory i.e., students were

understanding the basic concepts contained in the materials. The higher Jeffco

response cbuid probably be:attributed to the higher reading and achievement

levels of the schools from that *stratum.

In conelrision, t}en, the data is supportive of the impact of the Introduc-
-,

tion upon students. That is, the introductory materials motivated,students and
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'enchanced their understanding of key concepts. Several problems in implement-

ing the Introduction did occur, however, and should be attended to by revisors.

This should improve the quality of the Introduction and increase its already

positive effect-on students.
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III. EVALUATION or THE TRADE AND FINANCE CLUSTERTACKAGE.

, The semi -complete cluster package for Trade and Finance, pilot-tested

in 1975, consisted of one simulation entitled "Insurance....It's a Risky

Business
t
1 and three complementary activities: "Bank-On-It", "Keep On

Truckin", and "Speak-Out". The materials were pilot-tested in three schools,

two in Columbus, Ohio, and one in Jefferson County, Colorado - a total of

six classrooms and approximately 175 students.

After participating in the program (See Chapter 2), each class divided

into two unequal groups - one to simulate, the other to participate in com-

plementary activities. _Upon completion of the activities, each group respond-

ed to que nnaires relating to the specific activities in which they had

icipated 'and to the program in, general. Additionally, several students from

each class were interviewed and their teachers completed questionnaires and .

were interviewed as well.

Data collected from these sources will be :reported and organized in

terms, of (1) the simulation, (2) the complementary actiVities, and
,

(3) overall'.

perceptions. It should be noted that the school populations utilized in

Columbus and Jefferson County were of somewhaeldifferent socio-economic status

ancltvbievement levels. Differences between these strata have been examined
00

and wtil be reported where found.

THE 'SIMULATION

DESCRIPTION

".Insurance....It's a Risky Business" iq a group simulation in which

students assume the role' of automobile insurance workers and customers. Two

types of problematic situations are involved in the simulation. One deals

56
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with:the processes of selling insurance and customer services; the second

centers on whether the company should expand into other types of insurance.

The simulation basically consists,of four-parts AT phases: the preview;

the preparation; the participation; and the summary. :4114

The preview, a synchronized-slide/tape entitled "When LightnAg Strikes

Once....", introdutes students to the customer- oriented situation through

appealing ;Cartoons, and narration. The story of a rather amusing accident/

and its resolution through the 'insurance process-is designed to interest1

students and motivate them toward participation in the activities whic

4

follow.

In the preparation phase, students read a booklet containing an /intro-

duction to insurance work, a brief explanation of simulation, want eds for

insurance jobs, and a Job Cholce'Road Map. Students then use these materials

to choose from the following roles: agent, underwriter, claims adjuster,

customer services, clerk, actuary, a customer (Ben Elliott), and a secretary
414

who is also a customer (Maria Santana).

Once role selection is completed, students move. to the participation

phase. At this point, a portion of the classroom is arranged as an insurance

office. Each participant receives a file folder containing the materials

needed for his/her particular role and a booklet containing job descriptions,

responsibilities, and step-by-step directions for that role. A booklet about

.''the insurance business and its procedures; calculations, and costs .is also

included.

Workers at The Wreck-Lpsi Insurance Company" become involved in a

iriety of diversified tasks relating to their roles. Many of the tasks re-

quire interactions typical of those which might be foUnd in an insurance office.

The agent asks the secretary to write letters and to draw up a Customer Profile
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Chart. The agent selli a policy to the customer, then must submit the

appliation to the underwriter. When an accident occurs involving the

customer and the secretary (who also carries Wreck -Less insurance, the

:agent must draw up accident reports with each of them, and submit the claims

tO the Claims ,Adjuster. In addition, the customer's policy must be re-sub-
,

mitted to the underwriter for review-and possible premium increase.

Early in the simulation, the secretary distributes a memo from the

"home office" which explains that the company needs to increase profits,

and that a company meeting will be held at a later date to didcuss the options

of branching into other kinds of insurance and raising Premiums. Each staff

member is asked to review a fact sheet provided and compile additional in-

formation and recommendations for that meeting. In response, the actuary

must work tliromeata and charts dealing with company profits and the effects

of raising premium rates or branching into life, and/or homeowners' /renters'

insurance. .The customer services clerk is asked to administer a survey

dealing with these issues to company customers (including staff) and to

tally the results of the questionnaire. agent needs to review the

Customer Profile Chart for information which may be of use.

The simulation is concluded with the company meeting which is intended

not only as a forum forlio discussion of company options, but also as a

summary for all the activities in which participants' have been involved. For

a complete listing of role-specific tasks, see Table 1.
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Table 1. Trade and Finance Simulation*

"Insurance....It's a Risky- Business"

---wcruw-xnurcamer-scualriviam Inucfrawr
extend over a period of time

,
. ..,

PREVIEW - "WREN LIMITING' STRIKES ONCE"
.,

PREPARATION - ROLE SELECTION

.

Agent
Ben Elliott
(Customer)

Maria Santana
(Secretary/Customer)

Claims
Adjuster

& V

Customer
Services Clerk

.

Underwriter

.

,
' Actuary

Reads "Insurance"
Booklet

Gives Maria check
for a previous
claim

Asks Maria to-write
customer & home
office about a
duplicate policy
for a customer.

Asks Maria to make
Customer Profile
Chart

Sees Elliott
Estimates rates on

application for
Elliott -

Gives application to
Underwriter

Fills out Maria's
Accidept Report

Signs letters
Fills out Ben's

Accident Report
Sends"to Claims Ad-

juster

Reads Memo & Fact
Sheet

Studies Chart Mari&
made

Fills out Survey

Gets drafts & delivers
to Maria & Ben

Tells Ben about rate
increase

Writes outline for
meeting

Reads "Insurance"
Booklet

/

Studies information
& decides
lauestions

/

Sees Agent
Fills in

Accident
details

Fills out
Report

..

-

Reads letter
Reviews Booklet

Sees Customer
Clerk

Fills out
Talks to
Thinks about

on
to ask

application

-

- Studies

i

.

Accident

_

i
Serv,

Survey
Agent

meeting

Gets organized
Distributes

:r:::: ::::::s
for Agent

-
, .1

Makes Customer
Profile
for Agent

'1

Accident
details

Fills out
Report

Reads "Insurance"
Booklet"

"i'

Takes Profile
to Agent

Fills out

-Draws up

agenda,
copies,

tributes
.

Memos

.

Chart,

,

- Studies

'

Accident

Chart

& discuss
Survey

meeting
makes
and dis-

.

Figures Claims
on 2 cases

"I'

Reads Memo
Figures Claims

on 2 more
cases

i
Reads "Insurance

Booklet"

Finishes
begun'earlier

Processes
for-Elliott
Santana.

Contacts
for policy
on Elliott

Writes drafts
Elliott

Fills out
Gives.drafts
Agek

Finishes
Studies Fact
Writes outline

meeting

,

.

i

cases

claims

and*

Underwriter
review

for
& Santana
Suryey

to

Booklet
Sheet

for

Reads "Insurance
Booklet

Reads Memo

Reads letters

messages
Finishes

.

Begins responding
letters
messages.

Takes inventory
customer
letters

Finishes
to letters

,

4
Distributes
Fills out
Wraps up

cuSomters

Talks to
Gives him
'tallies Surveys

Outlines
for meeting.

and

Booklet

/
to

and

1
of

needs from

responses

Surveys
Survey .

letters to

.

Ben Elliott
Survey

Presentation

Process 3 applica-
tions

Reads Memo & Fact
Sheet

Processes Ben's
,

application

Reads "Insurance
Booklet

Reviews a customer__
policy for rate
increase

Works up rate in-
crease for Ben
Elliott

Fills in "change of
premium" form

Fills out Survey

Gives new premium
for Elliott to I
Agent and explains*

Writes outline for
meeting

Reads Special
Memo

Reads Memo &
Fact Sheet

Does work sheets
on: Company

Profits

,

Makes Graph

i-

Reads "Insurance"
Booklet

Does Life in-
surance work-
sheet.

Fillsin Results
Sheet

Does Homeowners!
Renters Work-
sheet

Fills in Results _
sheet ii

Fills out Survey

Does Riising
Premiums Work-
sheet

Fills in Results
sheet

Writes outline
for meeting

-

.

--

COMPANY MEETING
N C0

4.
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RESUDTS _

Student Questionnaire Data: Simulation

General Items

Students in six classrooms were adminstered "Your Opinions Again, Please!"

after completing the simulation, "Insurance . . .It's a Risky Buiiness." The

items of the instrument were classified. by three dimensions: interest, use,

and understanding. The instrument contained 45 items which assessed students'

perceptions of their experiefices in the simulation. Of the 45 items, thirty

crandomly ordered items are general in nature while 15 are specifically related

to the content and orkanizatNn of the simulation. (See Instrumentation Sec-

tion Chapter 1.) The results are reported by grade (7th and 8th), by strata

(Columbus and Jeffco), and by total population. Due to sampling constraints,

it was impossible to obtain any 8th grade classrooms in Jeffco and only two

eight grade classrooms in.0olumbus. Strata comparisons when made are based on

differences observed between the 7th grade populations only% General item re-

sponses of students who participated in both the simulation and thecdmplementary
0

activities were not included in the analysis; however, these students' responses

to the specific items of the simulation were included.

Interest (Table 3.1)

The majo finding was that the majority of students found the activities

interesting and responded positively to the eight items. Over 80% of the

students indicated they enjoyed doing the activities and working with other

'students. Seventy-eight perbent felt they would like to 'try more activities

like these. In addition, most students found interests & likes they didn't

know about before and indicated they would not have preferred to do the acti-

vities other students were doing. Students responded least positively to-the

items concerning whether they wanted to add: things to their OccupAtions Album

(59%) and if other students their age would enjoy these activities (50%). These

4.
1
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TABLE 3.1. Simulation: General-
Items dealing with INTEREST

I enjoyed doing the exploration
activities.

7

.11-

2. I found I had interests and likes
that I didn't know about before.

5.' Other students my age would enjoy
these activities.

9PY

5. I want to continue to add to my
own occupations album.

11. "I enjoyed working with other
students.-

14. I didn't like many of the things
I did in these activities.

a

16. I Would like to try more activities
like these.

62

JEFF CO CO LUM BUS TOTA L
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8114 ALL

YES 95% 0% 95% 87% 55% 73% 91T 55% 83%
NO 0% 0% .0% 7% 27 % 15% 3% 2 7% 9%

? 5% 0% 5% 7% 18% 12% 6% 18% 9% ,

N 20 0 20 15 1 I ?6 35 11 46

YES 70% 0% 70% 53% 64% 58% 63% 64% 63%
NO 10% 0% 10%

t
33% 27% 31% 20% 27% 22%

? 20% 0% 20% 13% 9% 12% 17% 9% 15% 4

N ?fl 0 ?0 15 11 26 35 11 46

YES 55% 0% 55% 53% 36% 46% 54% 36% 50%
NO 10% 0% 10% 7% 9% 8% 9% 9% 9%

? 35% 0% 35% zon 55% 46%" 37% 55% 41%
N A 20 0 20 15 1 1 26 35 11 46

YES 55% 0% 55% 60% 64% 62% 57% 64% 59%
NO 4 2 5 % 0% 25% 13% 27% 19% 20% 27% 22%

? 20% 0% 20% 27% 9% 19% -23% 9% 20%
N 20 0 20 15 11 - 26 35 11 46

a

YES 90% 0% 90% 87% 91% R£ 89% 91% 89%
NO 5% 0% 5% 13% 0% PT 9% 0% 7%

? 5% 0% 5% 0% 9% 4% . 3% 9% . 4%
N 20 0 20 15 11 26 35 11 464

Jr

YES 5% 0% 5% 13% 30% 20% '9% 30% 13%
NO go; 0% .902, 47% 40% 44% 71% 40% 64%

? 5% 0% 5% 40% 30% 36% 20% 30% 22%
N 20 . p 20 15 I0 nip 35 10 45

YES 80% 0% 80% 73% 82% 77% 77% 82% 7Fii
NO 5% 0% 5T 7% 18% 12% 6% 18% 9% ,

? 15% 0% 15% 20% 0% 12% I7% 0% 13% :.
N ,P0 0 20' 15 11 26 35 %11 46



TABLE 3.1. Simulation: General
Items dealing with INTEREST (Coat' d)

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

20. I would rather have done the
things the other students were
doing.

YES
NO

N

5%
80%
15%
20

0%
0%
0%
n

5%
80%
153
20

33%
40%
27%
15

9%
45%
45%
11

23%
42%
35%
?6

17%
63%
20%
35

9%
45%
45%
11

15%
59%
?6%
46

65
64



latter response pattera% correspond to the results obtained for similar items

in the Introduction to the-Program. (See Chapter 2.)

Due to the small 8th grade sample (n=11), comparisons between grade levels

are difficult to justify. However, the results may be revealing an, merging

0
'trend, namely that the 7th graders felt more positively about enjo6ring and

participating in the simulatiOn and liking the things that they did. When corn-

vexing strata differences (7th grade only), a trend emerges showing that Jeffco

students' responded mo72ysitively to seven of eight items. Jeffco participants

seemed to learn more about their interests and likes they didn't know about

before (Jeffco = Y0%; Columbus, = 53%); they liked more things that they did in

the activities (Jeffco = 90%; Columbus = 47%) and they were more satisfied doing

what they did (Jeffco = 80%; ColuMbus = 400). These differences may be attri-
, . ---,.

buted to'the strata differences in_student achievement. Students'in Jeffco may

4/,

it

have better understo the intent of the simulation and the specific role activi-

tips thereby increasing their interest in and enjoyment of the simulation. The

next section of this chapter will discuss how well students were able to use and

implement the simulation.

Use (Table 3.2)

In the instrument, students were asked to respond to 7 items of which It

were positively and three were negatively stated. The overall supportive find-

. .

ings reveal students`felt there weren't too many students involved in the simu-
8 o ---___-f--

0.- .

latiion at the same time (70%),' the teachers didn't have to tell them, what to do

each day (67%), it wasn't too noisPto do these activities (67%); the materials
o

were easy to read (61%) and there was enough space to do these activities (59%):

The results reveal one major Weakness fn the rhateriis, namely lack of clear

directions. The majority of students in both strata had'difficulty understanding

O
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TABLE 3.2 Qimulation: General

Items dealing with USE

5. The teacher had to tell us what to

do 'each day.

7; The Introduction to Exploririg.
Occupations was a good beginning

tb the things we'did.

10. The materials eay.ae-easy to read.

12. There were too many other students
involved in the activities at the

same time.

13.: There was usually enough-space in
may classroom to do the activities.

17. I always knew from the directions

. what I,wes supposed to do.
N

19. It was too noisy to do many of

these activities.

67

,

7TH
JEFF CO

8TH ALL
COLUMBUS

7TH OTH

.

ALL 7TH
TAL

NTH ALL

. .
..j.u.

YES 15% 0% 15% 20% 45% 31% 17% 45% 24%
NO 75% 0% 75% 73% 45% 62% 74% 45% 67%

7 10% 0% 10% 7% 9% 8% 9% 9% Q%

N 20 0 20 15 1.1 26 35 11 46

YES 7act 0% 70% '67% 55% 62% 69% 55% 65%
NO 5% 0% 5% 20% OT 12° 9%

7 25%. 0% 25I, 13% 45% 27% ;10; 4(51 26t
N 20 9 20 15 11 26 35 11 46

YES 60% n% 60% 6n% 64% 62% 6n% 64% 61%
NO 20% 0% 20% 27% 27% 27% 23% 27% 24%

7 20% 0% 20% 13% 9% 12% 17% 9% 15%
N 20 0 -20 15 11 26 35 11 46

YES 30% 0% 30% 13% 9% In 23% Q% 20%
NO 70% 0% 70% 73% 64% 6'QT , 71% 64% 7n%

? 0% 0% 0% 13% 27% . 6% 27% 11%
N 20 0 20. 15 11 26 35 11 46

YFS 7n% 0% 70% 33%. 73% . 50% 54% 73% 59%
NO 20% 0% 20% 53% 27% 42% 34% ra 33%

7 10% C% 10% 13% . 0% S% 11% 0% Qt
N ?a 0 20 15 11 26 35 11 46

YES 42% 0% 42% 13% 27% 19% 29% 27% 29%
NO 26% 0% 26% ROT 36% 62% SO% 36% 47%

? 32% 0% 32% 7% 36% 19% 21% 36% 24%
N 19 0 19 , 15 11, 26 34 11 45

^SW

YES 0% 0% n% 40% 45% 42% 17% 45%
NO 100% .0 %.. 100% 33% 55( 42%A 71% 55%.,-----67%? -- 0% ot Oz 27% o% 15% 11% - tot Q%

N 26 0 20 15
*

11,, 26 35 11 46

.68
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C

what to do next in the simulation; however, students in Jeffco could more

clearly understand the directions than students in Columbus (Jeffco = 42%;

Columbus = 19%). Although the majority of students (61%) found the materials

easy-to read, there is a definite, need' for the directions of the simulation to

be revised, rewritten and clakfied.

There were differences in the 7th and 8th grade response patterns for some

"itens. More eighth graders indicated they received teacher assistance each day

.

(45%) than seventh graders (17%). Therwi-are several possible explanations for

this difference. Perhaps the 8th graders needed more assistance or were more
44

'cognizant of their need...to ask for help; or perhaps the teachers may have

shad a different teaching style and had automatically given their students more

assistance. More eighth graders also felt there was enough space to do the

activities (8th = 73%; 7th = 54%) and felt it wai' tbo noisy'to do these activi-

ties (8th = 45%; 7th = 17%). These results reveal that unique classroom differ-

ences, (i.e., differences in classroom size and arrangement and/or class size)

or teacher management style may have affected student use and implementation

of the simulation.

Strata differences revealed that students in Jeffco responded more positive-

ly to the items relating to having atolerable noise level in the classroom

and having adequate classroom space to complete the simulation. These differences

again can be attributed to unique classroom differences and/or vlous modes of

teacher management or style.

Student responses to one item support the findings abut the program

Introduction (See Chapter 2); that is, the majority of students felt that the

Iritroduction to exploring occupations was a good beginning to their involvement

in tkie simulation (65%).
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Understanding (Table 3.3)

Of the 15 understanding items in the instruments, twelve items were posi-

tively and three were negatively stated.. The items dealt with gtudent under-

standing of themselves andCOnceptd within the materials including learning

more about various work factors. Of the five items dealing with student self-

understanding, the-results are overwhelmingly positive. The students felt that:
.

they needed to think more aboUt what they want to be (82%); they learned about

occupations they might be interested ine(80%); they found they could solve pro-

blems that people really have on jobs (74%); they learned about skills and

abilities they didn'tiknow they had before OW; and they needed to continue

to explore occupations. Strata differences show that Jeffcci students respond-

ed more positively to The

Three items dealt with student understanding of,the materials. Overall,

67% of the students felt the activities were not too had for them to do; show -' *.

of
ever, only 46% responddathat they, did understand many of the ideas in the

materials. When comparing strata differences it becomes apparent Aat more

students in Columbus_found the activities hard to do (Columbus = 35%; Jeffco =

15%). When asked if they learned about differAt Occupations from the simula-

tion, 67% of all student, responses were positive; however, only 36% of the 8th

graders responded positivelyti rhaps the eighth grader's had previous exposure

to the oCcupations; in the .stmalation_in other career education Paterialssthereby

accounting-for the lower .nesi)orise rate.

_StlOent responses to the seven items dealing with their. increased knowledge

about,different ;work faetcts were consistently positive. The total response' set

forbthe items rbmged from 95% to 7:°, Students' indicated they learned most
4

about what a'person is respontible for doingin an occupation (95%) and how

7 0
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TABLE 3.3 Simulation: General
Items dealing with UNDEMANDING r.

JEFF CO
7TH 8TH ALL

,

COLUMBUS
7TH , RTH ALL 7TH

TOTAL
8TH ALL

4. I found I could solve problems YES P5% 0% 85% 67% 64% 65% 77% 64% 74%
that people really have on their NO 5% 0% *5% 20% 0% 12% 11% 0% 9%

jobs. 7 1O 0% 10% 13% 36% 23% 11% 36% 17%
N 70 , 0 20 15 11. 26 35 11 46

P. I need to continue exploring YES 70% 0% 70% 60%. 64% 62% 66% 64% 65%
occupations. NO 10% 0% -10% 13.% 9% 12% 11% 9% 11%

7 2C 0% 20% 27% 27% 77% zn 27% 24%

e"

N 20 0 70 15 11 26 35 11 46

9. I learned about occupations that YES 90% 0% 90% 67% 82% 73% 80% P2% en%
I might be interested in. : NO 5% 0% 5% 20% 9% 15% 11% 9% 11%

7 5% 0% 5% 13% 9% 12% 9% 9% 9%
N 20 0 20 . 15 11 26 15 11 46

,

15. I didn't really learn about YES 15% 0% 15,E 20% 27% 23% 17% 27i 2O
different occupations from these NO 80% 0% en% 73% 36% 5P% 77%'t 36% 67%
activities. 7 5% 0% 5% 7% 36% 10%. 6% 36 13%

N 20 0 20 15 11 26 35 11 46

18. 'I didn't understand many of the YPS 25% . 0% 25"% 47% 27% 38% 34% zn 33%
ideas in the materials. NO 55% 0% 55% 33% 45% 38% 46% 45% 46%

7 20% 0% 20% .20% 27% 23% 70% zn 27%
N 20 0 20 15 11 26 35 11 46

,

b-'
21. I learned I had skills and

abilities that I didn't know -
YES
NO

70%
10%

0%
0%

70%
Int'

60%
339

64%,
36%

62% -

351'.-

-66%
20%

64%
36%

65%
24%

abOut before 7 20% 0% , 20% 7% nx 4% 14% 0% 11%
N 26 0 20 15 1.1 ?6 35 11 '46

'' ..

7

22.- Sane of the activities were too YES 15% 0% 15% 33% 36% 36% 23% 36% 26%
hard for me ,o do. NO 80% 0% Fin% 53% 64% 5P.7 69% 64% 67%

7 5% 0% 5% 13% fl 8% 0% 0% 7%
N- 20 0 20 15 11 26 35 11 46

- '
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'TABLE
Items

1m"

3.3' Simulation: General
dealing with UNDERSTANDING (Cont'd) 7.TH

JEFF CO
8TH ALL 7TH

COLUMBUS
8TH ALL 7TH

TOTA L
8TH

23. I need to think more about what YES 81% 0% 83% 7'3% 91% 81% 79% 9I%
I want to be. NO 6% 0% 6% 20% 9t 15% 12% 9%

? 11% 0% 11% 7% 0% 4% 9% 0%
N 18 0 18 15 11 26 33 11

Items dealing with Work Factors:

"Since I've tried the Occupational

Ekploration'Activities, I feel I
know more about..j

24. Sphere different people work. - YES 100% 0% 100% 75% 82% 78% 90% ,82%
, NO 0! o% 0% 17% 9% 13% 7% 9%

? 0% 0% 0% 8% 9% 9% 3% 9%
N 18 0 18 12 11 23 30 11

i .arm25. How people work together on YES 100% , 0% 100% Q2% 82% 88% 97% 82%their jobs,
1,. r- NI) 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 4% 0% 9%

? 0% 0% 0% 8% 9% 8% '3% 9%
N 16 0 18 13 11 24 31 II

26. How well people in different . YES 1001 0% 100% 77% 64% 71* 90% 64%
occupations like their work. NO 0% ot 0% 15% 18% 17% 6% 18%

? 0! 0% 0% 8% 18% 13* 3% 18%
N 18 0 18 13 11 24 31 11

27. What special skills are needed for `IFS 95% 0% .95% 77% 82% 79% 88% 82%
different occupations. No 0% 0% 0% 0% 18% 8% 0% 18%

? 5% .. 0% 5% 23% 0% ' 13% 13% 0%,
N 19 0 19 - 13 11, 24 32 11

Ar . 1 )1 ,
How28. tiow the community benefits from the YES 83% 0% 83% 92* 55% 74% 87%* 55%
work a person does. NO 6%. 0% 6% F% 27% 17% 7% 27%

t
. ?

N

1.1% -
'18

0%
0

11%
18

0%

12
1A%

11
9%
23

7%
30

1.8%

11

73
t, 41:6*

ALL

82%
11%

7%
44

88%
7%

5%
41

vl
4

93%
2%

5%
42

83%
10%

7%

42

86%
5%
9%
43

78%
12%
10%

41

.74



TABLE
Items
Work

3.3 Simulation: General
dealing with UNDERSTANDING - 7TH

JEFF CO'
8TH ALL

_.s.

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH A LL 7TH

TOTAL
8TH ALL

Rectors (Cont'd)

29. What a person responsible for YES 95% 0% 95% '100% 91%. 96% . : 97% 91% 95%
doing in an occupation. NW -0% 0% .,0% O.% 44% 4% 0% 9% 2%

? 5% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 3% . 0% 2%
N 19 0 19 -14 '11 25 33 11 44

. .

$ i
.

.
30. The steps people need to follow to YES 85% Or 85% 92% 82% 87%, 88.% 82% 86%

finisea job. NO 5% 0V ., % 0% 18% SI 3% 18% , 7%
? 10% 0% 10% 8% 0% 4% 9% 0% 7%

-- N 20 0 - 20 12 11 23 12 11 43

4.

75

1
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people work together on their jobs (93%), and least about how'the community

benefits from the Work a pel-son does (7 Across the'sevenitems, a trend

emerges in which all 7th graders responded more positively to the items with

participants from Jeffco (7th grade only) responding more positively on the

average. Since the simulation dealt with the Insurance industrytwas sur-

prising that student responses were not higher for the item relating to how

the community benefitt from thework a person does. It should be noted that

most 7th grade students in Columbus (92%)' and Jeffco (83%) responded positively

to the item; hOwever, only 55% of the 8th graders indicated they learned more

about how the community benefits from the work a person does. Again, this may
a

a

be attributed to their previous exposure to the content material covered in

the simulation in other career education or curriculum materials.

SPECIFIC ITEMS

Students responded to fifteen items which related specifilcally to the con-

tent and organization of the insurance simulation. These items also were classi-
"s

fled by the dimensions of interest, use and understanding. Six were interest
O.

items; six items related to the students' use of materials;. two items related

to the students' understanding; and the last item recorded the role each stu-'

dent Played in the simulati The first 14 items were cross-tabulated by each

role in order to help pinpoiht specific role activities which need revision or

Sine tuning. 0.

canterest (Table 3.4)

After seeing the preview slide tape, "When Lightning Strikes Once ", 49% of

the st s wanted-to participate in the insurance simulation, Interest in

part c ion was greatest for Jeffco students (67%) and the 8th grade partici-
\
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TABLE 3.11 Simulation: Specific
Items dealing with INTEREST.

1. After seeing the glide show "When
Lightning Strikes Once", I wanted
to participate in the insurance
simulation.

I

3. _at ,was a lot of flan being part
of Wreck-Less Insurance Company.

4. I wish the insurance activities
lasted_longer.

6. Other students my age would
enjoy these activities.

7. The insurance activities would be
more interesting for younger
students.

14 I enjoyed the'role I played in
"Insurance.- It's a Risky Busiriess".

;

P

7TH
JEFF CO

9TH ALL
COLUMBUS

7TH 9TH ALL 7T64

TOTA L
8TH ALL

c'
YES 67% 0% 67% 17% 64% 34% 45% 64% 49%

NO 13% 0% 13% ., 39% 27% 34% 24% 27% 25%
? 21% 0% 21% 44% 9% 31% 31% 14* 9% 26%
N 24 0 24 19 11 29 42 ' 11 53 .

YES 79% 0% 79% 67% 58% 63% 74% 58% 70%
NO R% 0% 8% 11% 33% 20% 10% 33% 15%

? . 13% 0% Ak3% 22% 0 9% 17% . 17% 8% 15%
N 24 0 24 18 12 30 42 12 54

.

YFS 83% 0% 83% 30% 42% 40% 63% 42% 59%
NO ''''' 13% 0% 13T 50% 33% 43% 20% 33% 30%

? 4% 0% 4% 11% 2% 17% 7% 25% 11%
N 23 0 23 IF 12 30 41 12 53

rn
0

YFS 71% 0% 71% 39% 25% 33% 57% 25% 50%
NO 8% 0% 8% 17% 25% 20% 1Z% 25% 15%

-/ 21% 0% 21 %' 44% 50% 47% .31% 50% 35%
. N 24 0 24 18 12 30 42 12 54

4$110

YFS 22% 0% 22t 22% 17% 20% 22t 17% 21%.
NO 57% 0% 57% 72% 67% 70% 63% .7% 64%

? 22% 0% 22% 6T 17% 10% 15% 17% 151:
N 23 0 .23 18- 12 30 41 12 53

YES 100% 0%
1'

100% 71% 4-2% 50% `118% 42% 77%
NO . 0% 0% 0% 6% 42% 21% 2% 42% 11%

0% 0% 0% .._34% 17% 21% 10% 17% 11%
N 24 0 24 --Iq 12 29 41 12 53

1
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pants in Columbus (64%). Seventh graders in Columbus were uncertain about 4

slanting to participate in tte simulation with only 17% responding positively,

39% negatively and 4470 responding that they were uncertain. Students in Ni

Jeffco and the 8th graders in Columbus may have better understood the intent

of the preview and realized that it was to introdUce to them the simulation

they were to participate in. Perhaps the seventh graders in Columbus could

4 not see the relationship between the preview and the activities that would

follow.( Student interest in the simulatioh generally increased as a result

of participation. Seventy percent of the students indicated it was a lot of

fun being part of Wreck-Less Insurance Company. Seventh graders in Columbus
* AP

(67%) and Jeffco (79%) showed the most positive response patterns while fewer

8th graders felt it was fun to be in the simulation (58%). When comTing

student responses by specific role, the majority of the students in the roles

felt it was fun being part of the Insurance Company with the exception of Ben

Elliott. Ben Elliott was the role of an insurance customerland therefore the

students who had the role prObably didn't feel part4Of the Insurance Company.

Overall, about half (58%) of the Students wished the simulation lasted

longer. This response set was reldtively consistent across each of the roles

with the exception of the agent. Eighty four percent of the agents wanted the

simulation to last longer. Strata differences, however, reveal that more stu-

dentsin Jeffco (83%) wanted the simulation to last longer than parttcipants its

_ Columbus (39%). 'It was reported earlier that students in Jeffco responded more

positively to the general interest items. Their higher interest is reinforced

by their desire to have the simulation last longer.

ghen asked to judge if other students would enjoy these activities, 5

the stunts responded positively while 35% responded "uncertain." This response

set is consistent with the results of a similar item relating to other students'

SO
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enjoyment of the Introduction to the program. It appears students are reluctant

to assessother students' potential receptiveness to the activities. However,

more students from Jeffco (71%) were willing to make the assessment as compared

to 39% in ColuMbus

When asked if the simulation, would be more appropriate for younger students,

64% of the students responded negatively. Strata differences were apparent with

more students in Columbus feeling that the simulation would not be more suited

for younger students. (Columbus = 72%; Jeffco = 57%). Twenty-two percent of

the Jeffco participants felt the simulation would be better for younger students

while another 22% were uncertain. When comparing responses across roles, 50%

of the ,custcuer services clerks felt the activities would be more appropriate

for younger students while more than half of the underwriters and Ben Elliotts

felt the activities would be or might be more appropriate for younger students.

Most students in the different roles indicated they enjoyed the role th6y

played 1.n the simulation (77%). Most seventh graders (Jeffco = 100%; Columbus =

71%) enjoyed the role they played, however, 42% of the eighth graders indicated

they didn't enjoy their role. This pattern is consistent with the items in the

general interest section; that is, more 7th graders enjoyed and liked what they

did than the eighth grade"participants.- When comparing the responses acrossI

roles, the claims adjuster and Be n Elliott were the least favored roles. All
. .

students who played the Underwriter enjoyed the role. The following lists the

percentage of students who indicated they enjoyed their role: underwriter, 100%;

agent, 83%; customer services clerk, 83%; actuary, 82%; secretary, .8010; Ben

Elliott, 60%; andclaims adjuster, 50%.

Use .(Table 3.5)

Fifty-eight percent.of the students felt the booklet "Insurance Jobs Close.:k, . , .,

Up" helped them to choose the role they wanted. Strata comparisons reveal that
.

.
, A

a '

eel

0
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TABLE 3.5 Simulation: Specific'
Items dealing with USE..

2. The "Insurance Jobs Close-Up"
helped me to choose the role.
I wanted.

5.' Iliad enough infofmationto do
all my work.

15. All the things we did .seemed to
fit together well.

'10. At times, I had nothing to do.

11. At times, Illadtoo much to do.

112. The company meeting provided a
good endidg.

E2

7TH
JEFF CO
8.r ALL

. cn Lum sus
7TH '8TH ALL 7TH

TOTAL
8TH ALL,

YES 67% 0% 67% 50% 55% 52% 60% 55% - 58%
NO 21% 0% 21% 44% 18% 34% 31% 1ST 28%

13% 0! 13% 6% 27% 14% 10% 27% 13%
N 24 24 18. 11 29 42 11 53

YES 63% 0% 63% 39T 58% 47% 52% 58% 54!
NO 25% 0% 25% 44% 33% 40! 33% 33% 33%

13% 0% 13% 17% 8% 13% 14% 8% 13%
N 24 0 24 12 30 42 12 54

YES 71%.. 0% 71% 39% 42% 40% 57% 42% 54!
13% 0% 13% 39% 33% 37% 24% 33% 26%
17% 0% 17% 22% 25% 23T 19%, 2 5% 20%'

N 24 0 24 -18 12 30 42 1'2 54

rn

YES 38Z 0% 38% 78T - 501 37! 33% 50% 37%
NO 50% OT 50% 67% 42% 57T 57% 42% 54!

13% 0% 13% 6% 8% 7! 10% 8% o%
N 24 24 -IF 12 30° 42 12 54

,.

YES 48g - 0% 48% 61% 47% 53% 54 fir' 42% 51%
Nr? 43% 0% 43% 28% 33% 301 37% 3 3% "36%
? 0! 0% 11% 25% 17% 10T 25% 131
N 23 0 23 18 12 3.0 41' 12 53- '

YES 29% 0% 29% 50% 45% 48% 38% 45% 40%
NO 19% .0% 19% ittl 28% 36% 31% 23% 36% 26%

52% 0% 57% 22T* 181 2.1% 38% I P% 34%
N 21 0 21 18 11 29 39 11 50

J

O

83
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4.

Jeffco students felt the booklet was more helpful (Jeffco = 67%. Columbus =

50%)., Specific role comparisons revealed that only 36% ofthe students who

preyed the role of actuary,' 40%xlaying Ben Elliott and 60% of the customer
40t'

services clerks felt the booklet helped them selebt a role they wanted. Al-

though Ben Elliott's role was not tremendously liked by the students, 8%.of

4It the customer services clerks and 82% of the actuaries enjoyed their roles
4 . =

with the latter 'results probably attributed to either: (lb) preferences to

play a different. role or; (2) not knowing in advance what the role would en=

tail or; (3) lack of role interaction with other students in the simulation.

Fifty-four percent of the students felt thm,had enough informatioh to
fi.0

do their work. Strata diffgrences exist with more students in Jeffco feeling

they had enough information to do their work (Jeffco = 63%; Columbus = 39%).

When ccinparing student, responses by role, at least half of the customer ser-

vices clerks, the agents and the claims.adjusters felt they did.not have enough
0

information to do their tasks. 400410r

Overall, fifty-four percent of the participants felt the things they did

fit together well. Major differences are apparent when comparing strata (Jeffco =

71%; Columbus = 39%). Students in Jeffco Could more.readily.see the intent of
45. s w

the activities and their relationship to' hat simulation. Students playing the

roles of secretary$ Ben Elliott and the customer services clerk had the'most

difficulty In undlletanding hovi the various activities of the simulation were

te-fit together:,

14.

When comparing roles by the amount each person had to do, the results show

students generally had too,mUch to do at!iimes (51%) rather than having nothing

to do at `tunes (37%). These-results need to be idterpreted,in'light of individ-

ual student differences,'i.e., different students work at differeft rates. It

would be imioossibleto develop a simulation in whibh the timing of individual

1,,,
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tasks eliMinate lag time for all participants. In order to maintain an

adequate flow of activity, the simulation shouldbe timed to meet the pace of

the average student. With this 'in mind, of'those students participating in

eaoli: of the respective roles, 605 of the Ben Elliott and 43% of the under-

writers and claims adjusters reported having nothing to do at times. In

contrast,-75% of the secretaries, 73% of the actuaries, and 50% of the agents

and claims adjusters reported having too.machto do at times. Froth these

findings alone, it seems that Ben Elliott's 4ble and the underwirter should

have more Activities; the claim adjuSterrs activities should be spaced.

more evenly; and the senretary'b and actuary's activities shaUld be reduced

to some extent.

The student results indicated that'the Summary activity, the company

meeting, did not 'provide a good ending to the simulation. Only 40% of the

students felt it did while 26% responded negatively and 3i were uncertain.

1.. _

Since so many students were uncertain, perhaps the intent of the cbmpany

meeting or the wording of the item itself was not - clearly understood by the

students.
,

'''761 Understanding (Table 3.6)

The results do support the conclusiOn that students did learn,ebout

occupations'frowtheir role. Eighty -one percent of the, students indiCated

they learned a lot from their role. The breakdown cif. student responses by

specific role was es_follows:. Custaper-Services Clerk, 100%; Actuary, 50%;

Underwriters 865; Claims Adjuster, +166%; Agent.; 83%; Ben .Elliott, 80%; and
. -

1fecretary, 62%. In addition, 655 of the -students felt the drawings helped

theth to understand the materials. Strata comparisons show that seventh

graders in COlumbus found the drawings to, be more.helpful(83%) than. studenti

in Jeffco (59%). The drawings were designed to help students interpret the.
a

directions and follow the.storyl4ne in the simulation. Students in Columbus

4 .

may have found the:drawings to be-more helpful because of



TABLE 3.6 Simulation:,` Specific JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
It-ems dealing with UNDERSTANDING. 7TH 8,'H ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH. 8TH . ALL

9 I learned a lot from mi role. YES 91% 0% 91% 78% 67% 73% 85% , 467% 81%
NO 5 0% 0% 0% 22% 8% 17% 10% P% 9%

( ? 9t 0% 9% . 0% 25% 10% 5% 25% 9%
e N 23 0 23 18 12 30 . 41 12 53

."

V' . _

1.t -The drawings helped me to
.

understand the materials.
YES
NO

5Q%
18%

.0%

0%
591
18%

83% 50% 70%
6% 17% 10%

70%
13%

' 50% 65%
17% 13%

? 23% 0% 23% 11% 31% 20% 17% 33% 21%
N ''22 0 22 18 12 30 40 12 52

*C.
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their lower reading and Comprehension level.

-

Student Interview Results

In addition to completing the questionnaire, "Your Opinions Again, Please! ",

`,three students were randomly chosen from each classroom for individual interviews.

Of the three students, one had been a participant in the simulation and two had

completed the, complementary activities. The results discussed in this section

were collected from 7 participants in the insurance simulation.

From those.students randomlyselected, each role in the simulation was re-

presented with the exception of the claims adjuster. Two students who had play-

ed the role of customer services clerk were selected. Jive of the seven students

indicated they liked the role they played: The underwriter enjoyed filling out
Are

forms and deciding whether clients could have insurance. The Secretary thought

it was fun since she did the same thing secretaries do in a real jobs Both of

the customer services clerks enjoyed their roles because they were able to work

with customers; hOwever; one clerk had trouble knowing how to answer the ques-

tions from customers. -The actuary liked doing the meth problems but felt -some

students.might need help. The agent didn't like the role he played because he

didn'thave all the materials he needed; things didn't fit well together; he

had to fill out a policy; and the claims adjuster_hadpto wait until he'completed

the policy. One student didn't like his role of Ben Elliott because it seemed

boring and there wasn't enough to do.

The students fgt other students would like the following things most bout
.

the ailnfliation: 1) working with' other people on a variety of.jobs; 2) feeling

that you work -in an insurance do pmany; 3) learning how an insurance company

works; 4) receiving the materials with the simdlatith; 5) experiencing a job

(n = 2); and 6) beciit was morefdn than doipg'regularmsth.
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ties (i.e., accident reports); 3) being a claims adjuster; 4) reading the

_.,..

materials; 5) doing all the work; 6) having a lot of work pile up. ,

re-

presented a realistic work experience. One student Would have preferred to

about the simulation: 1) doing the math (n = 2); 2) figuring out the activi-

ties

were not clear. Six, of the seven students felt the simulation re-

students responded. positively. The comments expressed by the four students

for completing forms, knowing what to do first, and how to answer customer

indicated that lack of clear directions was the major problem. The directions
nr

0.

nen asked if they had special problems doing the- simulation, 4 of, j

The students felt other students would likIthe following things Least

4,

t

-

68

have had real customers-comeinto the class as opposed to "paper cases (eg.,

letters). All students felt that since they participated in the simulation,

they were getting more ideas about what they might like to do. when theytre

older, Students were mixed in-opinion when asked if the noise level in the

classroom bothered them durinhetsimillation; three students responded yes;
.

onerespofided no, and three were uncertain. This varied response pattern may

be due to uncontrolled classroom effects such as various teacher management

styles and differences in classioom size and environment. One student felt

the noise was attributed to the "Speak-Out" activity while another student '

felt it was caused by students moving arblagmin the room.

When asked for recommendations or suggestioOto imprage the simulation,

one student felt nothing needed to be changed. However, suggestions from the

other students inclUded:

1. Change the slide tape. The preview didn't provide a good beginning
%

and was difficult to know what it was for.

2. Improve the directions, let the entire -group know what the other people

in the group were doing.
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V

'3. Rewrite the booklets, Make the directions clearer.

4. Make it easier to understand about different types of ins ance. The

book about different types of insurance didn't explain i enough.

5. The slide tape should be viewed again alter role selection.
/-

6. The claims adjuster didn't have enough to do. Give that role more to

do.

7. Eliminate actuary, didn't need him. He just worked out prob)ems.

8. Give more time to do thingi (n=2).

9. Have two- people doing each role so they could help each other.

10. Don't include so muchliew vocabulary to'learn.

11. _Give,customer services clerk fewer letters to answer.

-12. Provide more Stationery.-.

.* 13. Make sure materials aren't missing.

14. Eliminatetha_meeting at. the end.

Since student interview comments generally express the opinion of only

one individual, it is important that each comment be assessed in relation with

the data collected from other sources. For example, one student recommended

that the actuary role should be eliminated. Most students wl3o assumed the

actuary role, however, reported that they enjWyed that role (82%) and learned

about d6Oupations (94) . Therefore,"the need to eliminate the. actuary role based

upon one student's recommendation is questionable. Nevertheless, in many cases

student-Z?Iterview data and studen quertionnaire data reveal similar perceptions
00

..,

of various components of the simu atioa. After examining the student data from

bath sources, the following conclusions can be made and supported:

1. The directions ford the simulation need to be improved.

2. The-preview, although moderately effective, needs to be changed to

increase initial student interest for participating in the

90
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3. Initially, more information should be given to the students about

the roles (either,in preview tape or booklet).

4. The activities for some roles,need to-be either better balanced; re-
.,

duced (i.e., actuary, secretary) or expanded (i.e., Ben Elliott, under-

writer).
1

5. The summary activity (i.e., meeting) needs to be modified so that it

provides an effective closure of the simulation experience. Perhaps

the way it is introduced to the students should be changed at the be-

ginning by placing greater emphasis on the importance, the intent and

outcome of the meeting.

When asked to give one word that describes how they felt about the simula-

stion, five responses were positive ("fun", n = 3), "good"; and ("glad I-did it").

The tam_negative responses were "dumb" (Ben Elliott) and "rotten" (agent).

91
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Teacher Questionnaire Results (Table 3.7)

I

After implementing the Trade & Finance cluster package, teachers were

asked-to complete "Teacher Overall Perceptions" (TOP), a questionnaire de-

signed to record teacher feelings about the cluster package in general and

the simulation:The Average classroom had ten students participating in the

simulation activities with the simulation lasting 11 classeriods on the

average. In Section III of "TO Perceptions of the Simulation, Part A. -

the teachers overall response pattern was neuttl'when answering either Yes,

Somewhat or Igo to six questions.= The majority of teachers (at least 4 of 6)

felt the preview was 'somewhat" effective in motivating students; the simula-

tion materials, were -somewhatgenerally well written; and the illustrations
-

"somewhat'' increased students' understanding of the simulation materials. Eighty-

three percent (5 out of 6) of the teachers felt there were places in the simu-

lation where it was necessary to intervene to maintain studentinterest, moti-.

vation, and/cm the flow of activities. Places where teachers specified problems

were: when students had to wait for someone else; when students ran out of papers/

materials supplied; during the entire simulation; after beginning the first book-
,

let, and when rles were explained (preparation section). Teachers al o iidicated

the need to engpurage students to read, nettle, disputes, acquire additional

materials and explain many parts of the activity in more detail (e.g., how to

write check, eturn address,' draft,
t
In Part B, teachers were asked to check the percentage of'students they

felt enjoyed /liked and understood various components of the simulation and ze-
e,

laied Concepts. Teachers felt more students enjoyed What they did under-

st6od various components of, the materials (e.g., directiong, vocabulary).
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4) Table 3.7-Teacher Questionnaire Results

SECTION III: Perceptions of the Simulation

Part A
Percent Responding (n = 6)

Was the preview effective in motivating students? No - -67,11Somewhat 33 Yes

_

Was there enough information for students to select roles? 175,) No 33 Somewhat ,C) Yes

Were the simulation materials generally well written? No 67 Somewhat 11 Yes

Did the illustrations increase student understanding 17 No 50 Somewhat 33 Yes

of the srmulation materials?

( Did the situations in the simulation maintain 17 No 50 Somewhat 33 Yes

student interest?

-^r
Did the students possess adequate skills to do C) No 25 Somewhat 50 Yes

the activities?

Did the summary provide an incentive to explore No 100 Somewhat Yes

occupations further?

Were there any places in the simulation where you found it necessary to intervene to maintain student interest,

motivation, and/or the flow of activities?

tg

Part B-

No

Yes, (Please specify)

For those students par ticipating in "INSURANCE ... IT'S A RISK BUSINESS,"

check the percentage who_you feel

Percentage of Students

Enjoyed/Liked: 0 25% 26 50% 51 75% 76 100%

Participating in "INSURANCE . IT'S A
RISKY BUSINESS" 17 50 33

Having a realistic occupational problem to solve 17 6_ 17

Playing do ferent occupational roles 17 33 - 50

Learning about different occupations 33 33 . .,, '
J..)

Working with other students 17 1 50 33

Exploring occupations 33 '-33. 33

Understood:

The direction's r"

The written materials
.. .

The vocabulary

The intent of the activities

The intent of the entire package

The importance of exploring occupatIons

*

33 33 , 17

17 17 67

3.7
_____

50 a7 _
17 67
17 33 17

17 s 33 33
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Eighty-seven percent of the teachers felt at least 50% of the students enjoyed

having realistic occupational problems to solve, playing different occupational`

roles, working with other students, and participating in the simulation. Two

thirds of the teachers felt at least half of the students (51-75%) understood

the written materials. However, teachers f/ elt most students.had trouble under-

standing the directions, the vocabulary, and the intent of the activities. They

were divided in opinion concerning whether students understood*the intent of the

entire package and the importance of exploring) occupations.

The teachers generally indicated it was hard to start the simulation. Stu-

dents had trouble connecting the filmstrip (preview) with the activities that
I

followed. One teacher commented though,that after the students understood

their roles and knew what they were to do, the confusion subsided. Another

factor which led to some confusion was the fact there was some material mis

in the packages. In spite of these problems mentioned, all teachers indicated

they would use the simulation again, with one teacher making acceptance condi-

tional upon revision. Some of the suggestions and recommendations made by the

-teachers to improve the simulation included:

tudents an inventory list of materials that sequence w itlathe

act ies and roles. IF *.

2. Increase number of4Torms. (Students an out of forms).

3. Clarify what the claims adjuster was supposed to receive-from the agent.

(It was noted the claims adjuster was suppose

froT the agentbut it wasn't in the agent'

O t .

. TEACHER INTERVIEW
1 r

receive something

An indepth interview was conducted with each teacher who implemented the
-11P

cluster package. Generally, teachers initially felt the implement&tion of the

simulation would not be difficult, and after piing the materials, they felt
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it would be much easier to use them a second time. One teacher *felt she would

prefer to use the simulation with the ninth grade. Four of 'the teachers felt-

the placement of students in the activities did.notpoie specifiC implementation

problems. One teacher felt students didn!t haie the feeling.of cooperation
rib

necessary for working in an pffice (insurance).

Teachers felt the,simulation posed varied implementation problems. The

specific problems enumerated were:

1. It was difficult, to start the simulati6n (n = 4).

2. The actuary role required a good student (n =3).

3. Students weren't interested in the initial reading.

4. 'Secretary is a key role, need to have student with leadership ability.,

5. Confusion in flow of activities (day to day).

6. Some materials were missing (i.e., draft).

7. Inconsidtencies between details of accident in slide set and details

in booklets.

.

8. Need to 'establish more of an office atmosphere. (Next time one teacher,

would try to create more of an office atMbsphere in the classroom).

9. Students failed to read instructions correctly.

,Suggestions teachers gave that would improve the materials or their

imblementat3on includee:,

1. Improve preview tb the simulation.

2. Add more information via, perhaps, a booklet so teachers could prime

students more with regard to the insurance industry.

3. Add more stationery for the insurance simulation.

4. Review simulation instructions.

5. Beef up role of Ben Elliott.

, .
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-OVERLL SIMULATION TRENDS-

Stddents who participated in the simulation were generally interested in

the activities and role that they played. In addition, they reported they

gainea increased underStanding of themselves and occupational work factoTs.

/

Teachers felt students enjoyed the activities more than they understood the

intent of the materials. ,Siudents in :tittle° (7th grade only) generally re-
,

sponded more positiVtly to the interest and understanding items; howev,er,

students in Columbus also exhibited moderately high interest and understand-

ing.
4

Stu nts and teachers did report areas of difficulty in using the materials.

The greatest difficulty appeared to be caused by the lack of .clear direCtions.

.Teacher rdPOrted it was difficult to, "start" the simulation and that some

mechanism needs to bd developed that would help commence it. The majority

of students reported they had difficulty in knowing that they werd to do next.

In addition to problems with directions, it is possible that it was difficult

for'ttudents and teachers to assume non-traditional roles in the classroom. In

the simulation, students,are to assume independent positions and to complt4e

activities indeperidently. Therefore, it may be difficult for the students to

realize the need to become self - assertive and not to rely on instructions

from thei1 teachers.

er specific classroom implementation problems when reported, generally

reflect specific uncontrollable classroom differences such as varied class

-size, classroom size, and perha s teacher management style:

Specific revisions suggeste by teachers and students when interviewed

paralleled their responses to thd questionnaire items. Those recommendations
.

to which considerable attention hould be given to include:

1. Improve the preview to the simulation.
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2. Provide teachers witch more detailed instructions.

3. student and teacher directions and understanding of what is

taking place.

a. Provide studeAs and teachers with an underetandineof what the

students - teacher interaction should be.

b. Explain the intent of the preview.

c. Provide more information about roles and what the students will do

in each role.'

4. Improve the effectiveness of the summary.

O

5. Reassess the amount of activity within each role based upon students'

input.

a. Expand Ben Elliott's and the underwriter's role.

b. Claim t6juster activities should be spaced differently.

c. Reduce the secretarys and actuary roles.

6. Customer Services Clerk's role could be slightly modified. (50% of

students in this role felt it would be better for younger students).

'EXPLORATORY ACTIVITIES

DESeRIPTiON

Within the Trade and Finance cluster package, three exploratory activities

were pilot-tested. These activities, "Bank Op It", 'Keep On Trucking' and

"Speak Out" were used by students not participating in the simulation, "Insur-
,

ance...It's a Risky Business." It was anticipated that these students would

complete, all three activities within 'the durationoofthepilot-test. However,

inseveral instances, this may not have occurred.

.4
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BANK ON IT

"Bank On It" is'an individual exploratory activity which allows the stu-

dent to carry out arithmetic - oriented transactions which'a bank teller enr

counters in a .normal working day.. While the student is introduced to work

situations which are specific to the occupation of bank teller, he/she will

become familiar with some of the basic processes involved in banking. The

problem situations are presented to the student on,thirty-five transacticxecards.

Associated mith those are twenty - eight information cards introducing new words
r.

specific to the barLing field. Words,in capital letters on the transaction cards

indicate4that the studentwill be able to find explanations of those words on

the information cards. The activity reinforces basic math skills through their

application in a realistic work situation. Hopefully this will enhance the

students' ability to perceive the relevancy of math skills to other than,academic
4

1

situations.

KEEP ON TRUCKIN

"Keep On Truckin" ,is a board game which introduces to students some of

\

t concepts, terms, processes and problems associated with the occupation of

4
independent trucking. While students interact in playing the game, there are

opportunities for each individual participant tO make occupationally related

decisions throughout the activity. The game is designed,for two to four par-
,

ticipants and lasts for one class period.

%S PEAK OUT

--"Speak-Out-is-a-listening activity which consists of three occupational

interview tapes and one booklet. The people interviewed, on these tapes have

. jobs whiCh are related to the trade and 'finance fields. The occupations in-
,

eluded are cashier, bank receptionist and auctioneer. The students listen,
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to the people djscUssing their jobs, the training required, their aspirations

and amount of job satisfaction. After listening to the tapes, the students

- may answer copitive,quettiOns found in the booklet about whatthey just listened

to. Ithe teachers' booklet, other related activities are suggested for students

to increase their exploration skills including guidelineS for students to tape

their own interviews. "Speak-Out" was designed to be an individual or small

group activity, 0-pending on the numbe344students that can comfortably listen

to the cassette recorder at one time. The initnt of the activity is to Make

students aware of different persons' perceptions'of their occupations and to in-

troduce then, to the interview technique.

0.7

RESULTS

Student Questionnaire Data: Exploratory Activities

Ninety-seven students in six classrooms participated in the complenentalf.

activities in the Trade & Finance cluster package. After completing the adti-

vities,-the instrument entitled, "Your Opinions Again, Please!", was administered

to the studerrti., Students responded to 30 general items and a maximum of 19,

---sliecific items.. The specific items related to "Speak-Out" (n = 7), "Bank On It",

(n = 6), and to "Keep On Truckin" (n = 6). Most students tried "Bank On It

(n = 94) and "Keep On Timckin" .(n = 93) with fewer students participating in

"Speak-Out" (n= 84). The seventh grade sample ( n -7_74) included 39 students

from Jeffco and 35 from Columbus. The eighth grade sample (n = 22) consisted
.

. .

of participants from Columbus only. Due to the absence of an 8th grade sample

trem-jeiTee,j-it-is difficult to nake grade level interpr tations across the .

data. Strata comparisons where made were based on_t h4 results of the seventh

graders. General item responses of students who participated in both simulation

and the complementary activities were not included in the analysis; however,
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these students' responses to the specific items relating to the complementary.

activities were included.

General Items
Interest (Teble.3.8)

4

Students responded to eight statements which related to their interest in

and enjoyment from the activities. These items were randomly ordered and,con-

sisted of six positively and two negatively phrased statements.

The first general finding is that students found the complementary activi-

ties interesting and enjoyable. Over 807 of the students felt they enjoyed

'doing the activities, working with other students and indicated they would like

to try more activities like these. Seventy percent indicated they found interests

and likes they didn't know they had before. Students were generally satisfied

that they Participated in the complementary activities as opposed to the simu-

lation (64%). Only 20% of the studentsbindicated they would have preferred to;-

do the simulation while 17% were uncertain. Students were more neutral concern-
.

ing their responses to wanting to continue to add to their occupatiOns album

and whether other students their age would enjoy these activities. Strata

differences reveal that students in Columbus responded slightly more positively

to 6 of the items. Students generally had annex perceptions of the materials,

With the exception that 76% of the eighth graders (Columbus' only) expressed a

greater preference for doing the complementary activities rather than the simu-

lation. In addition, more students in Columbus (92%) than Jeffco .(82°%o) enjoyed

working With their classmates. In conclusion, the results show that students

--enjoyed being -part o1= -these activiti es with --mixed feelings- expressed dbout con-

tinuing to use the occupations album.

10



.TABLE 3.8 Complementary Activities: General

Items dealing with .NTEREST

1 I enjoyed doing the exploration
activities.

I

.a.
2'. I found I had interests and likes

that I didn't' know about before.

4

3. Other students .rny age-would enjoy
these activities.

5. I want to continue to add to my
own occupations album.

A

11. I enjoyed working with other
students.

14. I didn't like many .QC, the things
I did in these activities.

16. I 'would like to try more activities
like these.

(1.
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JEFF CO
7TH 8TH ALL

YES 9-0% 0% 90%
NO , 3% 3%

? R% 0% R%
N 39 0 39

YES 67% 0%. 67%
NO 21% 0% 21%

?
N \ 13%

30 00
13%
39

YES 59% 0% 59%
NO 5% 5%
?: 36% 36%
N 30. 0 39,'

YES 45% 445%
Nn 18% 0% 18%

. ? 37% 0% 37%
N 38 0 38

YES 82% 0% 82i
NO 8% 0% 8%

10% 0% 10%
- N 39 0 . 39

YES 18% 0% ' 18%
Nn 66% 0% 66%

'16% 0% 16%
N 38 0 38

YES , 79% 0% 79%
NO 10% 10%.

10% 0% 10%
N 39 0 39

'COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH ALL

el.%
8%
11%
36

75%
,11%

14%
36

86% Rn
5% 7%
9% 10%
2? 58

68%
n%
9%
2,2

72%
16%
12%

.5p

61% 50% 57%
3 %. 5% .3%

36% 45% 40%
36 22. 58

50% 55%
In 18%
33% 27%
36 2 2

92%
3%
6%
36

91%

52%
17%
31%
58

91%,,

3%.

5%
58

25% 10% 19%
61% 57% i 60 %-

14% 33 %' .,21%
36 21 57

86% 81%,
9%. 10%
6% 0.0%
35 21

84%
QE
7%
56

7TH
TOTAL
8TH ALL ,

. -85% RA% 86%
5% 5% 5%
9% 9% 9%

75 22 97.

71% 68% 70%
16% 23% 114%

13% 9% 12%
75 22 97

60% 50% . 58%
4% 5% 4%

36% '45% 38%
. 22 97

CO0
47% 55% 49%
18% 1.8% f 1P%
35% 27% 33%
74 22 pg

87% 91% ee%
5% 5% .5%.
8% 5% .. 7%

.22

22% 10%
64% 57% 62%
15% 33% 19%
74 21 95

82% 81% P2%
9% 10% 0%
8% 10% R%
74 21 95
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TABLE 3.8 Complementary Activities: General

Item dealing with 'MEREST (Coat' d)

JEFF CO- COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH 8TH. ALL 7TH 8TH ALL . 771-1 8TH ALL

20. I would rather have done the
things other studentrs were doing.

YE,S

NO
7

N

28%
62%
10%

39

0%
0%
0%

0

28%..
62%
10%
39

17%
58%

.25%
36

10%
76%
14%

21

*%
65%
21%

57

23%
60%
17%
.25

10%
76%
14%

21

20%
6,4
17%

96

10.3

4

4

4

104
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Use ,(Table 3.9)

4

In "Your Opinions Again, Please!",'students responded to seven general

items which related to their ability to use the materials. These items-con-

.sisted of four positive, and three negative statements which were randomly

ordered in the instrument. .

Students overwhelmingly felt the materials were easy to read
mw

students in ColumbUs responding more positively (Columbus 'Jeffco

Twenty -one percent of the students in Jeffco responded "uncertain." This

finding is significant since Columbus sample represented a lower SES popu-

,lation strata and its students' achievement profile was somewhat lower. Unlike

,, results from the simulation; the majority ofstudents felt they could understand
1

what they were to do from the directions (50%) and that-the teacher didn't have

to tell them what to do each day (76%). While more students in Columbus under-
-

stood the directions, (Columbus = 61%1 Jeffco = 51%), only slight differences

, were noted by strata for the amount of teacher assistance needed in the'class-

room. Grade level differences revealed that more eighth graders reported that

teacher assistance wasn t-needed on a day to day basis (8th = 91%; 7th = 72%),

but no grade level differeqces were found concerning student understanding of

directions. ThiS is maybe dueto teacher management styles.

Other student responses imply that unique classroom environments probably

had an impact on the implementation of these materilals. Students generally felt

there was enough space in the classroom to iwplement the activities (73%), that

it wasn't too noisy to do the activities (72%), land that there weren't too many

students involved in the activities at the same time (70 %). When -comparing- grade--

level and strata differences, differences between'subpopulations are apparent.

t4
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'-' --TABLE 3.9 Ccsiplementary Activities: General JEFF CO . CO LUM BUS TO AL
Items dealing with USE . a' 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH BALL 7TH 8 ALL

.6. The teacher had to tell us. what to
do each day. /

7. The Introduction to Exploring.
Occupations was a good beginning
to the things we did.

10. The materials were easy-to read.
,

"sa-

12. There were too'many other students
involved in the activities at the

..

same time.

-- . . ,

. 13. There was usually. enough space in
ray classroom to do the activities.

4

17.- I always knew froM the directions
what I was supposed to do.

.1

:-19. It was too noisy to do many 9f
'these activities.

06-

YU
NO

?
N

21%
7 4%

5%
39

0%
0%

° 0%
0 c

21%
74%
51
39

11%
69%
70%
35

5%
91%
5%
22

9%
77%
14*
57

16%
72%In
74

A,.

4%
/1%
5%
22

14%
76%
10%
96.

YES 79% )% 79% 69% 64% 67% -74% 64% 72%
NO ot oz 01;, 17% 14% 16% 11%, 14% 9*
?' 21% ,01; 21% 14% 23% 18% 1P% 23% 19%
N 39 0 39 35 2 2 57 74 22 96

YES 77% 0% 771; 9.7% 86% 93% 87% P6% 871;

NO 31; 0% 3% 0% 5% 2T 1% 5% 2%
? 21% 0% 211 3% 9* 5%, 12% 9% 11%
N 19 0 39 36 22 58 75 22 97

co
u.)

YES 15% A% 15% 33% 5% 23% 24% 5% 20%
NO 74% 0% t 74% 561;,, 86% 671; 65% 86% 70%

? 10% 0% 10% 11% 10% 1A% 11% 10% 10%
N 39 0 39 36 2 1 57 75 21 96

4 , ,

BYES 67% 0% 67% 69* 90% 77% 68t 90% 73Z t

NO 26% 0% ' 26% 17% 10% 14% 21% lo% 19%
? 8% 0% fit 14% 0% 9% 11% - Ot e%
N 39 0 39 36 21 57 75 21 96

YES 51% 0% 51% 61% 57% 60% 56% 57% 56%
NO 26% 0% 26% 25% 24% 25% 25% 24% 25%

23% 0% 23% 14% 19% 16% 19% 19% 19%
N '39 0 39 36 21 57 75 21 96

YES 13% 0% 13% , 23% 5% 16% 181' 5% 15%
NO 79% 0% 79% 54% 86% 66% 68% 86X 72t

? 8% 01; 8% 23% 10% 18% 15% 10% 14%
N . 39 0 . 39 35 21 56 74 21 ?5
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' TABLE 3:10 Ccimplementary Activities:
Items dealing with. UNDERSTANDING

,.

General

YES
NO

?/
N

JEFF CO
7TH 8TH

69% ,.0%

. 10t O

21% 0%
39 0

At.l.

69%
1%
21%
3Q

'COLUMBUS
7TH ;TH

D

. 56% 45%
6% 18 1',

44% 36%
36 22

r I-

ALL
..-

48%
10%
41%
58

7TH
I

60%
' 8%
32%
75

TOTAL
8TH

45%
18%
36%
22

ALL

57%
10%
331
97

..

4. I found I,could solve problems
that people really have on their
jobs. *

8. I need to continue
.

exploring YE.-- 59% 0% 59% 56% 55% P5% 7% 55% 57%
occupations. ./. NO 1 o% 0% 10% 17% 1P% 17% 1?% 18% 14%

? . 31% 0% 31% 28T 271 28% 4 ?_'4% 27% 20%
N 39 0 39 36 ' 22 58 75 22 97

9'. I learned about occupations that YES 711 01 711 i 83% '86% 841 771 86% 79%
I might be interested in'.'' - . NO 261 01 261 91 101 91 181 101 16%

? 31 01 31 . 9% 51 7% 5% 5% 5%
N 39 0 38 35 ' 21 56 -73 21 ,94

4--
15. 'f didn't -really learn about

different occupations from these
YES

NO

21%
64%

.0%
0%

21%
64%

- 20%
69%

19%
57%.

20%
64% .6

20%
66%

19%
57%

20%
64%

activities.
- i .

?
IV

15%
39

0%
0

15%
39

11%
35

24%'
2 1

16%
56

14%
74

24%
21

16%
.95

18. I didn't understand many of the ,.YES 28% 0% 2R% 31% '14% 25% 29% 14% 26%
ideas in the materials. NO 67% 0% 67% 61t 76% 67% t 64% 76% 6'7%

51 01, 51 81 10% Q1 7% 10% 7%
N 39 0 -39 36 21 57 75 -21 96

A

( , .

21. I learned I had skills and YES 511 6% 511 51% 57% 541 511' 57% 531
abilities that I didn't know NO 38% 01 38% 311 791 30% 35% 29% r 34% I

) about before. ? 10 01 In% 171 141 161 141 141 14%
N 39 0 39 7 35 21 56 74 21 95

22. SOme of the activities were too YES 10% 0% 101 81 101 91 . , 9% ft 91
hard for me to do. NO 901 01 90% 86% 811 841 RP% 1% e6%

? 0% 01 01 61 101. 71 , 31' 101 41
N 39 0 39 36 21 57 75 21 96

108
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TABLE 3.10 Complementary Activities: General JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL

Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING- Gont'd) `7TH 8TH. ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

, ,

2`73. I need to think more about whit
48. I want to be.

Items dealing pith Work Factors:

YES 74% -0% 74% 72% 71T 72%
NO 1,6% 0% 16% 22% 24T 23%
? 11% 0% 11% 6% 5% 5%
N 38 0 38 36 21 57

ab

73% 71% 73%
19% 24% 20%
8% 5% 7%
74 ° 21 95

.
"Since I've tried the Occupational

.,

Exploration activities, I feel I -
0

know more abiiut.":." 4 . , 4b

V

24. Where differ.ent people work., YES 87% 0% 87% 86f 86% 86%
A

NO 8% 0% 8% , 8% 10% 9%
? 5% 0% 5% 6% 5% 5%
N 38 0 38 36 21 57

25. How people work together on YES 82% 0% °- 82% 81% 90% .84%

;heirt jobs. NO 13% 0% 13% 8% 5% 7%

? 5% 0,% 5% 11% 5% . 9%
N 38 0 38 36 21 57.

C ^o:

26.' Haw well people-in_difTerent
occupations like their,work.

YES *79%
NO

N

8%

13%
38, .

0%,
0% z.
OZ
*0

79%

13%
38

77%
17%
6%,

35

27. What special skills are needed YES 84% 0% 84% 94T
for- different occupations. NO 5% 0% 5% 0%

4- 11% 0% 11% 6%

N 18 0 38 35

i,
-84 28. How the community benefits from YES 76% 0% .76% 66%

the work a person does. NO 8% 0% 8% , 23%
? 16% 0% 16% 11%
N 38 0 38 35

8 4

86% 86% 86%
"8% 10% 8%
5% 5% 5%

74 21 95

81% '90%- 83% a
11% 5% ,, 9%
8% . 5% 7%
74 . ,21 . 95

86% 80% 78% 86% ROT
0% 11% 12% 0% 10%
14% 9% 10% 14% 11%
21 56 73 21 94

81%- _ 89% '89% 81% 87%
10% 4% 3% 10% 4%
10% 7% R% 10% 9%

n 56 73 21 94

. 67% 66% .- 71% 67% 70%
29% 25% 15% 29% 18%

5% 9% 14% - 5% 12%
21 56 73 21 94



TABLE

Items
Work

3.10 Complementary Activities:
dealing with UNDERSTANDING -

General
\

,
7TH

JEFF CO
8TH
.

ALL '
COLUMBUS ,

7TH 8TH 1` A LI

TOTAL
7TH 8TH

,

ALL-
Factors (Cont'dY

\

29 What a person is responsible for YEc 92% 0% 92% 80% 95% 86% 86% 05% 887
doing in an occupation. - NO 5% n% 5% 9% 0%, 5% .I. 7% 0% 5%

? 3% 0% 3% 11% 5 %` 9% 7% 57 6%
N 3 8 0 38 -35 2 1 56 73 21 94,

1

30_. The steps people need to follow/ YES 73% 0% 73% / 58%, 76% 65% 66% 7,6% 68%
to finish a job. NO 8% n% 8% ,' ?2% 10% 187. 15% 10% f4%

,? 19% 0% 19% 10% 147 -18% 19% 14% 18%
N 37 0 3-7 36 21 57 73 21' 94

112 113
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The mos\ apparent finding is that 8th graders (Columbus only) reported fewer

,implementation problems concerning having sufficient Classroom space (8th = 90%;'

7th =,08,%); a tolerable noise level (8th 86%; 7th = 68%), and a Manageable

number of students involved in the activities (8th = 7th = 65%).

The student responses support the earlier findings to the program Intro

duction. Overall, 72% of the studentsifelt the introduction to exploring occupa-
.

tions provided them with a good beginning tetheir experiences in the oomple-
.

ment ary activities. Seventh graders were more poSitivethan 8th graders which

coincides with the 7th graders' higher interest in the. Introduction activities

(See,Chapter 2).

11.

Understanding (Table 3.10)

Of the fifteen items measuring student understanding, twelVe were positively

stated and three were negatively stated. The items dealt with student under-
..

standing of themselves, the materials and'concepts within the materials includ-

ing work factors. Of the five items deaing with student self - understanding,

the results are moderately positive. The majority of students felt they learned

about occupations they might be interested in (79%); they needed to think more

abOut what they wanted to be (73%)k they needed to continue to keep exploring

occupations (57%); they learned about occupations they might be interested in

.(570; and they found they could solvelbroblems people really have on their

jObs

Results ,Regarding Specific Complementary ACtivities
000'

Specific Items

Speak-Out (Table 3.11)

Student interest in the "Speak-Out" activity was,'Moderate. Overall, 34%

A

1.1

7



mli -.TABIJE

Items

1,

2

.
3:11 Comp lement-ary Activities:
dealing with SWILK=OUT.

Spepitic

YES
NO

. ?
N

Y,FS

- NO
.?

N

. C, .
JEFF CO

7TH 8TH

83% 0%
8% 0%
8% 0%
36 0

67% , 0%
19% 0%
14% 0%

36 0

ALL

83%
8%

8g
36

67%
19%

-14%
36

.

.-

,.

.
COLUMBUS

7TH RTH

.

41% 63%
24% 26% .

34% 11%
29 19

"72% 79%
7% 5%

21% 16%
29 19

ALL

sn%
25!
25%

48

75%
6%

10%
48

7TH

65%
15%
20%
65

69%
14%

'17%
65

,,. .

I would, like to interview more
people in different occupations.

.....

I now knowa lot of questions
to a'Sk sonOne in a-job..

0

3. I never thought of talking to YES 50! -0% 50% 41% 32% 38% 46!'
people about .their work before., NO 39% 0% 39% 41% 58% 48% 40%

7 11% 0% 11% 17% 11% 15% 14%
N 36 0 36 29 19 48 65

.. .4. All people feel the same about
their jobs.

YES
NO

. , 14!
8 3%

0%
0%

14%
83% ,

0%
97%

11%
79%

4%
90% 1

8%
89%

,-, ? . '3% 0% 3% 3% 11% 46% 3%
N- .. . 35 0 35 29 19 411 64

a I X

5.
',

I didn't have any trouble using
.

YES 64% 0% 64% 48% 47% 48%, 57%
the tapes and the recorder. NO 33% 0% 33% 45% 47t 46% 38%

? 3% 0% 3% 7% 5% 6% 5%
N 36 0 ,4 36 29 19 48 65

--fr. ...-

( -
.. i --

,.....
*..

6. This activity wasn't very , YES ." j 7% .0% 17% 4-4 41 % 1 53% 46% 28%
interesting. . NO 63% 0% 63% 31% 42%' 35% 48%

". ? - 20% I 0% .20% -28% 5% -19% 23%
N 35 0 35 29 :19 411 64

7. .
, There were too many students-

-,.,
1

YFS 22X :- ; 0% 22%
.

31% 42% 35% 26%
trying to listen at one time. NO 72% - 0% 72% 45% ..,53% 48% 60%

, ? .6% 0! 6.% c 24% 5% 17% 14%
N , 36 ' -. 0 36- 129 1 9 48 65

.
TOTAL
.8TH ALL

63% 64%
26% 187
11% 18% .

19 84

79% 71%
5% 12%

16% 17%
19 84

32% 43%
se% . 44%
11%. 13%

19 84

. g
11% 8%

79% 87%
11% 5%

____ 19 83

.,

47% 55%
47% 40%

5% 5%

/ 19 84

53% 34%
4?% 47%

5% -;144%

19 83
.----

.

42% 30%
53% . -.-58%

5% 12%
19 84
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9

of the students felt the activity wasn't interesting with 19% responding
1

"uncertain." There are reported differences in student interest by strata.

More students in Jeffco (63%) than Columbus (31%) felt the activity was very

interesting. There are varied interpreetations which can be offered to explain

these dif2erences. Perhaps students in Jeffco had a longer attention span

and thereby listened more attentively to the tapes. In addition, the double

negative stem-of this item may have caused confusion in studdnt response

Perhaps students iri Jeffco had a greater opportunity to interview people in

other occupations, and in turn that would account for their greater interest.

One finding which helps to support thiS interpretation_is that more students

in Jeffco (83%) than in Columbus (50%) indicated they would like to interview

more people in different occupations.

Students reported,having some difficulty using the tapes and recorder and

0

that .in some classes there Were too many students trying to listen to the tapes

at the same time. In general, students in Jeffco had less trouble with this

activity. Perhaps if clearer cdirections are included for students on how toJ
operate the tape recorders or if teachers could be told to demonstrate to the

studentriTtw to use the recorders, soYne of the implementation-problems could

be eliminated.

Speak-Out was developed with the intent of presenting to students different

persons' per-ceptions of their occupations. Overwhelmingly,atude4t!who,parti7

cipated in Speak-Out felt all people do not feel the same about their jobs (87%)..

Most students felt, they now know a lot of questions to ask someone about their

job (71%). In addition, 43% of the students stated they never thought of talk-

ing to people about their work before participating in this activity. These

outcomes are significant since they_reveal that Speak-Out has introduced students

117
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to a new and accessible source, of occupational information. These findings

support the recommendation of continued' inclusion of this activity in the

cluster package. Due to the moderate level of reported student interest,

it is also recommendable that the interview format be modified to increase .

student interest. Possible alterations could include: shortening of the

interviews, -have one student-interview the people, alter the interview-ques-
,

tions, and change the current structure/format of the tape.

Keep On Truckin 3.12)

The overall results support that "Keep On Truckin was a successful, com-

plementary activity. For each item (n = 6), student responses from Columbus

were more positive. Students found the game fun to play (91%), and most

4

stuqents (6 ) indicated they wanted to play the game more than once. Besides

finding the activity interesting, students found the rules of the game easy

tp understand (90%). Students also indicated having high understanding of

the strategy needed to win the game. Students learned that winning the game

was partly based on making good decisions (84%). Students also reported that

they. earned some of the things truckers have-to do in order to run their

business (84): Sixty percent-af.the students stated they didn't realiie

trucking was,such a complicated business. Other student comments concerning

this activity are found in the student interview section. In capatusion, this

activity was seen to be ,fairly well received by the students; however, minor

revisions may be needed as wi3,1 be reported in later sections.

Bank On It (Table 3.13)

Compared to Keep On Truckin, fewer students found Bank On it interesting.

Thirty-three percent of the students felt the activity wasn't interesting while



TABLE 3.12 -Complementary Activities: Specific
Items dealing with KIP ON TRUCKIN''.

8.. The trucking game was fun.

9. I learned some of the things
truckers have to do in order to J
"run their business.

.

. .

10. The rules of the game were
easy to understand..

11. I would not like to play the
game more than once.

il '

S

'12. I didn't realize trucking was
such a complicated business.

V .

13: I learned that winning the
game was partly based on
making a good decision._

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YPS
NO

?
N

YES
NO

?

821
6'1

12%
34

74%
24%
3%

0%
0%
0%
0

0%
Ott

0% .

82%
6%
12%
14

74%
24%
3%

95%
0%
5%
37

89%
5%
5%'

100%
0%
0%
22

77%
14%
9%

97%
0%
3%

50

85%
8%

99%
3%
8%
71

82%
14%
4

1n0%
0%

0%

22

77%
14%

91%
2%
6%
03

81%
I4%

N 34 0, 34 37` 22 5Q 71 22

YES 95% 0% 85% 92% 95% 93% 89% 95% 90%
NO 9%

,

0% 9% 0% 5%, 2% 1.% 5% 4%
? 6%1 0% 6% R% 0% 5% 7% 0% . 5%
N 34 0 34. 37 ., 22' 50 7r 22

.
W.

t C
1-YES 41% 0% 411 22% 18% 20% .31% 18%- 2e%

NO 56% 0% 56% 76% 73% 75% .. 66% 73% 68%
? 3% 0% 3% ' 3% 9% 5% 3% q% 4%
N 34 fl 34 37 22 59 71' 22 93

YES 53% Ot 53% 65% 64% 64% 59% , 64% 60%
NO 351 0% 35% 10% 32% 24% 27% 32% 2P%

? 12% 0% 12% 16% 5% 12% 14% 5% 12%
N 34 0 34 37 -22 59 71 22 Q3

.

YES 76% 0% 76% 92% 82% - 88% 85% P2% 84%
NO 18% 0% 18% 8% 5% - 7% 13% 5% 11%
?' 6% 0% 0% 14% 5% 3% 14% 5%
N 34 n

_6%

34. 37 22 50 71 22 93
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15-.

'3.13 Complementary Activities: Specific
dealing with BANK ON IT....

YES
NO ,

?
- N

YES
4 NO

7

JEFF CO
7TH 8TH ALL

r

69% 0% 69%
21% 0% 21%
10% 0% 10%

42 .0. 42

79% 0% 79%
14% 0% 14%
7% e% 7%

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH ALL

75% 55% 67%
6% 10% 8%
19% 35% 25%
32 20 52.

66% 775% 69%
16% 25X 19%
19% 0% 12X

7TH

72%
15%
14%
74

73%
15%
12T

TOTAL
8TH -A LL

55% -68%
10T 14%

-55% 18i
20 94

75% - 73%
,25% 17%

0% 10%

It was easy to do the math.
-..

,-

.1 learned about how it feels to
be a bank teller.

42 0 42 32 20 -52 74 20 94
.

16. This activity was not very YFS 31%
,

0% 33% 31% 35% 33Z .. 32% 35% 35%interesting. NO 52% 0% 52% 47; 55% 50% ,50% 55% 51%. . ? 214% 0% 14%° 22% 10% 17%... 18% 10% 16%
N 42 0 . ' 42 32 >, 20 52 ,.. 74 20 94

t:

17. The informatibn cards did not help. YES 36%' 0% 36% 38t .40% 38% 36% * 40% 37%
NO 5'7% ° 0% 57% ,50% 40% 46% 54% 40% 51%

? 7% 0% 72 13Z 20% 15% 9% 20% 12%
-,, N 42 0 42 32 -' 20 52 74 . 20 94

18. The bax)king situations were easy YES 69% 02 69% 69% 65% 67T 69% 65% 68%to understand. MO
?

17%
14%

0%
0%

17%
14% ,

9%
22%

10%
25%

10%
23%

14%
18%

1.0.%

'25%
13%

-,- .19%
N 42 0 42 32 ,20 52 .74 20 94

19, There were to Dirty transactions YES 29% 0% 29%. 2.5% 35% 29% Q7% 35% 29%
..

to do.
. ,. NO 55% 0% 55t . 50* 55%. 52%

.
53% 55Z 53%.

? k7/% 0% 17% ,, 25% 10t 19% 20% 10% 18%
N 42 0 42°' -- ,32 20 52 74 20 94

121
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16% were uncertain. Student responses to the other items reveal they were

less positive about this activity than.others
Ar
in the cluster` package. Al-

though most student's felt it was eagy9to do the math (68%) and that the

banking situations were easy to understand (68%), approximately one third

of the students felt there were too many transactions to do and that the

information cards did not help them to complete the bank transactions. Stu-
,

dent interest in the activity might be increased if the number of transactions

were reduced, or if students were told that it's not necessary to do all of
4

them. Most students participating in.-the activity did indicate they learned

how it feels to be a bank teller (73%) which indicates students gained under-

standing of the occupation.

STUDENi INTERVIEW RESULTS

In addition to completing the questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!",

students were randomly chosen from the classroom for individual interviews.

Students were asked what they liked most and least about each of the activities.

In addition, they offered suggestions on how to improve the activities.

Speak-Ouk vb.

The things students indicated they liked most about "Speak-Out" included:'

the auctioneer's chant, the'cashier, learning about different jobs, learning

how to give an interview, and that the'activity was interesting. Students felt

they liked-the following things least about the activities: the tapes were too

long, it was difficult to hear the tape (n = 2), and some ofthe.questions

asked by the interviewer were unrelated-to the-person's Work. After listening

to the cashier tape, onestudent decided/ that the occupation was too compli-

cated for him/her.

1.
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In one 7th grade classroom in Columbus, all students who participated in

the complementary'attivities were asked by their teacher to comment on paper'

about their perceptions. of the activities. In relation to Speak-Out, students

indicated for the mosi part that they enjoyed listening to the tapes. Some

students felt the tapes should be longer and some felt they should be shorter

and some felt they were good as they are. Other student comments included:

- it was hard to hear the tapes

- the questions were good

- the three people interviewed enjoyed their jobs, which was good since

they didn't-seem like exciting occupations except maybe the auctioneer

- some of the things said weren't necessary

- -

-'the,t4pes were interesting and covered a lot of information

- I learned something about each job that they talked about

I didn't when they, read off facts; I liked the part where the

pergon is'actually interviewed
. '

- there was nothing wrong with this activity; I learned, a lot about some

unusual occupatiOns

- the tapes were a little boring; I learned some good questions to ask

.

if I were,going to interview somebody
.

ft N 4
z

- I,liked the interview, but you should have asked harder, questions

the tapes just didn't "grab my leg."

One student suggested in addition to the tapes, people should come to the cla.4"s-

roam and talk about their jobs. Other suggestions made biy the'students inter-
,

viewed included: have people speak louder, provide more blank tapes for students

, to do-their own interview, have people talk less, the tapes should last longer,

'the tapes should be shorter and more fun, and a better quality tape should be

used to improve the clarity of sound".

.124



Keep On Truckin-

95

Students interviewed indicated they liked the follOWing things most about

the-"Truckin Game." They felt the hazards were good, it was good as a game,

_winning and playing the game was fun.(n = 4), and they got to learn about the

changes you have to take as a truck driver. The same students also felt the

activity could have gone more into the trucking business, it was too complicated,

,and it wasn't long enough. They disliked: the way they had to pick cargo, the

blank card in the advantage pile, losing a turn, being sent'back to gas station,

the way it was set up, and having,to wait for yoUr turn. Two students felt

there was nothing they disliked about it.

Additional comments collected from one 7th grade Columbus classroom reveal-

ed that students stated:

- the trucking game was fun (n = 8)

- it gets boring after you play it 3 times = 4)

- the game should be longer (n 9)

- the game was fast moving and'there was a lot of action

40.

- I never thought there were so many dangers & problems in truck driving
=

Students interviewed offered suggestions and recommendations to improve

or "fine tune" the game. These suggestions were to: include more about the

trucking business, and increase the suspente of the hazards. .Additional sugges-

t

tions collected from other students included:

- increase the number of advantage Squares,
A

- add more interesting situations in the hazards,

4

- add more o the game,

- players should be able, to pick the cargo they want,.

- the gas station should.be closer to the out of gas" square,
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1

- same of the-hazards didn't pertain to all of the cargo,

,. interview someone in trucking for Speak-Out,

- more points should be given if you land on a block dot,

- add more "go back to gas station" squares.

tudents also wrote advantages and hazards that could be incatpOrated within
Af

the game; The exaLmples of advantages are:

- You hit a stretch of newly paved road. The going's good, so move ahead
Ylr

3 spaces.

- Your trucking friend Tommends a god carry-out on your_rouie, you

take his advice and stop there. Add 2 points to your score.

r
Some examples of hazards suggested by students are:

- Go back to the beginning.of game

- You have no snow tires and when you hit an icy road you slide off the

road. Lose one turn while waiting for tow truck.

- Your truck has just hit a cow. Pay.fine of five points.
r .

- You encounter an unexpected.detour Which causes you ,to be delayed., Lose
.

. 2 points or 1 turn.
0

Bank On It

Students participating in Bank On It reported they liked the following

things most about the activity: learning about other jobs in banking, learning

new terms, being a bank teller, doing the math, working out the descriptiOn

cards, and completing the question sheets. Things the students liked Least.;

incllded: the math problems (too easy and too many); the information cards

(not helpful); and that the activity was too boring and-repetitious. Two stu,

dents felt there was nothingwrong with the activity and liked,all of it.'.
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Comments collected from'students of a 7th grade classroom in Columbus in-

"cluded:

1: I enjoyed the activity (n = 7).

2. It was boring (n = 4).

1

3. The activity, was a little too long (n = 3). .

4. Liked learning abdut loans and banking (n = 3).

5. It was fun getting the correct answer (n = 2).

'6. Had a little trouble with some cards, didn't understand them (n 2).

7. The information cards helped a lot.

8. The names of the customers were good.

/,

9. It helped me a great, dealsin working with numbers.
. 't

4r.

10. Liked the story probl

11. The problems were a little difficult.

12. Some of the problems were too easy.

The students interviewed offered the following suggestions for improvement.:

to reduce the number of problems and amount of detail on infoi'dation cards, to

change the format in order to reduce repetitiousness, and to remove the answer

cards (to Prevent students from cbeating):

Based upon the comments from the students, it seems ctivity was too

long and repetitious and perhaps the number of bank transactions shduld be' re-

duced. Students did report that they enjoyed the activity and did learn about

'banking, banking occupations and the relationship betweq math skills and bank-

ing.

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS (Table 3.14)

r-

,Aft'er implementing the Trade & Finance cluster package,.teachers were,

asked to complete "Teacher Overall .Perceptions" (TOP), a questionnaire designed
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Table 3.14 Teaqher Questionnaire Results.

te.

400`=,7?

SECTION IV: Perceptions of the.Other
Exploratorykctivities::

PerCe4Resi)onding (n = 6)-

.(

0

Part A
,

as i ents- tozfiif t f,om No c.nmpwii'at .204easylo
one to another?

Were these other exploratory activities
reasonable complements to the simulation?

No 33% Somewhat 67 Yes

Did these activities hold the student's interest? No. '50 Somewhat 50 Yes

Did the stories included in many of the No 50 SomeAat 50 Ye§

'activities appeal to students? .

Did the illUstrations increase student 1,4 No. .11 Somewhat Yes.

understanding of the activities?

Were the materials generally well written 17 No Somewhat '1 83 Yes
or structured?

Were there any places in these other exploratory activities where you found it necessary to intervene to maintain
student interest, motivation and/or the flow of activities?

13 No
Yes, (Please specify)

MR'

Part B
e

For those students participating in "SPEAK-OUT," "BANK ON IT," and "KEEP ON
TRUCKIN'," check the percentage who you feel: .

Enjoyed/Liked:

Participating in:

SPEAK-OUT
BANK ON IT
KEEP ON TRUCKIN'

Learning about different,occupations

Working.with'other students

Exploring occupation)

Unddrstood:

The directions

The written material

The vocabulary

The intent of the activities

The intent of the entire package

The importance of exploring occupations

Percentage of Student%

0.25% 26-50%. 51-759 76-100%

'1710

33 ?-7

az___ 67

- 50 33

.67 17

1 2 *8

.

...13 67

3-- 67

67
3.C7-7:. ILL 33

50 ."1.7 33

58* '25* 33

6
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to record teacher feelings about the complementary activities and information

about the cluster package. In this instrument teachers revealed that on the

average,. students needed 7 class periods to complete the activities (ranging

frov2 to 17 class periods). In th&verage classroom, 20 students participa-

ted in the activities'(with the number of participants in each classroom Tang-

ing from'8 to 26). ri
0

In Section IV of the "TOP", the teachers' responses showed ggnerally posi-

tive feelings and the activities. All of the teachers felt it was easy for

students to sift from one activity to another. The majority indicated they

felt these activities were generally well written or structured and -re a

reasonable complement to the simulation., For the most part, teachers felt the

activities held,the students' interest art d that the stories (story-line) in-

eluded in the activities appealed to students. Of the specific activities, all

teachers t most students enjoyed "pep On TruCkin'", and most teacher%--felt

most students enjoyed "Speak-Out." Teachers were more divided onostudents lik-

ing the "Bank On It" activity. In addition, most teachers (83%) felt at least

the majority (51-76%) of students liked: learning about different gocupations,

working with other students, and exploring occupations. When asked about-stu-

.dent understanding, all teachers felt at least the majority of students under-
t

stood-the directions; the written material, and the vocabulary. Teachers were

more divided in winion concerning student understanding of the intent of the

,activities and the program.

When using the activities, three teachers indicated there were paces

where it was necessary, to intervene to maintain studerit interest, motivation

and/or the flaw of the activity. Teachers reported-sttdents needed encourage.;

went to listen to the "Speak-Out" tapes (n = 2) and to complete the banking
*1.

exercise (n = 1). One teacher reported it was necessary to maintain order

123
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when students played "Keep On Truckin'"; however, this was not the usual case.

When asked which activities they themselves liked most and least, the

teachers liked "Keep On Truckin'" the most and "Speak-Out" the least. All

teachers indicated they, would use "Keep On Truckin'" again while 83% indica-

,"

ted-they would use "Bank On It" and Speak-Out" as they are currently design d.

One teacher felt "Bank On It needed tp be revised sihce it didn't hold student

motivation.

TEACHER INTERVIEW

When interviewed independently, three teachers reported havi(ng encountered

no, problems when using the activities. Regarding specific activities, teachers

felt "Keep On Truckin" was well liked. Th2 teachers-offered the following

comments and Suggestions about the activ ties;

- an information.booklet,should be ded about careers-1in trucking

and banking

- "Bank4On It lasted 24 days and was not interesting to students. Students

0 .

wanted to use answer'cards without solving the problems.

4 -
- "Speak-Out' was somewhat boring. Four was the maximum number of students

that could listen to"khe tapes at one time.

4

- Students should be given more reasons for listening to "Speak-Out" and

4 for understanding the intent of the activity..

- "pank On It" and "Speak-Out" need'to,be revised (perhaps'mOre game like)

to incre,;,se student motivation.

.,,,,

OVERAI4L COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY TRENDS

Audents and teachers:bop agreed that the "Keep On Truckin" activity

was liked most.
7

Although general student interest was repOrted high for all
_ -N

x. t', '',4

.) ,

130 - , J
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activities reported, student interest dropped when participating :in the "Speak-
, -

pilb". and 'Bank On It activities. This would tend to indicate that changes are

needed to,increase student interest in these activities. Specific comments and

recommendations -fire.f.ound in the, earlier section of this report.

Many strengths, positive outcomes, and comments were noted bycboth teach-

ers and students. In the -Keep On Truckin'" game, students became aware'of the

risk-taking dimension of independent businessmen; in this case, thatOr indepen-

dent truckers. In "Bank On It", students learned 8f the interreittionship be-

t

tween math skills and the occupation of a bank teller. In " peak - Out ", students

learned about how people feel about their jobs. One student commented that "the

three people intervie4red enjoyed their jobs which was good since tkey didn't

seem like exciting occupations, except for the auctioneer." In addition, stu-

n,

dents were introduced to the interview technique as a means of collecting occupa-

tional information. In addition, student understanding of both themselves and

the work factors also increased as a result of paftidipating in the activities.

In conclusion all of the activities seem to have ifotentiaa for dissemina-,

,
.

ting occupational information and experiences to the students. The "Bank On It"

and "Speak-Out" activities should be revised'with the emphasis on increasing

student interest in the two activities. Other recommendatio%4made by teachers

and students which should be given consideration are contained within the speci-

fic sections of the report. The major recommendations, however,,to be considered .

are:

1. Increase student interest in "Bank On It" and "Speak- Out".

2. The number.of students listening to the Speak-Out tapes should be

limited.

3. Students should be given instructions on how to operate the media

equipment.
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4. Include a booklet about trucking and banking occupatiodb.

5. Reduce the number of transactions in "Bank On It"

6. The intent of the activities should be explained to the students

(i.e., Why are they playing a game?)

7. The interviews (Speak-Out) should be more relevant to the occupations

of the people and interests of students, Student interest might in-

crep e if the interview were completed by other students instead of

adult

r'

OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION OF TRADE & kNANCE CLUSTER' PACKAGE

TEACHER OVERALL PERCEPTIONS (Table 3.15)

. "Prior to implementing. the Trade & Finance cluster package, teachers used

the_"Introd4iction to Occupational Exploration." Most Leachers (831%x) felt the

Introduction was,an effective starting point for the cluster packalt

Prior t' sirig.the cluster package each day, most teachers (66%) reported

needing a 12 hour or lesS' for preparation with 33% the teac rs needing an

hour.

The assignment of students,to the various activities was no problem (66%)

0-10,

to most teadhers and was a Iwoblem only at the beginning of the activities for

two teachers (33%). In terms of managing the activities, the class size (number

Of students) for the most part was too large (33%) or a little too large 50%)

for teachers. The clagSroom size was reported to be inadequate (50%) or some-

what inadequate (33%).by most teachers. At leaft half.of the teachers (5 ) felt .

the sound level in the classroom was about right with only one teacher report-
,

ing it was intolerable. Some teacher assistance was reported being needed by

most teachers (83%) to help students follow directions. Perhaps with improved

directions in the student booklets and teacher's guide, less teacher assistance

1.32 0,



Table - Teacher (questionnaire Results

SECTION I: How Well Did the Entire
tluster Package Work?

1.

2.

a

4.

5.

Percent Responding (n = 6)
Excluding the Introduction, your
preparation for-the cluster package
each day required

foozA hour
or less

33 1 hour More than
1 hour

,Asa starting point for other
activities, the "Introduction to

Ineffective 17 Somewhat 83 Effective
ineffective

Occupational Exploration" was

The assignment of students to A problem 33 A problem 67 No problem
activities (simulation and other throughout only at the
activities) was the activities beginning

Students were able to follow 17 Much teacher 83 Some teacher ' , Little teacher
directions with assistance assistance assistance

6 Most of the time, the sound level 17 Intolerable ?5 Somewhat 58 About
in the classroom was intolerable right-

In terms of space needed to im-
yleMent the activities, my class-
irder was

50 Inadequatd 33 Somewhat 17 Adequate
iriadequate

In terms of managing the activities,
the class (the number of students)
was

33 Too large 50 A little 17 About
righttoo large '

8. Circle the maximum number of major activities 1

which you managed at one time.

9. Circle the maximum number of Major activities 1

which you feel you could manage successfully
at one time.

710 Circle the maximum number or simulations which
you feel you could manage successfully at one time.

Fill in the number of class periods required fdr-
,thisimulation and other exploratory activitie;!

12. Fill in the number of students participating in
the simulation and other exploratory activities.

t-
50 33 .17

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 NR

50 17 17 17
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 NR

50 33 17
1' 2 3

Simulation

Simulation

Other Activities

Other Activities

13. Did yoU have any major problems using or preparing to use specific printed materials in the cluster package?

Yes, (Please specify)

I I

14. Didyou have any major problems using or preparing to use specific audiovisual materials in the cluster package?

133
No
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SECTION V: Overall Considerations
,Whickactivities(lnsurance ... It's a Risky Business, SpekOut, Keep on Truckin') in the cluster package did you
Like Most and which did you Like Least?

Liked Most Liked Least

Keen on Truckin (n = 4) o Speak Out (n = 5)

Bank on It (n = 3)

Insniance... (n = 3)

How would you rate.the overall set of activities in terms of the students maturation level?

17 Too.Difficult 7 About Right

thea: which materials you would and would not use again:

Introduction

Simulation

"Speak-Out"

"Bank on It"

"Keep on Truckm' "

Would use

100%

100*
83

100*
100

17 Too easy

Would not use

1

Overall, holk successful do you think the program was in terms of:

a) Feasibility in the classroom? b) Expanding student awareness of occupations?'

Very Unsuccessful

1% Unsuccessful
17 Average

Successful

\iffy Successful

Very Unsuccessful

17% Unsuccessful

17 Average

50 Successful

17 Very Successful

Overall, how would you rate the instructional qUaliiy of the cluster package?

Very Poor iro Poor 17 Average 5Q Good Z Very Good

In the space below, please describe any additional observations you have about the,program. Included could be:
interesting side effects that you have noted; problems that may have occurred; and your recommendations for
improvement /change.
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will be-needed.

There appears to be a corresponding relationship between the maximum

number of activities teachers managea at one time and the maximum number they

feel they can manage successfully at one time. Half of the teachers (50%)

Teltthat one simulation was the maximum number that they &Alla manage-SUCCeaff---

fully* while 33% reported they coula manage two.
_ .

When asked if there were major problems using the Specificprinted materials,

66% of the teachers reported yes. The problems cited occurred when starting to

use the simulation and when materials were missing. One teacher suggested

supplying each student with a chronological inventory list-of the materials

used in the simulation. Fifty percent of the teachers reported having trouble

using the audio-visual materials. The main complaint concerned the faulty

synchronization of the slide-tape.

Overall, most teachers felt the activities were about right in terms of

student maturation level (00%). In terms of success, 66% felt the program,was

successful in terms of its feasibility in the classroom and successful (50%)

or very successful (16%) in terms of expanding student awareness of occupations.

In general, the entire cluster package was rated.above average in terms of in-

structional quality with only one teacher rating the activities below average.

INSE1VICE TRAINING

The teachers' comments and perceptions concerning the inservice training

indicate that half of the teachers felt the introduction to the OEP philosophy .

was effective. However, mast teachers felt that for introducingthe details

of specific materials, the in-service training was "somewhat ineffective" (50%)

or "ineffective".(33%). In the interview, the teachers felt that the following
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additional information wouIdhave been helpful:

106

1. More detailed step by'step instructions.
6

-2. Specific° &temples- of other activities students could do.

3.' An in depth look et the simulation (n = 2).

jots- in-ttrecluater -area.

5. Ideas of how to slamMatlize the simulation and tie together other ideas.
A*

-6. More detail of students' roles in the simulation.

7. Spend more time going over AV materials.

Most of the teachers (84%) felt thatthe teacher's guide helped them to

use the materials. Most teachers initially perceived the implementation of .

the Trade & Finance Clustei Package as being "not difficult," or "easy." After

using the materials, the teachers felt it would be easier to use the materials

a second time. Only'one teacher indicated it would not be difficult except for

the simulation.°

Most teachers,(84%) felt there weren't problems arising from the concurrent

use-of the simulation and the exploratory activities. Comments made included:

additional complementary activities are needed to balance time needed to complete

the simulation; and that the simulation required more teacher supervision than

the other activities.
cc

Teachers were mixed in opinion' concerning how "they would integrate the

cluster package into their regular classroom activities. This supports that

OEP notion that the materials can be used flexibly and in many different ways.,

The varied ways teachers indicated they would like to use the materials were:

1. As a culminating activity for a study of occupations.'

.2. To conclude an insurance' unit.

3. Scattered throughout the year.
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4. Integrated into regular curriculum

5. As a separate,unit.

6. To start the school year.

7. Earlier in the schbol year.

8..4t-the end of-the school year,

When asked if there were Unexpected student` outcomes that they experienced

a; a result.of using the cluster package,.the teachers mentioned that: students

told other students about the activities and what they learned; studentrteacher

interaction changed positively; it made math more relevant; and it increased

student interest in. general and about work situations.

One recommendation made-by a teacher to improve the cluster package imple-

mentation was to include an overview or summary activity that would tie all the
A

activities together and from which students could benefit gram the experiences

of others.

.4m
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°. CLUSTER PACKAGE SUMMARY

'108-

The' 'pilot-testing of ,the semi-:complete 'Trade & Finance cludter package

ievealed that it is feasible- to implement the OEP materials within the tradi-

tional claisroom. working

on different activities (i.e., simulation and complementary) without much

difficulty. In addition, most-eachers, felt it would be easier to use the

materials the next time.

Specific product revisions can help to facilitate the OEP-classroom

experiences. These major revisions would include improving directions (es-

pecially for the simulation) and enhancing student interest in speciSic com-

plementary activities (i.e., Bank On It and Speak Out). Specific revisions

and overall findings relating to the activities can be found in the Sections'

entitled: 4l)41) Overall Simulation Trends and 2) Overall Complementary Trends.

# .

4
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" t Well , and "Speak-Out". The materials-were pilot-tested in four schools:-

two in Columbus; Oh* and two in Jefferson County, Colorado - a total of 7

IV. 'EVALUATION OF THE HEALrH AND WELFARE CLUSTER PACKAGE_

drug treatment center; the other to participate in the other exploratory activi-

ties. At the conclusion of the pilbt-test, each group responded to question-

the program in general. In addition, several students from each class were

classrooms and approximately 150 students.

class divided into two unequal groups - one to simulate the operations' of a

simiation, "Touchpoint II", and three other exploratory activities, "Clean";

ro

mires relating to_ 40e specific activities in which they Nia participated and

-After participating in the Introdaciion to the program - (`Chapter 2), each

The semi-complete cluster package for Health and Welfare included one

110

0

interviewed, and their teachers completed questionnaires and were interviewed.

-
Data collected from these.sources will be reported and prginiied in term

of (1) the simulation, (2) the complementary activities, and (3)'overall pers.

ceptions.- It should be noted that the school populations utilized in Columbus

and Jefferson County were of somewhat different socio-economic status and

4 achievement levels. Differences betwee these strata have been examined and

.
will be reported where. found.

The Simulation

Description

Touchpoint II is a group simulation (9-10 participants) in which students

take on the roles of staff members in a contemporary' drug treatment center

located in "Fremont". The simulation itself consists.of a preview, a prepare-
^

tion section; a participation section, and a summary.
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The preview is a slide-tapp presentation which introduces students to

Teu07int I, Fremont's first drug treatment center, and its work environment.

The storyline guides students through the center by introducing the center's

objectives, the community problems, and the specific workers. The occupations

introduced and included in the simulation are the director, the assistant

director, medical doctor, medical technician, nurse, case worker, probation

officer, psychologist and volunteer worker. The preview explains that,the

city council has approved the opening of Touchpoint II, a new drug treatment

center in the north end of Fremont. The preview is designed to motivate stu-

dents and provide them with an awareness of what their involvement will be in

simulating the operation of Touchpoint II.

In the preparation phase, students read about the formation of Touchpoint

II and the jobs that will be available for them to select their roles. In the

handbook "Staffing.Touchpoin II", they are introduced to the specific responsi-
.. lt*

bilities each worker will hav n interest search ,is provided which students

may use to help them select roles. Once roles are chosen, each participant

receives apacket of materialso which will be needed for that particular role.

Included in each packet is an illustrated booklet containing role descriptions

and responsibilities as well as rationale and step-by-step directions for com-

pleting the necessary tasks. Also,,in the Director's packet is a suggested

floor plan for Touchpoint'EI, which cane be used to help students arrange their

work sfhtions.

In the participation phabe of the simulation, the Diredtor calls'a staff

meeting at which the staff members introduce themselves and discuss their jobs.

Also at this meeting, the director assigns particular cases to appropriate

.

staff members. These cases are in the form of case studies of individual clients
t.
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of Touchpoint II. Participants then work with these "paper cases", both

individually and interactively, throughout the simulation.

The "case study" of Paul Cotman illustrates the type of built-in int-

-Actions which might be representative of an actual work environment. Paul's

case study discloses that he was brought to Touchpoint II by a friend, at

.

the suggestion of police. 'Paul was found suffering from what would appear'

to be hepatitis - most likely caused by an unsanitary injection of 'drugs.'

Several interactions among staff are necessary in order to deal with this

case. The nurse must fill out a mediliakreport from the case study, and sub-

nit it to the doctor for diagnosis. The doctor gives the nurse a request for

lab tests, which is passed on to the lab technician; The lab report is return-

ed to the nurse, who adds the results to the medical record and returns it to

the doctor for examination. The doctor then-beets with the probation officer

and psychologist to discuss the case and further actionto be taken. Several '

other cases involve similar types of communication among various staff members.

Participants also have tasks which are to be completed individually. For

example, the director must respond to letters from irate citizens as well as .

a letter from the father of a client. The caseworker moat draw up a case'study

from a taped interview with a client; and the volunteer must write letters,

establishing contact with several referral organizations.

/ The simulation is concluded with a meeting of.the city council. The

.council is deliberating continuation of supportfor Touchpoint II, and the'
1114,

1 participants are expected to acquaint the council members with the outcomes of

the work there, in order to justify continuation of funding. The council meet-

ing is intended, not only as a forum for discussing the work at Touchpoint II,

but also as a summary for all'Ithe'activities in which.the participants have been

involved. For 'Complete listing of role-specific activities, flee Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Health &Welfare Simulition*
"Touchpoint II"

*Note: arrows indicate activities which
may extend over a period of time.

.
.

PREVIEW - "TOUCEPOTNT IN FRKKEWP"

P S

PREPARATION - BACKGROUND & ROLE SELECTION .
.

Director
.1.

Assistant
Director Caseworker Psychologist

Probation
-a

Officer
.

Medical
Doctor Nurse

Medical
Technician Volunteer

.------....

assigns Cases

'

. --staff

Gets Tavella.
case

meeting ..-

Gets Bernstein,
Cotman, and
Riekhart cases

Staff introduce

Gets Long and
Cotman cases -..

.

themselves and

,

.

describe their jots

Gets Matuski
case

. ,

Reads letters
from neighbor-
hood residents
& Mr.

Discusses
*0-neighborhood

problem
Aset.Dir.

Answer
from citizens

-

J/

Azumergrletter
frail Mr.

man
Talks with
sten

/ ,

Cotman.

with

.

letters

1 .

Cot-

members

Chooses
organizations
asks volunteer
to contact

,Meets
Director

1
Fills out
release

Meets with
bation
about

Meets with
Psychologist
about
Talk with
members

r
e.i.

'1

referral
&

them

with

news
sheets

Pro-
Officer
Long

(

Bernstein
staff
o

, a

Meets with
bation
er and
to Bates

.1

Begin case
foeBates

Meet with
teer about
Tavelia
Finish
case study

,

. .

.

-
Pro-

Offic-

listens,

tape
E

.

.

study

volugr

case
Bates

'

" I

'0

')

.

Reads Bernstein
case study

Meets with
Doctor about -

Bernstein
Reads Cotman
case study
Gives Tavella
Interest Test
to volunteer
Reads Reikhart
case study

Ask Marne to
write for
Reikhart medi-
cal records ;

Meet
Ass't Dir.
about Bern-
;stein
eats with
Doctor &
Probation .

Officer about
Cotman

,Meets with
worker
listens

Bates

Writes
to Judge
about

,

Meets with
Ass't
Writes
about

Meeks with
Doctor
Psychologist
about,Ootman

case-
and
to

tape

letter

Bates

,

Dir.

letter
xng

-

,

&

Gets Bernstein
Medical Record
frdM Nurse

Meets with
Psychologist
about Bern-
stein
Gets Cotman re-
cord frau
Nurse, pier
scribes lab
esteats & gives

to Nurse.

Gets Matuski
case frcm
Nurse. Diag.
noses & pre-
cribes treat-
ment,

Examines Cot-
man results
and meets
with Probe-
tion Officer
& Psychologist

Gives doctor:
Bernstein medi-
cal record.
Constructs Cot- ,

man medical-re-
cord from case
study and gives
to doctor.
Constructs
Matuaki Medical
record & gives

to Doctor.
Sees Psycholo-
gist on Raik-
hart records,
Gets Cotman tests
Adds to medi-
cal record,. and

gives to Doctor
Plana Mituski
diet.

Writes lette;
for Reikhart
records.

Fills out
report
man .

Looks at
Slides

Starts
Cultures

Gives Cotman(
results
!km.

Continue
furs

.V

lab

on Cot-

Blood

/
Germ

.

to

mul-

Meets with
taut Direct

Writes letters

referral
tions

is Tavella
fr Psychologist

-re t withI

yorker
Ta4ella.

Writellaeletter

Tay.

Collect
mail.go Ma

-

i -

o

organi -

1
test

Case-
about

to

out -

.

.
.

. Z 7

, , .

4 .- SUMMARY = COUNCIL MEM .
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Results

Seventy-one students in classrooms participated in the Toudhpoint II

simulation. At the conclusionf the cluster package: all students responded

to the questionnaire, "Your Opinions Again, Messer; one student who parti-

cipated in the simulation was selected at random from each class for an inter-
:

. iwiew; and each classroom teacher completed the "Teacher Overalyerceptions

(TOP)" questionnaire and was intervieed.

Student Questionnaire Data

The opiestionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please;" consisted of 45 items,

the first 30 of which were general in nature, while the remaining 15 were

specific to the content of the simulation. Items assessed three dimensions

related to the implementation of the simulation: a) the students' interest

in the materialb and activities, b) the students' ability to use the materials,

and c)) the students! understanding of concepts and ideas presented. Both posi-

tive and negative stems were included, and items were randomly ordered within
1

the general and specific item sets (see Instrumentation section. Chapter 1.)

A summary of the data obtained,-reported by strata (Columbus or Jeffco)

and grade level (7th or 8th), is presented in Table 4.2. It should besnoted

that sample sizes in some cells (e.g. 7th grade, Jeffco) are small, and cam-
,

perisons between these cells must be interpreted with caution. It should

also be mentioned that several students participated in both the simulation

and several of the complementary activities, and their responses were not in-

cluded in some of'the data analyses that were carried out.

0
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General Items

Student Interest (See Table 4.1)

Eight of the 30.general items concerned student interest in the simulation

materials and activities. Responses to all eight items were quite positive in

terms of interest in the simulation, with poditive responses rangiUg from 55

to 93 percent of the approximately"55 students responding. Negative responses

were consistently small (4 to 26 percent), with the remainder falling into the

undecided category. Nearly all of the students (93%)'reported that they en-
,

joyed working with other students, and most enjoyed doing the activities and

would like to try more activities like them (79 and 80 percent, respectively).

It appeared that the majority of students were satisfied with the particular

activities in which they were involved. While 22% of the simulators.reported

di

that they didn't like many of the things they did i the activities, 74% dis-

agreed with that, and only 9% would rather have d e the things other students

were doing. Fifty-nine percent found they had interests and likes they didn't

know about before (24% were undecided), and 55% wanted to continue to add things

to their occupations albums. This is just slightly less than the number saying

this after the Introduction. Over half of the students (56%) felt that other

students their age would enjoy the simulation
I

activities. (Thirty-seven per-

cent were undecided on this point). (There was an apparent reluctance on the

part of students throughout the pilot-tests to judge how others might feel).

Grade level differences in the general interest category fluctuated from

item-to item. While no apparent trend emerged from the data, two of the

differences appear to be large and will be briefly described. Ninety-three

percent of the eighth graders responded that they would not have preferred to

havedone the things otherstudents were doing, while 79% of the seventh

145
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TAME 4.1 Simulation: General.
Items dealing with INTEREST

I. enjoyed doing the exploration
activities.

2 i found I had interest and likes
that I didn't "know about be

3 Other students my age would enjoy
these activities.

'
/a 5. I want to cont' to add to my

own occupatiburn.

114" I enjoyed' working with other

students.

14. I didn't like many of the things
I did in these activities.

16. I would like to try more activities
like these.
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7TH
JEFF CO

8TH ALL
Cr) LUM BUS

.7TH PIN ALL 7TH
TOTA L

8TH ALL

YES 85% 100% 8ST 67% ROt 71% 76% 87% 79%

NO 0% 0% 0% 7. 2% 10% I ft% 11% 7% 9%

? 15% 0% 12% 11% 10% 11% 13% 7% 11%

N 20 5 25 18 10 28 38 15 53

YES 67% 40% 62% 56%- 60% 57% . 621 53% 5c%

Nin 0% 40% e% 72% 30% 25% 10% 33% 17t

? 33% 20% 31% 22% 10%..,,..1ey 2e% 13% 24%
N 21 5 ?6 18 10 28 39 15 54

YES 67% 20% 58% 56% . 50% 54% 62% 40% . 56%

NO 5% 20% B% 11% 0% 7% P% 7% 7%

? 29% 60% 35% 33T 50% 39% 31% 53% 37%
N 21 5 26 18 10 28 39 15 54

.

YES 71% 40% 65% 41% 50% 44% 5P% 47% 55%

NO 10% 20% 12% 35% 50% 41% 2.1% 40% 26%

? 19% 40% 23% 24% 0% 15% 21% 13% 191

N 21 5 21 17 10 27 3P 15 53

YES 1.00% 100% 100% 83% 90% 86% 02.1 93% 93%
NO 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 7% 5% o% 4%

? 0% ot 0% 6% 10% . 7% 3% 7% 4%

N 21 5 _ 26 18, 1 0. 2P 39 15 54

YES - 10% 20% 12% 39% 20% 32% 23%' 20% 22%
Kr 90% PO% 8P% 56% 7n% 61% 74t 73% 74%

? o% n% 0% 6% 10% 72 3% . 7%. 4%

N 21 5 26 ls 10 2R C)-2
. 15 54

YES 95% 80% 92% 61% 80% 63% 79% 80% PO%

NO

?
N

% 5%
0%
?I

20%
0%

5

P%
0%
26

.

11%
28%
18

20% 149
0% 18%,

1 0 28

P%
-13-%

34

20%,
0%
15

11%
9%
54
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T.ABLE.4.1 rzeneral
Itera$ dealing with INTEREST (Cont'd)

4 ,

20. I would rather have done the
things the other students were
doing.

.

*JEF.00 COLUMBUS TOTAL.
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH PTH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YES 15% 6% 12% 11% 0% 7% 13Z 0% (4%

'NO 75% 100% 80% 6.7% '0T 75%. 71% 03% 77%
? 10% ,n% 8% 72% 10% 1P 167 7% 13%
N 20 5 . 25 1R 10 2P 3P 15 53

143
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graders reported this. At the same time, more seventh graders felt that

other students their age would enjoy the simulation activities (62% vs. 40%).

It should be noted that regarding the first point, the responses for both

groups were quite positive, differing only by degree. Also, the sample siies

,5ror both items were small and differences therefore reflect a shift of only

a few individuals.

In terms of strata differences, the general interest items exhibited

more of a pattern. On each of the eight items, the percentage of positive
4

responses was higher for the Jeffco sample than for ColuMbus. 'Although, on

several of theitems, the strata differed by only a few percentage points.

on others the deviation walmore substantial. A larger percentage of Jeffco

students reported that they enjoyed doing the exploration activities (8 VS.

71%), enjoyed working with other students (100% vs. 8:'.), did not dislike

maw- of the things they did in the activities (88% vs. 61%), and would like

to try more activities like them (92% vs. 68%). While observed trends could

be due to inherent strata differences (achievement levels, environment, etc.)

or specifically.related to the simulation materials, it should be noted that

this cluster package was not tested in the sane Jeffco schools as were other

materials, and differences could largely be due to unique classroom effects

as well. IR addition, theeeffco sample size is sufficiently small that the

Chance inclusion of several particularly enthusiastic students could also

explain the observed results.

Use of Materials (Table 4.2).

Seven of the general items dealt with student use of the simulation

materials. Responses were generally quite positive. Students found the mat-

erials easy to read (83%) and reported that there was usually enough classroom
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space to do the activities (72%). The majority .(67%) felt that it was neither

too noisy to do the activities nor were there, too mpny otheT students involved

in activities at the same time. Sikty-five percent repbrted that it had not

been necessary for the teacher to tell them what to do each day. However, the

number,of students reporting that they always knew from the directions what

they were supposed to do, dropped slightly to 46%. This Information may in-

dicate that revisors need to examine directions in the simulation role booklets

for clarity and provide some minor revisions or fine tuning in this area.

Grade level differences student use of the simulation materials were

apparent on-several items.- More eighth graders found the materials easy to

read (93% vs. 79%) and reported that they always knew from the directions what

they were supposed to do (60% vs. 41%). This is not surprising and probably
0

due'io grade level differences in reading achievement and comprehension. In

addition, a larger number of eighth graders (80% vs. 59%) felt the Introduction '

(Chapter 2), was a good beginning to the simulation activities. Although more

seventh graders-reported understanding of the concepts of occupation and group-
-

ing in the Introduction (see Chapter 2), eighth graders may have been better

able to reqognize the application of those concepts in the simulation. More

eighth grade students also reported that there was enough classroom space to

do the activities (93% vs. 64%). This differed by only ''a few perecntage points.

effects, and,because, in general, most students reported space was adequate,

probably has no real implications.

Strata differences were large on two items. More Jeffco students reported

that they always knew from the directions hat they were supposed to do (62% vs.

32%) and that they found the materials easy to read (92% vs. 75%). In both

cases, these differences probably reflect the more basic strata differences
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TAME 4.2 Simulation: General
_ Items dealing with USE

as

6. The teacher had to tell`us what to
do each day.

7. The Introduction to Exploring
Occupations was a good beginning
to the things we did.

M. The materials were easy to read.

40.

mw. 12. There were too many other students
involved in the activities at the
sane time.

13. There was usually enough space in
my classroom to do the activities.

_ ,

17. I alwOs knew, from the directions
what I was supposed to do.

19. It was too noisy to do many of these
activities.

152

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL,
7TH 8TH ALL 47TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YES 15% 40% 20T 28T 11% 22% 21T 21T ?1T
NO 65T 60T 64T 61% 78% 67T .63% 71X 65%
? 20% 0% 16T 11% 11% 11% 16T -a 13T
N 20 5 25 18 9 27 38 14 52

YES 57T 80% 62T 61% 80T 68% 59T 80% 65T
NO 5T 20T 8T 28% 10% 21% 15T 13% 15%

? 38% 0* 31% 11% /0% 11% 26T 7T 20T
N 21 5 26 18 10 28 39 15 54

YES 9nt inn% 92% 67T 90% 75T 79% 93T 83T
5T 0* 4% . 17% 10% 14T 10% 7T
5% 0% AT : 17V 0% 11% 10% 0% 7%

N 21 , 5 26 18 10 28 39 15 54

YES 19% 40% 23T 17T 10% 14T 18% 20T 19T
NO 71T 40T 65T 61T ROT 68T 67T 67 67T

? 10% 20% 1,.% 22T 10% 18% 15% 13% 15%
N 21 5 26i 18 10 28 39 15 54

YES 67% 100% 73T 61% 90% 71T 64% 93% 72%
Ao ,"1,% 0% 15% 28% 10% 21% 23% 7% 19T
? 14% 0% 17% 11% OT 7T 13T Ot 9%
N 21 5 26 18 10 28 39 15 54

T -0' ..

YES 57T SOT 62% 22% 56% 32% 41T 60% 46T
NO . 29T 0% 23T t7% 20T 50T 46T 13% 37T

? 14% TOT 15% 11% 30T 18% 13T 27T 17%
N 21 5 26 , 1R 10 28 39' -15 , 54

t

.

YES 14% , 40T 19% 33% 20% 29% 23T in - 24%2
NO 81% 40% 73T 50T 80T 61T 67% 67T 67T

? 5% 201 8T 17% 0% 11% 10% 7% 9T
N 21 5 26 18 10 28, ' 39 15 -54

0
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in achievement levels in reading and comprehension.

Understanding (Table 4.3)

Fifteen of the general items dealt with understanding. Eight items in-
,

volved students' understanding of themselves and of the materials, while 7

concerned increased knowledge of the work factors. Of the 8 involving stu-

dent understanding of themselves and the materials, all received positive

student responses, with percentages ranging from 53 to 80 percent. The majOr-

ity (77%) of students reported that they learned about occupations that they

might be interested in, yet felt that they needed to think more about what

they wanted to be.(66%) and needed to oontinue exploring (65%). Many of the

z
students learned they had skills.and abilities that they didn't know about

before (56%) and found they could solve problems that people actually have

on their jobs (53%). .Although some students felt that they didit't really

learn about different occupatioris from the simulation activities (26%) and did

not understand many of the ideas in the materials (30%)÷_the majority disagreed

(63% and 57%, respectively). The negative responses may have stemmed from ber-t

tain feelings of disorientation related to the students' problemswith direc-
.

tions or confusion regarding the roles (see student interview section). Never-

theless, only 11% reported that some of the activities were too hard to do,

with disagreement on that point by some 80 percent.

Inspection of grade level and strata differences reveals that, in general,

the number of negative responses which did. appear on understanding items emanated

primarily from the 7th grade students in Columbus. It should be noted that

this is the same, group that showed the.highest incidence of problems involving
0

the directions. Inherent, strata and grade level differenbes apparently have a

slight association with comprehension of both the directils and the materials
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"-TABLE 4.3 SimulatiOn: General
Items dealirig with UNDERSTANDING

4. I found I -could solve problems

that peopli really have on their
jobs.

i;

- P. I need to continue exploring
occupations

4

9. I learned, about occupationi that
I alight be interested in.

15. 'I didn't really learn about
different occupations from these
activities.

o

18. I didn't understand many of the
ideas in the/materials.

21. I learned I had skills and
abAities that I didn't know about
beforee<'

22. Scone of the activities were too
hard for me" to do. )

AM.

15,5

JEF co COLUMBUS
7TH' pTH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH

. .IS 55% 40% 52%
NO 204 40% 24%

? 254 20% 244
N 20 5 25

YES 71% 64 69.4
NO 14% 20% 15%

? 14% 26% 15%
N IV 71. 5. 26

YES Fil% 1064 854
NO 5% 0% 4%

21 5 26 18

YES , 24% 404 -274
NO 6?% 604 624
? 144 0% 124
N 21 5 26

50%
22%
28r
19.

614
284`

11%
18

72%
.22%

334
564

YES
N+i;

/N)

\ 'YES 624 80% 65% ,144%
NO 14% 0% 12% 22%
'? 244 20% 234 334
N 21 5 76 - -18

YES 194 20% 19% 64
NO 714 80% 73t 78%
2 104 04 8% 17%
N 71 ,5 26 18

194 04 154 504
(I7% 100% 73% 334
14% 0% 12% 17%.
?I 5 ?6 18

60%,
,211%-

204
10

54Z.
214
254
28,..

604 614
304 79%
.104 11%
10 28

67-4 704
334

9 27

10% 25%
804 644
10% 11%
10 28

304 43%
60% 434
104 144
,210 28

,c0 464
30 25%
2 % 2Q%
10 28

0% 44
100 86%
0 114
10 28

534
?It
26%
3R

77%
134

39

5

2

2

1

,.60z

27%
134
15

79%
21%

? 14% 0% 12% 6% 0% 4% 10% 0%

14

-
TOTAL

8TH ALL

3% 53%
7% 23%
% 25Z
5 53

6.5%

?2%
13%
54

7Z
15%
8%
53:

28T 204 q 2

59% 734 63
134 7% 11

\/ 39 1.5 5

33% 204 10%
51% ,73% 574
154 7% 134
39 15 54

54% -604 56%
181% 204. 19%
284 204 264

39 15 54

13% 74 11%
744 934 80%
13% 0% ..9%

39 , 15 54
. ,



-TABLE 4.3 Simulation: General JEFF CO
Items- dealing with UNDERSTANDING (Cont'd)

23.

7TH '8TH ALL

I need to think more about what YES 60% 60%
I want to be. NO 25% 40'

7 15% 0%
M 20 5

Items dealing with Work Factors:

"Since I've tried the Occupational
EXploration activities, I feel I
know more

6

24. Where different people work.

25. How people work together on
their jobs.

26. How well people in different
occupations like their work.

27. What special skills are needed
for different occupations.

6

.20. How the community benefits from
the work a person does.

157

YES
NO

?
N

90%
5%
5%...
21

75%
0%

25%
° .4

YES 90% 8nt
NO 5% 07

? 5% 20%
N 21 5

.,' Y FS 70%-r- 75%
NO ,

0% 0%
? 307 ?5%
N 20 4

YES 75% 100%
NO 5% 0%
7 20% Ot
N 20 5

YES . 62% 50%
NO 14% 25%

? 24% 75%
N 21 4,

60%
s 2P

12%
25

COLUMBUS 4 TO TA L
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

83% 50T 71% 71% 53% 66%
11% 40% 21T 1P% 40% 754
6% 10% 7% 11% 7% 9%
18 10 2P 38 15 53

.

. ay

88% 69% 70% -. A4jp. F31% 71% 7st
4% 19% 307 237- 11% 217 14%
8% 13% 0% fit 8% 7T 8%
25 16 10 26 37 14 51

}-,
N

88% 75% :10% 73% 84% 73% 81%
u.)

4% 13% 20% f5% 8% 13% 10%
8% 13% 10% 12X ST 13% 10%
26, 16 10 26 37 15 52

71% 6?% SO% 73% 69% 79% 72% ,
0% 13 %° 20T 15% 6% 141 8%

29% I9% 0% 127 25% 7% 20t
24 16 10 26 36 . 14 50

8( 69T 76T 69% 72% SO% 75%
4% 19% 20% 19% 11T 13% 12%
16% 13% 10% 12% 17% 7% 14%
25 16 10 26 36 15 51

6A% 61% 67% 64% 62% 62% 62%
16% 13% 11% 12% 14% 15% . 14%
24% 25% 72% 24% - 24% 23%, 24%

25 16 9 25 37 13 50
153
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TABLE 11..1 Simulation: General.

Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING -
Work Factors (Cont'd)_

What a person is responsible for
doing in an occupation.'

t,

30. The steps people need follow
to finish a job.

153

YES
"0

7

N

YFS
NO

N

JEFF CO
7TH 8TH

,

Pl% 80%
1 (1% 2,1%
10t. 0%
21 5

POT 1007
St At

157, 0%
20 4

ALL

81%
1,7%

8%
26

83t
4t

1.3T,

?4

COLUMBUS
7TH 9TH

.

81% -1007
131 n%
6% 0%
16 1.0

.63% 1)0%

6t 10%
31% o%
16 10

ALL

PP%
8%
4%
26

737
Pt

10%
26

7TH

Pl%
11%

P%
37

727
6%

22%
36

TOTAL
ATH

937
7%
0%
15

con
7T
n%
14

ALL

P52
10%-

6%
52

7P%
6%

167

160
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-themselves. In addition, the possibility also'exists that the confusion re-

garding directions may itself be associated with problems in understanding

the materials.

One other grade level difference deserves Mention. While 53% of the

eighth graders felt they need 'to think more about what they want to be, 40%

did not. :This compares with 71% positive and only 1 negative for the seventh

grade. MoSt probably this is due to the fact that more eighth graders feel

that they have decided upon an occupation. Yet at the same time,, the eighth

graders apparently distinguish between thinking abalt what they want, to be
7G .4

and exploring, since the percentage of eighth graders not feeling that they

need to continue exploring drops to 27. It seems that while many eighth

graders felt that they had made up their minds, they still felt the need to

continue exploring occupations.

Concerning the items involving increased knowledge of work factors, re-
.

sponses were all quite positive with percentages from 62% to 85%. From having

participated in the simulation, students felt they knew more about what a per-

son is responsible for doing in an occupation (85%), how people work together

on their jobs (811),_ where'different people work (78%), and the steps people

need to follow to finish a job (7 They also reported increased knowledge

of the special skills that are needed for different occupations (75%), of how

well people-in different occupations like their work (72%), and how the com-

munity benefits from the work a pers6n does (62%).

Grade level and strata differences followed.no particular trends, with the

direction of differences fluctuating from item 14item. Even these differences

nAinlSr appeared as shifts from the undecided category and represented, in terms

of raw frequencies, only a few individuals. The largest difference observed

(93% vs. 7) was between grade levels and concerned increased knowledge of the
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steps peoplp need to folla4 to finish a job. Although this difference in

positive responses was large, the difference in negative responses to this

item was only one percent. Eighth graders appeared more certain of increased

knowledge on this topic, while neither group reported that there was not an

increase.

Specific Items

Student Interest (Tabled4.4)

Six of the simulation-specific items concerned student interest in-the

.--

materials and activitr. As on the general questions, interest was quite

high with the -OA majority responding that it was fun being part Touch-
. /

poiht II (80%) and that they enjoyed their roles (83%). Many (68%) wished

that the simulation had listed longer and felt that other students their age
.

would enjoy the activities(56%). The slide/tape was°apparently effective

in simulating interest:7Since 77%reported-that after having-seen it, they

were interested in Touchpoint II- It is interesting to note that 30% of the

students felt that the simulation would be more interesting for younger stu-
.

dents.- These responsea, came primarily from the lower SES-strata (Columbus)

and may reflects lesserunderstanding of the intent of the materials by

some.of those' students. MinCr'prablems with understanding of the materials

themselvea and thedirectiodb have already been'noted in this.stratumand

may havebeen aasOciated with this obserVationli
E

Other strata differences with regard to interest tended.tor'follaw the

same ,pattern as thosegbpetved on the general interest items. Jeffco students
"

gintrally showed higher percentagea'of positive' response than Columbus students,

with differeddeb ranging froa010 to 28%. As.with the general items, while this

A.3
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LE 4.4 Simulation: Specific

Items dealing with INTEREST.

1. After seeing the slide show
"Touchpoint in Fremont", I was
interested in Touchpoint II.

Y.

3. It was a lot of fun being part of
Touchpoint II.

b. I wish Touchpoint II lasted
longer.

6. Other students pay age would enjoy

these activities.

7. Touchpoint II would-be more
interesting for younger students.

I enjoyed the role I played

I . in Touchpoint

163

7TH
JEFF CO

RTH ALL
colUMBUS

7TH ,RTH - ALL 7TH
TOTAL
8TH ALL

YES R6% 80% Ps% 74% 71% 73% 80% 7? 77%
NP 14% 2O% 15% 17% 19% 114% 16% 19% 17%

? n% fl% n% 9% 10% g% 52 82 6%
N 21 5 76 23 . 21 . 44 44 26 70

YES 95% 60% R9% 74% 76% 75% 84% 73% PO%
_NO 5% 20% 7% 17%- 19%. 1P% 11% 19% 14%

? 0% 20% 4% 4% 5% 72 4% R% 62
N 2? 5 ?7 23 21 44 45 26 71

. . .
YFS 91% 60% 85% 61% 52% 572 76% 54% 68%
NQ 9% 40% 152 30% 29% 30% 20% 31% 24%

? 02 02 02 9% 19% 142 4% 152 P%
N 22 5 27 .23 21 44 45 26 71

YFS 73% 60% 70%, 52% 40% 47t 62% 44% 56%
NO 5% 20% 72 9% 5% 7% 7% 8% 7%

'? 232 202 22% 392 552 47% 31% 48% 37%
N 22* 5 27 23 20 43 45 70

YES 9% 40% 15t '43% 33% 392 27% 352 30.7

NO 59% 40% 56% 35% 41% 19% 47% 42% 45%
? 32% 2n% 30% 2n 24% 232 271 23% 252
N 22 5 27 23 71 44 45 26 71

0
....

N'S 91% 80% 89% 78% -, 80% , 790% 84% Re% f13.%

NO. . c% 20% 7% 172 15 % 16% 112 16% 132

? 5%. 0%. .4% 4% 5% 5% 4$ 4% 4.%

N , 22 5, 27 21 20 43 45 25 7n

464
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could be due to basic strata differences (socio-economic achievement levels,

etc.) or specifically related to the simulation materials, results could

also be due to unique'clasproom effects or the chance inclusion of a few

particularly enthusiastic studentsaas well: In any case, it should not be

minimized that, while.these differences did appear, interest-was quite posi-

*

tive in.both strata, as evidenced by responses to both the general and simula-

tion specific items.
a

Grade level differences, as on the general items, were not definitive,

although the 7th grade, positive responses were usually several percentage

points higher. This probably is due to the low representation, in the 8th grade

sample, of Jeffco students, who, as noted above, tended toward more positive

ratings. It is interesting to note, however, that many more 7th graders (76%

vs.54%) wished that the Touchpoint II simulation had lasted longer and felt

that others their age would enjoy the activities (62% vs. 44%). .

-

Use of Materials (Table 4.5)

The six specific questions involving use of the simulation materials also

received generally positive response. Most students reported that the interest

search helped them to choose a role (70%), that all the things they did in the.*

:simulation seemed,to fit together well (66%) and that they had enough inform-

4tion to do their work (63%). Some students (33%) reported that at times they

had too much to doo and 44% indicated lithlthere were those that they had

nothing to to do. Examination of these items by individual role does not appear

to show particular agreement that any role contains too many or too few activi-

ties. Rather, in each case, some students felt that they were too busy or not,

busy enough, while other students assuming the same role in other classes were

satisfied *fivth their work loads. These responses, then, seem to be a function
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TABLE 11..5 Simulation: Specific
Items dealing with USE.

2. The Interest Search helped me 'to
choose the role I wanted.

5. I had enough information to do
all-my work.

8". AU the things. We did in TouchDoatnt
II seemed to fit well together.

,I0. At times, I had nothing to do.

11. At times, Iliad too much to do.

12. The Council Meeting provided a
good ending for Touchpoint II.

166

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH ETH ALL 7-TH. eTH ALL 7TH 8TH . ALL

YES 73% 100% 78% 61% 71% 66% . 67% 77% 70%
NO 14% 0% II% 35% 24% 30% 24%'. 19% 23 %-

? 314% 0% II% 4% 5% 5% 9% 4% 7%
N . 22 5 -27 23 21 44 45 26 71

___

YES 82% SO% 81% 43% 62 `.52%'': 62% 65% .f. 3% viz
NO 0% 20% 4% 43% 29% 36T 22% 27% 243

? 18% . 0% 15% 13% 10% /1% , 16% 8% 131
N 22 5 27 23, 21 14 1 45 26 71

YES- 73% 80%' 74% 57 %- - 67% 61% 64% A69% 66%
NO 9% 20% II% 30% 14% 23% 20% 15% 18%

? 18% . 0% 15% 13% 19% 16% 16% 15% 15%
N 22 5 27 23 21 44 45 25 71

YES 23% 6n% 3n% . 59% 48% 53%4 41%, 50% 44%
NO 68% . 40% 63%

N4
32% 43% 37%" 50% 42% 47%

? QZ 0% .7Z 9% 10% 0% Q% 8% 9%
N 22 5 27 , 22 21 43 44 26 70

. .

YES 24% 4n% 27% 39% 31% 36% 37% 35% 33%
NO 57% 60% 58% 61t 62% 61% 59% 62% 6AT

? 19% o% -15$ 0% 5% - 2% 9% 4% 7%
N , 21 5 26 23 21 44 44 26 7O

,YF. 59% so% 63% 61% 52% 57T 60% 58% 59%
NO 14% 0% 11% 22% 14% IP%

.
.18% 12% 15%

? 77%, 70% 26% 17% 33% 25% 22%.° 31% 25%-''
N 22 5' 27 23 21 44 45 2°6 71

A -op
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of the flow of activities in each unique classroom, as opposed to an inherent

imbalance of workloads in the materials. In addition, it was apparent from

44other sources that teachers did not understand that the "Likes List" and

NOccupatidhs Alhle,activities.from the Introduction were intended to be

continued throughout the simulation activities as time peritted. Had this

been done, it mightwell have served to

as remove sate of the pressure on other

by a particular time.

fill much of that'glack time, as well

students to.finish certain activities

Strata and grade level 4Werencellipurred on the specific questions

with eighth grade percentages of positive response generally a few points high-
,

er than seventh grade, and Jeffco geherally higher than Columbus. Large differ-

dncei litilween strata appeared on two .items.. Jeff6o students were much

more positive about having enough information Co do all their work than were

Columbus students (81% vs. 52%). This may be due to the Minor problems with

directions discussed' earlier, or simply due to better understanding or initia-

tive on the part of the Jeffco studIts. Also fewer Jerre() students reported

having times with.nothing to do (30%, Jeffco Vs: 52%, Columbus). Several things

might explain this. Jeffco teachers may have better undeistood that certain

activities from the Introchttion were, to be continuea7thoughout the cluster

.package. Alternatively, some activities may have taken Columbus students

'longer to do thanexpected,.thereby causing lags for other students in the

simulation. Because consistent problems were not apparent with any particulai

rolesl.it is probably unnecessary for the content of the roles to be dramaticAly
4

revised. However, it may be possible t include suggested role-related activi-

ties in which the student'could,engage should he/she encounter lag times during

the simulation.
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Understanding (Table 4.6)

a

131

Tw9 of the specific items concerned understanding., Both received positive

responses. Sixty-five percent fekt that the drawings helped them to under-
,

stand the materials and that they learned a lot from their roles. Looking at

the
0
latter item across individual roles, the positive direction of response

is generally constant, indicating that students in most roles felt that they

s -,_
learned a ltt from them. One exception Nis the role of medical doctor, in

. ,

. which 3 of 7 students responding answered that they did not learn a lot from

the role. This may be due to students' previous awareness of medical doctors

and the nature of their work,xor they may have considered the doctor's role

as more active in terms of providing treatment than the diagnosis and discussion

emphasis found in the simulation.

Strata differences on these two items were large with over 20% more Jeffco

students responding positive*. Grade level differences did not appear to be

a fact6.
Alf

Student Interview Results

P.

(Ow

In addition to obtaining data from the student questionnaire, one student

who participated in the Touchpoint II simulation was selected at random from

each of the seven classroom& for an interview. Eight of the interview ques-
,--

tions 'dealt specifi.pally with the simulation. -(Compiled 146onses for these

and other interview questions may be found in Appendix ). Because of the

4%.
stall sample,,grade.level and strata differences *kill generally not be examined;

-

tant

represented in the sample included three-nurses, a director, assis-

t r, a doctor, and A caseworker. Only the doctor reported not liking

the role' saying it was hard to uerstand the information and more explanationrole
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TABIE 1.6 Simulation: Specific JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL .

Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING. 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH RTH ALL 711'H 8TH ALL

g I learned a lot from my role. Y PS 77% 80? 78? 52? 62% 57? 64% 65% 65?
NO 14? 0% 11? 30? 74% ' 27% 22% 19% 21?

? Q% 70% 11T 17? 14%- 16? 13% 15% 14%
N 22 5 27 23 21 44 45 ' 26 71

13.''"mtie drawings helped me to ,YES 82% 80? 81% 43 ?- 67% 55% 627 69% 65%
understand the materials. NO 9% 0% 7%

'111%

43% ' 19% 122 27% 15? 21?
? Q? 20? 13% ''' 14? 14T 112; 15% 13%
N 22 5 27 23 21 44 45 26 71

IrW

ti
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was needed. All others liked their roles and enjoyed helping people, solving
4

problems, and getting a feel for what it's like to be in an occupational role.

Things about the sation they felt other students would like most included

solving problems, viewing the slide/tapes, exploring and choosing jobs, and

100,

trying on a role. When asked what other students, would like least about the

simulation, two students liked it all and didn't know, while others felt that

the unclear directions and reading and writing might be'disliked.

When asked if there were special problems doing the simulation, 4 of 7

students said yes, each of them citing problems with the directions and not

knowing what to do. Two students felt the'simulation was not realistic - one

40#

because it was confusing and seemed unorganized, and the other because the

case studies seemed far-fetched. Only two of the. students reported that other

_activities going on in the classroom bothered them. One said that they were

a little bit crowded, while another found the tape recorder noises from the

complementary activity "Speak-Out" distracting at times. The remaining 5
s'

students were not bothered by the other activities. :"°

Suggested changes for improving the simulation included providing better

explanations of the jobs, expanding the simulation .y) include a larger variety

of jobs and more people, and including less reading material.

Several points seem apparent from the interview. First, there was some

confusion regarding explanations of the individual roles and, as discussed in

previous sections, some perceived difficulty with the directions. Second,

students do not like to do a great deal of reading and writing in this type

of activity, even though they find the materials easy to read (see questionnaire

section). Nevertheless, the students found the activities interesting, enjoyed

their Ales, and suggested that other students would like many aspects of the

1 72
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simulation. In addition, 6 of 7 students reported that after participating in

the simulation, they had more leas about vliat they might do when they're

older. When asked to describe their simn)Ation experiences in a word, one

student said "unorganized", one said "alright", while a third said "nice",
1

ana, the remaining four all described it,as "fun".

'Teacher Questionnaire Results (Table 14.7

At,the conclusion of the semi-complete cluster package, each teacher was

asked to complete a questiorthaire, "Teacher Overall PerceptiOn - TOP". This

instrumentcontained two sets of items specifically relatedo the simulation.

'The first set contained 8 questions relating to implementation and students' use

of the materials, while the second set required teacheis to estimate percentages

of students who enjoyed /liked and understood various aspects of the simulation

and materials.
0

Teacher responses on the first set ofitems were generally positive, with

all but one question receiving at least 50% unqualified positive responses. The

majority (1+ og the 6 teachers) felt there was enough information for students to

select roles, and that the students possessed adequate skills to do the simulation

activities: All 5_:c teachers felt that the preview was at least somewhat effec-

r

ive in motivating. students, while 5 of the 6 indidated that, at least to some

extant, the illusttations inc ?eased student understanding of the materials, and

4 the situations were. effective.in maintaining student' interest.

While three of the teachers felt the materials were generally-well written,

two of themItid not. These negative resnOnses may have been in reference to

the directions, which, in several paces, were perceived to be inadequate. Five

of the six teachers reported that they found it necessaty to intervene to main-
.

stain student interest, motivation, and/or the flaw of activities. ,These teachers

most often redommended'more specific explanations and step-by-step directions

,1- 73 -
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to alleviate problems. In addition, it was indicated that, in general, teachers

felt that the summary was, at best, only sonewhat effective in providing in-.

centime for further exploration. The city council meeting, however, did,_accord-

ing to students, accomplish its intended major purpose of providing effective

closure to thesimulation.activities:

Teacher responses in the second set of items were also generallIrpositive.

All teachers felt that the majority of their students enjoyed working with the

other students, and 5 of the 6 teachers indicated that the majority enjoyed

participating in Touchpoint II. Teachers also generally felt that many of

their students enjoyed having a realistic prOblem to solve, playing occupational

roles, and.learning about different occupations. Four of the teachers indicated

.11 that the majority of their students liked exploring occupations, while two felt

that only small percentages of their classes did. Both of these teachers, when

later interviewed however, qualified these responses. One of,.

them consistently indicated negative ratings the questionnaire, buttptated

that while personally experiencing difficulty in following the flow of activities,

the students had no problems figuring it out. T teacher alio stated that

while students at times seemed apathetic, they wild overwhelmingly express the

desire to continue, when asked.,

Four of the six.leachers also reportepi that large percentages of their

classes understoOd the written materials, the vocabulary, the intent og the

activities and of the entire package, and the importance of exploring occupations.
-0,

Half of the teachers indicated that most'students understood the directions.

The other three Iteachers, however, reported only 50% or less generally understood

directions. This corresponds with findings from both the student questionnaires

o and student interview. Nevertheless, only one teacher indicated that she would

not use the simulation again.
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Summary of Findings for the Simulation

Data from,all sources tends generally to lead to positive conclusions

regarding the Touchpoint II simulation. Student interest was inftially quite

high and appeared to generally remain so throughout the entire simulation.
. 4

Students found the simulation materials andvocabulary easy to read and com-

prehend, and felt that the illustrations helped them to. undeAP rstand the mat-

erials. Understanding was also quite high, especially insofar as increased

,knowledge of work factors.

The alide/tape " Touchpoint in Fremont" was-apparently effective in stimu-
..

4bo,

lating ,interest and motivating students, and to occupational interest survey

seemed to work well iri helping students to select their roles. Classroom

. splace was generally adequate for the simulation, and the presence of other

'activities in the same room did natpresent a serious distraction to partici-

pants.ia the simulation activities.

Several points;,bawever, should be taken into acCodnt by revision. Data

frah all sources indicated a need forAmore specific step-by-step directions.

Students repeatedly:indicated that they had difficulty understanding directions

and in many'places, were not certain about what to do next. In addition,

teachers `had, no mechanisnifOr dealing with-such tions, not being totally

iware'of,the specific interactions and responsibilities associated with each

role. Revisors may wish to supply both students and teachers wit some form

of framework by which they could more easily comprehend the bas underlying JP

structure of the simulation, in addition'to clarifying and str ngthening
*

-directions.

Feedback on individual roles in the.simulation indicated that most
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students enjoyed the particplai' roles which they assumed and. in general, felt

e
O

that they learned a lot from them. Some'students, however; did report pro-

-blems with the doctor'sorOle. They indicated that it was difficult to under-
401 t

stand some of the information included, and many aid not feel that they learn-
.

ed a lot from it.

, .Ii general., roles appeared to be adequately balanced in terms of work-

loads: For no role did there appear a consensus that there was too much or

too little to do: Rather, for each role, a few students reported not enough

and others reported too much work was required. It was apparent that flexi-
.

. .

bility in terms of timing is inherent to the setbess of the simulation.' Differ..
. 0

ent students will find individual activities more or less different and more

or less time- consuming, depending upon their particular talents and abilities.

Staff Development procedures will need to emphasiZe'this and provide teachers

#
with alternative approaches for dealing'with lag titees or similar situations

which may arise. amigo'

Overall, grade level did not appear to be a significant factor in the

success of the simulatiOn.,Altbough eighth graders found the materials some
,'

what easier to read and reported fewer problems with. the directions, both, 4

0 9.

seventh and eighth graders exhibited high interest in the simulation and gener-

3

ally positive reactions regardingtheir ability to use the materials. tinder-

standing of the mObrials and concepts presented also appeared to be quite

good for both groups.

A re definite trend, however; did appeal. with regard to-the SE8 strata

Observed. Students in the'Jeffco stratum appeared to be somewhat inte ested

in the simulatiOn and appeared to be slightly more satisfied with their parti-

cipation in it. These students also seemed to have fewer problemi inter,reting

directions and foin&the materials, easier to read 'and understand. In adaitionio
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there appeared to be some interaction between the grade level and strata

variables, with seventh graders in Columbus apparently finding thkise of

theMaterials somewhat more difficult than the other groups. This was es-

pecially true regarding understanding of directions, ease of. reading the

materials, and understanding the intent of the activities. Understanding

of concepts presented was also slightly lower for this group.. Revisors may

wish toreinforce the intent, of activities where possible, clarify or add_

directions, and smooth transitions, in orderto better accomodate similar

groups of students in the future.

It should, however, be emphasized that, although these differences did

appear, they were mainly differences in the degree of positive response.

Aside from the-problems with directions, materials Were generally easily

used -axed understood by all groups, and teachers and students alike appeared,

to.enjoy-their experience with the simulation.

. -

47+

t
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, Health and Welfare Exploratory Activities .s

Within the Health and Welfare cluster package, three exploratorY activi-

ties were pilot-tested. These activities, "Clean", "Speak-Out",.and "Well",

were used by students not participating in the simulation, "Touchpoint II".

It was anticipated that these students would .be able to complete all three

activities within the duration of the pilot-test. However, in several in-
,

stances, this may not have occurred.

"Clean"

Clean is an individual exploratory activity which emphasizes occupations

concerned with cleanliness and custodial service.' When reading-the booklet,

."Clean", students explore various meanings of the word'clean, and relate

various health and welfare occupations to that concept.' The students are

later invOlVedin. a decision making process by exploring i'de4y -at work with

Mr. A., the school custodian. Students are asked to pinpoint on aschfool floor

plan all the places where Mr. A..tAs needed. Work factors stressed in-this

activity are work responsibilities, work relationships, and work environment.

"Well"

Well is an exploratory activity in'which students can learn, through story

and decision making technLques, about thYee oCcupations in the Health and Wel-

- fare field-g a radiology Ihniean, an inhalation therapist, and a dental lab-

oratory technician. The story begins with Sandy, a %junior high student incurr-
.

Ivaan accident whle in gym clas31 and follois her to the hospital and' through

treatment and subsequent release. Students are asked to make decisions con-

cerning Sandy's treatment and the work processed in thy three occupations above.
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"Well" is designed to last one class period and can be used as an individual

or small group activity.

"Speak-Out"

"Speak-Out" is an exploratory activity consisting of a booklet and cas-
.

sette-tape interviews with a social worker, a physical therapist; and a dieti-

cian. The students listen to these people discussing their jobs and their

°reactions to their work and life styles. After listening to the tapes, the

students test their comprehensionlay answering cognitive, questions covering

occupational information given in the booklet and on the tapes. Other related

activities are suggested. to the teacher to extend student exploration4- includ-

ing guidelines for students to tape their own interviews. "Speak-Outs" is de-

sign;d to be an individual or small group activity; depending upon how many

students can comfortably listen to a cassette recorder at one time.

Result

Eighty-seven students in 7 classrooris participated in the complementary

activities. At'the-conclusion of the cluster package, all students responded

to the questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!" In addition, tkostudents

who participated in the complementary activities wereirandomly selected from
41*

each class for interviews. Also at this point, each teacher completed the

"Teacher Overall Perceptions - TOP" questionnaire and was interviewed.

1

Student Questionnaire Data

40,

The questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!" consisted of 50 items,

the first 3E) of which were general in nature, while the remaining 20 were

specific to particular complementary activities. Items assessedthe studkpts'.
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interest, use of materials, and understanding: 'Both positive and negative

stems were included, and items were randomly ,ordered within the general and

specific sets (see Instrumentation section, Chapter 1.)

.A summary of data obtained, reported by strata ((olumbus or Jeffco) and

grade level (7th or 8th), is presented in Table 4.3. Again, it should be

noted that sample sizes insane cells are small, and comparisons between cells

should be interpreted with caution. It should also be mentioned that several.

students participated in both the simulation and complementary acttvities.

These students' responses could not be included in the data for the generty:

,items, since these responses may not refer solely to the complementary activi-
,

ties. Their responses to the activity-specific items however, were tabulated

along with those of the other students. (These additional responspi on the

specific items tended to stabilize sample loss resulting from the fact that

not every student in the complementary activities had,
the opportunity 'toparti-

cipate in all 3 activities:as was orginally anticipated.)

Student Interest (Tables4.8)

.
General Items 4

Eight of the 30 general items concerned student interest in the materials

0
and activities. Responses to these items were generally positive, with per-

;

centages of positive response ranging from 49 to 79%. Most students enjoyed

having the opportunity to work with other students (79%) and doing the explora-

tion activities (ym). They also reported that they found interests and lies
..

they didn't know about before (65%) and would like to try more activities like
ti

these (62%). While a few studentg reported that they didn't like many of the

things they did in the activities-(25%), the majority disagreed, and 60% re-,
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TABLE 4.8 Complemeitary Activities: General
Items dealing with INTEREST

1. I enjoyed doing the exploration
activities.

0
(

YES
Nn

?
N

0 . 1,41. found I had interests and likes YES
that I didn't know about before. NO

?
N

Other students my age would enjoy YFS
these activities.

.,
NO

?
N

5. I want to continue to add to my YES
own occupations album. . NO

?
OI l. N

11. I enjoyed working with other
students.

YES
Nn

?
N

14. I didn't like many of the things YFS
-I did in these activities. ..-i b Nn

. . ?
N

16. I would like to try more activities . YFS
like these. Nn

?
N

131 .

7TH
JEFF Cp
8TH ALL

.

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH

.

.

ALL 7TH
TOTAL
8TH,

r

ALL

82% 75% `RI.% - '67% 7AT 71% 78% 76X 77%
5% 13% 6% 13% 72% 17% 7% 1P% 10%

0% 13% 13% 20% 0% 13% 15Z 6% 13!
39 P 47 '15 '9 24 -54 17- 71

. . .
67% 63% 66% 67% 56% '61X% 67% 59% 65%
23% 38% 26% 13% 33% 21% 20% . 35% 24%
10% 07:-. 9% 20 %: 11% 17% 1?.% '6% 11%
39 R 47 15 0 24 , 54 17 71

a
46% 50% 47% 47% 67% 54% 46% 59% 444%

5% 0% 4% 13% 11% 13% 7% 6% 7%
49% 50% 49% 4n% 224 33% 46% 3 5% 44%

39 P 47 15 9 24 54 17 71.,

1--,

g.
41% 50% 43% 80% 44%. 67% 52% 47% 51%
31% 25% 30% 13T 44% 25% 26% 35% 28%
2R% 25% 28% '7% 11% A% 22% 1R' 21%
39 8 47 15 9 24 54 17 71

R2% RS% 83% 67% 78% 71% 7-8% P2% 79%
e% 13% 13% 22% 17% QX. 111% 1:1%

10% 0% 9% 20% A% ;13% 13% 0% 10%
'39 8 47" 15 9 24 54 17 71

4%.....

-'31% 38% 32% 20; 0% 1.3% 28% 18% 25%_

54% 50% 53% 53% 78% 63% 54% 65% 56%
1;5% 13% 15% 27% 22% 25% 19; 1f3t 18%
39 8 47 15 9 74 54 .17 71

62% 8P% 66% '60%- 44% 54% 61%. 65% 62Z
21% 13% 19% 27% 33% 29% 22% 24% 23%
1R% 0% 15% 13% 27% 17% 17% ln 15%
39 8 47 15 9 24 54 17 71
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TABLE 4.8 Complementary Activities: General JEFF CO 2OLUMRUS .

TOTA L
Items dealing with INTEREST (Cont'd) 7TH RTH ALL 7TH" 8TH ALL * 7TH 8TH ALL

20-: I would rather have done the
things other studepts Jere
doing.

YES
NO
?

23%
X 562

212
39

02
88%
132

,e

192
62%
19%
47

/43C
50%

7%
14

22%
672
112

9

352,
'57%

92
23

28%
55%
132

5'3

122
76%
122

17

24%
60%
16%

70

44a

183

4.,

co/

\
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sponded that they would not have preferred to do the things other students -

were doing. Fifty-one percent wanted to continue adding to their occupations

album, representing a 12% decrease in positive response from the Introduction.

Forty -nine percent fel that other students their age would enjoy the activi-

ties, with list of the remaining responses in the undecided category. (As

's the case for this tem, students throughout the pilot-tests seemed reluc-

tant to conjecture as to how others might feel.)

Only one item exhibited strata difference. More Columbus studentlin-

dicated a desire to continue adding things to their occupations album (67% vs.
o

/1L 43%). These percentages not only re-f-lect a slight overall decrease in interest

in the occupations album from the Introduction data, but also a shift from a

grade level interest difference to a strata difference. This is probably due

to unique classroom or teacher variables, or is a function of small sample

sizes/ In general however, grade level and strafe differenc s with regard

to general interest in the complementary activities did not appe

1

Use of Materials (Table 4.9)

Items dealing with use of the materials were also rated positively by

students. Most found them easy to read'(85%), and felt the Introduction was

a good beginning to the activities (75%). Implementation appeared not to be

a problem from the students' standpoint, as they indicated that space was ade-

quate, and neither was it too nosy, nor were there too many other students to

do the activities._ (This is important, since the pilot test was 4onducted in

classrooms of various sizes and numbers of students.) As for the directions,

while 34% reported that .they did not always know what they were supposed to do

0 -
from the directions, 70% indicated that it was not necessary,for the teacher

to tell them what to do each days Apparently, the overall instructions given
,
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TABLE 4.9 Complementary Activities: General JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
Items dealing with USE. 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH FITH ALL 7TH 8Tii. ALL

64 The teacher had to tell us what
to do each day.

.

7. The Introduction to Exploring
Occupations was a good beginning
to the things we did.

0. The materials wer4 easy to read.

12. There were too many other students
involved in the activities at the
same time.

tte

13. There was usually enough space in
ray classroom to do the activities.

17. I always knew from-the directions
what I was supposed to do..

19. It was too noisy to do mEiny of these
, activities.

"YES 181
NO .9s%

? 137
N 39

YES 747
NO 15%.

? . 10%
Ki 39

1 YES 907
NO 3%

? 8%
N 39

a

YES 287
NO 627

? 10%
N 39

PC. YES 727
NO 157
.? 13%
N 39

YES 54%
NO 267

. ?- 211,
N 3q

YES 10%/- NO 82%
? 8%
N 39

137 171. 20% 227 21% 197 '1E% .18%

757 70%, 73% 67% 71% 70% 71% 70%
13% 13% 7% 11% 8% 11% 12% 111-

8 47 15 4 24 54 17 71

...

a, 88% 77% 80% 56% 717 767 71% 757
A% 137 13% 22% 177 157 12% 147

13%' 11% ° 77 22% 137 97, 18% 117
8 47 .15 9 24 54 17 71

, 100% 917 73% 67% 717 , 85% 112%
N.

8..%
0% 2% 13% % 13% 67 6% 67
Ot 6% 13% 22% 177 97 12% 10%
S 47 15 9 24 54 17 71

1--
-p-k'-

.0% 23% 13% 221 17% 24% 12% 217 .
75% 64% '80% -67% 75T 677 71% 681
25% 137 n 11% 'i;% 9% 18% 117

8 . 47 15 9 24 54 17 71 t

887 74% 80% 67% 75% , 747 ,,76% '75%
132 157 20% . 22% 21% 177 18% 17%
0% 11% 0% 11% 4% 9% 6% 87

8 47 15 9 24 54 .7 71

257 49% 40% 67% 50% 50% 47Z 497
507 30% 4 4n 33% 427 317 41% 34%
257 217 137 - 0% 8% 19% 12%. 177
, 8 47 15. 9. 24 54 17 71

°

137 11% .40% - 22% - 33% 19% 1E% 18%
75%- 817 53Z 787 -63% , 74% 76% 75%

, 13%, 9% 7% 0% 47 7% 6% 7%
, 8 47, 15 .. 9 24 54 17 71

vi
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/-
students are adequate, while, in places, specific directions may be somewhat

t unclear.

Strata differences appeared on two items. More Columbus' students reported

too much noise in the classroom to do the activities (33% vs. 11%). While the

vast majority in both strata did not perceive this as a problem, the fact that

one extremely small classroog was used in Columbus may have resulted in the

higher incidence of noise problems reported. The other strata di'ffemence,

appeared on perceived reading difficulty of the materials. While students in

both strata found the materials easy to read, More Jeffco students responded

positively (91% vs. 71%). This undoubtedly reflects differences in achieve-
.

ment levels between the strata.

,Grade level differences in terms of use of the complementary activities
7 I

O

did not appear.

Understanding (Table,4.10)m
'

Fifteen general items dealt with understanding. Eight of these were con-

cerned with student understanding of the materials and of themselves, while

seven involved increasediknowledge of work factors. Seven of the eight items

:n flTrt set .r.2ccve(1 fror- 510Pc: of the stuaerts. "ost

(80,:) reported Clot the activities were not too hard to do and that they learned

about occupations that they might be interested in (76%). While some students

(about 28%) felt: that they didn't understand many of the ideas in the materials

and didn't. really le about occupations from the act'vfties, the majority (54%)

disagreed. Over half reported finding that they could solve problems. people

have on their jobs and learned that they had skills andabilities4that they

& didn't 'know about before. )verall, slightly less than half of tne students

1:*
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TABLE 4.16aomplementarr Activities:

Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING*- .

Work Factors (Cont'd)

29. What a person is responsible for
doing in an occupation. -

30. The.steps people need to follow
--to finish a job.

'83

General

.

YES

7TH

.

JEFF CO
8TH ALL

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH

.

ALL 7TH
TOTAL
R.TH

-
ALL

90% 63% 85% 71% 50% 65% 85% 56% '79%
NO 3% 38% 9% 20% 38% 26% 7% 38% 14%

? : 8% 0% 6% 7% 13 9%. 7% 6% 7%
N 39 , 8 47 1.5 8 23 , 54 - 16 70

YES b8% 50% 65% 53% 63% 47% 64% 56t 62%
NO . '11% 25% 13% 77% 38% 30% 15% 31t 19%

? 21% 25% . 22% '20% 0% 13% 21% 13% 19%
N 38 B 4E) 15 8 23 53 1,6 69

e
I

1

I-
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TABLE.4.10 Complementary Activities: General
Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING (Cont'd)

23. I need to think more about what
I want to'be. .

Items dealing with Work Factors:

"Since I'ye tried the Occupational
Erploratibn activities, I feel I
know more about..."

24. Where different people work.

'25. .How.people work 'together on
their jobs.

26. HoW well peOple in different
occupations like their work.

. ,

27. What special skills are needed for
different occupations.

-

28. How the community benefits from
the work a person does..

_

191

1

YES
NO

?

7TH

73%.
164
11%

JEFF CO
8tH

57%
: 43%

n% ,

ALL

70%
204
94%

.

N 37 7 44

.

YES 874 754 854
NO 84 134 94

? 54 134. 6%
N 39 47

YES . 87% 754 8,54

NO 34 254 64
? 104 04 , 94
N 3.9 8 47

YES ,

NO
'?

774
104
134

50%
504
0%

72%
174,
114

N 39 '6 47

>46,

YES 794 /54 79%
NO 54 1'34 64

? 154 134 154
N 39. 8 47

YES 744 634 722
No 184 254 20%

? 1 84 134 92
N 38. 8 46 '

COLUMBUS _
, . TOTAL'

7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

644%

21%
144
14

4

804
74.
1?%

15

80,4

74

134
15

534
27%
204
15

604
204
204
15

00.

53%
204
,274
15

78%
114
114
"9

702
172
13%
23 ,

71%
184
124
51

69%
.25%

6%
. 16

70%
192
10%
67

.1

Cs

754 78% 85% 754 634
134 - 9% 74 134 9%
134 13% 74 134 94,

P 23 54 16 70

e 1;!.

884 634 854 614 '114%

13% 9% 4% 19% ( 74
04 92 114 04 9%

8 23 54 16 70

75% 614 70% 634 604
134 -22% 15% 314 194
13% 172 15% .62 13%

8 23 54 16 70

.

634 612 742 49% 73%
25e 222 9% 19% 114
134 172 174 134 164'

8 23 'Cis 16 .70

. .

100% 70% 664 814 714
02 132 194 134 174
04 172 ,13% 64 124
8 .23 53 16 69

l
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TABLE 4-10 Complementary. Activities: General
Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING

4. I 'found I could' solve problems

that people really have on
their jobs.

8. I need to continue exploring
occupations

?

9. I learned about occupations that
I might be interested in.

15-. I didn't really learn about
different occupations from these',
activities.

1P. I didn(tt understand many of the
. ideas in the materials.

21. I learned I had skills and
abilities that I didn't know
about before.

22. Some of the activities were .too

hard for me to do.

193.

JEFF CO COLUM8U
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

L

YES
nip

592
212

3P%
50%

552
26%

402
20%

44%
562

42
332

542 '
702,

412
532

512
?P%

? 21% 132 , 192 402 02 252 . 262 62 212
N`. 3Q 8 47 15 0 24 54. 17 71

YES 512- 382 492 472 562 502 50% 47% '492
NO,

?

232/
262.

63%
02

30%
.21%

202
332

442*
fl

4 792
212 ,

7?2
2P%

532
0%

302
21%

-

N 39 8 47 15 9 24 54 17.,_,

,YES 87% .38% 73% 67% 712 832 532

_7_1_

76279%
NO 10% 38% 15% '20% 222 21%. 13% .292 172

3% '25% 6% .) 7% l1% 8% 4%. 18% 7%
N 39 8 47 15 9 24 17 71

\
. YES . 26% 382 28% 332 22% 292 2E% 20% 2P%
Nn 59% 3P% 55% 602 562 5P% 50% 47% 56%

15% 25% 17; 72 222 . 139 V% 2 4T 15%
, N 39. , 8 47 15 9 24 54 17 71 0

YFS 242 252 , 242 . 47% 11% 33% 302 182 272
NO 582 382 s 542 P9% 54% 51% 65% 542
'? 182' 38%e'4' 272

.137
20% 0% 13% 192 182 lq%

N 38' 8 46 15 9 24 53 17 70 ,

YES' 49% 50% 49% 60% 44% 54% 52% 47% 5f
N(1 36% 13%' 37% '20% 44% 29% 31% 20% 31%

15% 38% 19% 20% 11% 17% 17% 24% 18%
N 39 15 9 24 54 . 17 71

YES 32 252, . 6% 202 22% 21% 24%2 11%
NO 872 752 852 672 782 712 81% '76% 80%

? 102 0% 92' 132 02- R% 11% 0% 8%
N. 39 8 47 15 9 24 54 17 - 71
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4

continue exploring. This appears in contrast to the broad majority response

that they need to think more about what they want to be. It is possible that

students who experienced only two or three complementary activities did not
I

have a broad enough frame of reference to understand the concept of exploring -

and how their activities related to it. Hence, while seeing the need for

thinking about occupations, the need for exploring was viewed as something

different.

Items concerning increased knowledge of work factors were all rated.posi-

tively with percentages ranging from. 62 to 840 Students felt that, after

having participated in the activities, they knew more about where people work,

how they work together, and what a person is responsible for doing.. They also

reported kngsting-more about how well people in different occupations like their

work, skills needed for different occupations, community benefits, and the steps

people follow to finish a job.

In general, understanding appeared to be somewhat better in the seventh

grade especially in increased knowledge of the work factors. While differences

were notowgenerally large, they were fairly consistent across items. This may

simply indicate that eighth graders may have been slightly more knowledgeable

from previous exposure to these occupations, and hence did not feel that they

-

had learned quite as much.

,
Strata differences, while not, showing an apparent trend, appeared on two

items. More Jeffes students reported increased knowledge of skills needed and

responsibilities involved in vnaious occoupations. It should be notedlhowever,i

that, although-differences odiurred, responses for these items, as with all the

items involving work factors, were quite positive for bath strata.

19a
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?

Specific Items

Speak-Out ,(Table 4.11)

4

11Ir
Seven of the 20 specific items concerned the compleMentory activity,

"Speak- Out ". Interest in the activity was moderate, with 56% indicating they

would like to interview more people in different Occupations. While a numberw,
of students (32%) felt the activity wasn't very interesting, many <43%)

ed that they had never thought of talking to people about their work.before.

Aside from a certain lack of appeal, the activity apparently Wes successful

in presenting many students with a new and easily accessible method of exploring.

Although some students did report hciving trouble with the tape recorder,

the operation of the equipment may haXe itself been a arning experience, and

the majority (67%) did not perceive the number of student trying to listen.

at one time as a,problem. 40nderstanding appeared to be positive, with 81%

realizing that all people do not feel the same about their jobs, and the major-
,

ity (54%) indicating that they now knew a lot of questions to ask someone in a

. -

job.

It would appear that while Speak-Out can be an effective device for

aquaintirig students with one method of exploring occupations, the content of

the tapes should probably be:revised if order to/Stimulate-increased student

interest in the activity. Ape

Strata differences occurred with more positive responses in Jeffco to

nearly every item. Although, several of the differences were.quiWsmall,-others

were more notable. Jeffco Students appeared to have had fewer problems using
:

the tape recorders and indicated less crowded conditions while listening to

the tapes. More Jeffco students also realized that not all people feel the

same about their jobs, and reported learning a lot of questions to ask someone
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TABLE 4.11 Coiplementary Activities:
Items dealing with SPEAK-Our.

1 I would like to interview more
people in different occupations.

2. I now know a lot, of questions to ,
ask someone in a job.

.4

3. I never thdught of talking to
pebple about their work before.

4. All people feel the same about
their jobs, .

5.. I didn't have ,any trouble using

the tapes and the recorder, .

6. This activity 'wasn't very
interesting. ',..

. .. .

. There were t4>4567aliatnts
trying to listenat one time.

) 197
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Specific

I

7TH
JEFF CO

8TH ALL
' . COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH . A LI

0 -

7TH
TO TA L

8TH

F

A LL7',

'YES . 53% 100% 59 %'' .61% 44% 53% - 5('t 55% 56%
Nn 43% q% 38% 28% 3 °% 33% 38% 32% 36%

?
4- .

3%
30

0%
4

3%
' 34

1.1%

18
17%
18

14%
36

6%
48

14%
22

- gr,
70 .

A

YES. 59% 751;" 61% 39Z 56% 47% 51% 59% ' 54Z
NO 17% 0% 15% 39% , QP% 33% 26% 23% 25%
? 24% 25% 24% 22% 17% 1 9% 23% 18% 22%
N- 29 4 33 18 1 e 36 47 22 69

0

YES 41% 50% 42% 39% 50% 44% 40% 50% 43X-
NO 38% 50% 39% 44% 44% 44% 40% 45% 42%

? 1 21% 0% 18% 17% 6% 11% 19% 5% 14%
N 29 4 33 1 8 18 36 47 22 69

r
i--1

N..n
ry

YES
NO

0%
97%

25%
75%

3%
94%

28%
50%

6% ,

4'89%

17%
69%

10%
79%

9%
86%

10%
81 %,

? 3% , Ot 3% 22* 6%. 14%. 10% 5% 9%
N 30 4 34 18 18 36 48 7 22 70

, e

YES 46% 75% 50% ... 39% 24% 31% 43% ' 33% 40t .

NO" 36% 25% 34% 50% 53% , 51% 41% 48% 43%
? IR% 0% 16%. 11% 24% 17% 15% 19% 16%
N 28 . 4 32 18 17 35 46 21 67

. YES 36% 0% 31Z 33% 33% 33% 35% 27% 32%
NO 50% 50% 50% 39% 33% 36% 46% 36% 43%

? 14% 50% 1°% 28% 33% ..'31.% ?0% 36% 25%
N 28 4 32 18 18 36 46 22 68

YES 14% 0% 12% 50% 33% 42% 28% 27% 28% ig

NO . 83% 75% 82% 50% 56% 53% 70% 59Z 67%
? 3% 25% 6% 0% 11% 6% 2% 14% 6%
N 29 4 3'3 18 18_ . 36 47 22 69
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Well (Table'4.12)

ment levels et cetera could explain the increased understanding in Jeffco.

in a Job: ,Differences in use mostiprobably were due to unique claSsroom

diff erences and the particular equipment used, while differences in achieve -

Items dealing with interest, however, tended to show comparatively small

understanding what they were supposed to do (61%). They also indicated that

differences between the strata.

and that they had no trouble

Indicated that the booklet was both easily used and understood. Students re-,

-Grade level differences were riot apparent for this activity.
4

,

Six of the activity specific items concerned the booklet "Well". Responses
r.

e

1

.

&

A

ported that the story, was easy to read (7:".)

'153

'.

l ..

os

?

the drawings helped them to understand the materials.
.._

Interest, however, was somewhat less positive, with less than half of
r

the'students finding the story fun to read and 'only a few indicating that the

/activity was too short. A large number (48%) felt that "Well" would be more

interesting for younger students. This was especially true among students in

Columbus and seventh graders, who may not have understood the intent of the

activity quite as well as others.

Several'other strata and grade level differences were apparent. While

students in both strata generally found the story easy to read and had little $

trouble understanding what they were supposed to do, Jeffco students were some -

whatsmore positive on both points. Also, more eighth grade students reported,

that the illustrations were helpful in understanding the materials.
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TABLE 4.12 Complementary Activities: SpeCifiC
.Items dealing with WELL.'

P The story about' Sandy was fun
to read.

9. The drawings helped me to
understand the materials.

10. The activity was`, too short. .

,I1. The story was easy to read.

...

12.' I had no trouble understanding
what I was supposed to do. ,

.

13. ." 'YELL" would be more interesting
( for younger students.

200

, JEFF CO ' COLUMBUS
7TH RTH ALL -7TH j' RTH ALL 7TH

YES 29%- 83% 41 619', 33 1' 50% 44%
NO 29% 17% 269; 22% 33% 279; 26%

43% 09; 33% .17% 33% 73% 31%
N 21 6 27 18 12 30 .39

. 'YES 629; 83% 67% 639; 75% 68% 63%
NO 199; 0% - 151 -- 26% 17% 23% 22%

? 19% 17%' - 19% 119; r% 10% 15%
N ' 21 6 27 19 12 "41 40

YES -29% 33% 3A% 261; 17% _-73%, 27%
NO . 57% 67% '599; 63% 589; 61% .60%

? 14% 0% 11% L1% 25% 169; 139;
.N 21 6 27 19' 12 31 40

YES 95% 67% 89% 63% 759; 689; ., 80%
NO 59; 33% 119; 21% 17% 19% 13%

? 09; 0% '0% 16% R% 139; 79;
N 21 6 27 19 12 31 40

YES 62% .100% 7A% 679; 33% 53% 641'
NO 339; 09; 269; 229; '33% 271 289!

? 54 09 4% 11% 33% 20% 8%
N. 21 6 27 1j3. 12 30- , 39

:,1

YES 38% 33 37% 689; 42% .58% 52%
NO 19% 33% 22% 119; 179; ..:13% 15%
. ? 43% 33% 41% 21% 42% 29% 32%

N 21 6 27" 19 12 - 31 - 40

I.

TO'TAL
PTH ALL

5A% 46%
2R9; 4 269;
22% 28%

57

.

78% i..67%
119; 19%
11 1 4,.%

18 58

22%
619;
17'

18

c

26%
60%
14%

58

729;
.

78%
229' 1.6%

6% -.79;
18 58

56% 6.1%
22% 26%
229; 129;
.18 57

39% 48%
2 2% _31,7%

qq% 34%
18 58
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A

Clean (Table 4.13)

Responses to the specific items involving 'the complementary activity

e

a

"Clean" were generally positive. Many (59%) found the story fun to read

andaiscovered thatthe school custodian does a lot of, things-they didn't

know about before 464%). However, several students (23 - 29%) said that

it was gametimes.difficult to follow directions and that they weren't sure

what "Clean" was all about. Thesewere primarily, seventh graders in Columbus,

and responses may reflect.an,uncertainty about where some of the cards were

to be placed on the floor plan, a problem which these students later described

"in an interview (see interview section). Students in general, however, felt X

that the drawings were helpfdl in understanding the materials (58%)0And agreed

that the floor plan of the school helped them.to understand all the places in.

the school whereithe cUstodian.is needed (75%).

(4.
Other grade level and strata differences did not appear.

..r
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TABLE 4.13 Complementary Activities:

Items dealing with CLEAN.

14. The story of a day in Mr. A's
life was fun to read.

15. The school custodian doestalot
of things that I didn't know
about before.

16. It was sometimes difficult to
...follow directions.

. 'I'm not sure I understood
what "CLEAN" was all about.

18. Other students ray. age would
like "CLEAN".

19. The 'drawings in "CLEAN" helped
me to understand the materials.

20.

r.

The floor plan of the pchool
helped me to understand all the
places where the school custodian

is needed.

203

Specific

7TH
JEFF CO

8TH ILL ,

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH Att. 7TH

TOTAL
8TH

:

ALL

YES 532 632 542 74% 54% 66% 60% 57% 59%
NO 1 et 25% 20% 21% 15% 19% 19% 19% 19%

. ? 292 132 262 5% ,31%, 16% 21% 242 22%
N 38 8 46 19 13 32 57 21 78

YES 63% 752 652 68% 542 632 652 622 64%
NO 32% 2.5i 102 26% 232 25.% 302 242 28%

? 5% 0% 4% 5% 21% 132 52 142 82
38 8 , 46 1§ 13 3? 57 21 .78

YES 13 252 15% 47% 17% 5% 25% 20% 3%

NO 82% 752 eot 42% 83% 5.P% 68% 71%
? 5% 0% 4% 11% 0% 6% 7% 0% 5%

N 38 46 19 12 31 57 ?rt 77

{- VI

YES 212 382 242 441'i, 23% 35%
o

?9% 29% 29%
) NO 712 50% 62/12 33%" 541 42% 59% 52% 57%

P2 132 9% 22% 23% 23% 13% 192 14%
N 38 8'1 46 18' 13 31 56 21 77

YES 42% 63% 46% 53% 62% c6% 7. 46% 62% 501
NO 162 25% 17%' 16% 16% 10% 14%

42% 13% 37% 32% 38Z 34% 39% 29% 36%
N 38 46 1.9 13 3 ?' 57 21 78

YES 47; 75% 52% 58% 77% 662 512 76e 582
' 34% 13)% 30% 26% 15% 22% rn 114 zn,NO

18% 1,3% 17% 16% ,132 18% 102 152
N 38' S 46 '19 13 32 57 21 78

4

YES 71% 75% 72% 78% 85% 812 's -732 1% 75%
NO 18% 15% 14% 15% 13% 16% 11D% 14%

11% 252 13% 11% 0% 6% 11% 10% 10%
184 13 31 56 21 77,11,. 38 46
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Student Interview Results

In addition
i

to obtaining' data from the student questionnaire, students

who participated in complementary activities were selected at random from

each of the 'seven classrooms for interviews. Sevenof the interview ques-
.. s

tions dealt specifically with the complemintary activities. (Compiled re-
t- -

isponses for, these and other interview qUestions may be foundm'i Appendix ).

Because of the small sample, grade level and strata -differences genially

were not examined.

Eleven of the fourteen students interqffed participated in."Speak-Out".

Most of these students liked listenin( to the taped interviews, and several

especially enjoyed thinking up interview queStions and condUcting their own

interviews. When asked what they liked least about the activity students

indicated that the tapes were too long, hard to understand, ankat times,

somewhat boring. Several students also digilied answering the questions in

the booklet. Two students, however, repomked that they dislikel nothing about

the activity.

Each of the fourteen students was able to try the activity "Clean'. Eight

of them especially liked pJacing the cards on the school floor plan: Others

A

A

.enjoyed reading the story and learning about Mr. A's relationships and responsi-

bilities. Several students reported having some troubld placing the cards Pn

the flobr plan, and a few found the 'story boring in places. One Student suggest-

ed reducing the size off'` the floor plan so that it could fit on Osingle desk

and one thought the entire activity should be changed from a custodian to some-

thingjelSe. Five of the students disliked nothing about the activity: t

,

Ten of the fourteen students also participated in "Well".. When asked what

they liked most-about the activity, several students indicated they enjomi
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a

o

reading about Sandy and learning about -occupations. One student liked the

illustrations 't while another enjoyed an exercise in ordering events

'sequentially. Two of the ten students liked nothing about the activity. Sev-

eral students indicated there was too, much reading and they found the activity

boring. It was also pointed out that directions were ipnfusing to some. Stu-

dents suggested that ,'Well" be revised to be*more activity- oriented, possibly

in game format. Five students, however, reported that they disliked nothing'

about "Well" and enjoyed the activity.

The fact that students who were interviewed were willing to point out

minor problems with the activities "anti make suggestions for improvement should

not be interpreted as a negative reaction to the materials'. On the contrary,

thirteen of-the fourteen students reported that since participation in the

activities, they were getting more ?.'.deas about what theymight like to do-

when they're older. And when asked. to describe their experiences with the

activities in & word, all students responded positively. Most given reSPonset
. .

were "interesting", "fun", and."good".- Others described the program as "ex-

citing", "educational", and "OK", while two students said they "liked it", and
.

one simply said "it helped":
. :

1'.
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Teacher Questionnaire Results (Table 4.14)

4441..lb

At the conclusion of the semi-complete cluster package, each teacher was

asked to complete a questionnaire, "Teacher Overall Perceptions (TOP)". 'This

instrument contained two sets of items specifiyally related to the complet ,

\
mentigy activities. The first set contained 7 questions relating to impie-

mentation and appeal of the activities, while the second set required teachers

to estimate percentages of students who enjoyed/like ar3d understood various
IP

..aspects of the activities.
'96

Responses to the first set of items tended be generally neutral. While

teachers feel that, for the most part, the act4vities were ret6onable cam-

. plements to the simulation and found that students had no trouble shifting

from one activity another, ratings on'other items tended to'fall more to-

.

he midpoint of the scale. Four of the six teachers felt that the activi-
.

ties we e somewhat effective in holding students' interest, and five..indieated-
,

the stories included in some of the activities were somewhat appealing to stu-

dents. Four of the teachers felt that he materials were somewhat well written.

and that illustrations were somewhat effective in increasing student under-

standing; the 'remaining two teachers respondeepositively to these questions.

Four of the teaehers indicated there. were places they found it necessary to

intervene in order to maintain student interest, motivation, or the flow of

activities ile one teacher found this to be continuously necessary, another
4

found intervention necessary only at 'the beginning of new activities. One

teacher stated that the particular classroom used was not conducive to hear-

ing the "Speak-Out" tapes, and another exrienced problems resulting from a

lack of interest in "Well". 64x

Responses on the second item set were slightly more positive. Four of
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Table 4.14-Teacher Questionnaire Results

,SECTION IV: Perceptions of the Other
Exploratory Activities

Part A

Was it easylfor,stUderns to shift from
one activity to another?

Were these other exploratory activities
reasonable complements to the.simulation?

Did these activities hold the student's
interest?

Did thkstories included in rnany.rif the
activities appeal to students?

Did the illustrations increase student
understanding of the activities?

Were the materials generally well written'
or structured?

Percent Responding

1; No

17 No

17 No

No

No

Sor 'iat

33 Son Nhat

67

83

67

No 67

83 c/a Yes

50 Yes

Yes

Yes

Somewhat 17

Somewhat 17

Somewhat 33

Somewhat 33

Were there any places in these other exploratory activities where you found it necessary to intervene to
maintain student interest, motivation and/or the flow of activities?

'.Part B

Yes

Yes

ifs

No

Yes, (Pietse specify)

For those students participating in "WELL," "CLEAN" and "SPEAK-OUT," check
the percentage who yOu feel.

0.0*.

Enjoyed/Liked: '

Participating in

r

e2t%

Percentage

26.50%

of Students

51.75% 76.100%

WELL 17 33
$PEAK.OUT 17_, 33
CLEAN 17 33

Learning about different occupations
_17

33 67
Working with other students 17 , 67 17

Exploring occupations 33 67

Understood:

The directions \t 11: 33 50

The written matena4 17 22 33

The vocabulary 17 33 50

The intent of the activities 11

The intent of the entire package 33 67

Tire importance of exploring occupations _117_

2U
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the six teachers reported that the majority of their students enjoyed exploring

and learning about different occupations, and most also felt that their students

enjoyed the opportunity to work with other students. In terms of individual

activities, "Clean" was judged by the teachers to be-the most popular, with

four of the six 'teadhera reporting that large percentages of stfordents enjoyed

the activity. Opillt.20 were divided with respect to "Speak-Out". .While three

of the teachers indicated thatlarge percentages of their classes enjoyed the

activity; theothelpree teachers felt that fewer' than half of their students

cu44. These differences did not'appear to follow grade level or strata liner.,

and would appear to indicate that the success of "Speak-Out" may depend heavily

on individual cle!ssrpom-variables. Teacher estimates regarding the activity

= °Well", however, were somewhat negative. Although two of the teachers indicated-.

that'over half of their students enjoyed the activity, the other four teache/13

disagreed-- three

activities, theft,

ve ("Well"), in

of them estimating that 25% or less liked it The three

appeared to range from positive ("Clean") to somewhat nega-
.

terns of teacher perceptions of student interest, with "Speak-
,

Out" on the middle ground. Thia,probably accounts for the rather neutral re=

sponses observed on the more general items of the first set.

Responses tended to be more positive on the items dealing with understand-

.

iag. Five of the six teachers estimated that moderate to large percentages of

the students understood the directions and the writte; material and vocabulary.
V

Four of the teachers also reported that majorities in their classes understood

the intent of the cluster package and activities, as well as the importance of

exploring occupations,

209 ,k
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Air 'Summary of Findings for Complementary Activities

Reactions to the three complementary activities tested was generally

positive-- especially regarding student use and understanding of the materials,

Students found the materials easy to\read and most reported that space was

adequate. The number of students participating in activities and the sound

levels' in the classrooms did not appear to pose any serious problems-for-Jim-
,

plementation. Students found that the acti 'ties were not too hard to do,

felt that they learned about occupations that they might be interested in,

and reported greatly increased plowledge regarding work factors is they relate

to various occupations. However, although most students indicated the need to

.
.

- ntinue thinking about occupations, many did not feel the need to continue

lori It was hypothesized that students who were involved in only two
.1-

or three complementary activities may not have had

i
broad enough frame of re-

ference to understand the concept of exploring - and how their activities re-

lated to it. visors may wish to .strengthen the framework under which students

participating in complementary activities operate, by reinforcing within the

activities, the concept of exploration and how their participation in the

activities relates to that concept.

r-

Interest in the overall set of complementax;-aCtivities was fairly high

on the part of students, who reportedly enjoyed doing,the activities and would

like to try more like them. Interest in specific activities,,however, varied
4

from quitd positive to somewhat negative, as indicated by both student respones

to specific questions and rather neutral teacher responses to more general

. interest and quality-of-materials items.

"Clean" was the most popular of the activities. Many of the students found

it fun to read:andNenjoyed the associated activities. There was some confUsion
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in the 7th grade.in Columbus regarding just what°the activity was all about

and where to place some of the cards on the floor plan. .Revisors may wish

to clarify certain of the instructions and emphasize the intent of the activi-

ty somewhat for similar groups of students. It wasalso suggested that the

size of the floor plan be reduced so that it might fit on an individual desk

top. (This would also eliminate the need for pins inethe classroom). Never-

theless, "Clean" was well accepted by students, and most teachers agreed that

they would like to use this activity agaip in their clitssrooms.

While interest in "Speak-Out" was slightly less positive, the conceptual

structure of the activity appeared to be.quite viable. A surprising number

of students reported that they had never thought of talking.to people about

their york before; yet after their participation in the activity, students

felt they had learned many questions to ask people about their occupations.

'The actual content of the particular tapes, however, appeared to need's. good

deal of revision. Students reported that the tapes were long and oftentimes

boring. They also complained about the quality of recording-- that they were

difficult to hear and understand. ,Because there did not appearito be major

problems with ruse or understanding of concepts, revising the cantent of, the

tapes might yell bring "Sp ak-Out" into line as a very popular activity.

Reactions to "Well" were somewhat negative. 'While the activity appeared

to be easily used and understood, students did not find the materials interest-
-

ing. Responses seemed tO'indicate that the text was too far below grade level- -

evenffor"the lower grade level and SES stratum. Students also found "Well"

boring and suggested it be more "activity- ;oriented" like "Clean". Teachers

also reported observing a laCk of interest in the activity, and several esti-

mhted,that less than 25% of the students who partidipated in "Well" liked it.
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A

It would appear that extensive revision, including both structure and content,

is needed for this activity.

Strata differences did not appear to play a major role in the complementary

'activities. Differences which did appear dealt mainly with ease of reading the

materials and, to somePextent, understanding of concepts, with Jefkco students

slightly higher on some items. These differences, however; were not generally

large acid are prOably inconsequential in terms of program implementation. In--

terest patterns across the activities were similar for both strata.

Notable gradeaevel differences were practically non-exi'tent for the

three activities tested. Only on items regarding increased knowledge of work

factors was a trend observed, in which seventh graders generally reported learn-.

ing more about such things as where people work and what'shills are needed for

d'ffereat occp.natio:r.. Chances are th-t this :s s"Tly slue to the posslbillty

that seventh graders have less occupational' knowledge ini -ti ally and hence,

encounter more nev Lnformation than. do eighth graders. Trends in grade level

differences, in terms of the success of any specific activity, did not generally

appear.

-2
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Overall Considerations (Table 4.15)

6

In addition tocollecting specific data about the simulation and com-
.

plementary activities, it was the purpose of the pilot-test to gather informa-
.

tion regarding the implementation of the cluster package in general and the1
in-service training 'Provided to teachers prior to the testing of the package.

Three sections of the "Teacher Overall Perceptions - (TOP)" questionnaire and

several of the teacher interview questions pertained,to these topics.

Implementation
-7

In terms of implementation, teachers' reactions were generally positive.

Most of the teachers felt that the program was from "average" to "successful"

both-in terms of feasibility in the classroom and expanding student awareness

of occupations. They found that the sound level in-the classroom was usually

about right, and that the assignment of students to activities was virtually
- . .

no problem. (In some classes, students volunteered; in others they were assign-

ed, or a combination volunteer/assignment approach was used.) All teachers,

however, indicated-that students needed at least some--and, at times, much--

teacher assistance in order to follow directions. Several-teachers also found

that classroom space was inadequate for the number of students participating.

Yet others indidated that space was adequate and ttle number of students was

about right for managing the activities.

Most of the. teachers reported that preparation for the cluster package,,;

required one half-hour or less each day, and by-and-large they experienced no

.

problems using or preparing to use specific'prkhted materials in the cluster
. :

package. Although several problems using audio-visual equipment were repoited

they were apparently resolved successfully and were.not of major concern.

ti

os
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Several teachers did suggest, however, that the slide/tape presentations

be converted. to 16 mm film. Most teachers reported no major problems aris-

ing from the concurrent use of the simulation and exploratdry activities,

and showed favorable reactions to the cluster package in general.

In-Service Training,

Regarding the in- service- training,sessions, teachers found them, quite

helpful. They especially found them useful in terms of knowing what to ex-
.

pect, seeing the slide/tapes and materials ahead of time, and becoming more

acquainted with general concepts of career edUcation and'occupational explora -

tion. Teachers did.,4eel that they needed more step-by-step instruction in the

use of materials, more time to examine the materials, and more discussion of

the teacher's role as "facilitator", including.examples of options and techni-

ques which can be used with the implementation of the cluster package.

: All of the teachers for&l. the Teacher's Chide to be quite helpful. They

indicated that it gave good ideas and suggestions for other things to do in

the classroom, and was helpful in defining outcomes and preparing the teacher
.

to operate the audio/visual equipment. It was suggested that teachers be

'supplied with some rt of management system for helping students in the simu7

d)'Iafion know what-to do next, and to help the teachei keep abreast of what stu-

dents are doing at a particular time.
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Teacher

Overall
Perceptions

167

Name,

School

'City

Date

DIRECTIONS: To respond, simply check lt/ 1 the phrase that best
describes your response or fill ih thetrequeited infor-
mation. Space has been provided at the end of this
questionnaire for you to write in any comments and
suggestions you have. When you have completed this
questionnaire, pleate return it to the individual who
will be interviewing you. Thank you for your help
and cooperation.

Table 4.15 Teacher` Questionnaire Results

SECTION I: How Well Did the Entire
Cluster Package Work?

L

1.. Excluding the IntroduCtion,.your ,

preparation for the cluster package
each day required

As.a starting point for other
activities, the "Introduction to
Occupational Exploration" was

3. The assignthent of students to
activities(simulation and other
activities) was

4. Students were able to follow
directicins with

5. Most of time, the sound level
in the classroom was

6. In terms Of space needed toot).
plement the activities, my class-
room was

In terms of managing the activities,
the class (the number of students)
Was

Percent Responding (n F 6)
81/, '4 hour 1719 Dour

f: or less

Ineffective

17 A problem
throughout
the activities

50 Much teacher
assistance

Intolerable

33 Inadequate

l' Too large

, 215.

50 Somewhat
met tective

17 A problem
only at the
beginning

More than
1hour

505 Effective

67 No problem

50 $orne teacher Little teacher
assistance assistance

17 Somewhat
'intolerable

83 About
right

17 Somewhat 50 Adequate
inadequate

33 A little
:too large -

- 50 About
right
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8. Circle the maximum nunibei of major activities
which you managed at one time.

9. the maximum number of major activities
which you feel you could manage successfully
at one time. `

10. -Circle the maximum number of simulations which
you feel you could manage successfully at one time.

33 67
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

33 17 33
1 2 3 4< 5 6 7 8

17 50 33

1 2 3 4

11. Fill in the number of class periods required for 8 Simulation '.5 Other Activities
the simulation and other exploratory activities.

L

12. Fill in the number of students participating in 11 Simulation 114. Other Activities

c the simulation and other exploratory activities. ,

13. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific printed materials in the cluster package?

No

Yes,(Pleasespecify) Took a lot of time previewing materials.

01,

using
.

14. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific audiovisual materials in the cluster package?
..f.

# .
0, No

Yes, (Please specify) Blank tape and bulb burnt out on projector -- nothing

worked right--carousel mould not advance

SECTION II: Intservice Trainin

For introducing thei overall nature of Ineffective - Somewhat
the Occupational Exploration Program, ineffective

.t. the inservice training was

1()0r; Effective

For introducing the details of specific 4neffective 11c;, Somewhat" 83 Effective
materials, the in-service training was ineffective%

The in-service training provided ine
with

Very few SomeSome 50 Many
ideas ideas ideas

216
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SECTION V: Overall Considerations
Which activitiesiTouchpoint II, Clean,4Well, Speak Out, other exploratory activities) in the cluster package did you
Like Most and which did you Like Least?

Liked Most

Touchpoitit II (n = 4)

Clean (n = 3)

Speakout (n = 2)/Hell (n = 2)

Liked Least

Well (n = 3)

Touchpoint'(n = 1)

,Spee.kout (n = 1)/Clean (n = 1)

How would, Vou rate the overall set of activities in terms of the students Maturation level?,

"17 Too Diffkult '83 About Right , Too Easy

Cheek which materials you would

Introduction

and would not use again:

Would use Would not use

83

Simulation 50 17
"Clean"

"Speak-Out" 50 17

"Well" 33 33

Overall, how successful do you think the prograM was in terms of

a) Feasibility in the classroom?

Very Unsuccessful

b) Expanding student, awareness of occupations?

Very Unsuccessful

17 Unsuccessful Unsuccessful

Average 33 Average_33
33 Successful 50' Successful

Very Successful Very Successful

Overall, how would you rate the instructional quality of the cluster package?

Very Poor Poor ,50 Average 3a_ Good Very Gid

In the space below, please describe any additional observations you have about the program, Included could be:
interesting side effects that you have noted, problems that may have occurred, and your recommendations for
improvement/change.
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Table 4.7 Teacher Questionnalre,Results

SECTION III: Perceptions the Simulation
Percent Resppzieng'(n = 6)Part A \

Wgs the preview effective in motivating
students?

........i:SNo

335 'NoWas there enough information for
students to select roles?

Somewhat,

Were the simulation materials generally 33 No
well written? ,

%

Did the. illustrations. increase'studen't 17 No.
understanding of the simulation materials?

Did the situations in the simulation 17 No
maintain student interest?

skills to do the activities?
y,. Did the students possess adequate 17 No

`
Did-rne,surnmary provide an incentive 33 No
to explore occupations further?

501_Someyvtlat

!_..-. - `
fr

.

Son what

II

Somewhat'

1 T--"

44.-i

Somewhat

Somewhat

YYeess
, 657%Cc4

17 50 Yes'

33 50 Yes

33 50, Yes

17 67 Yeses

50 17 Yes

Were there any places in the simulation where you found it necessary to intervene to maintain student
interest, motivation, and/or the flow of activittes4---,

C1 No
Yes, (Please specify)

Part B

For tSeise students Participating in the -TOUCHQOINT II" simulation, check itre
percentage who you feel:

Enjoyed/Liked:
.

Participating in TOUCHPO INT II .1

i 0-2p

Percentage

26.50%

of Students

51-75% 76-100%

17 :33 50 ,

Having a realistic - occupational problem to solve 33 17 50
Playtbg different occupational roles 1.7___ 33 17 33
Learning about different occupations 17 33 33 .12
Working with other students ..-7

:

. 33 67
Exploring occupations 33 33 33

Understood: 7

The directions 17 33 50
The written materials 1 ``..

,!.
17 '17 '17 ' , 50

33 17 50The vocabulary
,

The intent of the activities 17 17 33 33
The intent of the entire package 7 . 33 33 33
The importance of exploring occupations 17.. 17 33 33
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/74r Summary of Findings for the Cluster Package

Implementation of the cluster package in the aassroom appeared to be,

for the most part, quite successful. The cluster,package concept appeared

to be both feasible in the classroom and effect-1;e in terms.ol` expanding-

students'.occupational awareness. While initially, teachers had varying
1- :k

opiDions on how difficult implementation of the cluster.package.would be,

some found it to-be slightly more difficult than expected. All, however, re-
411

ported that using the materials a second time would not be difficult and many

expressed interest in the opportunity to do so.

The simulation also,appeared to be quite effective. Studevt interest

was quite high, and findings regar ing understanding :and comprehension were .

also quite positive. There was, however, some feeling of confusion and"disA

orientation. on the part of many students due to a need for more specific step-
_

9k*

by-step directions. In addition to adding and strengthening directions, re-;

visors may wish to provide teachers and /or students with some 'sort, of frame-
,

work for the simulation, providing specific information regarding interactions

and responsibilities associated with each role. Students in general enjoyed,.

their roles, however, and reported learning a lot from them. , ile there did

appear to be some difficulty in understanding soirme infOrmatiOn supplied in the

doctor's role booklet, other roles seemed to be well constructed, with the work

required within the range of thestudents! ability to perform., It was apparent
, A

that some variance in the amount Of timed necessary for student's to completel

partiadiar tasks will occur, and that teachers need to be aware. f this and

prepared to deal with lag times which may develop as a result.

Specific complementary activities met with varyingdegrees of success.

"Clean' s the most pdpular, with students finding it fun to read and enjoying

I
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tt,

the associated activities. While sane students (7th grade, Cpluilibus) experi-

31.

enced some' difficulty knowing where to place 4a as on the school floor plan

and totally grasping the,intent of the activ most found it interesting

and experienc4d few problems in use and understand g. "SpeakOut". appeared"

to be effective in terns of acquainting students with an.easily accessible,
A

method of4!xp/oring as well as presenting many questions which students can

use in-their own interviews. Students, however, found the t#pes themselves

unnecessarily long Aand boring, as well as difficult to ihea.r and understand.

"Well", althOugh easily used and understood, was perceivedto be too far be-

. 49,
-

low grade level. Students found it boring, uninteresting, and recommended

that it should be more "activity-oriented".

Overall, the set of complementary activities was successful in terms.of

use and ,implementation as well as increased knowledge of occupations and work

factors...However, while 'students recognized the need to continue thinking

about occupations after having,participatea in the.aativities, they did not

report feeling the need to continue e lori . It was hypothesized thatptu-

dents who participated in only two 6r three complementary activities did nat,
o

develop a broad enough frame of reference to understand the concept of exploring,

and that the relationship between this concept and the students' activities

may need to be'emphasized in the materials.- -

Strat ifferences appeafed4to have-an effect in the simulation, but not

to any great extent in the c lementary activities. In the simulation, Jeffco

-' students seemed to show somewhat higher interest andsatisfaction with their
.

participation; as well as better use and understanding of the materials. In

%

the complementary activities, differences- were limited to ease in reading the

materials, with Jeffco studeni's slightly higher tilitn Columbus. This did not,

however, appear to result in any important differences in perceptionof the

22.0,
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,materials between the strata.

Grade level appeared to interact with strata in the simulation and in

the activity :'Clean ". Seventh graders in Columbus appeared to have somewhat

more difficulty understanding directions and intent of these activities

than other groups. Other trends in grade level differences did not,appear

in the data.

II
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V. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION CLUSTER PACKAGE

The complete cluster package for Construction, pilot tested in 1975,

A ,

consisted of one simulation entitled "Planning Construction Projects", and

five complementary actiultieS,."Frames Go Up ", Itilities Are Important",
c

"Workers Build Walls ", "Bidding Takes Skill", and "Concrete Takes Shape."

(The Construction cluster package is diffelent from other OEP cluster packages

in that, it is designed solely for use in an industrial arts classroom. Due

toequipment and space requirements it is not possible,for use inother class-(

roam settings.) The materials were pilot tested in 2 schools in Jefferson

County, Colorado with a total of 4 classrooms and approximately 68 students.

After participating in the Program Introduction (See Chapter 2), thp

students engaged in a general discussion of the construction cluster in-

dustry using posters of construction workers performing various jabs. This

activity was titled "Construction Workers in Action." Then the class divi-

ded into three unequal groups, one to simulate, and the other two to explore

occup7tions through the use of complemental-3r actIVities. For the latter

two groups the order of using the complementary activities was scheduled to
-

preclude the possibility of both groups working-oh-the same activity at the

same time. Upon completion of the activities each group respondeeto question-

naires relating to the specific activities in which they had participated and

4
to the program in generra. Additionally, several students from each class

were i terviewed and their teachers completed questionnaires and were inter-

viewed as well.I 4 I

Data collected from these sotrces will be reported and organizedin terms

of-(1) the simulation, (2) the complementary activities, and (3) overall

perceptions.
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THE SIMUIATION,
01.

"Planning Construction

assume the roles of workers-

The basic.problem situation

junior high school athletic

partially destroyed6by road

176

Description

a
Projects" is a group simulation in which students

in an architectural firm and client representatives

in the simulation centers on the planning of a new

field to replace an existing field which has been

construction. The simulation consists of four

parks or phases: the preview, the preparation, the participation, and the

suMmary.

The preview, an illustrated booklet entitled "'Dilemma at.the Athletic

Field" introduces students to the problem situation by the use of a short skit.
O

There are six speaking roles in the skit as well as the possibility 'fbor several (
I

other'students to develop souna-effects for the skit. The skit-is rehearsed

and then presented to the students in the class who are .not using the simulation.

The skit is designe& to not only acquaint students with the problem but also

to motivate and erest them in continuing in the simu
A

In the preparation phaSe ("Getting into,Roles") students re

'ESCILIPTION POSTER that is .included in the materials and then sign up for

the JOB

a role in the simulation. There are six unique roles described on the poster:

architect (2); civil engineer (2); draftsperson (2); superintendent of schools;

student body president; and community representative. The numbers beside the\

three architectural firm roles indicate that the students initially fill the
4e

tr-

role / i44two architectural firms. These two firms compete for the job of

designing the athletic field. ..Once the competition is over, the personnel

of the winning and losing firms merge to then actually complete the plans

v.

for the field. Other unique features of the 'preparation phase"are that it

.includes: Activitr Flow Chart posters to help students gain an overview of

2244:
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the simulation activities;' pravisions for up to 12 students to take roles

in the simulation; and descriptions of the occupations in the simulation, as

they are portrayed in the simulation rather than general descriptions of the

occupations.

once the role selectiOn process is completed, students move to the

participation phase activities. The participation phase is rathercoMplex

.in that many steps are required to complete the plans for the athletic

field. These steps are: "Selecting an ArchitectUral FireCWriting Specs";

"Sketching Sites"; "Creating a Design"; "Arranging, Sites "; "Confronting a

Crisis ", "Reporting on Progress"; "Making the Model"; "Drawing the Floor Plans";

and "Drawing the Site Plan." These steps will be described in the order in

which they occur in the simulation.

In " Selecting an Architectural Firm" the students, according to role,

divide into three groups - one to deal with the client needs and the other

two representing the competing architectural firms. All students playing

client roles read a single booklet and then, according to specified criteria,

select the architectural firm best qualified-to plan the athletic field. The

students im the architectural firms choose, from ;resupplied drawings, examples

of their firms war:: to presented to the clients. The students at this
Alb

po4nt are not in role specifiC activities but rather are working as teams.

The next two activities
t
are run concurrently. Tor "Writing Specs" the

students in the -reitect role ond those in the client roles form a team to

write specifications for the planning oject, based upon a list of clierit

needs. ecific client needs determined from a series of letters -%

4

that schooljoersonne

in the simulation). A ,synchroni slide tape is also provided to help,

, and concerned citizens have-serntin. -(supplied

students write the specification..
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For the second activity in this set, the civil engineers and the drafts-

persons form a team to sketch the sites. An illtistrated booklet is used by

the students as a guideline for actually sketching the sites. At the end of

this activity, students partially comPkte a site evaluation checklist. This

checkliSt plays an important role later in the simulation.

SimilEir to the prior two activities,! the next three activities form a

set that is carried out concurrently. The two students in architect roles

or a team to create a design for a building on the athletic field.? The

students are provided with alarge sheet, posterlike in nature, which describes

the steps necessary fc7r creating a design and is highly illustrated with ideas

that students could adapt for the design of the building.

As the architects work on the design of the building, the civil 4ngineers

and draftspersons work on the physical arrangements of the sites. On large

sheets of paper they trace and/or paste the location of trees, buildings, tennis

courts, etc. A synchronized slide tape is provided to help them with this acti-

vity. At the end of the activity they complete the evaluation checklist pre-

viously described.

The last activity in this set of three is entitled "Confronting a Crisis"

ok

and involves the students who are playing client representatives. The students

see a slide tape presentation about several community problems related to the

planning of ?he field. They then make\pme.decisions relative to. the

legitimacy of the community concerns and potential cost factors.' These

decisions are then put into the fbrm of press and radio/TV releases which

can be used to explain the decisions to the general public.

The next activity "Reporting on.progress" requires that all the partici-

pants in the simu;Lation meet to report on progress and,to make a final decision

on building and site plans. The architects present their: best building designs

and the client representatives then select the one tivit they like most. The
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.

civil engineers and draftspersonS.present site plans as well as the evaluation

checklist for each plan and then'the client representatives select the best

plan. Lastly, the client representatives describe their response to the

community concerns so that'the final plan for the field sill take into

account community types of considerations. At the end of this activity the

client represetnatives merge into the` architectural firm to help in the

construction of the site model.
il

Since the, making of the model requites three basic types of endeavors,

the activity is subdivided into three concurrent steps. Architects and model

makers (formerly client representatives)'develop a model'of the building.

Civil engineers draw a detailed site plan. °Draftspersons develop detailed

floor plans of the building based upon the architects drawings of the balding.

For the culminating activity in the simulation students present their

plans, drawings and model to "Board of Education" representatives. The "Board

of Education" representatives could include other members of the class, other

teachers, etc. This activity provides students with an opportunity to discuss

what they've done in the simulation and to summarize their thoughts and feelings

about it

Table 1, which follows, is a complete listing of: the role - specific

tasks included in the simulation.
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TABIE'Ir ROIE. sp-ecr-sc Am-Nr..7 Fa? TEE CMSTRUCTI. ON SIXIATION. "PIANIII75

,

PEVIY.,. - TIF. - ALL laztc'im:r.s

ARCHITECT (SL
Read criteria for selecting

sn architectural firm.

Review photographs of
firm's past work.

Make presentation to
414' Clients.

PREPARATION - "SWING :MO - ALL PARTICIPA:71'S

DRAFTS PERS ONO )

Read criteria for selecting
an architectural firm.

4 0
Review photographs of,
firm's past. work.

1-Read memo and let :In frcm

students, parent , etc.'"

View slide/tape

Write specifications for
the athletic field.

Make prebentation to
clients.

CIVIL ENGINEERp)
Read criteria for select:rig

an architectural firm.

Review photographs of
firm's pant work.

rake presentation to

clients. .

SCHOOL SUPER.arzzlIDENT
Read "Client Needs"
booklet.

Review Criteria for
selecting an
architectural firm.

Select firm.

Read booklet for"skeiching
sites and...site descriptions.

Sketch sites

Complete fist part of
site evaluation checklist.

Read booklet for sketching
sites and site descriptions.

Sketch sites

Complete first part of
site evaluation checklist.

Read over ideas/suggest'ons Wed slide/tape, "Arranging View slide/tape, "Arrang,ng

, for building design. , Sites" . Sites"

Sketch ?-22. 'u::dings.

Pick best building design
for presentation.

Arrange f:ic?1,ties on

Complete evaluation°
checklist:

site. Arrange facilities on,site.

Complete evaluation'

Checklist.

lead memo and letters
'from students,

'parents, etc.

View elide/tape

Write specifications
for the athletic
field.

OTUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE

Read "Client Needs"
booklet.

Review criteria for
Selecting an
architectural firm.

Select firm.

Read memo and letters
from students, parents,
etc..)

Vies. slide /tape

Write specifications
for .the athletic field.

COMMUNITY
REIRESEIMITVE

Read "Client Needs"
booklet.

Reviet criteria for
selecting an
architectural firm.

O

Select firm.

View the slide/tape

"A Community Crisis"

Decide what citizen
concerns to accept,
especially on the
basis of cost.

Prepare news releases
justifying the
decision.

Viet: the slide/tape
"A Com-unity Crisis

Decide-what citizen
concerns to accept,
especially on the ,

basis of cost.

Prepare news releases
justifying the
decisions.

L

Read memo aids letters
from students, parents,

etc.

View slide/tape

Write specificat o
for the athletic field.

View the slide/tape
"A Community Crisis"

Deede what citizen
concerns to accept
especally on t'le
basis. of copt.

Prepare news releases
justifying the

decisions.

IN AL1101.7R M7:74;.1 ARCHITECTS SH.TD.DESCRIi3E THEIR sKurcims, CIVIL ENGINE CRS AND DRAFTSPERSONS PRESENT BEST POSSIBLE SITES' AND SITE ARRANGEMENTS,

AND CLICITS DESCRI3

O,V
E H04 T. WILL HkNDIE CCWUNITY CONCERNS. AC

Organize materials.

Review facilities on
site.

Make models on all
.facilities.

Draw detailed floor plans
of the building(s).

0
O

Complete si e plan for

project.

Make elevation 'drawings of

building(s).

Organize materials. Organize materials.

Review'facilities on Review facilities on
oult

site. site.

Make models of all -Make models of all

facilities. facilities.

Organize materials.

Review facilities on
site.

Make models of all

facitities.

228

SUMMIT - IRESENIMIG FINAL PLANS
11.

Members of the architectural firm - including the client representatives presegt_tbeir plans to the "Board of Education." .
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Results - Simulation .

a

.4

°At the conclusion of the cluster package all students responded to the

questionnaire,'"Your Opinions Again; Please!' One student who participated

in the simulation was selected from each class (4 classes total) to be inter-

viewed and, in addition, each classroom teacher completed the "Teacher Over-
t

all Perceptions'- TOP" qtiestionnaire and was interviewed.-

Student Questionnaire Data

s

01.

The questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!" consisted of 45 items,

the first 30 of which were general in'hature, while the remaining 15 were speci-

fic to the content of the simulation. Items assessed three dimensions related

to the implementation ofethe simulation: a) the students' interest in the

materials and activities, b) the students' ability to use the matepfLs, and

c) the students' understanding of concepts and ideas presented. Both positive

and negative stems were included, and items were randomly ordered within fthe

.6 0
general and specific item sets (see Instrumentation section, Cllapter 1.)

A total 32 students from the Jeffcb strata participated in the simula-
t

tion. Alt ough the sample of participating students contained 7th'and 8th

graders, and males and females, partitioning of the luestionnaire'responses

based upon these factors,mpuld yield data cells mdth relatively smll N's
a

which would be Cffictilt to :;.nterpret. Therefore, data will be collated across

. grade level and sex, and interpreted nccordi.lgly. (NOTE: the reader should

exercise caution in reviewing the results e.ace a maxi mm of only 32 students

se,
responded to aay ineUvidual ouestion.)
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S

General Items

Studeht Interest (See Table 5.1)

The response pattern to the eight items dealing with interest was some-

what mixed in 'nature.' gprexample, 65% of the students reported that they

enjoyed doing the exIoloratIon activities (the simulation in this instance),

but,, at the same tine, 54% of the students responded they would rather have

. °

done the things the other students were doing.. It other words, students
4

liked the simulation but over half of them felt that the other activities
. .

would be more interesking. Ass will be noted later, this response pattern is

supported by data collected from those students participating in the
s 414°

comple-

mentary activities included in the cluster pacicage. a
pA5.

A similar mixed pattern is observed in items i13, P5, and 7146. In eac

case the major set of responses is positivse, but there Are also sizeable neg-
ti

ative or undecided responses: While 525 of the students indicated that they

discovered new interests that theydidn'tknow about before, 36% (greater than

a full third of the sample). responded negatively to the item. For item,d43,

the students were milling to recommend (58% positive response) the simulation

for other students their own age, but 38% responded'in the undivided category.

And finally, student feelings about the Occupations Album and about trying
o

more activities like the simulation (items:5 and 16) were ambivalent 42

indicated by the izeable spread of respimses across the positive, negative

and undecided cate ries.

The response to thd interest item dealing with perceptions of working with

other student (item al), is highly positive. Similar results have been con-

_ A
sistently obseryedwith this item over two years of OEP product testing.
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TABLE '5.1 Simulation: 'General
Its dealing with INTEREST

I enjoyed doing the exploration

'

2. I found I had interest and likes
that I didn't know, about before.

_
..

3. Other students my age -would enjoy
these activities.

/.---\

5. I want to continue to add to !Try

-04, own occupations album.,

. ..

11. I enjoyed working with other
students.

14. I didn't like many of ,the things
I did in these activities.

.
16. I would like to try more activities

like these.
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YES - 9 0 % 50% 65% 0% 0% 07
NO 10% 19% 15% 0% 0 % 0%
? 0% 31% 19% 0% 0% 0%
N ' 10 16 26 0 0 0,

,

YES 70% 50i 58T 0% 0% 0%
NO 0% 6% 4% b% 0% 0%
? 30 %= 44% 38% 0% 0% 0%
N 10 16 26 0 0 0

...
. n

YES 10% 13% 12% 0% 0% 0%
NO .. 50% 44% 46% 0% 0% 0%
? 40% 44% 42% 0% 0% 0%

10 , 16 26 0 . 0 0 ,

JEFF CO CO UM Bi.1/4
7TH .8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YES 78% 38% 52% 0% 0% 0%
NO 22% 44% 36% 0% 0%' 0%..

0% 19% 12% 0% 0 0%
N d9 16 25 0 0 0

YES 80% 81% 81% 0% 0% 0%
NO 10% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0%
? 10% 19% 15% 0% 0 % 0%
N 10 16 26 0 0 0

YES 11% 20% 17% 0% 0% 0%
NO 67% 60% -63% 0% 41'% '0%

? 22% 20% 21% 0% 0% OT=
N 9 15 24 0 0 0

YES , 56% 47% 50% 0% 0% 0%.
NO 22% 33% 29% 0% 0% 0%

-' -? 22% 20% 21% 0% 0E 0%
N 9 15 24 0 0 . 0

JTOTA L

) 7T 8TH ALL,

90% 50%
4 aCtiVitieSu 10% 19%

0% 31%
10 16

78% 3P%
22% 44%.

0% 19%
16

70% 50%
0% 6%

30% 44%
10 16 f,

10% 13%
50% 44%
40% 44%

10 16

80% .81%

10% 0%
10% 19%

10 16

11% 20%
67% 60%
2 2 X 20%

9 15

56% 47%
22% .r 33%
22% 20%

9 15

65%
15%

. ?6

52%
36%
123
25

58%
4%

38%
26

. 1-1
co

12%
w

46%
42%

26

81%
4%

15%
26

17%
63%
21%
24

50%
29%
21%

24
233



TAME 5.1 qiiialation: General
Itetas dealing with MEREST (Cont'd)

I

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL watAi

20., I would rather have done the YES 44% 602 .542 Ot 0% 0% 442 60% 542
things thp other students were 562 202 332 02 b% 0% 562 202 332
doing. 0% 202 132 02 0% 02 02 202 132

N 9 15 24 0 n 0 9 15 24

e

7

x`234

.

I

o

V

I

,(1
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In summarizing then across the eight interest items,.student responses

tP"
were geberally posit&ze but with sizeable,and_striking numbers of negative

and/or neutral responses. Some possible interpretations of the results will

be given in the summary of simulation results section of this chapter.'

Use of Materials (See Table 5.2)

Seven of the general items dealt.with student use of the simulation

materials. With the exception of two items (#7 and #17), the response to use

questions Wts very positive. 'Students could easily read the Materials, could

generally work their way through the materials and found their classrooms

neither too noisy nor too crowded to,do the simulation. A very mixed response

from students indicated that the program introduction did not necessarily

provide a good beginning for students as they started their participation in

the simulation. One cl-Issroom in the pilot test was not able to use the

program introduction, thus affecting student response to this item.

Corroborative data supporting this response has been Observed elsewhere

in the evaluation of OEP and summarized for use in revising the Introduction
2

to the Program. It also appeared that students often were not certain of what

they were supposed to do . This would tend to indicate that there is a

need for revisers to carefully ek 'ne specific directions in the simulation

and to modify and clarify directions, in order to reduce student confusiono In

addition, because the simulation is somewhat complex, it may be necessary to

re-examine the Activity Flow Chart with regard to overall clarity and use by

students.

Understanding of the Materials (See table 5.3)

Fifteen of the general items dealt with understanding--eight involving

student understanding of themselyes and of the material6 and seven concerning
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TABLE 5.2 Simulation: General
Items dealing with USES

6. The teacher had to tell us what
to do each day.

1..

7: The Introduction to Exploring
Occupations was a good beginning
to the things we did.

10. The materials were easy tp read.

12. There were too many other sttdents
involved in the activities at the
same time.

13. There was usually enough Apace in
my classroom to do the activities.

I always knew from the directions
what I was supposed to do.

19. It was too noisy to do many of these
activities.
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2 JEFF co
7TH ATH ALL

,

COLUMBUS
7TH. 8TH ALL 7TH

TOTAL
8TH ALL

YES 20% 6% 12% 0% n% 0% 2n% 6% 12%
NO PO% 8P% P5% 0$ 0% 0% 80% 8Prii 5%

? 0% 6% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 4%
N 10 16 26 0' 0 0 10 16

YES 56% 38% 44% 0% 0% 0% 56% .3 8% 44%
NO (1% 50% 32% OT .0% 0% . OT 5 0% 32%

? 44% 1.$ .... 24% 0% 0$ 0% 44% 13 % ?4$
N 9 16 125_ 0 0 0 9 1 25

YES 60% 88Z 77% 0% 0% 0% 60% 88% 77Z
NO 10% 0% 4% 0% 0% (3% 10% 0% 4%

? 30% 13% 19% 0% 0% 0% 30% 13% 19%
N ln 16 26 0 0 0 10 16 26

YES 11% 27% 21% 0% 0% 0% 11% 27% 21%
'NO 89% 73% 79% 0% 0% OZ..t 89%. 73% 79%

? 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
N 9 15 24 0 0 0 ' o 15 24

YES 89% 87% 88% 0% . 0% 0% --- P9% R? Pe
NO 0% 13% 8% . 0%, 0% OT o% 13% .1 8

? * 11% 0% 4% - 0% 0% 0$, 11% 0% .4%
N 9 15 24 0 0 0 9 . 15 24

YES 44) .
40% 42$ OT 0%' 0% 44% 40% 42%

NO 22% 27% 25% 0% OT OT ,22% 27% 25%
? 33Z 33% 33% 0$ 0% 0% 33Z 33% -33%
N 9 15 24 0 0 0 9 15 24

YES 22Z 13% 17% 0% 0% 0% 22Z 13% 17%
NO ?PI 73% 75% 0% 0% Ot 78% 73% 75%

? 0% 13% 8% 0% 0% OZ 0i, 13t 8%
N 9 15 24 0 0 0 o 15 24
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increased student knowledge of work factors. Of the first set of 8 items,

6 items (A, #9, .#15, T18, Y22, and !,23) received high positive responses (k54%).

These seem to represent personal understandings such as students' finding

out that, they could solve problems that people really have on their jobs and

needing to think more nbou ghat they want to be. The positive response rate

dropped off quite heavily for the other two items. Only a third of the students

were in agreement with the statement that they need to continue exploring

occupations. This may be a direct result Of the moderately diminished student

interest factor observed earlier, students not fully understanding the concept_

of exploring oriliz be due to the fact that students had only participated in,

one exploratory activity (simulation) and had no real-sense of exploring. Another

clue to the reason behind the lowered response may be found in the fact that only

of the gtudents42.t that the simulation simply, helped them to learn about

personal skills aad 9bilities they didn't know of before. Students in industrial
A

.arts classes, may come to class with different learning expectations than

students in other classes and hence the lower positive feeling about this aspect

of learning.,

The remaining,7 understanding items dealt with work factors (job responsi-

bil;ty, outcomes, etc.) containedwithin the materials. Here student respbnse

rate was quite high with np.ny items receiving grdater than 80:; positiye response.

Only one item, that dealinc ilith haw well people like their work recel.ved a

'noticeably lower response rate (52;. positive). A logi cal explanation for this
-1

..-

occurrence is q5:-.-aly ,hat this factor vas not stressed as heavily as others in

the materials:.

Overall, klle si,m1,1ton C:d !;crelse studefit uncerstanding as measured by

the student percept'o:s of the 11-A,:rjls. Two of the 15 understanding questions

received lcr,7 responses. The: dealt with tile need to continue explorl.ng,occupa-

tions and growth in u:Iderstandlng of -individual s%j112 Ind abilities. Student

2-33
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TABLE 5.3 Simulation: General
Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING

4. I found I could solve problems
that people really have on their
jobs.

. I need to continue exploiing
occupations..

p

9. °I learned about occupations that
I might be interested in.

1 I didn't really learn about
different occupations from these
activities.

18. I didn't understand many of the
ideas in the materials.

21. I learned I had skills and
. abilities that I didn't know

about before.

'22.. Some of the'actiVities were too
hard for me to do.

COLUMBUS
. 7TH 8TH ALL- 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH. ALL'

YES 90% 69% 77% 0% 0% 0% 90% 69% 77%
NO 0% 13% 8% n% n% a% 0% 18% 8%

? 10% 19% 15% 0% 0% 0% 10% 19% 19%
N 10 16 26 0 0 n 10 16 26

JEFF CO

A YES 40% 31% 35%4 ., 0% 0% 0%
.

40% 31% 35%
NO 20% `'r-38% 31% ot '' o% 0% 20% 38% 31%
? 40% 3-1% 35% 0% n% 09 40% 31% 35%
N 10 16 26 () 0 0 10 16. 26

o
I 4 .

YPS- 60%. 63% 62% 0% Or 0% 60% 63% 62%
NO 20% 25% 23% 01; 0% o% 20% 25%. 23%
? 20% 13% 15% 0% 0% 0% 20% In 15%
N tt 10 16 26 0 0 , 0 10 16 26

'YES 11% 33% 25% 0%, 0% 0% 11% 33% 25%
NO 441 60% 54% 0% 0% 0% 44% 60% 54%
? 44% 7% 21% 0% 0% 0% 44% 7% 21%
N' 9 15 24 0 0 0 9 15 24

. ... .
YES 11% 20% 17% , 0% 0% 0% 11% 20% 17t
NO 44% 67% 58% 0% . 0% 07 44% 67t 58%
.? "144% 13% 25% 0%_ 0% ()% 44% 13% 25%

N 9 15 24' 0 0 0 9 15 24
. _

YES 56% 40% ° 46% 0% 0% 0% 56% 40% 46%
NO 22% 53% 42% 0% 0% 0% 22% 53% 42%.
? 22% 7% 13% . Ot A% 0% 27% 7% 13%,
N 9 15 24 0 0 0 9 15 24

o

TOTA L

YES 11% . 20%.. 17% 0% 0% Ot 11% 20% 17Z
. NO 78% 80% 79% 0% 0% 0%;.-,.. 7P% PO% ,79%

? 1'1$ 0% 4% . 0% 0% f) 11% fl 4%
N '9 15 24 0 0 0, 9 15 24

.
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TABLE 5.3 Simulation: General
Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING (Cont'd)

23. I need to think more about what .

I want to be.

Iteps dealing with Work Factors;

'Since I've tried the Occupational
Exploration activities, I feel I
know more about..."

24. Where different people itiork.

25. How people work together on
their Jobs.

II.
26. How well people in different

occupations like their work.

, 2-7. What ,special skills are needed
for different occupations.

.. .

28. .How the community benefits from
the work a person does:

. 242

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
/7TH 8TH ALL 7TH- _,8TH ALL' . 7TH 8TH ALL.

YES 89% 80%
NO 0% 20%

. 7 11% 0%
,N 9 15

83T 0% 0% 0% 89% 80% 83%
13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 13%

4% 0% 0% ,,, 0% 11% .z 0% 4%

24 n 0 n 9 15 ,24 3*

- .

YES 78% 69% 73% 0% ,0% 0% 78% 69% 73%
NO 0% 23% 14% 0% b% OT 0% 23% 14%

? 22% 8% 14% 0% ( 0% 0% 22t et 14%
ni 9 13 22 0/ 0 cr 9 13 22

..
% 1--,

4

VD
CO

YES 89% 85% 86% . 0 o% n% 89% 85% 86%

a
NO 0%, 15% 9% % 0% 0% 0 %- 15% 9%

? 11% 0% 5% % 0% 0% 11% 0% 5%

N 9 13 22 0 0 0 9 13 22

YES 33% 64% 52% 0% 0% 6% 33% 64% ,52%

NO 22% 29% 26% 0% 0% 0% 22% 29% 2t

? 44%' 7% 27% 0% 0% 0% 44% 7% 22%

N 9 14 23 0 0 0 14 23

YES 100 92% 95% 0% 0% 0% 160% 92% 95%
NO o% 0% 0% 0% 0% .1)% OT AT nt

7 0% 8T 5% 0% OT 0% '. 0% 8% 5T

N 9 13 22 0 0 0 q
A.,

13 22

YES 89T 77T R2% 0% 0% Ot fon 77% 82T
NO 1 11; 81; 9T 0% 0% 0% 11%, et 9%

? 0% 15% 9T OT 0% AT OT 15%,-v 9T
N 9 13 22 0 0 0 9 13 22
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35; ,SiMalation: General
Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING
Work Factors (Cont'd)

29. What a perspn is responsible for
doing in an occupation.

30 The steps people need to follow
to finish a job.

6

244

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTA L
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

,..,

YES 89% 77% 82% OR o% 0% 89% - 77% 82% '
NO n% 1.5% 9% 0% 0% 0% -. 0% 15% 9%

? 11% 8% 9% 0% 0% 0% . 11% , A% 9%

N 9 13 22 0 0 0
0,

. 9 13 22

YES 89% 85% 86Z 0% 0% n% 89% 85% 86%
NO 0% 8% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 5%

? 11% 8% 9% 0% 0% 0% 11% 8% 9%
N 9 13 P2 0 0 0 9 13 22

0
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responsiveness td these items could be enhanced by providing more insights

and methods for the teacher to facilitate student inVolvement in the simulation.

This could be accomp'11.Shect through in-service training and some modification

of the teacher's handbook.

E?

SPECIFIC IT MS

Student Interest (See Table 5.4)

Six of, the simulation-specific items dealt with interest\it4e materials.

Only one of the six items, that Covering enjoyment of playing a specific role

(it(am 1114) received)a strongly positive response (65n. The pattern for the

other five items is conseitentlylixed in nature--a result which is in direct

agreement with the results or the general items. While the numerical majority

of the students felt that they were interested in the simulation after reading

the introductory b00%let,"Dilemma at the Athletfc 475 of the students

answered negatively or undecided, i.e. the booklet and "skit:: activity were not

motivating a sizeable proportion of the sample.' This pattern of widely spread

responses is again repeated for statements such as: "It was a lot of On being
a

past of a planning team"; "I wish Planning Construction Projects lasted longer";

"Other students my age would enjoy these activities "; and"Planning Construction

Projects would be more interesting for younger students." Collectively the

responses to these items indicate a slightly positive to neutral acceptance of

Or interest in the simulation.

One particular item in this set needs. to be discussed further. Item #6,

"Other students my age would enjoy these activities," received a positive response

bf Only 4l5 when included in the simulation specific questions as compared to a

positive response rate of 585 when it was in the general set of questions. This'

may lead. one to question the reliability of the instrument, although data

co4ected elsewhere in the pilot :testing of OEP.materials in FY '75' would tend

243
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TABLE 5.4 Simulation: Specific
Itemsdeagag with I ST.

After reading about the "Dilemma
at" the Athletic Field", I was
interested in "Planning Construction

-Projects".

3. It was a lot of flue being uart of
, a planning team.

.

4. I wish "Planning Construction.
Projects" lasted longer.

6. Other students my age would enjoy
*these activities.

7 "Planning Construction Projects"
would be more interesting for
younger students.

, -

.14. I enjoyed the role I played in
"Planning Construction Projects".

L..) JEFF CO COLUMBUS y TOTAL
7TH ATH -ALL 7TH 84TH ALL 7TH TH ALL

YES 36% 62% *53% 0% 0% 0% 36% 62% 53%
NO 18% 19% 19% 0% 0% 0% 18% 19% 19%

? 45% 19% 28% 0% 0% .,..-0% 45% 14% 28%
N 11 21 . 32 0

, 0 0 11 21 32
t

YES en
NO 9%

? 9%

N 11

YES .36%
NO - '27%

? 36%
N 11

YES 55%
NO 0% t

? 45%
N 11

-YES 18%.

NO 55%
27%

N 11

YES 60%,

NO 10%

18% 51% 0% 0% 0% - 82% 38% 53%
29% 22% 0% 0% 0% 9% 29% 22%
33%- 25% k- 0 %' 0% 0% 9% 33% 25%

21 32 ,,,e0 , n , n 11 21 32

33% 34% 0% 0% 0%
57% 47% 0% 0% 0%
10% 19% 0% 0% 0%

21 32 0 0 n
_ .

36% 33% 34%
27% 57% 47%
36% 10% -19%

11 21 32
1-+

33% 41% 0% 0% 0% 55% 33% 41%
33% 22% 0%, 0%, 0% 0% 33% 22%
33% 38% 0% 0% 0% 45% 33% 38%

21 32 0 n (V, 11. 21 32

43% 34% 0% 0% 0% 18%
411: 47% 0% 0% 0%
14% 19% 0%- 0% 0% '27%

21 3 0 0 11

67% 65 %, 0% 0%
19% 16%* o% 0%

to,
? pat-- 14% 19% 0% 0%

...5zN 10 , 21 31 0 0

.247

43% 34T
4:4% 47%
14% 19%

21 32 .

0% 60t 67 65%
0% ..10% IQ% 16%

. 0% 30% 14% 19%
10 tirt21 31
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to indicate that the instruments were fairly reliable. Another explanation

that may account for this result is given below. Students, 'hen responding

to the gerieral questions, may have seen this item differently then when it

related only to the simulation. In the former.idstance because of the wording

of the question they may have tended to generalize their opinions more across

the entire set of activities they observed in the classroom. In the latter

situation- 'their 2eelings were probably more directed toward the simulation

itself. This is emphasized by their response to another question contained

in the-simulation specific set. Not only were they less positive about item

#6, but additionally 53r!. of the students were either undecided or responded

positively to the statement that the simulation would be more interesting for

younger students. It is possible that the two auestions together initiated a

somewhat different and more negative perspective for responding` than was

observed in the general set of questions.

.bile it is difficult to specify exact reasons for the generally positive

but moderate interest level of. the students in the simulation, two possibilities

are suggested: 1) the materials- and especially the simulation preview- were

not of ficient quality to motivate and interest a sizeable number of students;

'aid 2) some of the materials may haie appeared to be for students younger than

those involved in the simulation.

4
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STUDENT USE OP THE MATERIALS (See Table*5.5)

The six items, constituting the use dimension, showed a mixed pattern of

response when examined in detail. Tlie three items dealing with the process of

getting into roles, having enough information to do one's work and the degree

to which parts of the simulation fit together, all received positive to highly

positive resliOnses (i.e., 595 - 765). The response pattern shifted considerably

when students responded to questions dealing with the summary to the simulation

and such concerns as "At times, I had nothing. (too much) to do."

Slightly-more than half of the students in the'simulation'(52%) responded

that the summary was a good ending for the simulation, with most of the rest

of the students (425) respOnding in the undecided category. This may indicate

-.the need to carefully examine the summary and modify itaccordingly, or it may

simply be a result of one of the classes not having sufficient time to complete
4

the model building activity. Since unveiling of the models is an integral

aspect of the summary, positive. student perceptions of the summary may have

been reduced if students did not have a chance to complete their models.

With regard to having too much or too little to do, the information

1.-
collected by rule is extremely valuable for understanding problems that may

. have occurred in the simulation. Seven of the eight students in the architect's
*it

role reported having too much to do at tf.mes and at other times too little to

do. flatly of the students who played the roles of draftsman, civil engineer

also reported they had too much to do. From the standpoint of logistics

(e.g., evenly balanced roles, smoothly flowing activities) it appears that

the simulation did not function -well.

These results, in-conjunction with the data obtained for the inteiest,

questions; indicate that the simulation may required sizeable amount of re-

,

conceptualization and reconfiguration. And given the time problems observed

250



:TABLE 5.5 SimulatiOn: Specific. JEFF CO - COLUMBUS TOTAL ,

. .

Items dealing' with USE. 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH , 8TH ALL

'7

12.

' .

he Job Description Poster helped YES 55% 62%
me choose the role I wanted. NO `db% 29%

? 45% 10%
-1 N 11 21

Thad enough information to do YES 64% 86%
all my work. NO 0% 0%

? 36% 14%
N 11 21

O

All, the things we did seemed to YES 64% 71%
fit together well. NO 0% 10%

1 ? ® 36% 19%
N 11 . 21

°

At times, I had nothing to do., YES 50% 52%
No 20% 43%

? 30% : 5%
N 10 21

At times, I had top much to do. YES P0% 60%
'NO 20% 20%

0% 20%
N 10 20

O

The last meeting with the Board. YES 50% 52%
of Education was a good ending NO 0% '10%
for "Planning Construction Projects". ? 50% 38%

N 10 21

O

251'
°

-
59T OT ____.0% 0% 55% 62% 59%
19% 0% 0% 0% 0% 29% 19%
22% 0% 0% "0% 45% 10% 22%
32 0 0 0 11 21 32

78% 0% 0% 0% 64% 86% 78%
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

22% 0% 0%. 0% 36% 14% 22%
32 0 0 0 11 21 32

69% , 0% , 0% 0% 64% 71% 69%
6% ° 0% 0% . 0% OT 10% 6%

25% 0% ' 0% 0% . 36% 19% 25%
32 0 0 0 11 ,, 21 32

o
%A

52% 0% 0% 0% 50%' 52% 52%
35% 0% 0% 0% 20% 43T 35%
13% 0% ') n% 30%. 5% 1_3% .

31 0 0 0 10 21 31

67%
20%
13%
30

0% (,)% 0% 80% 60% 67%
0% 0% 0% 20% 20% 20%
0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 13%

0 0 0 10 20 30

52% 0% 0% 0% 50% 52% 52%
6%' '0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 6%

42% 0% 0% 0% 50% 38% 42%
31 0 0 0 10 21 31

Sy0
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above, it night be vise to conduct a very carefully scrutinized retest of the

.sinmlation to determine the specific activities in each role which need to be
fi-

reduced or 'augAnted.

STUDENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE MATERIALS (See Table 5.6)

Two questions in the specific section of the questionnaire related to

understaniaing of the simulation materials. Student responses to these questions

litre positive. Fifty-three percent of the students indicated that they learned

'a lot fran theit role. (item !!.9). Vhile the overall response category was

positivz_it is important to notethat 25"', of the students responded negatively

to the item and 22c/J were und'ecided. 'The fact that individual roles may need.

to be modifiedtis indicated by this data, although examination of response

patterns by role, does not reveal which specific ones should be improved.

The responses to the second understanding question (item V13) showed that

most .students (685) felt that the drawings in the simulation were useful for

understanding the simulation materials.

STUDENT INTERVIEW RESULTS (Simulation),

Four (4) students who participated in the simulation were interviewed. .The

range of roles played by these students is limited to the student body president

(three students) and the civil engineer (one student). All four students reported

liking their roles and gave a variety of reasons suppotting their perceptions.

Mien asited to describe, what- other students would like least and like most

about the simulation, the students cited many positive and negative features
41

of the simulation. Since the total number of students itlerViewed (and range

of toles represented) is quite sma?.1 no particular consensus will be drawn for

specific open ended questions. Rather the interviewee responses across the

questions will be: summarized and the major commonalities in those responses

will be desctibed.
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sTABLE 5.6 Simulation: Specific
Items paling Ninth 'UNDERSTANDING.

§14., I learned a lot from my role.

The drawings helped me to
*vfrunderstand the materials.

.400040,444

JEFF CO
7TH RTH ALL

COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH

TOTAL
8TH ALL

YES 55L, 52% .sit' 53% 0% 0% 0% 55% 52z 53%
NO. 9r- 33% 25% 0% 0% - 0% 9% 33% 25T

? 36% 14 %. 22% 0% 0% 0% . 6%. 14 22%'
N .11 21 32 0 0 0 11 21 32

YE'S:. 60% 71% 68% ; 0% 0% 0% 60% 71% 68T
NO 0% 19% 13% 0% 0% Ot 0% 19% 13%

? 40% int ..14t oz O Ot 4O 10z 1°
N 10 2 31 0. 0 0 10 21 31

4
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In general, student comments about the simulation were favorable. :,ajor

problems seem tg have ..been encountered, haWever, when working through the

simulation. Students frecluently mentioned not having enough specific detailed,

step by step directio_ls for completing tas!-s. They needed more .time to complete
.

/ the sinsulatiOn. They often referred to the need for better organization in the

sf.mUlatrion, for havf.n aefined'and responsible le:derthip in the simulation,

and .for haying A clearer understanding of the responsibilities involved in

different occupations represented in the sinulaVon.

Positfve comments wert'focussed,o-, the ability to participate in and

actually male dec:s!ons and the construct:on of ::.odels. Judging from these

,results, 'it would seen t:.-t the basic n-!.emise and structure of the simulat5on

are both feasible for cialsroom use and potentfall.: notiating to students.

tut the potential prObably -vas not realized due to sore of the diff:culties that

''occurred &ring t'he'use of the simulaton materials.

1.73ACIZR WESTIONICAT.i1F, RESTTLTS (see table 5.7) .
4

Section-III 'of.,,,The Teacher Overall Percept4_o2s (TOP),-"PerceptiOns of,
.

the Simulation, revealed that the two tenches who responded had both positive

and mixed feelings concer;2741,] various components of the simulation. They felt
t .

the simulation was generally Vell written, the illustrations increased student.

understpnding of the --,.:7ulat'on materials, and the studentt possessed adequate

skills to do the act"-i'ties. The teachers were-mtxed in opinion concerning the

effectiveness°of the plevicWi tht ader:uc.te :information kn'the handbooks

for students to select roles 'the:vbility of the Aluations in simulation to
k

ma:.ntain student interest, and theNeffectIveness of the summary.' moth teachers
A 4 0

felt it Tfld.necestrr to iztervena to maintain studentinteiest, motivation

and/or-the flow of the acpivities.

In general, rth'g teachers 3e student enjoyment .1.n doing the simulation

,.wai greater-than-their undes'taneng. .0oth teachersl'indicated the majorityof
'v.,:-2n,4.7-7

4% 230
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Table 5.7. TEACH:MI-QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

SECTION III: Perceptions of the Simulation
Part A

%MN the preview tffective in motivating
students?

Was there enough information for
students to seled roles?

Were the simulation materials generally
well written?

t. Did the illustrations increase student
understanding of the simulation materials?

Did the situations in the simulation
maintain student interest?

Did the students possess adequate skills
to do the activities?

-Did the summary provide an incentive
to explore occupations further?

. ...

No .1 Somewhat 1 Yes

. . *.
_No 1 Somewhat 1 Yes

No Somewhat 2 Yes

. .

No Somewhat 2 Yes

No 1, Somewhat 1 Yes

No Somewhat L__2 Yes

No 1 Somewhat

, Were there any places in the simulation where you found it necessary to intervene to maintain student
interest, motivation, and/or the flow of activities?

No

Eg Yes, (Please specify) Yes, the litst da.y of school; yes, when they were
io

Part B

drawing site" Clans.

Yes

For those students participating in 'PLANNING CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS,-
check the percentage who you feel:

Enjoyed/Liked:

- Participating in "PLANNING CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS"

Having a realistic occupational problem to solve

. Playing different occupational roles

Lgarning about different occupations

Working,wth other students

Exploring occupations

Understood: .

The directions

The written materials

The vocabulary

The intentof the activities

ThOntent of the entire package

The importance of exploring occupations

a

Percentage of Students

0.25% 26.50% 51.75%

1..

257.

1
2

2

.11L..4

76-100%

1

1

r
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students enjoyed -participating in "Plann.ing Construction Projects," playing

different occupational roles, learn:'.ng about different occupati ons, working

with other students, and exploring occupations. They felt the majority under-

stood the written materialsand the importance of :exploring occupations. The

teachers felt that less than half of the students understood the direction;

(a regult which has been verified by data collected from studentsa The teachers

were divided in Oplaion concerning student understanding of the vocabulary, and

the intent of the activiVes irPthe cluster package. Both teachers indicated

they would use the simulations again.

TEACHER INTERVIEW REUSLTS (simulation)

Teachers were asked about special problems they imay have encountered w!len
4 Nir

using the' simulation. One teacher felt it was hard to keep up with what stu-
v.

dents were doing especially when Vie students sUbdivided into various groups.
. .

Both teachers felt they needed more time to use the materials; one indicated

.
.'that the model building nad to be left out. When.asked for suggestions on

how to improve the simulation, the teachers were not, however, able to provide

specific. recommendations.

SUMMARY OF sImuLATIoN rmimm AND RECOM;,IED,TATIONS..

As the reader reviews. this sumMary of simulation findings it is important

to again note that oniy.a small number of students and teachers actually worked

vitInthe simulation: And further, the-serusture of the total'cluitr package

. '
Made .testing of the sim ulation feasible only vithin one .classroom .setting the

industrial arts classroom. Because of the above factors it is suggested that
,

the reader exercise an extra measure of care in interpriting and' using the

. findings.

4

444

4,4

258
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FINDINGS AND RECCRENDATIOM

Data from,all student and teacher sources tends to converge on the same,

findings regarding student interest in the simulation. First, students were

only moderately interested in the simul4tion. This is evident in student

questionnaire data where although the majority of responses were positive, there

were sizeable and consistent negative and undecided responses. Student interview

e

results were more positive than the auestionnaires and tend to indicate that

prAlems in using the materials may have reduced their effectiveness in

simulating and maintaining student interest. Secondly, the motivational value,

of the simulation preview is perhaps, not as high as would be desirable. Lowered

-levels of initial student interest or curiosity pay have been a factor in the

overall success of the simulation. Lastly, there were many aspects of the

simulation - enjoyment of individua_ roles, the ability to be involved in the

decision making process, and model building - that students commented on quite

favorably.

S

As implied above and as des&ribed in earlier sections of this.report there

were major difficulties in IXqing the simulation. Of prime-concern, across all

, data sources, were: the clarity of directions; the of directions at certain

points;,the activity ibbalance of some roles (i.e., the architect, the civil

engineer, add the draftsperson); and the fact that the suenary,dj2d not seem tg

sere a an adeduate cilin;nating activity. Undoubtedly, reductiol of use prdblems,

yeutd improve student Interest in the simulation.

This is underscored by the data collected egarding student understanding

oT the simulation. :.ost students felt that they had learned the vork factors

contained in the, simulation. While there were some exceptions to this result,

(many students did lot learn about personal abilities and skills that they didn't

know about before ) It does tend to sunmar,zea generally `observed perception

of this simulation. namely, that it has high potential for success but that it

must be modified an(I,inproved.

259
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Therefore, based upon the major findings in the areas of interest, use

and understanding the following suggestions for revision are made:
41'

.

1. Revise the preview to the tamulation so that it is more
motivational and appealing to students in the target, age

'group.

2. Examine and where necessary, clarify all existing directions.
:-14

3. Add directions and/or specifications for all production
steps in the simulation.

4. Revise the summary to make it a more effective means of
Culminating the simulation.

5., Re-examine the activities in each role, expecially those
of the architect, and civil. engineer and draftsperson, mith
regard to amount of activity and content of each activity.
Clarify the responsibilities of each role and the interactions

between roles.

4 6. Re- examine the methods presently used for giving students
anoverview of the simulation. If possible consider revising
it with regard to overall student understanding of the
organaczation of the simulation.

14*

COi1STRUCTION EXPLORATOT1 ACTIVITIES

4 ,

Within the Construction cluster package,'flve activities in addition' to

the simulation, mere :pilot :tested. These activities - FTALES GO UP, UTILITIES

ARD IPORTABT, womms UAIIS, :MIRO TAY AS SKILT,. and CONCRETE TAKES

SHAW, - were used by students not participating in the simulation. In general,

.t was anticipated that students would complete aiN. five activities in Ile

pilot test time period, approximately 17-20 periods. Olowever, in some instances

this may not have occurred. The five aptivities are briefly described below.
ell- k- ,

.
t 4.a,

(The reader should note 'that many helufta ideas for reinforcing concepts and
,wp.:

411014

-for tiroadening the student's awareness of ,occupations are included in. the-

:teacher's guide th-it accompanied the ConstruGlion cluster package.)

"FRAMS GO UP"

In this group activy students build 8,448 x 4e" wall frame. The frame

is constructed on a mooden structure, "the basic h lding frame", which is

260
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_assembled beforehancl by the classroom teacher. Students use the'I..3al7, frame

from this activity for later activities such as "WORKERS BUILD WALLS." and

"UTILITIES ARE. IMPORTANT."
,

.

.
After the students complete the wall frame, they play the lErame Game"t

The game.16 designed to help them tee the occupations that are associated with

a variety.of frames such as window frames, -car frames, picture fraMes, etc.

A. This As accomplished by having students name/identify occupations that might

.have been involved in the development or use of a particular frame.

"UTILITIES ARE IMPORTANT"
moP

Students working as a group install a vent and drain pipe in the wall

frame they constructed earlier. After the installation is complete the students

fill out a worksheet entitled, "Who Does It?" This latter activity helps students
O

to learn of the various occupations related to' the generation, use, and main-
.

tenance of utilities.

"WORKERS BUILD MALLS"
.t,

"WORKERS BUILD WALLS".is a group activity in.which students attach drywall

to a wood ame and then complete a worksheet entitled,. "Workers Build Walls."

dn the worksheet'sthdents are given a list 'of material's used in building and

finishing walls and then asked to supply,names'and duties of workers who use

the material's. If the student is'unfamiliar with a specific step involved in

finishing or building a wall they are instructed to use reference materials to

help them geherate answers.

"BIDDING TAKES SKILL"

1

This activity was designed to acquaint. students with the process of estimating

the costs of a' construction project and then submitting a bid to a custger.

ttudentg can work on the activity either in,small groups or, individually. The
0 0

activity. can be made competitive, if the teacher so aesires, by noting that the-
,

,cy

Zed
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job will be given to tire lowest bidder. -Students use local supply catalogs,

where available, to determine prices and they also telephone local suppliers

to get estimates of-the dbst of materials. A variety of worksheets are provided

to help students through the activity.

"CONCRETE TAKES SHAPE"'

This is a group activity in whidh students constrct a concrete patio

;

stoup through the use of a wooden mold and then complete the workheet, "Molding,.

Casting and Forming.". The latter activity helps students -to becdme familiar with

eight occupationS that involve the operations of. molding, casting, arid forming.

4 Alt
RESULTS

A maximum of thirty-six students in four classrooms participated in the

complementary, activities. At the conclusion of the cluster package, all students

responded to the questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!" Two students who

.°

participated in the complementary activities were randomly selected from each

class for interviews. In addition, eachteachei completed "Teacher Overall

Perceptions" (TOP) and was interviewed.

,STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

The questionnaire "Your Opinions Again, Please!" consisted of forty-two

items, the first thirty of which were gelleial in nature, while the remaining

twelve items were specific to particular complementary activities. Items assessed

the students' interest in, use of, and understanding of the materials. Both posi-

t
tive and negative stems were included, and items were randomly ordered within the .

general and specific sets of.items.

Although the sample of participating students contained 7th and 8th graders,

and males and females, partitioning of the questionnaire responses based upon

these factors would, as noted in the simulation section of this report, yield

or,
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data cells with relatively small Nrs which Mould be difficult to interpret.

Therefore, data will be collated across grade level and sex, and interpreted ,

accordim31r.

GENERAL ITEMS
STUDENT INTEREST (See Table 5.9)

In contrast..tO the results for the simulation described earlier the

results related to ',nterest in the complementary activities are much more

positive and consistent. Of the eight questions in this set, seven received a

positive response rate of 725 or higher. ExaM les of Questions being positively

received by students are: "I enjoyed doing the exploration activities";"Other

. 7 \

students illy age wpuld enjoy doing these activities "I would like to try more

activities these"; etc. Only4one question was not rated positively by

students. Just aightly more than a quarter of the Students wanted to continue

adding to their own occupations album and more than a third were undecided about

continuing this activity. This mixed-reaction is typical of student responses

ththe Occupation Albin activity as has been observed with itsuse in other

classrooms pilotttesting OEP.materials. o*, ;
Sc

Disregarding the question about the Occupations Album, it is clear from 4

a.

the interest questions that students were consistently positive about the com-

plementary activities. (Further, although the. N's the small, this pattern seems

to be consistent for the seventhd eighth graders included in the sample.).

-,,

STUDENT USE- (See table 5;91
,..,,

,
. .

Again the-pattern Of highly positive and highly consistent results is
.-

.
.... _._

,-
.

eyidant.f9r the seven general use items. The range1f Tositivg responses is

P .
.

from_605 to . StAdents were able .to lade,: without the teacher telling them

what. to do

not feel tha

flay, and could_easily read the materials. In addition they did

oo m any students were involved in the complementary activities-

or that it Was too noisy in the room, The two items that were in the low end

263,

'Ai.



TABLE 58 Complementary Activities: General
Items dealizig.with INTEREST

1. I enjoy ed doing the exploration
activities.

*

':',- '2.. I fad& I had interests and likes
. that I didn't know about before.

3. Other students my age would enjoy
these activities.-

I want to continue to add to my
own occupations album.

1. I enjoyed working with other
nts.

,,

. r,didn't like many 'of the things.
I didln these activities:

, ,...

s..4.

/
0 . '

16. I would like to try-more activities
like these. -.41,

rt 264

YES, 64% 792 73% 0% .0% OT 64%
'NO 9% 16% 132 n% a% \----n% 49t

? 272 52 132 la 0% eft 0% 2 72
N 11 i 19 30 0 0 0 11

JEFF CO CALM BUS
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH. PTH ALL 7TH

YES 82% 742 77% n% 0% n% 822
P40 Ot 11% 7% 0% 0% 0% n%

? 18% 162 it% 0% 0% 0% ' 18%
N 11. 19 30 n A n 11

YFS 55% p4% 73% 0% 0% \ -0% 55%
No 0% Ot 0 T k 0%, (V 0%

? 45% 162 272 0% n% 0% 4
N 11 19 3n 0 0 0 11

YES 20% 32% 28% 0%
NO 40T 372 38% 0%

7 40% 32% 34Z 0%
N 10 19 29 n

440

,'
YES 73'b -79% 77%-. . 0% 0% 0% 737
Nn n'r, 11' 7% n7 0% oT 07

? 272_ 11% 17%* 0%. n$ 0% 272
, - N 11 19 30' 0 0 0 11

YFS 362 11% 202 0% 0% 0% 362.
NQ. 642. 114X 77% 0% 02 0% 64%

? 02 5T, 32 ,r 0 T 0% AT
N

e'
11 - 19 30 'eL,'s 0 n 11

,

YES 7b% -74% 72%
NO 20% 162 17$

10% 1% 10%
N 10 .19 29

n % o% 2n%
0% 07 40%,.
n2 n% 40T.
n _ n 10

0% 0% 02, 70%
. 0% 0% 0% 2,9%

0% 0%. 40%
0 0 10

TOTAL
V 8TH ALL

74% 77%
11% 72
17T. 17%

19 30

79% 73%
16t 132

52 13%
19 30

P14 32
0% '1150%

162 27%
19 30

3 22 2e%
37% 38%
322 342

19 29

.74% 77%
I1% 7%

11% 172
19 .30

11% 202
R42 772
*5% 3%
19 30

74% 72%
16; 17%
11$ 1 ox

19 29 ; ',
265
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PSTIOL`;'5. Complementary Activities: General

Ateriis dealing with INTEREST (Conte d)

20: iswoUld rather have done the

things other students' were
doing.

4

°

.
,

7TH
JEFF CO

8TH ALL 7TH
etmumeus

8TH ALL 7TH
IOTA L.,

.8TH Att.'

YES 27: 5% 13% OX 0% 0% 27% 5%.. ' 13
NO 73% 74% '73% 0% .0% , 0% 73% 74% 73%

? 0% 21% 130 6% 0% 0% 0% 214 . 132
N 11 19 30 0 0 A , 11 ,lo 30

t v

.0"
CZ,

. .

0

267
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,,TABLE

Items

5.9,. Complementary Activities: General

dealing with USE .

'. - -"-JFFF CO
7TH RTH 'ALL

cnLumsus
7TH RTH ALL ,

,

.1

7TH

0. . .
TOTAL

8TH
.

ALL

The teacher had to tell us what to YES 9% 11% 10% 6% 0%' 0% 9% in in%
do each day. -.. NO. ,82% A4% 83% 0% : 0% 0% 82% 84%- -113%.

? 9 %. 5% , 7% 0% 0% 6% 9% 5% 7%
N 11 19 , \ 30 0 0. \ -0 11 19 30

\

,
The Intrbduction to Exploring YES 82% 53% 63% 0% A% 0% 82% 52% 63%
Occupations was a -gobd beginning No o% 37% 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 37% 23%
to the thingtwe: did. ? 18% 11% 13%.. 6; 0% 0% 18% 11%, 13%

N 11 10 3O 0 0 0 11 '104 30'

-10. The materials were easy to_read. YES 82% 79% 80% 0% 0% 0% 82% 7o% 'NU
110 9% 1 (1% 13% 0% 0% 0% 9% 16T 13'

? 9% 5% 7% 0% 0% ; OT 9% 5% 7%
N 11 . 19 30 0 * - 0 1PP- 0 11 19 , 30

.
.1*

(
There'viere too many other students

invOlVed in the activities at the
YES

NO
9%

82%
16%
79%

13
8

nt
0%

0 t
0%

0%
0%

4,1 9%
82%

16%
79%

13%.
,80%

same time. ? 9 %- 5% 7% 0% ' 0% .0% 9% 5% 7%
-N 11 19 30' 0 0 '-li ° 11 "144 30

t *
.0 - .

_

13.. There was usually enough'space in YES 82% 74% :77% . 0% 0.% :0% 82% 74% 77%
my classroom to do -the activities.. NO 0% , 26% 20% 0% 0% 0% . 9% 26% 2nt
-: 7 9T 0% 3% 0% ' 0% 0% 9%. 0%, 3%

N , 11 19 30 0 0 0 11 19 30

17... 1. alwdys knew from the directions YES 45% 68%., 60% '0t 0% 0% 45% 6R% 60%
what I was supposed to do. NO

:,

36% 32%.,:, 33% OZ. 2.0% 0%. 36% 32% 33%
? 18% 0% 7% n %' 0% 0% 1 RT. 0% 7%

.Ni 11 19 ..30 0 0 0 , . 11 19 30

,19.
. -

ft was too noirio domany of YES 27%- 11%
.

17%

..,

0% 0% - 0% 27% 11% 17%
'these activiti s. Nil 64% 89% 80% 0% 0% .1)% 64% 89% 84%

. ? 9%. .,0% _ 3% . 0% 0% 0% .. 9% 01 3%
.N- -- .11 . 10 30 0 0 0 11 19 30

C

,

a

c.

-
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of, the 60% - 8g-range related to the program introduction as a good beginning

far: the activities and the clarity of directions. This positive although slightly

lower positive response suggests that the game moderate improvement may be needed

in the introduction as it relates to complementary activities, and the directions

may at times, not be totally clear.

In summaryl, the general conclusion from thT questions is that the com-.

plementary activities were easy to use.

STUDENT UT1DMISTANDING OF THE VATERIALS cSee TablP5.10)

Fifteen of the general items dealt with understanding -- eight involving

student understanding of themielves and of the materials and seven concerning

increased knowledge of work factors. In the first set of eight items the

-

resporise pattern is, for the most part, highly positive(62-53°,9. For example,

students felt that they.learned about: occupations they might be interested

,
in; different types of occupations; and personal skills and abilities that they

didn't kno about before. in addition students felt that they underitood
.

the ideas presented in the activities; the-activities-were not too !-.ard to do;
.

,t,ley need to think more about what they want to be. This positive pattern
. ,

was dot-observed for item "1 found t could solve problems that people really

'have on their jobs", and .item ai,'!1' need to continue exploring occunation."
'

- Only-505 and 37% 9f the:students 'responded Positively to these items, respectively,

.
-

possibly because these aspects are not now heavily emphasized in the complementary

activities and'might be stressed mbre'in'a revisioil'of the materials,

The seven imderstaading.2.tems regarding the work factors were 111 positively

_.

(6351-43,_Stwlentdve:d interested in-the actiVWes, come, use
,

. - . . . - - --.

.- -.

them eas.fly and'felt that they learned a great- aeal:Thom them. The item
_ . .

1

receiving the ldwest rating in thisYset%that related'iorlearning,e:beut-how well
.

..

people like their work, may indicate- that minor improvements are-needed in
..-__

.-.
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.10 COmp1ementary Activities:
dealing with UNDERSTANDING

I found, I could solve problems
that people really have on their
jobp.

I need.to continue exploring
oCcupations.

General

1

I. learned about occupations that
might be- interested in.

15. r didn't really learn about
different occupations from these

activities.

18. I didn't understand many of the
ideas in the materials.

'"21. I learned I;had skills and
abilities that. I didn't know

931;4 tetbie.
...

22. Sane of the activities were too
' -hard for ,me to do:

-271

JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTAL
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YES
No

N

FS
NO

.N

36%
3'6%
27%

11

27%
36%
36%

11

. 58% 50%
16% 23%
26% 27% ,

k9 - 30

42% 37%
26% 30%
32% 33%

19 3b

ot
0%

o%
0

0%
0%
0%
n

o%.
n%

o%
0

0%
0%

o%
0%

o%

0%
0%

0

36%
36%
27%

11

27%
36%
36%

11

58% t
16%
26%

19

62%1
76%
32%
19

`-i'S 50% 79% 69% 0% 0% 0% 50% 79%
--NO 40% 16% 24% 0% 0% 0% 40% 16%

?
N

10%
10

`5%
19

7%
29

0%.
0 o°

10%
10 19

YES
Nn-

9%

73%
:21%
79%

17%
-77t

0% 0%
0%

a%
o%

9%
73%

21%,
79%

18% 0% 7%. 0% n% at 18% 0%

N 11 19 30 0 0 11 19

YES 18% 5% 10% 0% 0% 0% 18% 5%

Nn 64% 74t' 70% 0% a% '0% 64% 74%
? 18% '21%. 2n% nt n% 118% 21%
N 11 19 . 30 -. 11

-4.
19

YES
NO

73%
In

79%
21%

77t-
17%

n% e%
n%

0%
-n%

73%
9%

79%
21%

18% 7%. n% er% 0% 18% n%

N 11 lq 30 0 0 11 19)

YPS 9% 11% 10% PT 0% n% 9% '-11%
Nn 73% 89% 83% Ot 0% 73% 89%

18%
11

0%
19

7%
30....

n%

0
ft%

0
n% ,z18%

11
0%
19

-50%
?.3%
27%

30

37%
SO%
33%

30

69%
24t-

7%
29

O
17%
77%

73

so

10%
70%
2n%

30

10%
P3%

7%
30
272
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27. What-ipecialskills are needed
for, different occupations. c,..

TABIE 5.10 Complementary Activities: General
Items dealing with UliDERSTAADING (Cont'd)

need %o think more about what
I want to be.

Items dealing with Work Factors:

JEFF CO CO LUt;18US TOTAL
7TH RTH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

YES 64% 61% 621 01 01 ' 01 641 611 62%
NO 9 28% 21% 0% 01 ' 0% 9% 28% 211

? 27% 11% 171 0% 4) % 07; 27% 111 171 1
N 11 ' 18 29 0 0 0 11 18 29

,"Since I've tried the Occupational
Emplcrration activities, I feel I
know.more about..." 1

a

24. -Wherdiffernt people work. . YES 55% 741 67V *4- 0% 01 0% 551
o74t

671
NO 27% 261 271 0% . 0% 0% 271 26% 271-

? 181 01 71 0%. 0% .0% '18% 0% 71
N 11 19 '.30 0 , n 0 11 . IQ 30

25. , How people work together on YES 82% 741 77%. n% o% -n't 821 741 771
their jobs. NO 91 26% 20% Q% 0% 01 9% 261 20%

? 9% 0% 3% 0%' 0% '''0% 9i 0% 3%
N 11 \19 30 0 0 0 _ 11 19 30

. .
.-26. How well,people in. different YES NL%- 551 E581 631 0% 01 01 55% 68% 631

occupations like their stork. AU) 18% 31 27; 01 Q. 0% 18% 32% 27%
9 ° -? 27% .oz io% .0x o; of , 27% 01; 10%

N 11 19 30 0 ', 0 0 11 19 30

Hair the communitybenefits ,from
the work 'a person does.

,

r.

273,

A

.

Y ES.,
NO

'731
18%

91

'95%
51
O.%

,As

-'

871
10%

3%

.

. .
01
0%
0%

.
0%
61
0%

n%
0%
Ot

731
18%

9%

951
51
o% -

en
it%

;.2-1

5- N 11
)...

. 19 30 0 0 0 11 19 30

. .

YES 641 741 70% (yr 01 01 641 741 70%
NO .01 21% 13% 0% 0% OT . n% 21% 13%
?; ' 361 51 11.% 0% 0% n% '361 51 in
II 11 19 30 0 0 '0 11 19 30
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'ABLE 5.10.Cceriementary Activities:
,Items dealing with UNDERSTANDING -
WcA.FactOrs (Cont'd)

29. What a person is responsible for
doing in an occupation.

The steps people need to follow
to finish a job.

4

S

General JEFF CO
7TH 8TH ALL

.COLUMBUS
7TH 8TH ALL 7TH

TOTAL,'
6TH ALL

YEf
NO

55%
36%

79%
11%

70%
2n%

0%
0%

0%
0%

OT
.-0%

55%
36%,

79%
11%

70%
-2(1

? 9% 11% 10% 0% 0% 0%- 9% 11% - 10%
N 11 19 30 0 0 n 11 , - 19 -30

YES .82% 74% 77% 0% 0%. 0% 82%' 74% 77%
No 9% 26t 201 0% 07 0! 9% 26% 207
? Op, 0st 3% OT 0% 0% 9% 0% 3%
N 11 19. 30 0 0 0 11 19 30

K..
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the complementary activities. Perhaps some modified "Speak Out" types of tapes

could be developed and included in the materials. Additionally some minor

rewriting of the materials may be required emphasizing home of the interesting

(perhaps, valued) aspects of the occupations included in the complementary

activities.

SPECIFIC' ITEMS (Complementary Activities)

There were a total of 12 i ms in the questionnaire relating to the specific
4

details of using, understanding eing interested in, the complementary

activities. These twelve questions do not evenip cover the five complementary

activities. The questions were primarily focussed on possible areas of difficulty

that might arise when the materials were used in classrooms.

The number of items that could be included was constrained by the overall

length of the questionnaire. With thirty general, items and fifteen simulation

specific questions already in the questionnaire it was therefore difficult to

-include an eNtensive and exhaustive set of questions related to, the each of the

complementary activities. More specific details and concerns regarding individual

)products were collected by means of student interviews.

Student Interest in the Complementary Activities (See Table 5.11)

Of the two itemsidealing with student interefit in the complementary

activities, one tas somewhat general, In nature, and the other related to a

specific activi y - "Frames Go Up". Responsei to the first item (item #7)

indicated that 4% of the studentq.felt that;the activities were very different

from what they usually do in an industrial arts class. The response to the

4'Frame Game" which is part of the "Frames Go Up", activity was moderately positive.
. k

Slig ely less than half of the students (49%) Ciiisidered the activity td be

"lot of/ fun". Given the responses to the interest questions on the general'
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TABLE 5.11 Complementarylementary Activities: Specific JEFF CO COLUMBUS TOTA L

Items dealing with INTEREST. 71fH 8TH ALL 7TH. '8TH All 7TH PTH ALL

7. These activities weren't very YES 17% 25% 22% 0% .0% O 17% 25% 22,

different,from-What we usually / NO 67%, 63% 64Z 0% ', 0% 0% 67% 63% 64%.

do in industrial arts class. C ? 17% 13% , 14% 0% 0% 0% 17% 13% 14%

. .....
N 12 24 36 o C) 0- 12 24 36

9. The "Frame Game" was a lot
of fun.

...

YES 36% 54% 49% 0% A %' 0% 36% 541 49%

NO 36% 29% 31% 0% Ot 0% 3611 29% 31%

? 27% 17% 20% OZ 0% 0% 27% 17% 20%

11 24 35 0 rei 0 11 24 35

1

er"

1

2'79
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part 'of the questionnalre, it seems that on an overall, basis students were very

posit!ve about the complementary activ'ties but at the same time there were
.

some specific activit'es which were-not strongly endorsed. To the .extent

possible actrvities.needing,revision will.be highLtghted in the following

several sections of this report (especially the AeCtion in which.Student°inter-

view resulU are sumwized ).

2

Student Use of'the Cor.2plementarzActivities (See Table 5.12)

For the five use items the response' pattern that emerges is one that

suggests varying degree of usage problems among the five complementary.activitieS.

Apparently, the use of the frames ana the preparatiOn and production of the

concrete block presented no particular Problems-for students. In additio they
A

n.

indicated that the teaclaers had ample time to help them with the-frames. But

students seemed tp have some difficn1ty in obtaining information for the bidding

activityas indicated by only 50% positive response rate. (The bidding may

have necessitated that s ents make a variety of incuiry - type phone calls

to vvriows local supply hoUses. This wAs, perhaps, simply beyond the scope of

students in 'this particular .tge group.) Item 18 probably provides the strohgest

'indication of student perceptions of usilig the overall set of activities. OnlT 44%

of the. felt that the activities were not hard (trouble free) to do.

Over a third of the studs (39%) were of the oppodite opinion. This Would

tend to _indicate problems with 'specific materials.

As a conclusion then, the ease,of use of the complementary activities was

dependent upon the nature of each activity. And, judging, by the data described

in this specific section as well as'that presented earlier, (table 5.10) some

of the main problems m-ylie In the directions accompanying each iroduct.

280
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TABLE
Items

3:12 Complementary Activities:
dealing with USE.

Specific

..

7T)-1.

,

JEFF CO
8TH ALL

4

.1

3.. Mere were too many studeryts YES1 2-5% 29% 28%
crowded "arotind the frames. NC) 58% 63% fiii%

q s ? 17% 8% 1,1%
N 12. 24 '36

,-

.,
.5. The teacher didn't tia4e enotighi YES 17% ,17% 17% .

time to help us with theframes. NO 58% 75% 69%
? 25% 8% 14%

.- N . 12 24 36

..
`.8. 01- didn't have any 'trouble doing YES 25% - 46% 39%

the Activities. NO 50% 42% 44%
? 25% 13% 17%
N 12 24 36

11. tt was easy to get information - YES 17% 67% 50%
for-"BIDDING TAKES SKILL." .: NO .42% , 17% 25%

? 42% 17; 25%°--
4, ,, * N, 12 2'4 36

12. Using concrete was 'too messy'. .YES --17% 21T 191
NO 75% 54% 61%

? , 8% . 25% 19%
N 12 0-24 36

.1
4

t

r

281

coLumsus
7TH 8TH s A LL

04 0% 0%
.0% 0%. 0%

0% 0% 0%
0 0 0

- -

TOTAL
7TH.- 8TH

.

25% 29%
58% 63%
17% 8%

12 24\

ALL

28%
61%
11%
' 36
Az)

,

n%4, n% n% 17% 17% 17%
0% 0% 0% 58% 75% 69%
-0% OT 0% 25% 8% 14%

0 0 0 12 24 36

0% 0% OT 25% 46% 39%
0% 0% 0% 50% . 42% 44%
0% 0% 0% 25% 13% 17%

0 0 0 12 24 .36
* .

.
,

b% n%* 0% 17% 67% 5n%
'0%. 0% 0% 42% 17% 25%
0% 0% 0% 42% , In 25%

0 - O. 0 12 ,24 36

e

0% '0% 0% 17% 21% 1Q %'
0% 0% 0% 7-5 54% 61%,
0% -0% .. 0% 8% 25%, 19

0 ` 0 3. 0 12 24 36

4
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Student Understanding of the Complementary Materials (See table 5.13)

Three of the five understanding items received 'positive responses in the

. . ,

78c,1,-92',!, range. Students.felt that tIley learned: 'how it feels to be a construction
,

. , .

worker; about the tools needed'fF different jobs; and about the different type

of things one has to 'snow in order to bid on a construction proposal. This

'Latter learning is particularly striling inasmuch as students had some difficulty

doing the bidding activity,.

The other two understanding auestions received a moderately positive re-./

sponse (50r,', dnd 535). "oth items dealt with understanding aspects of the use
L.

of frames and plans for cOnstructing the,frames. This response pattern is
4

somewhat lower than -Wuld be,anicpated based upon student responses to the

(
general questions. :erhans this is partially accounted for by the fact that

the wording in the two items stems in negative and =quires students to

essentia2ay use a double negative to indicate a positive response. In addition,

some minor improvements in the activity directions would probably have increased

the positive responses of students to these items,

miscounting slightly these last two questions, it is apparent that students

consigered the activitfes to be4enaancing their understanding of the construction

field. The responses were not just positive, but highly ppsitiyq in this regard.

STUDEI?T 31).1.'biti/RITS

Prom the four classes participating in the construction activities
'

a

total of eight students (two per class) firer intervieWed. The interviews were

:designed to collect specific student perceptions of individual adEivies_as
,

well as their feelings about the overall set of activities. The data collected

in this manner is organ'qd on a product.baais.

'Frames222pl.,
,

.

Six of the eight'e.:udents interviewed exPressed positive feelings' about

g .
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iABIA*5.13 _COurplet.entarloi Activities: Specific

Its dealing with UNDERSTANDING.

, .

I learned how it feels to be
a construction worker.

2. I learned Eibouttdols which
are needed for different jobs

Cin construction.

4.. I didn't know that frames `axe
used in so many ways.

6.- I learned hbqut a, lot of different
things you have to keaw to bid
on construction Projec

T couldn't underAand the "plans"
for building the frames. '

2E.34

JEFF CO
7Th

YES, 75%
NO. ag

17%
N 12

'YES- 92%
NO 0%

R%

N 12

' YES 17%
NO 50%

3 3ta
N 12

YES 83%
/ NO 0%

J.7.%

N, 12

YES- 25%
NO 67%

N

. ft%

12

4

-;

8TH ALL

79% '78%

13% 11%
8% 11%
24 !k6

92% 92%
41 3%
4% 6%
24 36

46%
50%
41;

24

COLUMBUS TOTAL "7

7TH 8TH ALL 7TH 8TH ALL

0% 0% 0% 75% 79%
0% 0% 0% 8% 13%
0% ) 0% - 0% - 17% 8%

O. 0 0 12 24

i

0% 0% 0%
0% . 0% 0%
ot o% o%

0 0 0

36%-- 0%
50% '0%

14%
36

79% 81%
13% 8%
8% 11%
24 36

42%
46%
13%
.24

0%
0%
0%
0

Y0%
0%

0'

0% 0% 0%
0%. 0% 0%
0% 0% , 0%

0 0 0

36% 0% 0% .- o%
53% 0% 0% 0%
11% 0% o
36 0

an

'92%

0%
8%

12

92%
4%

4%
24

17% 46%
50% 50%
33% 4%

12 24

8
-4 0%

. 17%
12

25%
67%

8%

12

79%
13%

8%

24°

,42%
46%
13%
24

78%
11%.

11%
36

92%
3%
6%
36

36%
56%
14%
36

CO
81%

8%

-11%

36

36%
53%
11%
36
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\

the actual building of,the frames with two students. noting that there was nothing'

they disliked about the activity). In addition, three of the eight students

. indicated that they were TtarnrAnew things from, the activity... the same

' time, however, it should be pointed out that the activity did not provide enough

meaningful involvement for all participants in the small group(s)that worked

on the fiameis. To a degree, some students felt crowded (three out of eight)

and some (three out of eight) were of

-

doing nothing or fooling around. The

.obsef4ved in the quest4onnaire'aata,'rmy

the opinion that other students were either

moderately positive responses to the activity

have resulted ,from specific instances

of crowding or of students not fully participating in the activity. Reduction

in crowding probably wouldxh'ave increased the positive response rats.

"1.1TILITITSARE r TORTAI?T"

The interviewed stude+lts weft quitte divided in regard to their opAion of

thfs activity. Ulnae some students indi cated that they enjoyed* kiniwith

pipe and that the Itilf;ty was easy, others seemed to feel that it was almost
.1.111q

toot easy. These latter students commented about not 'having enough to do and

that the actiuity was Loo's'- tetchy with not enough detaa provided, While

students reported-that there was nothing about the activity they disliked, the'

above -comments tendto_lead to the conclusion that the_activity simply was not

challenging enough for students. 'Ore detail is probably needed.

"WORKERilUtLD 1.0.T,10"

The result's indicated that four.bf the eight students who tried this.

activity did not respond either positively or negatively when interviewed about

it. The most frecuently cited positive aspect of-the activity was the opportun-
.

ity to learn about buildinNalls. Difficulties were encountered in cutting
0

the drywall (the need for 1 b.,gger sheet was mentfoned) and' in not getting a

real chance to participt.te. Probably the physical problem of cutting the drywall

may have detracted from the overall appeal and culality of the. activity.

28'6
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4:1

40fe ,

"BIDDING TAKES SY11"1"

The perceptionA recqrding this activitymwe sharPly divided in terms_of

positive and negative Cofrments. Some students considered the actfvity to be

an'intereSting experience and one that enhanced thcTr4understanding of the con-

Struction field. Interesting parts of the activity included: using phones;.

completing worksheets; gett:'.ng-est:.mrtes; and be competitive. .Bul apparently

there vere'a variety of difficult problems associated v1-61 the activity.

,Commonly,..cited problems ,.:ere:1 ma%fna.phone calls: trouble in getting prices;

C
and unclear instruction's.

From these comments 't see= that n-idding Takes Skill" has high learning

apd interest potential but must part'.ally overcome some of the problems just

described to maintal.n student interest in the activity.

1:CODURETE TAXES SHAIE" .
. .

Az .

.

This activity vas the single mostpositivel.y rece-Wed one in the set.
.

Students commented abou' "the fun they had 'Ia. wori-lng vjth concrete and that

.this type,of activity Give them the opportunioy to ectually build/m.1:e something.

she
i \

The activity vj,s easy yet at° the sane t: me 'nterest was mainta:ned and everyone

Vas kept busy,.

On the negatg.ve s:.de, students that the activity was quite messy.. It

is unlikely. that this problem tan be alley:I:a-bed much,as It is part of the

realistc job Condit:o2s. addit:on, students are probably -mare of the job

conditions and -;ere tfP- ';he]r dislU:e for that side of the activity.

*

This fact, .ho,.=ever,
1

the centre',-,e

oirixb., h&j. -.?osf.Vvc stukle.it perceptions oT
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STUDEiT imam=

After particilIat:.'g complercatary -,ctiv*.tics, most stu'dents (5/8)-

:indicated that they 'led ple::.e ideas -'lout ,w1-.at tl'ey 12,ight like or notli*-.e to do

when they're older. They also offered a variety of.suggbstions for improving

the activities including the following two changes:

4 - using sm-lier wor;:ing grou-2s because some of the 2ctivitles

were simply too crowded (N =5),

- allotIng more t'.me'to caplete (N = 2).

When asked for oae word description of the exipleaentary activities, five

of the. eight students gave Irighly positive responses. 'Examples of words used

are. 'fun; good; fantastc; and enfertaining. The other three responses.

"different", "OK", 'hard - someti:,es easy") were positve but sL.ghtlY more

moderate in tone. These results.afe'in,-close agreement with those obtained on

both the general and specific sections of th& student questionnaire. Clearly

the actf.vities coistituted a yard, nepingful set of activities for those

students who participatcl in the 0E11 pilot test. Although, indivdual activities

definitely heed to be ir-voved, the set, as a whole, is a Datrertul tool for

expanding'the career :..orizorm of students as judged by the students.
4

t
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESUrTS.('See Table 5.1111

The teachers' responses to the items perten:Ing to tlie complementary
a

activities (i.e. Sec-Lon IV: TOP) were generally positive. Toth teachers felt
_ _

.

these activities' were a reasonable complement to the simulation; the activities

held student interest; the illustrations Increased student understandIng of the

11,
activities,, and the materials-were generally well written and structured. The

teachers' opinions were ?,ividel,concerning the ease with which students shifted

from one activity to :Inother and whether the storie/included in the .ct3vit5.es

appealed to students. Macher,gomments relating to the latter statement were

\
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SECTION I

Part A

2

Perce Lions ofTie Other
Explo atory Activities

Was it easy for stud nts shift from one
activity to another?

Were these other e ploratory activities
reasonable comple ents to thevrmulation?

Did these activitie hold me student's inter 4t?

Dice the stories included in many of the
activities appeal t. students,

ns increase student
the activities?

Did the illustrate
understanding o

Were the maters
or structured?

Were there any
maintain stud

a

Part B

No

Yes, (Pr ase specify) 7-idding.,,Lf.Teneral ov-erseeing and.motivation of slower

stud. nts (not big problem).

Is generally well written :1

No 1 Somewhat

No r Somewhat

No

No

Somewhat

1 Somewhat

No Somewhat

No Somewhat

1 Yes

2 Yes

2, Yes
41

Yes 1111 1

2 Yes

2 Yes

places in these other ekpiOratory activities where you found,'It necessary to intervene to
tin:vest. motivation and/or the flow of activities?

For these students participating in "FRAMES GO UP," "CONCRETE TAKES SHAPE,"
"WO' KERS BUILD WALLS," "BIDDING TAKES SKILL," and "UTILITIES ARE
IMPO TANT," check the percentage who you feel:

Percentage of Students

Enjoyed/Liked: 0-25% 26.50% .51-75% 76-100%.

a Participati g in
FR MES GO'UP 2

CO CRETE TAKES SHAPE 2

WO' KERS BUILD WALLS 2
BI PDING TAKES SKILL 1 1
UT LIMES ARE IkPORTANT 1 1

Learning about different occupations 1

'Working ith other students 1

Explorer. occupations ,1

_Understood:

The dir ctions 1 1

' The wn ten material

. The vo abulary

1
a-

The in exit of the activities 2

The in ent of the entire package 1
The i I portance of exploring occupations

289i



TEACHER I m' TL4J RESULTS-

'224

I.
At the cpnclustion of the pilot-test, each teacher was interviewed independ-

ently in order to asses their feelings concerning'th6 use.of the complementary

activities: Ilhen asked if.specialprobaems were encountered when using the

activities the teachers reported that:

- Students had a difficult time making calls to get prices.forjethe
'bidding exercise. (n = 1)

- Drilling hole in frame .for plumbing was difiliUi;L. w(ri =

- Students did not understand, some of the math concepts,,' radius,

square foot, etc.

- Plumbing diagram and instructions di eed as iD the location

of the brace. (n = 1)..
.

.
,

A
,

.

- The will frame was not mobile and caused problems'In rainy .

weather. PecOmmend-the tine of 4" shelving damps to secure wail
,s-

frames inside classroom. One teacher commented that ;Bidding
Takes Skill" was one of the best activities. °

.- l

e .
.

When asked to make recommendations in order. to fl.prove the complementpry

activities the teachers suggested:
,)

t

- Develop a poster with overall schedule for activities.
*se

,- Dry mount posters or use heavier stock.,
.

- Develop a system for storing student papers and materials. .....'

- Improve or equalize the duration oeeach zIctivity (i.e. Nall

fraMing takes longer than:bidding). .

3

- Include more 16d nails.

- Label number 2 x 4's with group or section number.

ft

°MALL COrPLE147,1TATIY ACTIVITY TRENDS

The same major overall concluLtions that can be drawn trom both student

and teacher data reg'.rdir1 the.complementary activ-Ities,are that as a set' of
4 -t

A

activities they:

0 "lb
1) were 1704 received

'291:
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2) maintained student interest; and

3) were of zeasonably high qua]i'ty in terms of ' enhancing student
understanding of occupations, in the construction field. '

The data from both student questionnaires and interviews; and teachertquestionnaires
4

and interviews is quite consistent as it pertains to the above conclusions.

Perhaps these facts ere best summarized by the,ane word descriptions of the

activities giien by students4during the interviews. To reiterate, many of them

used words like fantastic, fun, good and entertaining, Clearly something

positive and valuable wad occurring in the classrooms using these activities. On

the other hand,, there were certain aspects'of the activities that should be

re-examined and possibly revised. These aspects and suggestion's fo'r improvement .0

are given below:

1) Although students rated the item related to "Isarning how well.
People like their work" positively (630), it received the lowest
overall rating for the items dealing with the understanding of

work factors. This is an important factor and somemodificationd
of the materigs (or possibly the addition of a_set of "Speak
Out" tapes) would seem to be in order.-

1

2) The bidding activity should be carefully re-studied. The.telephone
'skills required for the activity may be too difficult for some
'students,and in sole, instances, lOcal suppliers might,not,be willing
to give the necessary information over the phone. At the same

time, it should be emphasized that the activity be.retained,due
-to its extremely _high potential for increasing student knowledge
of the field. /*

3) The ';Frame 7,ame" probably should be revlsed. Lessthan-half of

. the students (49)) were motivated by it.

4) The "Tames (-:o Up" activity Should be rewritten so that a smaller
group ofstudents is using it one Some students feat
crowded and/or that there was not enough meaningful work forall

. students to do.

5) "Utilities are Important" may be too lacking in detail to challenge)

students acid /or maintain their interest. Yore ,specific facts

should bco'included with activity materials.
6

IS) For the T,ctivity entitled, "Workers Build Walls", larger pieces
of .drywall should- be Provided, if possible, to reduce the problems

students had in cuttAng-the material. .

,92
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A variety of -or,f3lems/suggestions were obtained from the teacher' question

intervie6i-, Of particular importance is the fact that teachers

.felt more students enjoyed what they did (at least 76n than understood, the
4

'various' Components/factors contained in the materials (at least 51r4). They
. .

also noted that it.vas necessary to intervene to maintain student interest at

times. Collectively, these results may indicate the need to alert teachers

during in-sexy:tee training to these, particular areas of concern., Lastly, it

Should be pointed out that iteachers made numberous suggestions for minor

technical-improliemeAs il the materials that developers should carefully con-

sider in revising the activities.

, -

OVERALL IIIPIETEUTATION OF CONSTRUCTION CLUSTER PAC7AG2

Teacher Overall Perceptions (Table 5.15)

110, Prior to implement:,ng the Construction cluster,nachage on74y, one of tine

two teachers, who responded to the luestionnaire, llad used the "Introductionto

-Explbring,Occupations% That teacher .indicated that, the introduction was.an

;
effective starting point -for the cluSter package.

.44re using the"clufter llitckage each day, both teachers.reported /56nding.

-,;" hour or less in irecarttion tjme.
.

the assignment of students to activities did not cause any problems for

the teachers-who, responded to the quest:.onnaire. Tn terms of other management
t.*+

"
uivities teachera reported that: . ...

,

.

I) the class was-perhaps a little toe large for nanaging thOactiVities

(n = 1),.

2) the }space in the room VAS somewhat inadequate (n = 2),,

N *
r

13) the sound' level was somewhat ..i.ntolerable 2) -; and
.$

4) the students mild follaw,directions with some-teaeler assistance
= 2).

In general then; management problems/difficaties .seemed td be mindeand

.
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TABLE 5.15 TEACHEI QUE8T1U1INFLI1E RESUL'T'S,
QUESTIONS 1--14.AND SECTION V

SECTION 1: HoW.Well Did the Entire
Cluster Package Wcirk?

1. Excluding the Introduction, your
preparation for the cluster package
each day, required

2. As a 'starting poirit for other
lisivities, the "Introdiktion to
Occupational Exploriftion" was

3. Thetassignment of students to
activities (simulation and other
activities was

4. Students were able to follow
directions with

5. Most of tee time, the sound level
in the classroom was

6. . In terms of spaceneedekto im-
plement the activities. my class-

room was

7. In terms of managing the activities,
the class (the number of students)

8.

9.

10.

was .

2 Y, hour
or less

Ineffective

1 hour

' Somewhat
meffectiv'e

More than
1 hdur

1 Effective 1 MR

problem A problem 2 No problemi
throughout only at the
the activities beginning

Much teacher 2 Some teacher Little teacher

assistance assistance assistance

2 Somewhat About
intolerable right

Inadequate 2 Somewhat Adequate

Intolerable

Too large

inadequate

1 A little
too large

2 About
right

Circre the maximum number of major activities 1 3 . 5 6 7 8

'which you managed atone time.

1 1
Circle the maximum number of major activities-- 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

which jou feel you'could manage successfully
at one time..

Circle the maximum number of simulations which 1' 2 3 4

you feel you could manage succesne time:'

11. rill in the number of class periods required for
the simulation and:Other exploratory activities.

's

_ 12. Fill in the number of students participating in
the simulation and other exploratory activities.

18___Simulation ' 20 Other Activities 1) N.R.

16 Other Activities 1) N.R.1) 8 Simulation

13. Did you have any major problenis using or preparing to use specific printed materials in the cluster package?

No

Yes, (Please specify) Organization and knowing which posters to go up ahead

of time. Two classes, using the same priXrked materials.

,
. 14. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use.specific audiovisual materials in the cluster package?

ti No 294
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SECTION Overall Corisideratians
Which activities (SicriUtation,-Frames,Concrete, Walls:Bidding, Utilities) in the cluster package did-you Like Most
and which did ypu- ike Least?

Liked 1446'\__

Frames Go Up (2)
6 ) V

Dry If: :...(maybe) (I) '

Cot crete(l)' _ Bidding (1)
,

Wars' (1) ..1 Utilities (1)'

How would you rate the overall set of activities in terms of the students maturation level?
., .

Too Difficult 2 About Right

\-,-Liked.Least

Check which materials you would and would not use again:

Would use

I ntrodUction (1 ILL__art; (1)?

Simulation

"Frames Go Up" 2

"Concrete Takes%hdpe" 2

"Workers Build Walls

"Bidding Takes Skill" 2

-"Utilities Are Important ", 2.

Too Easy

\.

Would not use

..1

,

.

a
Overall, how successful do you think the program was in terms of:,

-** . 0
..

a)Teasibility in the classroom? b) Expanding student awareness of occupations?
, .

Very Unsuccessful .____
Very UnsucCessful- _..

Unsuccessful Unsuccessful-- ------*=_-__

Average.! Average

1 Succe'ssful Successful

1 Very Successful 1 Very Successful

V .. /
Overall, how would you rate the instructional quality of the cluster package?

- i.

Very Poor Poor Average 1 Good 1 Very. Good

In the space below,. please describe any additional observations you have about the program,. Included could -be:'

interesting sideeffects that yoti have [rid: problems that may have occurred; and your recommendations for

imprbvement/change. . -

(1) - Organizatiogal dividers for .student, materials fiom day to day would

be helpful. Students stated Using boxes for storage"-and class

periods became mixed. (Nekl. more nails--students bend about .1).
Didn't have any rocking rails. Ran short of plastic pipe when one

group got ambitious.

I
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r epresentedJOhatAt be the ordinary travails of classroom teething!

A general relationship was observed in the responses of both teachers to

questions -dealing yritio. how, many activities; they actually managed .at one time

land how many they.felt they could manage at one time. The oPtimum-nuMber of

simultaneous actin ties seems to be two or three. Both teachers felt that they'

could successfully' manage three simulations at the-same time.

When asked if there were arty major problems in' using or preparing to use

specific pointed mater:Ials, one of the teachers indicated that organization and

knowing which posters tput'up ahead of time were prob- lems. This teacher later

suggested the use of organizational dividers from day today. No difficulties

were mentioned with regard'to the audiovisual materials contained in thg package.
.

Overall the teachersofelt that the entire package was about.right for the

maturation level of, their students. Their ratings of the feasibility of package

Use in the ciassrONnd the ability. of the package to expand the student

awareness of'occupations were both in the successful to very successful range.
. r

The instructional quality of the package was rated as,good to very good.

IN4ERVICE TRAIVINb (Table 5.16)

. The two teachers felt that the in-service-training Was'effect:iye in imparting

the overall nature of the Occupational. EY2P1Oration Program[1.. Their tesponses

fek
changed slightly to questions that dealt with effectiveness of the in-service

.
session in introducing the details of specific materials and the degree to

which the session provided them with ideas. One teacher's responses to these

items were somewhat ineffective and only some ideas were provided respectively.

From ,the teacher interviews i' was clear that some minor organizational and

storage problems did occur. yPerha,:s some overall discussion of sehedulifig in

the in-service session would have helpedlt .alleviate' these problems: The

teachers were divided in their opinions regarding the quality of the teacher's

a . 29q



Table 5.16. TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS,.
- SECTION II: INSERVICE TRAINING

ECTION II: In-service Training.
.

For troducing the overall nature of
the 0 upational'Explbration Program,,

:'the i -service training was

For introducing & details of specific
, materials, the in-service training was

he in-service training provided me.
with

ii

4.

-

Ineffective Somewhat
ineff9ttive

VEffective

Ineffective 1' Somewhat 1 Effeetiye
ineffective

Very few 1, Some 1 Many
ideas ideas ideas
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guide'.and in their initial perceptions of how difficult the package would be to

implement'. After using the package both teachers agreed that it would be easy

to use it a second time.

Again, both teachers agreed that running several groups at the same time

is not as simple as it may sea., As one teacher note "Supervision was tough

esPeclifly with teachers who 'are uncomfor4141e with split supervisory responsi-

bilities;"

The °tThe that tqe/would integrate 'the package into their class-
.

rooms as a separate. independent unit (n = 2) and/or as a set of activities spread

throughout a woodworking course.

Aa, a closing commelt it is worthwhile is note one teacher's comments

regarding unexpected outcomes from the Ailizat'.on of, the cluster package,---r

The teacher observed that some students who.han behavioral'problems before seemed

to turn around and to perform well, dth noticeable reduction in'their behavioral

prOblems. While this comment is not directly tied into a specific cluster
Itc

pac6ge activity, does indicate that some activities were interesting/motivating

studenta.who, perhaps, were .not participating in school before. This fact, although

Observed with a small group of students, is a positive endorsement of the overall

concept of the Occupatjonal

CLUSTER PACKAGE SU: EA3.7

loration Prograim.

r

The Construction cluster pachage, as has been demonstrated in evaluation

data described throughout the preceedin sections of this report, was, in general;

relatively well suited for the stpdents and teachers who participated in its

pilot test., In 15EFticular, the complementary activities were well received by

students in terms of '.merest, use and' understanding factors. While, several

activities are' in a revision (i.e., "Binding Takes Skill", "lgorkers

Puild 'galls", and "Utilities are Important") the overall set of complementary

C
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activities worked exceptionally.well. It is assumed that, upon revision, all

activities mill be in a sophisticated state and ready for eventual publication.

This same pattern of results.was not obtained for the'simulation, "Planning
: 0 .

Construction Prdjects"., Interest in the simulation wad considerably lower (although

still positive) than that observed for the complementary activities. Two specific
. ,

'areas of difficulty were detelmihed in the Pilot test. They are:

1) use- aspects of the simulation including such things as missing
directions, unclear directions, tnd activity imbalance in°some
roles; and

2) the preview phase may have been more. suitable for younger
students than those participating or it simply did not appeal ta
those students who used this simulation. The conclusion is that
the simulation is workable and valuable for students but will

. require fairly ertensive revisions..
4

Lastly, it 'has been noted in the testing of other OEP Cluster packages

(1914-75) that the cluster package concept and the Construction Chaster Package

itself are feasible in terms of classroom utilization. One caveat must be added

for the potential adapter, however, and that isl_that the construction cluster

-400 package can only be utilized in an industrial arts' classroom. The nature

of the complementary activities (i.e., the use of-wooden frames, drywall, etc.)

- requires a large amount of working and storage space as well as the use of

tools.. Thus the generalizability of the package to other classrooms is limited

as compared to other cluster packages;
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CHATTER VI: TRENDS ANALYSIS _IRON THE EVALUATIOA DATA COLLECTED 1974-1975
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VI. TRENDS Atalysis-frOm the Evb.luation Data
Collected in 190-1975

=

Data collecte&during the,1973=1974 plot-test of.the'Oecupational

EiP.oration Pro4ram, revealed.definite similarities among Seven different

simulations in the areas of student interest, teacher acceptance, structural

;-trengths and weaknesses, implementation outcomes, etc. A(Altschuld, J.W. and

Lave, J.S., 1975) Although the simulations were different in content, they

Mere similar in structure. .Each 1MUlation was organed 111 four parts:

Preview, Preparation, Participation and Summary,- While the seven simulations

were tested independently, the experfmentel,design, instrumentati on and student

sample for each of the testing situations were psaxAel to the extent that trend's

could.be'identified.

.
FroM the-data and trends retorted as a result of the-1.973-74

product criteria were established th4 were used in 1974-75 as guidelines for

further product development (simulaton and other activities)._ These criteria
.

were deltloped to

and production of

aid curriculum developerewith abnCeptualization, (resign'

additional prpduct. It there WAS general conformance to

the criteria, it was hoped that these products,would not contain some of the
,

weaknesses and problems found' in the earlier simulations.

During the 1974-1975 contract year, tour unique ClUster packages merg

,developed. Each cluster package was similar in that jt contained one simulation

and several complementary activities that ftuld'be implemented in serenth or

eighth grade m., activities. mere designed to' occupationalclassroos Nt,NA a
....

information related to five work factors: responsibilities, processes, environ-
.

.4 -

, ,.,, k .. . ., .

ment, outcomev, and relationships. While the Same criteria were used to develop

each cluster package, it bdc.omes4parent when cOMparing the packagesthat

'., . . . .

there are distinct'sinilaritles and difference's between' ssoMe of them.

'30i
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The Health and Welfare and the Trade and Finance packageb are parAlcl

/

in'eriais,of types of activAies, structure, desiF style, and number of

actixitieS (n=4). Activit...es in either package cnal be implemented any

classroom and, do not -necessitate special space or fac515tY requirements..

Unlike these pac%ades, the Arts and Humanities, and the Construction cluster'
../

packages are both unique in struCtAre, design style, and the types of activities.
. 0

They pose implementatf_on constraints which prevent them from `being used in a
o

wide-variety of cl4ssrooms. The Consthiction package mist be implemented in

anjndustrial Arts class beCause oftthe safety and tool renuirements. in

order to effectively L:plement the Arts pacl:caGe, a larce space fn addition to

the cl-ssroem must be located in the school for an .".xt exhibit.

In 1975; each of the cluster pac!:ages developed, was tested :aec endently.

The instrumeatatfon.uselAo ..ssess, student and teacher perceptions of the

packages was parallel, 1,ut t,sample (students) and some testing parameters

(such as time) were not csreistent for each of.ne faiur tests. 2imilar sample.sL

of students( from Jeffco ard Columbus participated fn the Trade ald.F5.nlilec and

Kealth andIlelfare Pilot-tests. The procedures employed'to test these m.aterials"-

were identical in that, while one group of students implemented the siuulation,

the remaining :students used the complementary activities.

The testing of the Arts c.1 Aanities, and7Construction cluster packages,

however, was unique in-the follotrLn g respects:

o The Arts and HumaaIties package was completed, in draft form,
too late in the regular school year for testing. A very limited
case study of the package was cl.rried out using one summer

session classroom in Jefferson County.

The Construction package required more thun'20 periods to
-implement and that implementation was limited, by package
constraints, to only IndustrialArts classroom settings.
In the Columbus area where...Industrial Arts is generally
taught on a twice-aJweek basis, itearas not possible to .

locate classrooms for the pilot test. Only Jefferson County
schools, which utilize a daily industrial Arts schedule, were

. able to-accomodate the test.

302
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' I
The Conitruction pacYage partiicipants were primarily males

enrolled in Industrial Arts c/asses.

These testing circumstances make it most difficult to compare the four
I

clt ter packages. Based upon the jUdgement of the project staff a decision was .

made to delete the ARTS package from further pOnsideration in this chapter.

:
i

.

Comparisons among.the other three packages will cokistitute the main dismission.
.

.

/ -

The reader must always remember that'theSe comparisons are drawn from tests

. - . , ,

using moderately small samples. The comparisons should be regarded as probable_

trends rather than firm cpn4usions. Lastly, it should be noted that strata .

(and gra e level) differences will not be reported simply due to the fact hat
...

/
only ne strata was.involved in the text of the Construction package.

The results 'from the three cluster packages have been studied to determine

/common findings or trends have occurred. Each trend has been classified as

a strength, weakness or. other finding. If the trend is not supported'unanimously

by the data,* then the cluster packages supporting the trend are'ljsted in paren-

theses. The trends have been analyzed and are reported in three sections;

. _1) Trends observed across simulations, 2) Trends observed across complementary

activities and 3) Trends observed across the implementation of the cluster'packaeks.

I
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IIUMMS-ISERI/ED ACROSS SIMULATIONS
c

'

ations.analited in this trends section are "Touchpoint II",

.

from the Health and Welfare cluster package; "Insurance ... It's a Risky
. -.

Yc
business, ti

.from the Trade and Finance cluster package; and "Plannibg,Construc-

tion Projects,' fromqthe:7;onstruction package. It should be noted that the-

total number of students'Who participated in the simulations varied for each of

the-cluster packages tested. Seventy-one students participated in "Touchpoint

II, "- fifty -four in "Insurance ...".and thirty-two in "Planning Construction 114016
. -

jects." Be-cause.of the varying ample size and the small number of students

usingthe-ConFbruction.simalation, some caution, should be used when interpreting -

the findings.

Strengths

; Sttident Interest -

- ,Student-interest,in the simulations was high.
- Most students enjoyed the role they participated in.

.$
i

'Student,Understanding h, t

-., - Student understanding of the work4- actors was high.
- Most students learned a lot froak-their role.
-`The igustrations, helped students' understanding,of_the materials.
- Student understanding of their interests ircrcLsoe''Trade and Finance
'and Health and Welfare). i

.
.

Use of Materials * °

- Most Students found the materials easy to read..

- There was adequate spade to complete the activities.
- Students hadclittle difficulty in role selection Uonstruction,Aad _

Health and Welfare)
4.0

Weaknesses '.

ftudent Interest
.

- The preview' (slide -tape) did M40i effeOtively motivate students for
partiCipation in the simulation (Trade and Finance and Construction).

- The summary activity was not an effective ending (Construction encl.°.
Trade and Finance). .

,,,

& .
&
.. The simulation. or parts of the simulation are geared toward younger
students (Construction and Health and Weifare)%

Student Understanding
- Students had trouble understanding the directions:
- It was difficult starting the simulations (Health and Welfare and
Trade and Finance).

304.
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Sthdent UndejAanding {cont.) .*
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-
- The work - loads for the roles were not adequately balancied(Trade
and Finahce and Construction).

- Teachers felt they needed Metter step -by -step directions for the
simulation (Health and Welfare and Trade and.Finance.

Other Findings

- Students from Jeffco showed greater interest in the simulation and
uhderNtandihg ofthswork.factors. (Health and Welfare and Trade
and Finance).

- Teachers indicated that student interest was greater than their
understanding.

- Most teachers '(487%) indicated they.would use the simulation again.

Implications to Developers

If one were to compare these findings to the trends, collected in 1973-74,

it becomei apparent .that many of the problems in the earlier simulations hive

been elimina Son of the major problems which were not found in these

Simulations included:'

1) Excessive reading and at too high a level.
2) Empty roles.-
.3) Excessive complexity

Role shifting or forced role changes
5). Excessive equipment demands.
6) Poor illustrations

. 7) Difficulty in role location.

Some problems however, pointed out in the 1974 report'are still present in the

simulations. These problem areas include:
.

1):Poor, incomplete diections. , -

2) Non-notivational entry into the simulation
3) Ineffective -summary activity
4) Lag time within some roles. '

j

It isvery difficult for developers to' correctly-identify student reactions
4

~' to components of simulation prior.to the pilot-tests., Perhaps in order to

better predict student' acceptance and interest, it would be helpful` to incremen-
t I -

tally test the preview of each simulation with snail:groups of students.

Student-feedback and-reactions could be collected and used to make minor revi-
NF.

sions if ;needed. ,Aithough this procedure will increase developmental -time, the

K.k
__changes made as a.,reeult of it-could substantially enhance the students' over-

all perception to the simulation.
305
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ti

More difficult than developing a-motivational preview appears to be the

)
.

conceptualization and implementation of an effective summary activity which

Providei closure and a meaningful outcome: In Touchpoint II, although most

students felt the summary WAS effeCtive, some seventh grade students did not

Understand What a city council meeting was. The company meeting in the

. ,441

Insurancesimulation and the, architects' meeting with the Board of Education

in the Construction similation-may have been too abstract for students to
-,..

understand the procedures and processes involvele The meetings may be. an

-c

,,effective means of closure, however, and it 'therefore may be necessary to pro-

0

vide students with more information on the objectives; the types of agenda, the

'ptocednres'nsed to conduct such a meeting, the relationships among the'various

;/roles at the meeting, and the intended outcomes. It would be helpttl alap, if

teachers could be made more aware of what their role is to be during these

meetingsendif they could provide students with relevant information to help

'them run a succeasful group meeting. ,:

--The need to include clear, precise, easy to follow directions in each of the

aimulatiOns:is emphatic in order to facilitate successful implementation of the
4

materials. It was apparent that teachers and students had trouble beginiag the

simulations and were uncertain of what to do. _Perhaps ifthe objectives of

iimulating'occgpational roles were made very clear to the students and the objec-
.

tilies of the simulation defined (either throdgh OEP materials or by the teacher),

students would be able lo commence in an occupational role without confusion.
,

,,,,4

The role of the teacher in introducing al'simulation should be explicitly de- 96

-fined at the inservice or in the teacher materials in order to facilitate An

0

easy transition from using traditional Classroom materials to simulation techniques.

,Although the problem of lag timin most roles was greatly reduCed, it

appears that sgMe of the roles are unbalanced in terms of activity.. .This problem

can be elimtec Uolysing pilot-test information to revise or modify- some of

n

I,

o
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the roles. It is'impOssible to correctly predict the amount of time most

students-need to complete activities without having the opportunity to test

''the-aeterials with students-"For the most partl most roles were adequately

balanced and students had about the right amount of things to do tn the stew.

4!:

fa*. .

. .

The progress made in the development of tiese simulations is clearly re-
.

flected.in the evalation results. The Health and Welfare' and the Trade and

Finance simulations; although having some problems, ,can serve as models for

development of other si*lations. The Construction simulation,while im-
.

Troved in some areas, needisomerevision before it can 'be viewed as a com-
4. .

parable activity. The objectives of the Construction simulation and individual

role activities have been adequately conceptualized, while the style and for-

met of weientation to students needs to be improved. The style of,writing

and illustrations should be. Changed to_ reflect a. higher level of design in-

order to provide students with an improved product.

. .

4
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Trends-Across Complementary Activities

Ablike the simulations, the QEP complementary activities were conceptualised
4

and developed without having existing activities' or models to work frdm., It was

necessary to 'decide what types of activities would be most effective and couple-

meniltbe existing diMulation. Thus a decision was made to develop activities

that a varied in format and that would provide for a wi4e range ,cestudent,

abilities /interests. The activities included: boardg s; interview tapes;

ev78stooyline booklets; and guidelines for constructing s ral products (Construc-

\;.

tion package;) A' total of eleven new activities were developed and tested.

These activities by cluster package are:

Construction

Frames. Go- ,

Utilities are Important
Obrkers,Bu.ftd Walls
Bidding Takes Skill
Co.nerete7Tekes Shape

- Health and Welfare

Speak-- 014t
Clean
Well

Trade and Finance

Speak - Out
Bank on It
Keep on Trucicin

Although Win difficult to asses the meiits of one type of ictivity,oaPpared
.(

to andther, the student and teacher reactions to the various forMats used should.

be a general indication of success or failure ancrlwap ith fumther develop-

meat and/or adaptation of product formats.
ME

The trends reveal general findings across the implementation and collective.

use tithe activities. The trends are reported as they apply to student interest
,

ipse, underetandingrand other findings.

Student Interest

Student. interest was Eigla for reach :set pf complimentary activities.
'Students - wanted to try more activities like these.

st tor spedific activities varied in each cluster package.
On.Truckin was most favored in Trade and Finance.

- Clean was most favored'in Health and Me?iie:
- ,Conciiteigakes Shape was` moat favored i goistruction
- Speak - Out vaij not.vell received in both,Tride and Finance, and Health
and Welfare. c ; e

Most students enjoyedAoing-ihe'activities. ag5
Most qudenta would not have preferred to do other activities (i.e., siaulation)

YO
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Student ifse

- Nbst students found the materials easy to read.

- Most 'students found that the activities were nab hard to do.
- The teacher didn't have to tell most~ tudents what to do each day.
- About 50-60% of the student's understood the directions.
Students bad trouble using the t s for Speak-Out (40%).(Healtis and
Welfare and Trade and Finance)

- There was- enough space to do the ctivities (accordiqg to s'Aul.entsY,

The sound level in the class did nab pose a problem.

46\
Student Understanding

- Students learned about occupations they might be interested in.
- Students gained an increased knowledge of work factors.
- Students had an increasein understanding pf their interests.

Other

- No grade level trends were found (although-this observation is based on a
limited sample size)/. -

-*

- Hope students were Uncertain if other students their age would enjoy these
activities (44%,undertain; Health and Welfare).

- The-activities were generally rated as above average' in success and

feasibility by teachers.
- Most teachers would reuse -most of the activities.
- Several activities were lacking in detail and may not have challenged
'students enough ("Well" in Health Sand Welfare and "Utilities are Important"

from the Construction package).

A
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Summary of Complementary Activity Trends

As the reader will recall, the foals toll ar6ilot test conducted in

1974=75 included evaluating theltossibility of usiOg Complementary activities

in classrooms and the degree to which those activities were accepted by students

and teachers. As is obvious from the brief collation of results described

earlierjin this chapter, the complement)y activities are not only feasible for

classroom use, but also by students and teachers. Thip is viewed as a partial

validation,of the concept of utilizing a varied activity approach to exploration.

Inherent in exploration is the idea of seeking new ways to-learn, of trying out

new and diVferent activities, and of learning new thoughts. Although the results

bf this pilot test are based on a small sample, they would seem to indicate a

basis of stipport° for the criteria/working guidelines for complementary activities

developed 'during the past year.

It is difficult to draw specific implications for developers due to the

fact that the complementary activities were not similar in design/concebt.

Despite this fact there are some trends that seem to emerge. They are as

follows:

1. Although there was only one major game in the total set of
,- complementary activities it seemed ta have extremely highft.

value for students. It was replayed many times. Apparently
some degree of competition is helpful in maintaining student

interest.

2. -The Speak-Out tapes will probably have to be redone in a
minor that is more meaningful to studenti. At present the
tapes seemed long and somewhat boring. Yet, the potential
of this technique as a different way for students to learn
was underscored by the students themselves.

3. Activities'that were deficient in detail such as "Well"
and "Utilities are Important" probably didnot challenge
the students 6:laugh. Activities do not have to be overly
detailed, but they must*contain enough to keep students

busy and involved.
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Trends Arose the Entire Cluster Package

The trends described in this section have been obtained from the teachers'

overall perceptions of'the cluster package. In the teacher questionnaire ( "TOP ")

teachers were asked to respond to a variety'of questions about the package and

their implementation of its Below is a brief listing of the trends observed.

Trends

- Somewhat inadequate classroom size (all padkages)

Teacher assistance was necessary to help students follow
directions (Trade and Finance and Health and Welfare)

- Acravities were about right in terms of student maturation
(Trade and Finance and Cdnstruction)

- Instructional quality of the package was above average (Trade

and Finlince and Construction)

- Cluster package expanded student awareness of occupations

(all packages) ,

- in- service training was good in term of describing the.
overall philosphy df OEP (all packages)

- More detailed, step-by-step instructions were needed in

the in-service sessions .(all packages)

- Teacher's guide was helpful (all packages)

- No real difficulty in the concurrent Use of different

-activities (all packages)

- Student-teach er interactions (and specialized student out-

come) chanted positively (all packages)

Frcathe above trends it iB blear-that the cluster package concept is

feasible 'for classroom use, that teachers can implement thesetypes of activities

at one time, anti that the package wag aaccessf011y-achieving specified program

outcomes. Some of the problems that teachers observed probayy cannobbe

affected by changes in program design. For example, it is possible to alert

teachers to space requirements but impossible. to alter tlib size of their class-

rooms. Directions in all activities should (and will) be improved, but some
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1
teacher assistance will always be needed and is desirable for meaningful class-

room activities. With regard to implications for developers, the following

suggestiont are offered.

1. In general, directfOns..for most package activities will have

to be improved.
.

2.--Dating in-service training it would be helprUl to provide:

- a slightly greater amount of &atoll for each of the
products to be used;

- more ideas on how to organize/facilitate activities;
and

- perhaps, a few anecdotes.of how students' behavior
hats chafiged as a result of the program.

O
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Appendix 1

'Arts and Humanities: A Case Study

a

Description of the Activities

* Sifiulation - "Art in the Marketplace"

In "Art in the Marketplace", students assume the roles '< Gallery

birectdr, Exhibit Designer, Public Relations Director, Exhibit C ew and
.4

Public Relations Staff. The students plan an art gallery, adve, ise a shaw,,

hang an exhibit, have an opening party, maintain the gallerr and close the

show.' This simulation was designed to accomodate 12-15 students and to last.

.
about 15 class periods.

(fl :

0

Initially, students view the slide/tape Program, "Art In the Marketplace"

in which they are introduced to_art galleries and learn about ray involved.

in gallery management: In the next class period, students -view the slide/tape

"Choosing the Who" which introduces them to the :various occupations represented
.

in the simulation. Students then play a card sort ofrgame in order to make

their job/role selection. At the end of this activity, job assignments, in-
.

cluding those of simulation leaders, have been made. The.Gal]: Director

receives hie handbook and is to read it before attending the next clasS.
gCb

In the next activity, gallery workers attend the first gallery meeting

tovielf.the slide/tape "With Pedeitals and Thumb- tacks." Ws'slide/tape shows

how one' group of junior high students buiplt an art gallery in their school. It

is,meant to be used for the ideas it,suggests andnot to tell the students how to

build their gallery. After viewing the slide/tape, the simulatiohparticipants

decide hcw their gallery will be established and operated. Some of the things

44111w
t
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students need to decide on include: the name for the gallery, who should

submit art,'what type of art should be exhibitekt;:_hoi:i long the gallery will
.

be open, and whether the art will be.sold. . 4-

In the,nexk activities student's work either individuRlly or in small

.41

grOups according to their job assignments. The exhibit designer and exhibit

crew attend a gallery crew meeting at which time they view-the slide/tape

er
program,"The Eye Catcher" and decide how the gallery will.be lilt. The Gallery

Director selectS a jury, 'checks in the art as it is- submitted, assists in

jurying the exhibit and supervises in storing the art:* In addition, the Gallery

AW

Director interacts with other gallery workers to help them with any problems

et

that may arise. The Publib Relations Director and staff attend a public relations

staff meeting to formulate plans for .advertising the gallery show. The students

view the slide/tape "Tell'It Like It Is" and decide on how they-will obtain art
0

for the exhibit and advertise the opening of the gallery. "Collection Engineers"
,

(members of both Exhibit Crew and Public Relations Grec), read the comic book

"Get Out and Get It." After reading the book, the students are to collect the
O

materials and art pieces needed for the gallery. The Exhibit Designer reads%

the booklet "Designing a Gallery", aid draws plans for utilizing the gallery

space and decides on the colors and textures to be used in the gallery. Thee

Public Relations Director and staffdesigne. logo t9 be used on all promotional

...

activities write and give a speech to obtain art and write a news release

to inform the public of the gallery'sopening. In "addition, they make.4stei's

to advertise the gallery and exhibit and make` gallery ifivitt-edions. In the

meantime, the exhibit designer and crew build the gallery by cleaning or .painting
X e.

the designated,galleryspace, hanging or placing partitions and,placing shelves,

tools and stands. In addition, the crew decides w4ffre to place each art piece
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and then hangs or arranges the art as decided upon. The Lighting Technician

collects supplies for lighting the gallery and arranges the lighting fixtures.

The GalleiyeDirector is responsible for planning and organizing the opening

part and making assignments to other gallery workers. A Gallery "Catalogue,"

made in'advance by the Public Relations Director and crew, assists,the public'

in viewing the'art display at the Exhibit Opening. At the opening, all gallery

workers greet guests, serverefreshments`andoexplain how the gallery, developed."

The simulation ends after the exhibit is closed; the art pieces and materials

are returned, and a final staff meeting is held. At this meeting, the students

slides or pictures taken during the opening of the show and discuss the
A

experience.

Comcplementary Activities

*Behind the Scenes

Studeleread a story which` describes the workers who get theatricalflays

into production. From a series of directions on a poster, the students are able

to become technicians and produce a flat for a play. This activity was designed

for four students and is to las our class periods.

*Dressing the Part

t -

- --Alter reading'a short play, students design a costume fox one of the leading

characters. Theymdasure a friend they have chosen to be an actor, estimate the .

yardage needed to construct the costume, shop for fabrics and atcessories and

pxepate a cost estimate for the costume. This activity was designed to last

three periods and involve two students working together.
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*Literary Adventure
r -

Students view a slide/tape "Nibbled to Death by Ducks," which is about the

lifestyle of a free lance writer. They then begin to develop an idea of their

own fOr a magazine article and write a query letter to an editor. This activi

11was designed to last three class periods and.involve one student.

. *Sound, Sound, Sound

This activity is an experience in creating a musical background for a slide

program. Students view a slide program, "Far Out", and using theil own tapes
13

and records, they try to capture the mood of the amusement park in music. This

activity was designed to involve two students and last three class periods.

*Step In Time

Using a prepared marching drill diagram, students learn how to perform

drill and then they move in, a sequence of activities including the diagraming

of a drill of their own, teaching it to twelve classmates and performing it

0
for. the group. ,Thislactivity was designed for 1 student but involves 12 students

4
for four class periods. /-

*The Other Side of the Theater

N.

Students learn that there is more to the theater than the performan ce. They
* .

ude a theater seating diagram to determine hbw seats must be priced to makesthe

play d'financial success. This activity was designed to involve One student for

one class period. ' -I

. v

* The descriptions of these activities have been derived from narratives found

in the Arts and Humanities Teaclar's Guide. The OEP evaluators have seen the

written materials developed for each activity but, as' of this time, have not received
4

copies =of the slide/tape program31
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Pilot-Test Strategy

1Unlike the other cluster packages pilot-tested in the Spring of 75,

this cluster package was used during the summer school session of the.Jefferson

County, Colorado School District, in only one 8th grade classroom-- Because

of the compounding effects of testing the materials in the summer, along with

the novelty of the materials and the small and inadequate number of students

in the sample, it is difficult tOdraw.any,firm concludions from the findings.'

Table 1 presents the number of students that participated in each of the activi-

ties and completed evaliiation:forms$

ACTIVITY

Art in theMarketplace 8

Behind the Scenes 3

Dressing the Part 2

'Literary Adventure 1

Step In Time 1

Sound, ound; Sound 0

The Other Side of the Theater 0 -

TABLE 1
Students who completed Evaluation Forms

Simulation-Findings

Students' Perceptions

A frequency count by item is presented in Figure 1 of student responses to

"Your Opinions Again, Please!" Due to the small number of respondents (n=8),

no conclusions or trends can be made from the student responses; however, there'

may be a pattern developing toyarrant the following statements:
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FIGURE 1

Frequency bf St ent -Response (n = 8)

YOUR OPINIONS AGAIN, PLEASE!

Now you've tried more of the activities of exploring occupations. We would like to know hoW you fe(i)i about them.

This is not a test and your answers will not be graded. Check the answer that best describes what you think about
your experiences. Thanks for your help.

4
Fill In The Following Information

o

Name Simulation Tabulations Date

SchoolArt in the Marketplace Sex (Male or Female)

Grade 7th x 8th Teacher

Below are a few sentences about the activities you have just participated in

Check (/) kYes" if you agree with the sentence.
() "No" if you dOmot agree with it.
(. "1" if you can't decide about your feelings.

Check Yes. No, or ?

* 1. I enjoyed doing the exploratiop activities.

2. I found I had interest d likes that I didn't know
about before.

3. Other students my age would enjoy these,activities.

4. \found_l Could solve problems that people really
have on their jobs.

5. I want to continue to adcho my oWloccupations
album.

. The teacher had to tell us vthat to do each dam`

7. The Ikroductionto exploring occupations was a
good beginning to the things we did.

8. I need to continue exploring occupations.

91 I learned about occupations that I might be inter-
ested in.

TO. The materials were easy to read.

11, I enjoyed working with other students.

,
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YES

6

6

5

4

NO

2

2

1

3

2

°goo. 2

_3_ _3_

1

4,
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Frequency of Student Response (n = 7)

12. There were to many other students involved in the
activities at the same time.

13. There was usually enough space in my classroom to

do the activities.

14. I didn't like many of the things I did in-these activi
ties.

15. I didn't really learn about different occupations from
these activities.

16. I would like to try more activities like these.

17. I always knew from the directions what I was sup-
, posed to do.

18. I didn't understand many of the ideas in the mate-
rials.

19. It was too noisy to do many of these activities.

!,
20. I would rather have done the things the other stu-

dents were doing.

21. (.learned I had skills and abilities that I didn't know
about before.

Some of the activities were tooard for me to do.
xbs

23: I need to think more about what ('want to,be.

24. Since I've tried the Occupational Exploration
Activities, I feel I know more about:

a) Where different people work...

b) How people work together on their jobs.
40

'e) , How well people in different occupations
like their work.

- d) What specie) skills are needed for different

occupations.

e) How the community benefits from the work
a person does.' ,

1) What a person is responsible for doing in an
occupation. -

g) The steps people need to follow to finish a
job.

4.
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YES NO.

6 1

1 1

.1101

2 2

5-- 211§.

6 1

2

-1 .

6 1

2 3

7

1 1

5 2

1

1 1

6 1

6

7



ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS IF YOU WERE IN "ART IN THE MARKETPLACE"

t
Check (1/) Yes, No, or

1. After seeing the slide show, "Art In The Miecetplace,"
I wanted to participate in the activity.

2. The card sort in "Choosing The Who" helped me
to select the job I wanted.

3. It waS,a lot of fun being part of "Art In The
Marketplace."

YES NO

44

2

.1 2

4. I wish this activity lasted longer. 4 4

5. I hadlnough information to do all my work. 6 1 1

6. Other students my age would enjoy these
activities.

5 -

7. "Art In The Marketplace" would be more
interesting for younger students.

8. All the things we did in this activity seemed
to fit together well.

7 1

9. I learned a lot from my job assignment. 6 1 1 .

10. At times, I had nothing to do. 2 5 1

11. At times, I had too much to do. 3

12. The last staff meeting provided a good ending
for this activity.

4 1

13. The slide tapes helped me to understand
what f was supposed to do.

2 4

14. I enjoyed the job assignment I had in "Art In 6 1 1

The Marketplace."

15. Check ( your job assignment in "Art In The Marketplace."

Gallery Director 1 Exhibit Staff

2 Exhibit Designer 3 Public Relations Staff .
s.

2 PublicRelations Director . Assistant Gallery Director
.1

Thanks for your help. 'Please give this questionnaire to your teacher when,you are done with this page..
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1) These students did not experience difficulty, in understanding what

to do each day. General ItemS #6 aria,017.

2) The materials were easy to read and,do. General Itemb #10 & #22.

3) Student interest in the activities was ModeratelY. high. General

ItemS #1, #16, #20.

0 Students gained increased understanding of work factors. General

Item #-24.

5) The slide tapes did not aid student understanding of what they were

to do. Specific Items. #1 & #13.

6) The activity. might be better suited for younger students. Specific

Items #6 & #7.

7) Information about occupations and the. relationship between occupations

and the students' self understanding did not seem to come across 'well._

General Items #9, #15;#gl.

8) That the sequencing of. activities to job assignments needs to be studied.

Some students reported having nothing to do at times while others re-

ported having too much to do. Specific Items #10 & #11.

9) Studpnts were divided in opirilon concerning the effectiveness of the

cast/staff meeting in providing closure to the simulation. Specific

Itenf#

One student was randomly selected and interviewed. This student had the

role of the public relations director and enjoyed it because of the responsi-

bility that wasyart of the job. She felt other students would like, everything

about the'simulation with the exception of the.slide/tapes. She felt they were

too childish and juvenile. In addition, she felt the way students were grouped

was not too functional. She indicated that the simulation was realistic, but she '

was not getting more ideas about what she wanted to be as a tosult of her

participation.
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t

Teacher Pe4ietions of the Simulati&

The one teacher who implemented this cludter package completed a question-

naire (Teacher Overall ,perceggions - TOP) and was interviewed. This teacher's

responses were overwhelmingly positive concerning all aspects of the simulation

and the students' reactions to it. Irk addition, she indicated she would like

ito use the simulation again.

In, the interview, the teacher commented: that six weeks are needed to do

t.
(.-the simulation; and it was difficult finding sufficient space to do the simula-

tion and the other activities. In addition,.the teacher commented in TOP that

the program was very unsuccessful in terms of feasibility in the classroom. In

Figure 2, the teacher's responses to Sections 3 and 5 of.TOP are presented.

O

't as
1.
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FIGURE 2 -

SECTION Ill: 'Perceptions of the Simulation
Part A

Teacher Responses (n = 1)

Was the preview effectivein motivating
students?

Was,there enbugh information for
students to select roles?

Were the simulation materials generally
well written?

;

No Somewhat - 1 Yes

; No SomeNvliat 1 Yes

No Somewhat 1 Yes

Did the illustrations increase student Somewhat 1 Yes
understanding of the simulation Materials? .. ---f

.
Did the situations-in the simulation No Somewhat 1 Yes
maintain student interest?

,. t
Did the students passel!" adequate,Skills No Somewhat 0 1 Yes

to do the-activities? . r

Did the summary provide an incentive No Somewhat Yes

to explore occupatibns further?

Werethere any places in the simulation where you found-it necessary to intervene to maintain student
interest, motivation, and/or the flow of aCti4ties?

E No

Yes, (Please specify)

Part B

For those students participating in "ART IN THE MARKETPLACE"
check the percentage who you feel:

Enjoyed/Liked:

Participating in "Art in the Marketplace" ,

Having a realistic occupational problem to solve

Raying different occupational roles-
.

Learning about different occupations

Working with other students

EXploring occupations

Understood:

The directions

The written materials

The vocabulary

The intent of the activities

The intent of the entire.paeleege

The importance of exploring occupations

Percentage of Students

0-25% 26-50% 51-75%

111,
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SECTION V: Overall Considerations
Which activities (Simulation, Behind the Scenes, Literary Adventure, etc.) in the cluster package did you
UM Most and which did you Like Least?

Liked Most Liked Least

Behind the Scenes Step in Time

0 Sounds Sound, Sound Other Side of the Theater

C'

How would you rate the overall set of activities in terms of the students maturation level?

Too Difficult x About Right Too Easy

Check which materials you would and would not useagain:

, Would Use

Introduction

Simulation

Behind the Scenes X

Dressing the Part x
Literary Adventure

Sound, Sound, Sound

Step in Time

The Other Side of the Th'eater

Overall, how successful do you think the program was itterms of:

Would not Use

a) Feasibility in the classroom? b) Expanding student awareness of occupations?

x Very Unsuccessful Very Unsuccessful

Unsucceisful Unsuccessful

Average Average.

Successful X Successful.

Very Successful Very Successful
1$

Overall, how would you rate the instructional quality of the cluster package?
.

Very Poor Poor Average X Good Very Good

In the space below, please descrilloany additional observations you have about the program. Included
could be: interesting side effects that you have noted; problems that may have occurred; and ycer
recommendations for improvement/change.
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Complementary Activities

Student Reactions and Teacher Perceptions
A .4

.
Ince only 3 students completed "YoUi Opinions Again, Please!" and only

two students were interviewed, it is impossible to draw any conclusions from
i

.
z

the findings.. The teAcher reported in "TOP" that 22 students, completed the
4 4

la

-complementary activity; however, most students did not complete the, evaluation

0
forms. Figure 3'represents the collated responses of,items 'completed bystudents

who participated in the specific,activities. In Figure 4 the teacher's responses
4

to Section IV of TOP:, perceptions of the other activities are presented.

The - teacher's perceptions of the complementary activities are less favorable
\ _ ,

than her previous reactions to the simulation. In the interview; the teacher

felt -that no more thailtwo students should be assigned to a cOmpleiiientary activity.
6

She reported that.other students lost interest in he activities after another

group of students completed it. In additicn, final. sufficienivspace to do
9 v e

all the activities was a problem. In Figure 5, tile teacher's overall perceptions

of the cluster package are summarized. Lack of sufficient classroom space to

.. do the activities was again indicated as a problem.'

Conclusion

The pilot-test of this cluster package was insufficient to.warrantazy

final conclusion about the success of the activities, due to the limited sample

size and unique aspects of pilot-testing during the summer session. A more ex-

tenstve pilotlest is needed to va date the preliminary results from this "mini,-

trial". .

Some problems in the materials, however, do appear to emerge from these

et
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FIGURE 3

2

Frequency of Student Response (n = 3)

Answer these questions if you tried Behind the scenes, Literary Adventure, Dressing the Part

or other exploratory activities.

Check I Yes, No, or ?

Behind the Scenes

YES NO

1. The teacher was too busy to help us
build the flat.

2

2.

3.

I had trouble understanding the "Plans"
for building the flat. ,

I learned a lot about jobs in the theater.

3

2

4. I enjoyed reading the story in the booklet..

Dressing the Part

1. 1 enjoyed doing this activity.

2. The costume requirement chart help d me
plan the style for the costume.

3. I had trouble estimating fabric c st.
03

1

4.- I learned a lot about the costu e job? 1

The Dther Side of the Theater

1. I learned a lot about the busi ess/management
side of the theater.

2. I enjoyed playing the role of the the
-treasurer in this activity.

3. The math was hard to do.

4. I had trouble pricing the tickets.
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I.

Literary-Adventure.

1. I enjoyed watching the slide tape
"Nibbled to Death by Ducks."

2. I understood what was meant by

a "query letter."

3. I had trouble finding the,,,book
Writer's Market - - 1975.

4. 1 enjOyed learning about free

lance writing.

5. I would like to see the article

, I wrote published.

Step in Time

1. I had trouble understanding haw
to diagram the drill.

I enjoyed participating in this activity.

3. There were too many students to
teach the drill,to.

4. I had trouble understanding the drill
commands.

5. I learned about different occupations
in dance.

Sound, Sound, Sound

1. 1 hait troublegetting all the equipment and
materials.) needed to make a sound track.

YES NO

1

3.

1

1

3.

1

, 2.. I enjoyed taping the sound slide presentation.

3. I learned about occupations in the recording
industry.

4. It was easy to use and operate the sound
equipment.

_ 328
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FIGURE 4

'SECTION IV: Perceptions of the Other
Exploratory Activities

Part A Teacher

Was it easy for, ssdidents to shift from one
activity to another?

Wenthese other exploratory
.
activities

reasonable complements to the simulation?

Did these activities,hold the student's
interest?

Did the stories included in many of the
activities appeal to students?

Did the illustrations increase student
understanding of 'the activities?

Were the materials generally well written. t No
or structured?

Responses (n = 1)
No 1 Somewhat

No 1 Somewhat----

1 Somewhat

Somewhat

No

/ No

No

*OP

Somewhat

Somewhat

Yes

Yes

Yes

1 Yes

1 Yes

1 Yes111.,

Were theie any places in these other exploratory activities where you found it necessary to intervene
to maintain student interest, motivation and/or the flow of activitiesT ("Th

Part

No

Yes; (Please specify)

, 3.

Fpr those students participatin9 in "BEHIND THE §GENES," "DRESSING THE PART,"
"LITERARY ADYENTURE,'"SOUND, SOUNR, SOUND," "STEP IN TIME," and
,"THE OTHER UDE OF THE THEATRE" Achecle the percentage you feel:

Enjoyed/Liked:,

Participating in:

BEHIND THE gaiiid
DRESSING THE PART

LITERARY'ADVENTURE

SOUND,SOUND, SOUND

STEP IN TIME

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE THEATRE

Learning about different occupations.

Working with other students

Exploring occupations

Understood:

The directions

The written material

The vocabulary

The intent of the activities

The intent of the entire package

The importaric'e of exploring occupations

a
_ Percentage of Students

0725% - 26.50% 5175% ,76-100%

or

1

3-24

111.11

1

1

1

Sr,
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a FIGURE 5

eacher

verall

. Perceptions

Name

School

City

Date

r 2

DIRECTIONS: To respond, simply check IL/ ) the phr:a'se that best
describes your response or fill in.the requested infor-
mation. Space has been provided at the end of this
questionnaire for you to write in any comments and
suggestions you have. When you have completed this
questionnaire, please return it to the individual who
will be interviewing you. Thank you for your help
and cooperation.

SECTION I: I: How Well Did the Entfre
Cluster Package Work?

Teacher ResponseeTn =_
1. EXcluding the Introduction, you'r Nip 1 1/2 hour 1 hour lvidre than

preparation for the cluster package or less 4 hour
each day required

2. As a starting point for other . Ineffective 1 Somewhat Effective

activities, the "Introduction to ineffective

Occupational Exploration" was

3. The assignment of students to A problem A problem 1 No problem
activities (simulation and other throughout , only at the

activities) was thectivities beginning

4. Students were able to follow Much teacher Some teacher 1 Little teacher
directions with assistance assistance assistance

5. Most of the time, the sound level . Intolerable Somewhat 1 About
in the classroom was intolerable right

-04, ' 5.. v --,

1

6. In terms of space needed to im 1 Inadequate Somewhat Adequate

plement the activities, my class- , inadequate

room was ..

7. In terms of managing the activities, Too large A little 1 Atiout
the class (thq number of students) too large right ,
was

3 act
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8. Circle the maximum num er of major activities0"'
which you managed at one e.

9. Circle the maximum number of major activities
which you feel you could manage successfully
at one time.

10. direle the maximum number of simulations which
you feel you could manage successfully at one time.

11. Till in the number of class periods required for
the simulation and other exploratory activities.

12. Filllin the number of tudents participating in
the simulation and ot er exploratory activities.

1 2 30 5 6 7 8

3 4 7

3 4

30 Simulation Other Activities'

15 Simulatioil ' 22 Other Activities

13. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific printgd materials in theIluster package?

No

Yes, (Please specify)

14. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific audiovisual materials in the clustir package?

No

Yes, (Please specify) Using Synchronized. slide-tape

SECTION II: In-service Training

For introducing the overall nature of
the Occupational Exploration Program,
the in-service training was

Ineffective Somewhat 1 _Effective
ineffective

For introducing the details of specific Ineffective Somewhat 1 Effective
materials, the inervicelraming was ineffective

The in-service training provided me Very few Some 1 Many
with -ideas ideas ideas
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- the need for a large amount of space to implement the activities.

- the limited amount of information students indicated they learned

about occupations.

- the length of time to cowlete the simulation (30 class periods,

although. it should be noted that some student participgtion occurred

in after school sessions and on week-ends.)

It is recommended that curriculum revisors study these materials as they
P

stand in terms of the tentative problem areas identified above and with regard

to factors such as range of occupations, content of the activities, Occupational

experiences provided to students, and package implementation and space re-

quirements. Decisions to revise/modify any or all of the activities should be

made only after more extensive testing and/or further study of the cluster

package.
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Determining the reliability of the student questionnaires useein this

evaluation study requires the utilization of a technique different from that

ordinarily associated with the reliability of attitude scales or cognitive

adhievement-testor. Questionnaires ofAhe type employed in evaluating OEP

diffe'r !tom attitude scalei and achievement tests in the following ways:

1) To a high degree each item contained in the questionnaire was
designed to provide specific information' for the project staff
i.e., each item was independent as opposed to being part of a
single scale.

2) Clustering items under geneiic headings,such as Interest, Use,
and Understanding does not imply that the items will have a
direct relationship. For example, under the Use category, it
is quite conceivable for a student to indicate that the mater-
ial is easily read but that the directions are unclear

3) Since the items are independent, applying the standard internal
consistency measures would not be appropriate. 'Internal consisr
tency estimate's of reliability assume unidimensionality (one
scale) of items'- an assumption which, by design, is not met in
this instance. Test - retest estimates were also ruled out byg.,_
the constraints of the pilot-test situation - it was not possf-
ble'to administer the instrument twice to students.

With the above differences in mind, "check" questions were built into the two

Qr.

student questionnaires. The concept of the "check" question is that it is

similar in-content to another question on the instrument and that its cor-

relation with that other question willbe a pseudo or proxy measure for

reliability.

-Several aspects of this approach to determining reliability should be

noted. First, to anticipate a relatively high measure'of proxy reliability as

compared to an internal consistency estimate would, inmost cases,.be

The intercorrelation of just two items is - and can only be - a poor approxi-
,_-

mation of reliability. Secondly, the scale of the items themselves is very

limited and hence the realistic upper boundaries of their intercorrelation.

333
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would probably be somewhat below perfect correlation ( r = 1,00). For the

two sets of "check" questions utilized in the two student'questionnaires,

only the yes and no responses were accepted for cbciputing the correlation

Coefficients. This was necessitated by the fact that the coding strategy

caused the program to 1umpher both undecided and missing data respon-

ses into one category. Thus the decision was made to only use yes and no

responses, although this,would tend to slightly lower the correlation co-

. efficients obtained. And fit:101y, the "check" items are similar but not

totally identical, in concept; to the items they are being correlated with.

This will also :Alit the magnitude of the obtainable correlation coefficient.

Table II.1 contains the proxy measures of reliability for the instru-

ments *DMIR, OPINIONS, PLEASE!" and "YOUR OPINIONS AGAIN, PLEASE!". The check

items for 'each instrument, respectively, are as follows:

o For'"YMMIsWINIoNS, PLEASE!"
#5. I didn't like many of the things I did in

the Introduction.

#15. The Introduction was boring for-me.

o For "YOUR OPINIONS AGAIN, PLEASE!"
#1. I enjoyed doing the exploration activities.

#14. I didn't like many Of the things I did in
these activities. 4

As the reader may have observed, the desired' correlation coefficients for the

latter set of questions should be negative in nature. In other words, a "yes"

response for item one should have been folIocied by a "no" response to item

fourteen.

As is shown'iti'the table, moderatey(butlignificant).correlations were :
.1, A

. .

obtained as proxy.estimates of reliability. Aside from the Construction package,

all estimates are in the same general range (.27 -.32). Given the limitations

described earlier, these estimates are assumed to be a reasonable indication

of questionnaire reliability.
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TABLE II:1: PROXY RELIABILITY ESTIMATES
ITEM CORRELATIONS) FOR THE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES

Package]Correlation

Introduction

A

Health and Trade and Construc-
Welfare Finance tion Total

UR OPINIONS, PLEASE!" .* .27* _ .27.

(n = 330) - - - (n = 3,
. .

1 -2 .
.....

-
r ,

'YOUR OPINIONS AGAIN, PLEASE!" -.32* -.28* .-.16 -=.27*

, - (n = 142) (n = 151) (n = 64) ...,(n = 3!

.

*Significant .01

3-35

30)

7)
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Your opinions; please!
Now that you have tried out the Introduction to Exploring Occupations, we would like to know what your feelings
are about it.- This is not a test and your answers,will not be graded.. Thanks for your help.

Filt in the spaces below

Name

School

Grade 7th 8th

Directions: Read each of the sentences below.

Check (J) Yes if you agree with the sentence.
Check ( A Fro-if you disagree with the sentence.
Check ( A 7if you are not sure or don't know how you feel.

Check either Yes, No or ? for each sentence.

11.1. I think most students my age would enjoy the comic
strips.

2. When I used the "Likes" List and the posters, I learned
about a lot of jobs I might be able to do.

3. When I filled in the comic strips, I thought about what
I mightbrswhen I'm an adult.

4. I wasn't able to read many of the materials in the
Introduction. .

didnkt like many of the things I did in the Introduc-
tion.

6. I'm not sure I understood the "Likes" List and posters.

7. Liked watr hing the slide show.

8. After I saw the slide shows, I wanted to explore occu
pations.

9. The music of the slide shows was good.

Date

Teacher

Sex Male

YES NO

Female

10. I need to think more about what I want to be.
, .

11. The comic strips were hard-to read.

12. I learned about a lot of new ideas in the Introduction.

13. I understood the directions in the Introduction.

14. The "Likes" List and the posters were easy to use.

15. The Introduction was boring for me.

16. I want to continue to add things to my own occupa-
tions album.

I
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17,0 I think I understand what it means to put occupations
into groups.

18. It's importariCto understand about jobs before you
choose one.

19. I don't think other students my age would like the
Introduction

20 The "Likes" List and the posteis were fun to use.

21. There were too many comic strips to fill in.

22. I'm not sure I understood what the slide shows were
about.

23. I feel like I want_to start qxploring occupations right
away.

A

I**

L

Y,ES NO

Please give this questionnarre to yoUr teacher when you are done. Thanks again for your help.
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INTRODUCTION TO EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS

STUDENT INTERVIEW FORM

Student Name Sex (M or F) . Date

Teacher Name Grade (7th or 8th)

School City 9

Interviewer's Name

First Part.of the Interview

1. Introduce yourself
2. Explain purpose of interview: to find out the students' feelings about

the Occupational Exploration Program Introduction.
3. Ask student for name, fill out student information above.

Second, Part of The Interview

(Now say to student)

Nov I'll read some questions to you, and you just give me your ansuers, OK?

1. a. What,do you think other students would-like most about the.Introduction?

Liked Most

b. What do you think they would like least?

Liked Least



es No

es

1 '

273

2. Do you have any ideas of what occupations you might be interested
in?

Have you thought much about exploring occupations before using
this introduction?

(If "No", go to #4)

(If yes,) What kinds of things 1;avehyou done, or thought about.
(Probe further)

4. Is it useful to think about occupations at your age?

(If no) At what age should you begip to think about occupations?

Why at that age?

11.

7

are the mopt,ibportant things you feel'you should. consider .

before choosing an occupation? (Probe) (What are some of the things
-.you might like or not like about a job?)

340
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JIL No ? 6. Since you've participated in the Introduction, do you feel you're

0° 0 C.:1 getting more ideas about what you 'might do when you're older?

a_

? - 7. Did you have any special problems using the Introduction? (Were

0 there things you weren't able to read? Or places in the'materials

I.

where you didn't know what to do next?)

(If "yes) What were they?

1

1

4".

8, Were there any ideas presented in the introduction that were not
clear or that you j1110t didn't understand?

(If yes) What were they?

>44.

9. If you could change anything in tie Introduction to make it better,

would you change:

-The comic strips? (If yes) How?

No ? - Working It Out and Liking It Too? (If yes) How?

;Yes No

EE)

-Occupations Album?, (If yes) Hove?

No ? -Slide Tape Presentation? (If yes) How?

10. What one word would you use to describe how you feel about the
Introduction?

11. Do you have any other ideas about how to make the_ Introduction better?

(Say to student)

Okay, That's it. Your answers will really help the Introduction better the
next timesother students use it. Thanks for your help.

Al .341
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THE OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION PROGRAM

Teacher

initial

Perceptions
DIRECTIONS:

Name

School

City

Date

ti

To reftiond, simply check ( .) the phrase that best describe) your response
or fill in the requested information. Space has been providecrat the end of
this questionnaire for you to write in any comments and suggestions you
have. When you have completed this questionnaire, please return'it to the
person who will be interviewing students from yOur class. 'Thank you for
your help and cooperation.

SECTION I: How Well Did The
Introduction IlVoric?

Time Requirements

1. Excluding in- ervice training, your
preparation t( use the introduction
required

2. In .your class the introduction
lasted approximately

Less than 1 hr.

1 Period

3. The instructional time for the Too Short
introduction was

Materials Organization/Stricture

1-2 hrs. More tban
2 hrs.

r2 2 Periods 3 Periods
or More

_About Right Too-Long

4. The development of the concept Poor Average Good
of exploration in the introduction
was

5. The development of the concept, Poor
grouping of occupations,twas

6. For maintaining student interest, Too Slow ' About Right
the pacing of activities was

Average Good

Too Fast

7. In relation to the objectives of the Not Well Related Somewhat Well Related
introduction, the printed materials Related
we ,

B. In relation to the objectivei of
the introduction, the audiovisual
materials (slides, tapes) were

9. In helping to launch other activi-
ties, the final activity of the intro),
duction was

Not Well Related

Ineffective

343

Somewhat Well Related
Related

Somewhat
EffeCtive.

Effective

0,
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a

Implementation Problems

10. Organizing-and managing the Difficult Somewhat Easy

introductory activities were Difficult

11. Using the printed materials Difficult Somewhat Easy

12.

(including posters) of the intro-Difficult
duction was,

Using-the audiovisual materials DifficUlt Somewhat Easy

was < Difficult

13. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific printed materials)

Yes. (Please specity.)

No.

14. Did you have an alor problems using or preparing to use specific audiovisual materials) ,

Yes. (Plea specify.)

e-

A

No
Awe

15. Did your tudents have any major problems in participating in specific activities of the introduction)

Yes (Please specify.)

No

16. Were there aliy places in the introduction where you fOund it necessary to intervene to maintain student interest,
motivation, and/or the flow of the activities)

Yes (Please specify.)

No.
A

344..
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SECTION II: PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT
OUTCOMES

Check the Percentage of
Students Whom You Feel .

17. ENJOYED /LIKED.

Reading and filling in the
"RIGHT IN/WRITE ON"

Using the slide/tape show
Listening to the music & songs
Initialing the "LIKES LIST"

and writing comments about
occupation4

Consulting the cluster posters
Starting their personal

"OCCUPATIONS ALBUM"
Writing ';OCCUPATIONA L

RAFFITI"

18. UNDERSTOOD

The concept of exploring
occupations

The concept of grouping ,
occupations

The directions in tfie materials
The written material
The vocabulary used

19. SHOWED-

Interest in the activities
Interest in exploting

occupations after introduction
was completed

Indifference to the introduction

Percentage of Students

0-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76 10 ces,

,1

4

SECTION 111: OVERALL REACTIONS
20. What activities in the introduction were most and least appealing?

Most Appealing Least Appealing

345
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N./

2T. What activities in the introduction did the students enjoy most and what activities did they enjoy least?

Enjoyed Most Enjoyed Least

22. How would you rate the introduction in relation to your.students readiness or maturity?
0

Too Difficult About Right

23. Would you use this introductory set of activities again in your class?

No. (Proceed to
Question 25.)

Yes, with major Yes, with minor,
changes. changes.

Too Easy

Yes, with no
changes.

24. If you would use these activities again, which change(s) would you recommend for the slide tape? (Check as24.
many as apply) .)

Achieve simila'r effects through 16 mm. action movie
Combine the two parts of slide presentation into one
Have more narration
Have more comments from students
Have fewer comments from students
Leave as is except for minor modifications
Dther. (Please specify.)

25. Would you recommend these activities for use by other teachers?

No Yes, with some reservations

26. OVerall, how would you rate the instructional quality of the introduction?

Very Poor Poor Average Good Very Good

Yes

In the space below, please describe any additional observations you have about the introduction:- Included could be

interesting side effects that you have noted, problems that may have occurred; and your recommendations for im-

proving /changing the introduction.
0

346
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HEALTH AND WELFARE
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exploration
program

z

Your opinions
again, please!

Pilot Test 197
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YOUR OPINIONS AGAIN, PLEASE!

Now you've tried more 6f the activities of exploring occupations. We would like to know how you felt about them.
This is not a test and your answers will not be graded. Check the answer that\best describes what you think about
yotir experiences. Thanks for your help.

Fill In The Following Information

Name Date

School Sex (Male or Female)

Grade 7th 8th Teacher

Below are a fiew sentences about the activities you have just participated in.

Check 1/1 "Yes" if you agree with the sentence.
/ -No" if yeu do not agree with it.

(1,f) "?" if you can't decide about your feelings.

Check Yes, No; or ? YES NO

1. I enjoyed doing the exploration activities.

2. I found I had interests and likes that I didn't know
about before.

3. ,Other stukents my age would enjoy these activities.

4. I found I could solve problems that people teeny
have on their jobs. ._

5. I want to continue to add to my own occupations
album.

6. The teacher had to tell us what to do each day.

7. The Introduction to exploring occupations was a
good beginning to the things we did.

8. I need to continue exploring occupations.

9. I learned about occupations tOat I might be inter-

Tied
in.

10. The materials were easy to read.

11. I enjoyed working with other students.

348
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12. There were too many other students involved in the
activities at the 'same time.

13. There was usually enough space in my classroom to
do thi activities.

14. I didn't like many of the things I did in these activi-
ties.

15. I didn't really learn about different occupations from
these activities.

16. I would liketo try more activities like these.

17. I always knew from the directions what I was sup-.
posed to do.

18. I didn't understand many of the ideas in the rhate-
rials.

10. It was too noisy to do many of these activities. ,

20. I would rather have done the thing:the other stu-
dents were doing.

21. I learned I had skills and a 'titles that I didn't know
about before.

22. Some of the activities were too hard for me to do.

23. I need to think more about what I want to be.

24. Since I've tried the Occupational Exploration
Activities, I feel I know more about:

a) Where different people work.

b) How people work together on their jobs.

c) How well people in different occupations
like their work.

d) What special skills are needed for different
occupations.

e) How the community benefits from the work
a perscin does.

f) What a person is responsible for doing in
occupation.

.g) The steps people need to follow to finish a
' job.

349
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WHAT DID YOU TRY?

.CHECK (I) ALL THE THINGS. YOU TRIED AND
THEN FOLLOW THEARF9W-.

ap TOUCHPOINT II GO TO THE:
simulation GREEN PAGE

0 CLEAN

0. WELL

LE SPEAK-OUT

350

GO TO THE
BLUE PAGE

ti
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Answer these questions.if you were in TOUCHPOINT II.

1. After seeing the slide show, 'Trouble in Fremont"
I was interested in Touchpoint II.

2. The Interest Search helped me to choose the role
I wanted. **

3. It was a lot of fun being part of Tbuchpoint II.

4. I wish Touchpoint II lasted longer.

I had enough information to do all my work.

6. Other students my age would enjoy these
activities.

7. Touchpoint II would 6e more interesting for
younger students.

8. All the things we did in Touchpoint II seemed
to fit together well.

9. I learned a lot from my role.

10. At times, I had nothirig4o,do.

11. At times, I had too much to do.

12. The Council Meeting provided agqod ending
for Touchpoint II.

13. The drawings helped me to understand the
materials.

, Ni.otCr

14. I enjoyed the role I played infouchpoint II. .4.

15. Check (V) your°Role in'Touchpoint II. ,

4..

YES NO

.

.
' O . e A. .

"A
Director ....._ .',. Nurse 'Psychologistr.r......r r..

Assistant Director " Medical Technician rrobationbffice;

. ,. .
% PDoctOr . - Caseworker Volunteer

, a 0....
o 1

o

Thanks fcikyour help. Please give this*
questionnaire to your teacher when you are done with this page.

, 0. .
.

-...,...,
.. , .4r.o.

"ir

oo,
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Answer these questions if you tried Speak-out or Well or Clean

Check (V) Yes, No, or ?

SPEAK -OUT

1. I would liketo interview more people in
different occupations.

2. I now know a lot of questions to ask someone
in a job.

3. I never thought of talking to people about
their work before.

4.' All people feel the same about their jobs.

5. I didn't have any trouble using the tapes
and the recorder.

-6. This activity wasn't very interesting.

7. There were too many students trying to
listen at one time.

WELL

8. The story about Sandy was fun to read.

9. The drawings helped me to understand
the materials.

10. The activity was too short.

11. The story was easy to reag.,

12. I had no trouble understanding what I was
supposed to do.

13. "Well" would be more interesting for
younger students.

CLEAN

14. The story of a day in Mr. A's life was fun to read.

YES NO ?

O

15:' The school custodian does a lot of things that I
didn't know about before.

It was sometimes diffitult to follow directions.

17. I'm riot sure I understood what "Clean" Was about.

18. Other students my age would like "Clean."

19. The drawings in
s
"Clean" helped me to understand

the materials.

20. The floor plan of the school helped me to under-
stand all the places where the school custodian is
needed.

Thanks for your help. Please give this questionnaire to your teacher when you are done with this page.

352
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Occupational
Exploration
Program

GlAJ

.
Post Cluster Package

Student Interview Form

"HEALTH AND WELFARE"

Student Name Sex (M or F) Date

Teacher Name Grade (7th or 8th)

School City

'Interviewer

First Part of the Interview

1. Introduce yourself.
2. Explain purpose of interview: to find out the student's feelings

11

about the Occupational Exploration activities in which he/she has
participated in order to help us improrie.them.

3. Ask student for name; fill-out information above.

Second Part of the Interview

,..

NoD

(Now say to student)

Now I'll read.some questions to you, and you just give me our answers, OK?

D 1. Do you have any ideas of what occupations you might be interested in?

(If yes) 'What?

Y No ?

171
2. Had you thought much about -.exploring occupations before participating

in this program?

(If. yes). What kinds of things had you thought about or done?

.

4

3. Whi-ft'do you feel a personshould? start thinking about an occupation?
(How old should they be?)

04
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No*

es No

t.

No

4

2b7

-2-

1i. What are the most important things you feel you should consider before
choosing an occupation? (Probe) (What are some of the things you
might like or not like about -a job?)

Did you participate in Touchpoint II?

(If "yes", go to page 4;if "no", continue)

(FOR STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN EXPLORATORY ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN THE
SIMUIATION)

6. For each activity you tried, I'm going to ask you to tell me the things
you liked most and the things you liked least.

O

a) SPEAKOUT

Did you try "SPEAKOUT"?

(If No; mark Now and Skip to "CLEAN")

Liked Most Liked Least

b) CLEAN

Did you try "CLEAN"?

(If No, mark "No4. Skip to "WELL")

Liked Most

(
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ea No

I::].

-3-

c) WELL

Did you IVELt"?
o

(If No, Mark "No" and skip to #7 below)

Liked Most Liked Least

, .

111 .

. ,
.

Yes' No ? 7. Since you participated in these activities, do you feel you're getting

Ct'41P
Cl more ideas about what you might like to do when you're older?

Yea No ? 8. Did you have any special problem doing any of the activities?

Cit E:3 El
(If yes) What were they?'

9. If you could change anything in the activities to make them better, what
things Would you change?

A

10. What one word would you ustkWaescribe or tell how you. feel about the
things or activities that you did?

-040W

(Say to student)

Okay, that's it. Your answers will really help make the activities better
the next time other students use them. Thanks for your help.

(End)

:2,55
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-4-

(FOR STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN SIMULATION)

6. What role did you play in the simulation?

No Did you like your role?

11
What did you like or-dislike about it?

4.

),
a) What do you ehink:4her students would like most about the simulation?

No

sr'

b) What do you think they would like least?

8. ,Did you have any special problema doing the simulation? (Things you

didn't understand or places that you didn't know what to do next?)

(Ifs yes) What Were they?

.04

.

Did you feel'the simulation was realistic? (That it-gave you a true

picture of wipt the occupations might be like?)

(If No-)-- Why not?
1

?rte 10.' Since you participated in the. simulation, do you feel you're getting

more ideas about what you might like to do when you're-older?

Y No '±i 11.. Did the other activitiet going on in the room bother you during the

simulation?. ..
r,

El
(If yea) In what way?

'52
o
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12. If,you could change anything about the simulation to make it better,
_what things would you change?

13. What one word would you use to delwribe or tell how you feel about
the simulation?

(Say. 9 student)

Okay, that's it. Your answers will really help make the activities better
the next time other students use them. Thaxks for yoiar help.

.(End)

-f

..
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Teacher

Perceptions

2V4

Name

School

Citif

Date

DIRECTIONS: To respond,simply check (/ ) the phrase that best
describes your response or fill in the requested infor-
mation. ,Space has been provided at the end of this
questionnaire for you to write in any comments and
suggestions you have. When you have completed this
questionnaire, please return it to the individual who
will be interviewing you. Thank you for your help

kt and cooperation.

SECTION How Well Did the Entire
Cluster Package Work?

1-. Excluding the Introddction, your
prepar'ation for the cluster package
each day required

2. As a starting point for Other
"activities, the 'Introduction to

Occupational Exploration' wa's
Aist -

. 3. The assignment-of students to
activities (simulation and other
activities) was

4. Students were able to follow
directions with

.z&
5. Most of -the time, tile sound level

in the classroom was

6. In terms of space needed to im-
Plemeneth-eactivities, my class-
room was

7. In terms of ,managing the activities,
, the class (the number of students)

was

'Y. hour

or less

1 hour More than
1 hour

Ineffective Somelrhat Effective
ineffective

A problem A problem
throughout only at the
the activities beginning'

Much teacher Some teacher j Little teacher
assistance assistatke assistance

Nd probtbm

Intolerable' Somewhat About
intolerable right

Inadequate

Too large

,
359

Somewhat '
inadequate

Adequate

A little , About
too large right
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8. Circle the maximum number of major activities
which you managed at one time.

9. Circle the maximum number of major activities.,
which you feel you could manage successfully
at one time.

10. Circle the maximum number of simulations which
you feel you could manage successfully at one time.

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5 6

ff-'9

7 8

11. Fill in the number of class periods'required for . Simulation Other Activities
lkiiit the simulation and other exploratory activities.

12. Fill in the number of students participating in Simulation ' Other Activities
the simulation and other exploratoryfictivities.

A

13. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific printed materials in the cluster package

No

ElYes, (Please specify)

14. Did you have any major problems using or preparing to use specific audiovisual materials in the cluster package'

r
1

El No
EiYes, (Please specify)

SECTION II: In-service Training

For introducing the overall nature of Ineffective Somewhat
the Occupational Exploration Program, ineffective
the in-service training was '

Effective

ti dP

*.W For introducing the details of specific Ineffective Somewhat Effectiye
ineffectivematerials, the in-service training was

au;
The in-service training provided me __Very few
with ideas

360

Some Many
ideas ideas

1.1



SECTION ill: Perceptions of the Simulation
Part A

Was the preview effective in +mating

Was there enough information for
studentsAwielect roles?

Were the simulation materials generally
well written?

Did the illustrations increase student
understanding of the simulation materials?

Dtd the situations in the simulation ..1

No

No

No

No

No

' Somewhat Yes

students?

Somewhat Yes

'-Soniewhat Yes

Somewhat Yea

Somewhat Yes

maintain student interest?

Did the students possess adequate
skills to do the activities?

Did the summary provide an incentive
* to explore occupations further?

No

No

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Were there any places in the simulation where you found it necessary to..intervene to maintain student
interest, motivation, and/or the flow of activities?

No
'v.

Yes, (Please specify)

Part'13

For those students participating in the "TOUCHPOINT II" simulation, cr.scic;the

percentage who you feel

Enjoyed /liked:'

Participat g in TOUCHPOINT II

Having a realistic occupational problem to solve

Playing different occupational roles

Learning about different occupations

Working with other students

Exploring occupations

Understood:

The directions

The written materials

The, vocabulary

The intent of thIt e activities

The intent of the entire package

The importance of exploring occupations

0-25%

,361

Percentage of. Students

26.50% 51.75%

P...41,.,

76 1 00%

C o
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SECTION IV: Perceptions of the Other
Exploratory Activities

Part A

Was it easy for studeTs to shift from
one activity to another?

Were these other exploratory activities
reasonable complements to the simUlation?

Did these activities hold the student's
interest?

Did the stories included in many of the
activities appeal to students?

Did the illustraticnis increase student
understanding of the activities,s`

Were'the materials generally well written
or structured?

No

No

No

No

No

No

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Somewhat Yes

Were there any places in these other exploratory.activities where you found it necessary to intervene to
maintain student interest, motivation and/or the flow of activities?

Part B

No _

Yes, (Please specify)

For thOse.students participating in "CLEAN" and "SPEAKOUT," check
the peicentage who you feel

Enjoyed/Liked:
;

Participating in-

, WELL
SPEAK OUT
CLEAN

Learning about different occupations

Working with other student'

, Exploring occupatio'M

Understood:

The directions

The written material

The vocabulary

the intent of the activities

The intent of the entire package

The importance oLexploring occupations

Percentage of Students

0-25% 26-50% 51.75% 76-100%

362
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SECTION V: Overall Consideration's

4

.Which activities (Touchpoint II, Clean, Well, Speak Out, other exploratory activities) in to cluster package did you
Like Most and which did you Like Least? . A

Liked LeastLiked Most

How would you rate the overall set of activities in terms of the students maturation level? .

Too Difficult About Right
4k4.

Check which materials you would and'would not use again.

Would use Would not use

Introduction

Simulation

"Clean'

"Speak Qut"

"Well"

Too Easy-

Overall, how successful do you think the program was in terms of

a) Feasibility in the classroom? b) Expanding student awareness of occupatiorisZ

Very Unsuccessful Very Unsuccessful

Unsuccessful Unsuccessful

Average Average

Succesilul Successful

Very Successful Very SuCcessful

Overall, how would you rate the instructional quality of the cluster package?

Very Poor Poor Average Good " Very Good
.

a.

In the space below, please describe any additional observations you have/bout the program Included could be.
interesting side effects that you have noted, problems that may have occurred, and your tecommendationslor.
improvement/change.

o

1'
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Teacher Name-

-297

TEACHER INTERVIEW

School

City Grade

DateCluster Taught

Interviewer's Name

.-

IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM

Yes No /f.

ED 1. Did the in-service training program help you to-use the materials?

What information in, the in-service session was most useful to you?

It

.2. What additional information would have helped you?

ti

.

, r

3. Can you .recommend any changes that would improve the in-service: (Probe:
Things that would have made the time spent more-meaninful ,to you.)

,

44. AO

O



A

4t

4. What additional information would have helped you? Did the teacher's

guide help yolito usetittle materials?

o-

Before°using the OEP materiala, how difficultdidyou initially perceive
the impleientation of the'materials"would be?

9

Now that you have used the OEP materials, how difficult would it be to
use the materials a second time?

IMPIEMENTATION PROBLEMS

6. Initially, how did students get into the different activities? Did
students volunteer? Were they assigned?

3

41,
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7. Did the placement of students in activities_ pose specific implementation

problems? If yet, what were the problems?

*.

8. What special problems did you encounter when using the simulation?

_

r.

9. What special problems did' you encounter when using the other exploratory
activities?'

-t
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Yes No.

r--r 10. Were there problems arising from the concurrent,use of the simulation

and the exploratory activities? (Probe: Such as classroom manage-'

ment or student behavior problems).

(If Yes)

b) What were these problems?

Yes No

I1 El

O

wf-

1

c) DOI/1m feel that these problems would jeopardize implementation of
the program on, a.larger scale in the schools? If yes, Why?

11. If you were to use these activities again, how would you integrate them

into your regular classroosractivities? (e:g., use at a complement to
regular lesson plans, use independently as a unit) space throughout the.

curriculum?) -

12. Could you describe the general nature of your class? (Probe: What is

the students' range of ability, their motivational level; etc.. ).

ie

0
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In 13. Do you feel there are students who would have trouble using these materials?,

(If 'es) What characteristics do you feel they would have?

14. Were there unexpected student outcomes that you experienced in yak'.

classroom? (Probe: Such as student involvement, interest or Tesfonse)

If so, what?

ti

15. ,What overall recommendations or comments'would you like to make in order

- to ove the materials or theit'implementation?

-Ny

Thanks for your help and cooperation with ue in using the PEP materials.
We hope you foiind the experience worthwhile for yourself and your students,
and that you will, be able to use at least some Of the materials in your

. classroom again next year.

368


